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~ PREFACE 

This book is designed to he an integrated, cohesive volume on foreign policy theory 
and analysis. Foreign policy analysis, as a distinct field having its nascence in the 
19605, is well into its second generation of ideas and scholarship. Despite the consid
erab�e achievements in the field in its short history, those of us who teach foreign 
policy analysis encounter multiple obstacles when we attempt to find a general for
eign policy theory and analysis book for our students. First, there is no single, 
comprehensive text or anthology of articles that discusses the development of the 
study of foreign policy with reference to the linkages between the generations of 
scholarship. Second, there is no single, up-to-date collection of essays that can be 
used to introduce students to the theoretical perspectives and analytic approaches 
shaping the ever-evolving study of foreign policy. This book, we think, will serve 
teachers and students well as a foundation text for advanced undergraduate and 
graduate foreign policy courses. Further, as a "state-of-the-discipline" book, this vol
ume serves those of us (most of us!) in our dual function as well-as foreign policy 
scholars. 

The idea of a "second generation" of scholarship is unique to this foreign pol
icy hook. We discuss our use of the generational concept and what we imagine as the 
distinctions between the first and second generations in chapter 1, and so we will 
save most of that discussion for later. However, allow us a few preliminary thoughts 
on "generational change" in the study of foreign policy. First, the concept is contro
versial and can put some people immediately on guard. "Generation gaps" are, of 
course, notorious in most cultures; generations are commonly seen as being at odds 
with one another, as not understanding one another, with each rejecting what the 
other values. In a limited sense, we see some of the scholarship in this volume as dis
tinct from and critical of the "first-generation" scholarship as presented in chapter 1 
and as Deborah Gerner discusses it in chapter 2. Some of the work here is critical of 
the limitations and biases of the first generation, and some "returns" to theoretical 
traditions that were often enough not embraced by the first generation. And so there 
is some tension here between generations and some of the guardedness over the gen
erational concept is warranted. But, as we indicate in chapter I and at many points 
throughout this book, generations are not just in opposition to one another. Indeed, 
and quite importantly, second generations come from first generations; others 
brought us here, and their work and help must be acknowledged and honored. In the 
same way that we assert the distinctiveness of the second generation from the first, 
we also stress the continuities between the scholarships and point to the foundations 
laid for us by first-generation foreign policy scholars. And so, as these things go, there 
is also in this book less tension between the generations than dynamism generated 
out of a shared pursuit of a cherished interest. 
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Generational Change 
in Foreign Policy Analysis 

Laura Neack, Jeanne A. K. Hey, 
Patrick J. Haney, MIAMI UNIVERSITY 

Our purpose in bringing this volume together is to highlight the progression in the 
study of foreign policy that has been taking place over the last half century by pre
senting to colleagues and students examples of the variety of ways that the study of 
foreign policy is being pursued. As will be evident, the study of foreign policy is a 
diverse set of activities, dedicated to understanding and explaining the foreign policy 
processes and behaviors of actors in world politics. The evolution of this field, as one 
would expect, has included both continuity and change, and this volume assembles a 
broad sampling of the field that shows this record of continuity and change. In our 
thinking about this process of evolution, we have found it helpful to focus on the 
provocative concept of "generational change." 

The ideas of a "second generation" and a "first generation" carry many implica
tions. A second generation follows on the existence of and builds upon the efforts of its 
predecessor. A second generation is nurtured by and relies upon the strengths of its 
predecessor. A second generation carries on the work of a first generation and passes 
along the heritage to a potential third generation. At the same time, a second genera
tion is distinct from (j first generation, thus it leaves its own mark upon the world. A 
second generation oftentimes, directly or indirectly, speaks to those things that have 
been overlooked or not completed by the first generation. So there are elements 
about a second generation that can appear oppositional, accusatory, or even rebel
lious to the first. 

This volume 011 foreign policy analysis in its "second generation" demonstrates 
second-generation scholarship ill the variety of ways it embraces as well as moves 
beyond the first generation. Our use of the idea of a second generation has mel and 
probably will meet with some opposition and concern. When we suggest that for
eign policy analysis as a field of study has moved into a second generation, we irnply 
some departure from the past and its ways of knowing. This departure should 110t 
be seen as simply oppositional, for the second generation (as these things go) would 
not exist if not for the efforts of the first. 

Vie brought this book together in an act that implicitly indicates that the first 
generation's work has been important but remains incomplete. As can be seen 
throughout, the first generation of foreign policy scholarship was critical to establish
ing many of the foundations for the second generation. Deborah Gerner's essay that 
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2 Settillg tlze COli text 

immediately follows this chapter presents a broad overview of the first generation as 
it consciously developed as a "field" of study. The reader is encouraged to consider 
what lines of inquiry were included in the "field," as presented by Gerner, that carry 
through into some of the second-generation chapters in this volume. The reader 
should further consider what theoretical traditions are omitted from Gerner's review 
of the first generation, traditions that play key roles in many of the other chapters in 
this vol\.llne. Recognizing the inclusion and exclusion of certain theoretical traditions 
from the first-generation "field" is crucial to understanding why we declare foreign 
policy analysis to be in a broader-reaching second generation. 

As a final introductory note, we need to state the obvious here: the study of 
foreign policy is not a new phenomenon. As long as there nave been political units 
engaging in relations with other political units, people have thought about and stud
ied the problems of relations with the other or foreign group. What is new is the 
attempt to structure the activities of scholars engaged in the study of foreign policy 
into a co~erent, identifiable field of study. This, then, is our first fundamental asser
tion (and not one that is just our own): the study of foreign policy is different from 
the study of international relations and comparative politics, and the effort to distin
guish and delineate this field is a relatively new phenomenon. The pioneering 
scholars in this endeavor are referred to here as the first generation. These were cer
tainly not the first people to study foreign policy, but they were the first group to try 
to delineate a fidd of foreign policy analysis. How they tried to do this, what they 
emphasized as well as disregarded in their demarcations of the field, and what envi
ronmental motivations conditioned their efforts are all important to consider in 
order to appreciate the efforts and distinctiveness of the second-generation scholars. 

• The First Generation: "Comparative Foreign Policy" 

The study of foreign policy has entered a "second generation" in two ways. In a lim
ited sense, there is now a second generation of scholars working in the field, trained 
by those who pioneered and consolidated the field. This second generation has ben
efited from the insights and experience of two decades of systematic foreign policy 
research performed by the first generation of foreign policy scholars. Thus, some 
second-generation scholars have the luxury of coming into an established field of 
research, rather than the task of trying to begin one. To paraphrase a recent review 
of the ficld, new scholars in the field interested in building theory about foreign pol
icy have "a significant theory building heritage" that their predecessors lacked 
(Hermann and Peacock 1987,30). 

In a broader sense, the study of foreign policy has entered a second generation 
of scholarship, which at its most fundamental level means a different way of thinking 
about the study of foreign policy. In this sense, many "first-generation" scholars as 
well as scholars who were actively engaged in foreign policy analysis but were not 
part of the first-generation "field" fit into the designation of second-generation 
scholars. This second-generation perspective is actually a broad set of approaches 
bound together by a common focus on studying foreign policy and an.acceptance of 
eclecticism in theory building. This shift can be seen even in how we refer to the 
field. The first generation of scholarship typically was labeled "comparative foreign 
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policy;' whereas the second generation is referred to as "foreign policy analysis!' It is 
important to recognize here that the generations we refer to frequently overlap tem
porally. Some scholars continued to pursue first-generation questions into the period 
in which second-generation scholarship began. While we see a general evolution 
from a first to a second generation, the shift is neither complete nor specific to a par-

ticular year. 
The first-generation analysis of foreign policy, or comparative foreign policy 

(CFP), had as one of its primary goals a desire to move away from noncumulative 
descriptive case studies and to construct a parsimonious explanation of what drives 
the foreign policy behavior of states. It sought to do so using modern social science 
techniques and comparative analyses of the behavior of states. Along the way, it was 
hoped that a relatively uniform pursuit of theory about foreign policy would con
tribute to the establishment of a normal science in the Kuhnian sense (see Kuhn 
1962; on comparative foreign policy as a normal science, see East, Salmore, and 
Hermann 1978; Hermann and Peacock 1987; McGowan and Shapiro 1973; Rosenau 
1966, 1987a). In order to do this, many first-generation scholars adopted quantita
tive, positivist (scientific) models of theory building and methodologies. This 
disposition toward positivist theory building required that scholars assemble "data" 
of the foreign policy behavior of states, often in the form of event counts, and 
explore sources of foreign policy behaviors through discrete, separate levels of analy
sis (e.g., Azar and Ben-Dak 1975; Kegley et al. 1975; McGowan and Shapiro 1973; 
Rummel 1972). The explanations produced in this pursuit were intended to be gen
eral (even generic) in nature, stressing ideal nation-types, societal characteristics, and 
behavioral modes, including those linked to systematic decision-making models 
(e.g., East and Hermann 1974; McGowan 1974; Moore 1974; cf. Rosenau 1967a, 

1967b, 1967c, 1968a, 1968b) . 
There were also, and at the same time, a large number of foreign policy schol

ars who remained largely outside the CFP paradigm, opting for different views of 
theory building both from CFF and often from each other. Important research, for 
example, by Graham Allison (1971), Michael Brecher (1972, 1980), 1. M. Destler 
(1972), Alexander George (1969, 1972), Alexander George and Richard Smoke 
(1974), Morton Halperin (1974), Roger Hilsman (1971), Ole Holsti (1962, 1970), 
Samuel Huntington (1961), Irving Janis (1982), Nathan Leites (1951, 1953), and 
Kenneth Waltz (1967), did not fall under the CFP paradigm. Nor did there emerge 
frorn this set of foreign policy scholars (or others) a call for a unified approach to the 
study of foreign policy similar to that put forward by those working within the CFl' 
paradigm. As CI;P was the first attempt to unify the approach to the study of foreign 
policy, we have found it useful to think of it as a first generation of foreign policy 

scholarship. 
First-generation scholars, then, were a relatively small core of analysts con-

cerned with the construction of a rigorous body of research that would together 
form a unified "field." Within this context Rosenau proposed a "pre-theoretical" 
framework as a way to orient foreign policy research toward being systematic, scien
tific, and quantitative (1966). His pre-theory framework, which sought to focus 
attention on the different and discrete levels of causation of foreign policy behavior 
(e.g., individual, role, government structure, society type, international relations, and 



4 Setting the Context 

global syste~),. was to be a step that in some ways was modeled on Robert Merton's 
c~nce.pt of n:ld~le range theory" (1957). Middle-range theories offer explanations 
of pal tlcular, lImIted phe.nomena rather than explanations that encompass the entire 
Ul1lverse bemg studIe? (m thIS case, foreign policy). Rosenau's "pre-theory" was to 
serve as a research gUIde that might lead, in time, to some accumulated understand
mg of how, for instance, .role perception might lead to certain foreign policy choices, 
and :0 some understandmg of how the level of a country's development might limit 
the foreIgn poltcy choIces available to it. Enough middle-range theories over time 
could be fitted to~et~er i~to a general or grand theory that would explai~ the multi~ 
pie sources of, vanatIOns m, and implications of foreign policy. 

Des~ite the fact that Rosenau proposed a "pre-theory," some first-generation 
schoJars~I~cl~dmg Rosenau-quickly identified the field as a "normal science," that 
IS, a SCIentIfIc fIeld with a central general or grand theory around which research pro
ceeded usmg a. common strategy of inquiry or methodology. Ongoing research within 
such a~ establIshed "normal science" involved "mopping-up" activities that sought to 
answel detaIls left over after solvmg the larger puzzle of the field's universe. Several of 
the most promment scholars in CFP published glowing but questionable pronounce
ments about the progress m the field. Consider the following two examples: 

A fi~ld of scientific (comparative) foreign policy analysis has not only emerged 
but IS also proceeding in the "mopping up" activities of "normal science." (Kegley 
and Skmner ] 976, 303, as quoted in Korany 1986b, 42) 

All .the evidenc~ points to the conclusion that the comparative study of foreign 
fohcy has em.elged. as. a normal sCIence. For nearly a decade many investigators 
,lave been busIly bmldmg and llnprovmg data banks, testing and revising proposi
tions, uslI1gand departlI1g from each other's work. It has been an astonishingly 
rapId evolutIon ... because of the steady and growing flow of research products ... 
and of the convergence around particular variables and methodologies. Our dif
ferences now are about small points. (Rosenau 1976,370, as quoted in Koranv 
1986b, 42) , , 

This progress report about the study of foreign policy was exaggerated. There 
was some convergence of practice around quantitative methodology and scientifi
cally based ways of knowlI1g-specifically, a shared commitment to positivism
am~ng scholars who called t~eir field "comparative foreign policy." However, a 
shared set o~ theoretIcal commItments and the central paradigmatic core of the field 
never came lllto focus. By the 1980s many had noted that the field as defined by CFP 
had not attamed all of Its goals (e g Capor··lso et ·11 1987· I·Ie d P k 

"J (. <- ~ <- • ) rnlann an eacoc 
1987; Kegley 1980; Moon 1987). 

As stated earlier, the theoretical traditions and findings established in this first
generatton scho.larship are discussed in detail in Deborah Gerner's essay in this book 
'~cl:apter 2). As mdlcated by Gerner, the scope and range of first-generation scholar
shIp have been conSIderable, but so are the subjects and issues that have been 
excluded from the "field." The exclusion of certain theoretical traditions seems to 
have occurred becat~se ~)f the first generation's desire to construct a rigorous field 
that was largely POSItIVIst 1I1 orientation and predisposed to quantitative analysis. 
UnderstandlI1g the POSItIVISt onentation of the first generation and the rejection of 
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positivism as the sole logic of inquiry in the second generation can be enhanced by 
an awareness of the political context in which each generation of scholarship has 
been conducted. 

• The First Generation and Positivism 

To understand the positivist orientation of CFP it is helpful first to understand the 
politics of the "real world." Scholarship is never immune to real-world politics; 
indeed, scholarship reflects the political trends of the day. The study of CFP (the first 
generation), like the study of international relations and comparative politics, clearly 
reflected the "ways of knowing" that dominated social science research in the 1950s 
and 1960s. As the hegemony of positivism in international relations and comparative 
politics waned in the 1970s and 1980s, so too did positivism loosen its grip on the 
study of foreign policy, allowing for an opening in the field that, in turn, allowed the 
second generation to coalesce. Beyond understanding that CFP reflected the politics 
of the day, it is equally important to understand a related phenomenon: the study of 
foreign policy has been influenced by theoretical and conceptual developments in the 
fields of international relations and comparative politics. 

Ray Maghroori (1982) and Howard Wiarda (1985) have discussed how the the
oretical and methodological developments in the fields of international relations and 
comparative politics, respectively, can be mapped onto a time line against real-world 
events in the twentieth century. An understanding of the development of these fields 
helps us to understand the origins of the first generation of foreign policy analysis. 

The appropriate starting point for this discussion is the end of World War II. 
The lessons from the two world wars as well as from the interwar period helped 
reestablish the dominance of the realist paradigm and "power politics" in interna
tional politics. Even attempts to foster (idealistic) cooperation among states within 
the new United Nations were backed with a realist belief in military might-as seen 
in the Security Council's permanent memberships and veto power given to the 
victors of \'\Torld War II. As the cold war between the superpowers developed, the 
realist preoccupation with the study of military security and strategic balances was 
reinforced. 

During the same period, the study of comparative politics was dominated by 
scholars who had learned to fear mass politics from both ends of the political spec
trum. Fascist Italy, imperialist Japan, and Nazi Germany had taught them the dangers 
of mobilized masses from the extreme right end of the spectrum, while the politics of 
the Soviet Union exemplified the dangers of mobilized masses from the left. The 
study of comparative politics after World War II became infused with a normative 
imperative to study and model the "good" moderate participatory politics found in 
the United States and Western Europe (Wiarda 1985, 12). The dominant theoretical 
perspective in the field became modernization theory-sometimes called develop
rnental economics-with its emphasis on state building along the \'\Testern model. As 
the cold war emerged and deepened, the modernization-developmental model 
became the formula by which \'\Testern states, especially the United States, examined, 
judged, and intervened in developing stales to protect them from the dangers of the 
mass politics of the left being exported by the Soviet Union. 
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During the 1950s, American academia was greatly influenced by the cold war 
and its arms and space races. A principal strategy of the United States in the cold war 
involved scientific advancements and the recruitment of academics to the cause. 
federal funding for "scientific" research created a strong impetus among social scien
tists to become more "scientific" (and perhaps less "social" or "historical"). This 
contributed to the beginnings of the positivist era in the social sciences, with its focus 
on hypothesis testing and quantification. 

International and comparative politics were thus dominated by positivism dur
ing the 1950s and into the 1960s. Two important lines of inquiry that emerged in 
international politics during this period were formal decision-making models [or 
understanding policymaking and mathematical, game-theoretic models of arms rac
ing, alliance building, and war. In comparative politics, modernization theory was 
formalized in an institutionally focused state-building model against which states 
could be judged as developing or failing to develop. Research in both fields became 
highly quantified as well, especially in international relations. 

Comparative foreign policy emerged within this positivist era of international 
and comparative politics. This research environment was consistent with James 
Rosenau's (1966) call for the study of foreign policy to become a normal science with 
a dominant paradigmatic core and central methodological framework (e.g., 
Raymond 1975). The first-generation foreign policy analyses that focused on models 
of foreign policy behavior, quantitative methods, and the use of event data to link 
ideal nation-types and foreign policy behaviors were informed by this positivist ori
gin (e.g., East and Hermann 1974; Moore 1974b; see also chapter 2, in which Gerner 
discusses this at greater length). U.S. federal funding opportunities for academics, as 
well as the abundance of data on the world's countries being generated by the United 
Nations and the Western states' intelligence apparatuses helped solidify and legiti
mate this approach to foreign policy analysis. 

The real-world events of the 1960s, however, were to cause scholars in interna
tional and comparative politics as well as foreign policy scholars to rethink their 
fundamental assumptions in the 1970s. The huge increase in the number of indepen
dent states in the 1960s caused by decolonization infused international and 
comparative politics with new voices, orientations, and issues. The power of numbers 
to be exercised by "Third World" states within the UN General Assembly, and later 
the economic power harnessed by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPEC) in the 1970s, encouraged international relations scholars to come 
to terms with nonmilitary bases and definitions of power and less-than-great power 
states. Further, the problems of Third World countries were not primarily military 
and strategic, but also involved issues of economic development and dependency, as 
well as issues of state and nation building, creating a need for more diverse theOl"cti
cal and conceptual tools in the study of international politics (Azar and Moon 1988). 

As the number of countries and issues confronting international politics 
expanded dramatically into the 19705, so too did the voices from both Western and 
non-Western scholars who operated under a nonrealist, non-Wcstern paradigm. 
Many of thesc scholars from developing countries proposed a historical, structural 
accounting of the international system informcd by Marxism and generalized as 
(although not limited to) dependency theory (see Cardoso and Faletto 1979; Frank 
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1981; see also Wallerstein 1979). Some scholars in the West a~so defected fron~ the 
realist flock and began to discuss alternative explanations of mternat!Onal pohtlCS. 
These alternative accountings are generally described as part of an ommbus plural
istltransnationalist/complex interdependency approach (e.g., Barnet and M.uller 
1974; Keohane and Nye 1974). As these alternative or contendll1g paradigms 
emerged in the study of international politics, strict po~itivist method~logy was c~al
lenged as being inappropriate to the study of the emergmg, contextuahzed theoret:cal 
accountings of international politics. By the end of the 1970s, more complex quahta
tive and quantitative research efforts were being conducted even among those 
scholars who still adhered to realism (or neorealism). 

Within the study of comparative politics, modernization theory also camc 
under scrutiny during the 1960s and 1970s. Wiarda states that the theory faced two 
challenges: one intellectual and one societal-polit~cal (1985, 18). Intellectually, 
Wiarda writes, the theory, "was accused by critiCS of 19nonng the phenon:enon of 
class and class conflict, the play of international and market and economlC forces, 
and dependency. The cold war origins and overtones of the developmental (modern
ization) approach came under strong attack, and developmentalism was further 
criticized as perpetuating myths and stereotypes about d.evelop~ng. natIOns that ",:,er~ 
down-right destructive of cherished traditional institut~~n.s wlthm these societies 
(1985, 18). The societal-political challenge reflected the wldes~read quest!ol1l~g of 
all institutions and forms of authority" in the United States and m the world. Wlarda 
continues: "This was especially the case as it was revealed that some of those respon
sible for articulating the developmentalist perspective were also among the 
government policy advisers who were ~elping. t? des.ign and carry out ,:,hat were 
widely perceived as ill-advised U.S. foreign pohCles With regard to the Third World 

and especially Vietnam" (1985, 19). ". . " 
Scholars from developing countries and Western area speClahsts who had 

rejected modernization theory were able to exploit the cracks i~ the crumbling mod
ernization theory paradigm and assert the importance of studymg complex domestic 
processes in comparative politics (Wiarda 1985; see, e.g., Ferris and Lincoln 198 ~; 
Munoz and Tulchin 1984; Valenzuela and Valenzuela 1978). The study of d?mestlc 
processes took a variety of forms in the 1970s, including the study of ?omestlc class
based divisions caused by colonialism and pcrpetuated m postlll?epende.nce 
dependent relations, political economy, state corporatism, and state-soClety ~elatlOns 
( Clll'lcote 1985' Verba 1985). The unifying feature of comparative pohtlcs from e.g., , d 1 . 1 
the 1970s onward was not a central paradigmatic core but a central metho ooglca 
agreement on the comparative method. ... 

The impact of other voices and other worldvlcws on .mternat!Onal and com
parative politics was felt similarly by those wh? ~tudied foreign pohcy. As tl~e reah~t 
and devclopmentalist hegemonies were ended m 111ternat!Onal and comparatlve poh
tics, respectively, the divisions between the two fields were often difficult to 
determine. This was especially true in the case of political economy approaches to 
international and comparative politics (e.g., Caporaso 1988; Moon 1983; Rosenau 
1988; Therborn 1986). This blurring of the divisions between the two. fields o.ccurred 
at the junction of the fields that foreign policy was supp~sed to. bndge 111 ItS. early 
days (Rosenau 1987a). In its first generation, however, foreign pollcy analYSIS did not 
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bridge international and comparative politics, as it was largely informed and struc
turec: by the theoretical orientation and conceptualizations of international politics 
and claImed to be borrowmg only the comparative method from comparative poli
tICS (e.g., McGowan 1975). 

By the start of the 1980s, however, a variety of theoretical and methodological 
accountmgs from b~th international and comparative politics were adopted by 
foreIgn policy scholal s. The Impact of these accountings is evident in the contextual
Ized, multl~ourced, sometimes multileveled foreign policy analyses undertaken in the 
1980s and mto the 1990s. 

• Areas for Growth in the Second Generation 

~he tl~st generation of the study of foreign policy accomplished a great deal (see, e.g., 
CapOl aso et al. .1987; Hermann and Peacock 1987). In the broadest sense, eFP 
moved scholarship beyond work that was, to date, largely atheoretical and descrip
tIve. It generated a body of concepts and data about foreign policy behavior, and it 
at~empted to do so ~n systematic ways. But there were many theoretical traditions 
wlth.1Il the ~tudy of mte~national relations that were acknowledged as important to 
foreign polICY ,~ch.olars 111 a general sense, and then typically not included in the 
realm of ~_FP. Sll11Iiarly, much know~edge being generated by the study of compara
tIve poht~cal systems was not well mtegrated into first-generation foreign policy 
scholarshIp. 

. In a broad sense, everything in international relations speaks to foreign policy 
Issues. The first genera~io~ (CFP), however, tended to neglect many of the grand and 
Imddle-range theones I~ IIlternational relations that addressed foreign policy issues. 
These were rarely consIdered systematically in comparative foreign policy. Thus, a 
student cou~d ~ak.e a course in CFP and not be exposed to a number of important 
grand theones III IIlternational rela~ions that had much to say about foreign policy. 
. For example, CFP sc~olarshlp tended to ignore the foreign policy contribu-

tIOns of the grand theones of political realism, globalism (and the related 
w~rld-system theory), and complex interdependency/transnationalism, as well as the 
mldd!e-ran?e th~ories developed from these. Realist theories, for instance, have 
premIsed dISCUSSIOns of alliance behavior (Walt 1987), security dilemmas (Jervis 
1978), deterrence (Brodie 1978· Morgan 1977· Snyder 1961) db·· b h c . . . ' , , an argmnlng e av-
lor (Schelllllg 1966) III way.s that speak directly to particular foreign policy behaviors 
of states. SImIlarly, neoreahst theOrIes have discussed the foreign policv behaviors of 
~tates called hegemons, challengers, and supporters (Gilpin 1987; Kindleberger 1981; 
;(rasner ~97~). G~obalist theories that have spoken about foreign policy behaviors 
and motivatIOns IIlclude discussions of imperialism and imperialist states (Frank 
198~; H~bson 1965) and discussions of the roles played by the countries of the core 
s~mlpenphery, and periphery in the capitalist world system (Wallerstein 1979): 
~omplex IIlterdependency theorists have built upon older discussions of functional
Ism and sect~r integration (Haas 1958; Haas and Schmitter 1964; Schmitter 1970), 
commUI11CatlOns patterns (Deutsch 1966), and "ecological" discussions of the inter
'~CtIOns between leaders, their states, and the external environment (Papadakis and 
Starr 1987; Sprout and Sprout 1971). More recent transnationalist scholarship has 
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focused on foreign policies developed out of multiple state-nonstate linkages (Moon 
1988; Keohane and Nye 1977), interstate conflict management through international 
organizations (Haas 1983; Zacher 1979), and the use of multilateralism as a form or 
tool of statecraft (Holbraad 1984; Karns and Mingst 1992). 

The first generation also tended to discount the contributions that comparative 
politics scholarship could make to the understanding of foreign policy. In some 
respects the first generation was imitating international relations: both fields focused 
heavily on the individual and system levels of analysis (sometimes conflating the two 
levels, as in discussions of decision-making models and unitary, rational national 
actors), relegating domestic political factors to a position of secondary importance. 
This is not to suggest that first-generation scholarship and international relations 
scholarship never focused on domestic politics. Indeed, as Deborah Gerner, Brian 
Ripley, Patrick Haney, and Joe Hagan indicate in this volume, the first generation 
paid considerable attention to institutionally situated decision-making models and 
public opinion (among other state-level sources of foreign policymaking). Often, 
however, these state-level sources of foreign policymaking were studied using the sin
gle case of the United States, making the comparability of these studies questionable. 
Some first-generation scholarship, such as that by Maurice East (1973, 1975), 
Michael Brecher (1972), and Brecher, Steinberg, and Stein (1969), as well as research 
projects such as CREON I , did seek to break out of the American-centric, great 
power-centric mode to consider the foreign policy behavior of less powerful states. 
However, the knowledge generated by comparativists studying the domestic systems 
of states other than the United States that bore directly on a general understanding of 
foreign policy was often neglected even by these first-generation attempts to be more 
comparative. 

For example, comparativists have had much to say on the role of the state in 
social transformation and the implications of this interaction for the state's foreign 
relations (Crahan and Smith 1992; Finkle and Gable 1971; Mander 1969; O'Donnell, 
Schmitter, and Whitehead 1986; Skocpol 1979). Political economic explanations of 
the interaction between domestic developmental and foreign economic policies have 
been generated primarily from comparative political studies (Balassa 1982; Evans 
1979; Johnson 1982; Moon 1983, 1985). Similarly, while regional specialists studying 
developing areas have had much to say on the types of foreign policy opportunities 
available to dependent states (Cardoso 1973; Hey and Kuzma 1993; Ferris and 
Lincoln 1981; Mehta 1985), only rarely were these topics included in reviews of or 
edited volumes on the study of CFP (Korany 1986b).2 

All of these theoretical traditions from both fields are embraced by the second 
generation of foreign policy analysis as relevant and informative. The eschewing of 
the need to have a field organized around a central paradigmatic and methodological 
core has freed foreign policy analysts to draw upon multiple literatures that speak to 
the central preoccupation: foreign policy theory and behavior. 

One recent collection of research essays-New Directions in the Study of 
Foreign Policy, edited by Charles F. Hermann, Charles W. Kegley Jr., and James N. 
Rosenau (1987)-ha5 attempted to reclaim some of the theoretical traditions of 
international relations and accommodate some understandings of the sources of for
eign policy generated from comparative politics. New Directions is a forward-looking 
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volume; indeed, in one of the introductory chapters the authors state: "it has become 
clear that fuller explanations of foreign policy phenomena require multi-level and 
multi-variable explanatory frameworks" (Hermann and Peacock 1987, 30). The vol
ume goes beyond first -generation presentations of foreign policy analysis in that 
most of the chapters do not dwell explicitly on the continuing desire for a central 
paradigm and central methodology in the field. Still, this quest is not entirely aban
doned in New Directions. James Rosenau's mtroduction to the book clearly suggests 
that the search for the central paradigm and methodology is not over but has moved 
on to a higher level of sophistication: 

It is perhaps a measure of movement into a new, more mature era of inquiry that 
philosophical and methodological argumentation is conspicuously absent from 
these essays. Where earlier works were pervaded with efforts to clarify the episte
mological foundations and methodological premises on which the analysis rested, 
here such matters are largely taken for granted. Gone are the triumphant para
graphs extolling science, the holier-than-thou espousal of quantification .... No 
longer do researchers need to parade their commitments to scientific methods. 
Now, instead, they just practice them. (Rosenau 1987a, 5-6) 

The introductory chapter in New Directions by Charles Hermann and Gregory 
Peacock assesses the study of foreign policy as a field to date, most of it revolving 
around first-generation themes and approaches such as decision-making theories, 
event data projects, and Rosenau's several pre-theory discussions. Hermann and 
Peacock conclude with a call for further "multi-level, multi-dimensional" research, 
some of which emerges in the edited volume's chapters. 

For example, Bruce l'v'1oon's chapter in New Directions on political economy 
and Margaret Karns and Karen Mingst's coauthored chapter on international organi
zations appear to be grounded in different theoretical frames than the traditional one 
described by Hermann and Peacock. Other chapters in New Directions, however, 
report recent advances in research areas explored by foreign policy analysts for some 
time. The three chapters by Neil Richardson, Charles Kegley, and Stephen Walker are 
illustrative of these more first-generation themes. In this sense, New Directions is a 
bridge to the present volume in that it incorporates new and old foreign policy analy
sis themes. 

• Foreign Policy Analysis in Its Second Generation 

This presentation of scholarship from the second generation of foreign policy analy
sis does not focus on what must be done to make the field a "field." Moreover, the 
idea of a "field" is different in this volume: the "field" we propose is a wide circle of 
scholarship dedicated to helping shape a broader understanding of foreign policy. 
This volume contains scholarship derived from varied theoretical traditions in inter
national relations and comparative politics, as well as from the important traditions 
established by the first generation of foreign policy scholarship. Some of the works 
included here continue themes from the first generation, some pick up on theoretical 
themes previously disregarded in CFP and carry them forward, and some do both. 
Some of the scholarship is multileveled in approach, and some explores a single level 
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in rich detail. Because this is just one book attempting to present a far-reaching circle 
of scholarship, we do not bring, nor do we claim to bring, all the voices that speak to 

foreign policy together here.3 

Scholars in foreign policy analysis more and more see any theory of foreign 
policy as having to be built in a contingent way, focusing on context, informed by 
empirical analysis. Such theory is likely to be conditional and bounded, recognizing 
that single-cause explanations are not sufficient to explain foreign policy behaviors 
and processes. Rather, explanations crafted for certain circumstances or certain 
actors, that recognize that actors can "substitute" one foreign policy choice for 
another when pursuing goals, and explanations that may be time-, region-, or issue
bound, are more likely to be pursued by foreign policy analysts in the second 
generation (d. Most and Starr 1989; Papadakis and Starr 1987). Research that seeks 
to build such theory may still focus on only one level (e.g., individuals or societies), 
but that level is generally seen as part of a larger context of action (e.g., Katzenstein 

1976; Moon 1988; Montville 1991). 
Furthermore, a diverse collection of methods are recognized as useful and 

appropriate for building these explanations of foreign policy. While many foreign 
policy analysts use quantitative methods and large data sets to study foreign policy 
(often in new and exciting ways, as Philip Schrodt explains in chapter 9), many use 
qualitative methods such as comparative case studies and the in-depth explanations 
of area specialists to understand foreign policy behaviors and processes. There has 
been renewed attention to using these types of methods in rigorous, systematic ways 

with the goal of theory building in mind. 
Finally, the "model" for science in the social sciences may be shifting away from 

that of the physical and chemical sciences toward that of the biological sciences, 
informed more by "evolutionary epistemology" (see, e.g., Gould 1989; Krasner 1988, 
1984; Mayr 1982). But, to some extent, this perspective also reflects disappointment 
with the results of first-generation research (cf. Hermann and Peacock 1987; Rosenau 

1987a). 
Thus, second-generation foreign policy analysis can be summed up in the fol-

lowing points: 4 

Second-generation scholarship is conducted using a wide variety of method
ologies embracing a diversity of quantitative and qualitative research 

techniques. 

Second-generation scholarship draws from as many critical theoretical per
spectives as it draws from methodologies; indeed, the need for a paradigmatic 
core and central methodology is rejected as unnecessary and diversionary in 

this generation of foreign policy study. 

Second-generation scholarship rejects simple connections and considers con
tingent, complex interactions between foreign policy factors. 

Second-generation accountings of the domestic sources and processes of for
eign policy draw heavily upon insights generated by comparativists and area 
specialists and more systematic and consistent attention is given to non

Anlerican cases. 
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Second-generation scholars are conscious of the contextual parameters of their 
work and explicitly seek to link their research to the major substantive con
cerns in foreign policy. 

In bringing together the diverse scholarship in this volume we have tried to 
reject the limitations of "comparative foreign policy" and to embrace multiple theo
retical traditions that inform us about foreign policy. There is a metaphor that 
describes our effort here, one used by a contributor to this volume to describe some of 
her own scholarly efforts. In the introduction to her edited volume, Gendered States: 
Feminist (Re}Visions of International Relations Theory, V. Spike Peterson describes her 
book's mission as that of "opening feminist-IR conversational spaces." Peterson 
explains, "The metaphor of 'conversations' and reference to 'openings' are very much 
to the point: I want to emphasize the processual, interactive dynamics and fluid 
boundaries of conversations, as well as the exploratory nature of shifting perspectives 
and gaining new vistas" (Peterson 1992b, 16). And so, to borrow the metaphor, we try 
here to "open" a "conversational space" that includes scholarship built upon the first 
generation along with scholarship built upon traditions not included in the first gen
eration. Within this opened space we hope to share with the reader a number of 
perspectives and "new vistas" on foreign policy. In some respects, the opening of this 
conversational space is the essence of the second generation of foreign policy analysis. 

• Continuing Themes and Areas of Innovation Developed in This Book 

The essays in this volume attempt to illustrate and capture the essence of second
generation scholarship in foreign policy analysis. Each includes and/or builds on 
first-generation scholarship. Each chapter occupies a different point on a continuum 
spanning the first and second generations, that is, between continuity and change in 
foreign policy analysis. The book itself is divided into two parts. The first part, 
including this chapter, sets the context for the second-generation scholarship repre
sented in the second part. Following this chapter, Deborah Gerner's essay, "The 
Evolution of the Study of fOI-eign Policy" (chapter 2), provides a broad overview of 
the development of cOInpa/"{/tive foreign policy as a field of first-generation study. The 
reader will see how some second-generation work builds upon the them.es discussed 
by Gerner. Gerner's chapter is a necessary complement to the previous discussion on 
the generational differences in foreign policy analysis. 

In the third contextual chapter, "The Changing International Context for 
Foreign Policy," John Rothgeb outlines and reviews the major modifications the 
international system has undergone since the end of World War II and since the end 
of the cold war. Within this framework Rothgeb identifies and discusses two "parallel 
universes"-the first composed of the advanced industrialized countries and the sec
ond composed of less developed countries-and the different foreign policy goals, 
tools, and behaviors associated with each. Finally, Rothgeb offers some ideas about 
how the changing international context for foreign policy influences the way in 
which we study foreign policy. 

The second part of this volume presents a broad sampling of second-generation 
research. In chapter 4, "A Cognitive Approach to the Study of Foreign Policy," Jerel 
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Rosati provides an overview of advances in research relating cognitive processes to 

foreign policy analysis. This body of work is an extension of the foreign policy deci
sion-making research, begun in the first generation by Snyder, Bruck, and Sarin 
(1962). Rosati demonstrates that second-generation psychological approaches to for
eign policy analysis have yielded a sophisticated body of theory and evidence 
demonstrating that at least part of a state's foreign policy behavior can be explained by 
an understanding of what happens in the minds of foreign policymakers. 

Keith Shimko's "I;oreign Policy Metaphors" (chapter 5) provides an example of 
the research Rosati introduces. Shimko reviews research that relates decision makers' 
use of analogies and metaphors to their foreign policy behavior, and discusses the use 
of metaphors in foreign policy analysis. Then, Shimko demonstrates how the "drug 
war" and "falling dominoes" metaphors have shaped policymakers' thinking and 
behavior about U.S. policy toward international drug trafficking and security policy, 
respectively. Shimko's chapter is an example of a second-generation application to a 
field (political psychology) that has been part of foreign policy studies since the 

1960s. 
In "Cognition, Culture, and Bureaucratic Politics" (chapter 6), Brian Ripley 

blends cognitive and group studies to shed light on such issues as the relationships 
between organizations' leaders, the persistence of particular organizational values 
and beliefs, and institutional resistance to foreign policy change. Ripley draws upon 
rich research traditions here and attempts to blend in complementary ways what has 
often been treated separately. Ripley uses U.S. decision making during the 1968 Tet 
Offensive to illustrate this approach to the study of foreign policy. 

Patrick Haney's essay (chapter 7) borrows heavily from a series of approaches 
used by first-generation scholars: public management, U.S. presidential studies, orga
nization theory, psychology, and group decision-making studies. In "Structure and 
Process in the Analysis of Foreign Policy Crises;' Haney reviews progress toward link
ing a decision-making group's structure to process during crisis decision making. 
Haney argues that together the disparate literatures provide a limited understanding; 
he suggests that an "institutional perspective" may contribute to a more theoretically 
fruitful linkage between structure and process in group behavior. 

Joe Hagan discusses and expands on first-generation research on the domestic 
political sources of foreign policy behavior. His "Domestic Political Explanations in 
the Analysis of Foreign Policy" (chapter 8) reviews the variety of literatures con·· 
tributing to our understanding of the many domestic influences on foreign policy 
behavior (particularly the role of domestic opposition groups). Hagan builds on 
scholarship in domestic and leadership politics and introduces the need for contin
gent explanations. Hagan's analysis is deeply embedded in area studies' case study 
literature, a departure from most CfP analyses. Like Haney, Hagan goes on to recom
mend specific strategies for moving current research into more productive areas. 

Philip Schrodt speaks specifically to the difficulties experienced by nearly all 
foreign policy scholars in finding data for foreign policy analysis. His "Event Data in 
Foreign Policy Analysis" (chapter 9) considers the use of event data in past and cur
rent research. Schrodt argues that with careful attention to the multilevel 
requirements of second-generation foreign policy data, event data can be a fertile 

source of theory building in foreign policy analysis. 
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In "The Politics of Identity and Gendered Nationalism" (chapter 10), V. Spike 
Peterson introduces the "newest" variable or research framework examined in this 
book: gender. Peterson incorporates two understudied concepts, gender and national
ism, in the analysis of foreign policy. As Peterson explains, "this chapter explores the 
politics of identity and the problema tics of nationalism through a gender-sensitive 
lens. It argues that gender is a structural feature of the terrain we call world politics, 
shaping what we study and how we study it." Peterson's chapter forms part of a grow
ing body of research relating gender to the study of foreign policy and international 
relations. 

Druce Moon, in "The State in Foreign and Domestic Policy" (chapter 11), con
tends that there are analytic problems surrounding realism's focus on the "state" as 
the primary unit of analysis, particularly when examining the foreign policy of 
peripheral states. Moon argues that peripheral states have different foreign policy 
goals and tools than core states (the focus of most realist studies) and are therefore 
poorly accounted for by traditional foreign policy models. Moon calls for greater 
consideration of the political dynamics and material interests influencing peripheral 
countries' foreign policy decisions. Moon's chapter resonates with much current 
research in Third World national security studies (e.g., Azar and Moon 1988; Job 
1992; Thomas 1987). 

In a related essay entitled "Foreign Policy in Dependent States" (chapter 12), 
Jeanne Hey reviews the literature on the foreign policy behavior of countries that are 
economically dependent on core states. Hey holds that most of this literature relies on 
quantitative methods and realist-based theoretical foundations that cannot explain 
dependent foreign policy behavior. She develops four distinct dependent foreign pol
icy theoretical models, incorporating variables from the individual, domestic, and 
international levels of analysis, and argues that each has explanatory value under cer
tain conditions. While the models borrow from first-generation concepts and from 
dependency theory, the theoretical expectation that dependent states will demonstrate 
a multitude of foreign policy behaviors is quite new. Like Moon, Hey incorporates 
political economy into the study of foreign policy. 

In "Linking State Type with Foreign Policy Behavior" (chapter 13), Laura 
Neack reviews the mostly reductionist and atheoretical first-generation attempts at 
statistically associating ideal-state types and foreign policy behavior. The "pacific 
democracies" literature formed a more sophisticated body of research examining 
whether democracies engage in war less often than nondemocracies. Neack argues 
that even this literature fails to incorporate the complexity needed to understand the 
foreign policy behavior of democracies. She concludes that "middle power theory" is 
an example of second-generation contextualized research linking state type and for
eign policy behavior that contributes to theory building in foreign policy analysis. 

In an essay that aims specifically at linking first-generation ideas to second
generation contributions (chapter 14), Karen Mingst answers James Rosenau's call 
for linking domestic and international factors in foreign policy analysis. In 
"Uncovering the Missing Links: Linkage Actors and Their Strategies in Foreign Policy 
Analysis," noting that too few scholars have heeded Rosenau's plea, Mingst develops a 
typology of linkage actors and the strategies that they employ in attempting to influ
ence {(lreign policy decisions. She incorporates actors at all levels into the typology, 
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from local grass-roots movements to international governmental and nongovern

mental organizations. 
Charles F. Hermann concludes the volume with an epilogue in which he dis

cusses the issues raised by the individual chapters and the challenges for building 
theory about foreign policy posed by the changing global environment. Hermann 
uses the end of the cold war as a prism through which to view the state of theory 
about foreign policy and the challenges that await foreign policy analysis now and in 

the future. 
These essays provide a second-generation approach to foreign policy at all lev

els of analysis. They build on and diverge from the theoretical emphases of those 
identified as "comparative foreign policy" scholars. As we discuss here and as will be 
evident in the chapters that follow, the field of foreign policy analysis has moved 
from a first to a second generation of scholarship. While there is much overlap across 
these generations, scholarship in the field now is building on the work of the previ
ous decades to advance our understanding of foreign policy processes and behaviors 
in new ways. The chapters that follow-individually and collectively-represent the 
broad range of research areas that contribute to the theoretically rich field of foreign 

policy analysis. 
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• Notes 

I. CREON, or the Comparative Research on the Events of Nations project, is explained in 
detail in the essay by Philip Schrodt in this book (see chapter 9). 

2. In this volume, see the essays by Moon (chapter 10) and Hey (chapter II) on these 
topics. 

3. Indeed, there are interesting advancements in areas of study that speak to issues of 
foreign policy that are not part of this volume. These areas would include but are not 
limited to the study of foreign economic policy, foreign policy change, culture and for
eign policy, rational models, artificial intelligence, war, war termination, and crisis 
bargaining. 

4. Our profound thanks to Joe Hagan for helping us focus and summarize our thoughts 
here. 
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The Evolution of the 
Study of Foreign Policy 

Deborah J. Gerner, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 

• Editors' Introduction 

In '"The Evolution of the Study of Foreign Policy" Deborah Gerner 
reviews in brief form the concepts and research foci that shaped 
the contours of the first generation Clf the study of foreign policy, 
especially that identified as "comparative foreign policy." Gerner 
discusses the important lines of research that helped d~fine the 
field of study, such as the early decision-making research by 
Snyder, Bruck, and Sapin, Rosenau's "pre-theory," and Allison's 
"bureaucratic politics" paradigm. Her review proceeds by a levels
of-analysisftamework and sets the contextfrom which some CI{the 
research presented in this volume has emerged. 

The reader will note certain themes throughout Gerner's essay 
that will reappear in some later chapters as wel1. Other themes and 
concepts that will be discussed in the rest of the book are quite new 
to the study CI{ foreign policy. The reader should consider the follow
ing questions when reading this chapter: What were the mainfoci of 
the field in its .first generation? What types of questions were being 
asked inforeign policy research? On what sources of foreign policy 
did research concentrate in its first generation? What types of meth
ods were used to study foreign policy? What types of interesting 
questions or empirical puzzles about foreign policy can you think of 
that were not addressed during this period? • 

Although no sub field in political science is completely self-contained, the study of 
foreign policy is somewhat unusual in that it deals with both domestic and interna
tional arenas, jumping from individual to state to systemic levels of analysis, and 
attempts to integrate all of these aspects into a coherent whole. Since at least the 
1950s, though, researchers of foreign policy have tried to define an independent field 
of study that examines foreign policy. Reflecting the broad scope of analysis of such a 
discipline, the field of foreign policy analysis has always been diverse and dynamic, 
with scholars pursuing an assortment of substantive topics through a variety of 
methodological approaches. Today the study of foreign policy is quite diverse, as 
more and new voices enter the field and add their efforts to the continuing goal of 
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understanding and explaining foreign policy. The central focus of foreign policy 
analysis is on the intentions, statements, and actions of an actor-often, but not 
always, a state-directed toward the external world and the response of other actors 
to these intentions, statements, and actions. Beyond this, however, there is no clear 
consensus on how the field should be defined. For good reason, Rosenau has called 
foreign policy a "bridging discipline," one with "limitless boundaries" that must deal 
with "the continuing erosion of the distinction between domestic and foreign issues, 
between the sociopolitical and economic processes that unfold at home and those 
that transpire abroad" (1987a, 1, 3). 

Foreign policy analyses can be descriptive, evaluative, or analytical. Descriptive 
studies establish the facts regarding foreign policy decisions, policies declared pub
licly, actions taken, and the official and de facto relationships among state and 
nonstate international actors. Foreign policy evaluation considers the consequences 
of foreign policy actions and assesses whether the goals were desirable and if they 
were achieved. This chapter examines the evolution of research concerned with the 
allalytical study of foreign policy: the societal, governmental, and individual inputs 
that affect foreign policy choices-the main emphases of the first generation of for
eign policy scholarship. It begins with a summary of multilevel frameworks and data 
collection activities, then discusses briefly some substate sources of foreign policy: 
public opinion and political structures; bureaucratic structures and processes; cogni
tion, perception, personality, and belief systems; artificial intelligence approaches; 
and decision making under conditions of crisis. In each section I try to highlight the 
development of the first generation of the study of foreign policy by discussing 
brietly what I see to be key examples of research and theory development and repre
sentative examples of scholarship in each area. 

This chapter illustrates the evolution of the study of foreign policy through its 
first generation. Some of the chapters that follow discuss the issues first mentioned 
here in greater detail and discuss how research in these areas continues and changes 
Il1 the second generation of foreign policy scholarship. In its effort to review first
generation scholarship broadly, this chapter does not cover a variety of approaches to 
the study of foreign policy that are included in this volume, such as those found in 
the chapters by Jeanne Hey, Bruce Moon, Laura Neack, Karen Mingst, V. Spike 
Peterson, and John Rothgeb. Indeed, the very inclusion in this volume of these 
approaches indicates some of the ways in which foreign policy analysis as a field is 
changing and broadening. 

• Frameworks, Classification Schemes, and Data Development 
Activities 

Initial efforts to make foreign policy research more systematic than the traditional 
studies that predated World War II and to create a general explanation of foreign pol
icy were expressed in the form of multilevel typologies and frameworks. These 
frameworks were essentially laundry lists of the potentially relevant factors that 
needed to be considered in order to understand the foreign policymaking process. 
The goal was to identify the relevant sources of foreign policy. These sources or vari
ables exist at a variety of levels of analysis (e.g., individuals, bureaucracies, societies). 
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Underlying these frameworks was a growing recognition that traditional analyses of 
foreign policy-based upon realpolitik and its assumption of a unitary state actor 
and its focus on national interest, power, and fully rational and efficient decision 
making-was insufficient to fully explain foreign policy decisions. This research was 
also influenced by the challenges of the behavioral revolution, with its neopositivist 
orientation and its long-term goal of developing empirically verifiable cross-national 
theories of foreign policy.l This section reviews some of the 1110st important 
attempts to achieve this goal. 

One of the first attempts to develop a systematic framework was Snyder, Bruck, 
and Sapin's action-reaction-illteractioll model. For Snyder and his colleagues, "the key to 
the eA'Planation of why the state behaves the way it does lies in the way its decision 
makers as actors define their situation" (1954,65). That "definition of situation" results 
fr~n~ the relationships and interactions of the members of the decision-making unit, 
eXlst1l1g 111 a partIcular international and domestic environment, as well as from each 
individual's personal attributes, values, and perceptions. This approach, which incorpo
rated insights from psychology and sociology, was a clear departure from the idea of 
the state as a monolithic actor pursuing its unified "national interests:' The general 
framework developed by Snyder et al. was later applied by Snyder and Paige (1958) and 
by Paige (1968) to analyze the U.S. decision to intervene in Korea in 1950. 

In retrospect, it is easy to criticize the work of Snyder, Bruck, and Sapin for its 
complexity and its failure to specify how variables were related to one another and 
were ranked in importance. At the time, however, the framework was a significant 
step forward for foreign policy research because of its explicit definitions, its indica
tions of underlying assumptions, its emphasis on a decision as a unit of analysis, its 
effort to untangle the meaning of the actions or decisions of a "state;' and, particu
larly, its goal of creating a structure within which the foreign policy of any country
not just the United States-could be analyzed. 

James Rosenau's 1966 "pre-theory" article was a second and highly influential 
attempt to create a general explanation of foreign policy. Rosenau moved several 
steps beyond Snyder, Bruck, and Sapin by calling for testable "if-then" propositions, 
grouping the multitude of potentially relevant sources of foreign policy decisions 
into five categories, and proposing ways to rank the importance of these variable 
clusters depending on the specific issue and attributes of the state (e.g., size, political 
accountability/level of democracy, level of development). The five clusters of foreign 
polIcy sources that Rosenau developed-idiosyncratic (later called "individual"), 
role, governmental, societal, and systemic variables-have served as the basis for 
analysis in numerous articles, foreign policy textbooks, and collections of readings 
over the past three decades. Still, Rosenau's "pre-theory" was just that, as Rosenau 
himself (1984) was quick to acknowledge. It was a typology for organizing research 
on foreign policy, rather than a fully specified model. As such there was some ambi
guity in the concepts used. For example, the dependent variable-foreign policy 
behavior-was never clearly specified, and the idiosyncratic category contained a 
mishm.ash of variables, some of which pertain to general belief systems, others to the 
unique attributes of a specific leader. 

Michael Brecher's case studies of Israel (1972, 1975; cf. Brecher with Geist 
1980) were a further effort to develop a framework for understanding foreign policy 
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decisions. Building on the work of Harold Sprout and Margaret Sprout (1956, 1957, 
1965), Brecher developed an input-process-output model that identifies and classifies 
the factors that are important in the decision-making process. Of particular interest 
is the attention this perspective gives to the relationship between the operational or 
external environment (military and economic capacity, political structure, interest 
groups, external factors) and the decision makers' interpretations or perceptions of 
that environment, which Brecher labeled the psychological environment. Brecher 
also introduced a descriptive set of policy issue areas (military-security, political
diplomatic, economic-developmental, cultural-status) that he suggested influence 
the foreign policy decision. He stopped short, however, of providing specific hypothe
ses relating the individual variables in the system. 

A more recent multilevel approach considers the impact of decision structures 
on foreign policy (Hermann, Hermann, and Hagan 1987; Hermann and Hermann 
1989). This work tries to make sense of the diverse theories about the decision-making 
process by suggesting that the type of ultimate decision unit and the nature of the 
decision-making process within the decision unit affect both the actual choice and its 
impact domestically and internationally. Three categories of decision units are identi
fied: a predominant leader (who has the power to make the choice for the government); 
a single group (all the individuals necessary for allocation decisions participate in the 
group, and the group makes decisions through an interactive process among its mem
bers); and multiple autonomous actors (the decision does not involve any single group 
or individual that can independently resolve differences existing among the groups or 
that can reverse any decision the groups reach collectively). 

A key part of this argument is that different factors will be relevant for each 
type of decision unit. When there is a predominant leader, for example, the personal
ity attributes of that individual, his or her degree of sensitivity to the international 
and domestic environment, and his or her belief system will be of central impor
tance. Although these factors will also be significant for each member of multiple 
autonomous groups, other variables, such as the nature of the relationships among 
the groups, enter into the calculus. This approach has been used to study foreign 
policymaking across national settings (e.g., Hermann and Hermann 1989) and is 
being applied to specific countries with a wide variety of attributes as the project 
continues to develop. 

One issue that has constrained multilevel foreign policy research-as well as 
single-level analyses-is the static conceptualization of many of the frameworks and 
models developed: 

The macro question "when and why do certain policy activities occur?" leads to an 
enumeration of potential explanatory sources-the nature of the international 
system, the immediate policy actions of other actors in the environment, the 
structure of the actor's society or economy, the nature of the domestic political 
system, the personal characteristics of leaders .... But time, evolutionary 
processes, system transformations, or primary feedback mechanisms are seldom 
considered. The impact of foreign policy on the subsequent condition of explana
tory variables or the possibility that explanatory variables might respond 
dynamically to one another is rarely explored (Caporaso et al. 1987,37). 
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The problem with a nondynamic conception of foreign policy is obvious: it 
does not reflect reality! Foreign policy is a highly interactive activity that involves 
continuous communication and feedback. Any approach that is unable to incorpo
rate time and change in foreign policy will have difficulty accurately explaining why 
foreign policy occurs in the particular ways it does. Coping with the difficulty of con
structing dynamic explanations has been a central problem of many foreign policy 
studies. 

The development of multilevel frameworks for the analysis of foreign policy 
inspired the creation of cross-national event data collections to evaluate these frame
works and to attempt to capture the interactive nature of foreign policy. Event data 
are nominal or ordinal codes recording the interactions between international actors 
as reported in the open press. Event data break down complex political activities into 
a sequence of basic building blocks that can then be aggregated into summary mea
sures of foreign policy exchanges. Event data are valuable because they allow scholars 
to examine interaction patterns of discrete actions and communication involving 
international actors-the basic "stuff" of foreign policy-in a systematic way. This is, 
however, an approach ill suited to studying a number of crucial foreign policy ques
tions, such as the decision not to undertake a particular action, since nonevents are 
excluded from the data sets. In addition, cross-national event data collection often 
has an unintentional bias toward the \l\Testern industrialized world, due to the 
unavailability of data for Third World states or because the variables chosen come 
out of Western conceptions of political processes, structures, and ideologies.2 

Although few scholars would deny the importance of multiple levels of analysis 
for understanding foreign policy choices, the majority focus their own research on 
one dimension such as public opinion, group dynamics, or cognition. This choice of 
focus often reflects individual researchers' judgment of which level of analysis is 
likely to be most fruitful and, it is hoped, can contribute to a more general under
standing of foreign policy when combined with other scholarship at other levels of 
analysis. The remainder of this chapter examines some of these specific types of for
eign policy inputs. 

• Societal Sources of Foreign Policy 

All foreign policy decisions occur in a particular domestic context. This environment 
includes the values, national character, political culture, and historical traditions of a 
society, its structural attributes (size, level of industrialization, form of government, 
etc.), and the particular political issues that are important at any given time. In the 
late 19605 and the 1970s, a number of empirical studies examined the relationship 
between foreign policy and state attributes.3 \l\Thile this research identified some use
ful generalizations-for instance, the importance of state size in predicting variations 
in foreign policy behavior (see Sullivan 1976, 135; Jensen 1981, 222-24)-the 
approach was less productive than scholars had originally anticipated. More recently, 
attention has also been focused on the r11.ultiplicity of nongovernmental actors
multinational corporations, ethnic and special-interest groups, the rnedia, the 
general public-that attempt to influence the foreign policy choices made by the 
elites, either through conventional political participation (e.g., voting, letter-writing 
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campaigns) or through nonconventional means of political expression (e.g., protests, 
demonstrations, strikes, riots, and coups d'etat).4 

The evidence on the relationship bet ween foreign policy and mass opinion is 
not entirely clear and often appears contradictory. Scholars variously argue that pub
lic opinion determines foreign policy, that public opinion is irrelevant to the forEign 
policy process, or that public opinion follows the chief executive on foreign policy 
matters rather than influencing decision making. 5 Furthermore, current analyses 
suggest that public opinion may be influential for certain types of issues or under 
certain conditions and irrelevant in others. Looking at the United States, Hinckley 
(1988, 1992) finds that mass opinion toward foreign affairs, like elite opinion, is frac
tured along several dimensions and thus cannot be easily predicted without reference 
to specific foreign policy issues. 6 The challenge for foreign policy researchers is to 
identify the circumstances in which public opinion plays a critical role and those in 
which its impact is more marginal. 

The significance of public opinion as a determinant of foreign policy may well 
be greater in other countries than it is in the United States. In the case of the latter, 
public opinion has become more important as an explanatory factor in recent years 
only because it is increasing from such a small base. For much of the world, however, 
the connections between foreign and domestic concerns are more visible and 
explicit. Thus we might expect a higher level of public interest in and awareness of 
foreign policy issues. Bruce Moon (in chapter 11 of this volume) argues, for instance, 
that in many states positive public perceptions of foreign policy can serve as a major 
source of legitimation for the government, particularly when such legitimacy is diffi
cult to achieve through domestic policies or when the state was created by outside 
powers. Thus, the role of public opinion in defining foreign policy choices needs to 
be understood in the context of the particular global position of each state and the 
relationship between the state and the population.? 

Research on the importance of public opinion often presupposes that democ
ratic regimes are more politically constrained than are their counterparts in 
authoritarian regimes. This assumption stems partly from a failure to recognize the 
diversity of ways in which opposition can be expressed. Hagan (1987, 1994) investi
gates the impact of domestic opposition on foreign policy behaviors in a 
cross-national analysis of thirty-eight countries during the 1960s and concludes that 
domestic opposition is a significant int1uence in the overall substance and style of 
foreign policy for a wide variety of countries, not only those with democratic sys
tems. Another aspect of regime opposition is considered in a study of 
anti-Americanism among U.S. allies by Hudson and Sims (1992) that incorporates 
elements from human needs theory and exchange theory to explain why a regime 
(e.g., france under Mitterrand in 1982 and 1983, Spain under Gonzalez-Marquez in 
the mid-1980s, the Philippines under Aquino in 1990) might seemingly turn against 
the United States to improve its position relative to an anti-American domestic 
opposition movement.8 As this suggests, implicit in research on public opinion and 
foreign policy is an understanding of the role of the state. In recent years scholars 
have begun to formulate more carefully exactly what is meant by "the state" and to 
articulate the implications of various theoretical approaches. 9 
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• Bureaucratic Structures and Processes 

A second general approach to the study of foreign policy focuses on the impact of 
bureaucratic structures, subcultures, and decision-rnaking processes on the eventual 
choices made.1O Hilsman (1952, 1959) and Schilling, Hammond, and Snyder (1962) 
were among the earliest scholars of bureaucratic policies and foreign policy. In the 
1970s, research by Allison (197J), Allison and Halperin (1972), and Gelb and Betts 
(1979) was particularly significant in the development of the field. 

Allison's well-known volume on the Cuban missile crisis, Essence of Decision, 
proposes three complementary approaches to explain the decision-making process 
that occurred in October 1962. The rational actor, organizational processes, and 
bureaucratic/governmental politics models are each used to illustrate the insights 
provided by the varying conceptual lenses. 11 Model J (rational actor) argues that for
eign policy choices are the purposive actions of unified, rational governments, based 
on plausible calculations of utility and probability, to achieve definable "state goals." 
Model II (organizational processes) reflects the theory that foreign policy can best be 
understood as the choices and outputs of a group of semifeudal, loosely allied orga
nizations within the government that are looking out for their own interests and 
following standard operating procedures. Model III (bureaucratic/governmental poli
tics) maintains that foreign policy is the result of intensive competition among 
decision makers and bargaining along regularized channels among players posi
tioned hierarchically within the government bureaucracy, each with his or her own 
perspective on the issues at hand. It is the "pulling and hauling" of the individual 
actors that results in the final outcome (cf. Allison and Halperin 1972). While 
Allison's models have frequently been criticized (see, e.g., Bendor and Hammond 
J992), they remain an important starting point for a great deal of current foreign 
policy research. 

One of the best-known efforts to apply bureaucratic decision-making theories 
to a concrete case is the analysis by Leslie H. Gelb with Richard K. Betts (1979) of the 
U.S. decision-making processes on Vietnam from World War II until 1968. Gelb and 
Betts respond to the conventional wisdom that since the U.S. involvement in 
Vietnam was not "rational" it must have come about through mistakes in the bureau
cratic process. They contend instead that U.S. failures reflected the policy preferences 
of the actors and agencies influencing the decision-making process. "The paradox is 
that the foreign policy failed, but the domestic decision making system worked .... 
Vietnam was not an aberration of the decision making system but a logical outcome 
of the principles that leaders brought with them into it" (1979, 2). 

Building on the general theorizing of Allison and others, a number of more 
recent studies explicitly address the impact of organizational structures and the inter
action of governmental players-the chief executive and his or her staff, the 
legislative body, the foreign affairs bureaucracy, the Defense Department-on foreign 
policy. One of the key issues is the extent to which bureaucracies either enhance or 
jeopardize prospects for rational decision making. Another question is what happens 
when a part of the foreign policy bureaucracy comes to see itself as an autonomous 
(nonaccountable) actor and begins to operate in ways counter to an agreed-upon 
policy or against the wishes of the president. 12 
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The bureaucratic approach to foreign policy analysis has most often been used 
to describe the decision-making process in the United States and Western Europe. 
There are at least two reasons for this. First, bureaucratic analyses require detailed, 
accurate data about what goes on inside the government: what the standard operat
ing procedures are, how individuals bargain with each other, what agencies have 
actual (as opposed to official) responsibility for which issues or activities. This infor
mation is not easily obtained even in the relatively open United States. In many 
countries it is extremely difficult to acquire. Furthermore, most of the scholars who 
are trained in this approach in the United States and Western Europe tend to focus 
their research on these areas as well. Second, bureaucratic factors are most often sig
nificant in countries with massive and complex governmental structures. This group 
is limited at present to relatively few states. Nonetheless, some scholars have 
attempted to test the bureaucratic approach on countries outside of the industrial
ized world. 13 

• Cognitive Processes and Psychological Attributes 

Individual-level theories focus on decision makers in order to understand how an 
individual's belief system, the wayan individual perceives, interprets, and processes 
information about an international situation, and idiosyncratic personal attributes 
explain foreign policy choices. Research on these dimensions was once viewed with 
skepticism. Such factors were thought to be either outside the realm of political sci
ence (and perhaps unknowable) or a mere residual after systemic, societal, and 
governmental factors had been taken into account. Therefore, psychological elements 
of decision making were simply left inside a "black box." 

In recent years, however, personality attributes, cognitive processes, attitudes, 
and belief systems have played a more prominent role in foreign policy research. 
Much of the current research on the psychological aspects of foreign policy has 
evolved from the work of Holsti (1962, 1970, 1982), George (1969, 1979b), and 
Walker (1977,1983) on the "operational code"; the cognitive mapping approach 
developed by Axelrod (1976a) and Bonham and Shapiro (1976); and the small-group 
dynamics explored by Janis (1982, 1989).14 

An example of how personality is studied is Margaret Hermann's research on 
the personal characteristics of world leaders to determine the circumstances under 
which these will represent a significant inf1uence on foreign policy decision making. 
In a series of articles (e.g., 1978,1980,1984), Hermann examines leaders' operational 
codes or views of the world, political styles, interest and training in foreign aft~lirs, 
conceptual complexity (sensitivity to the environment), and political socialization, as 
well as their constituencies and the functions they perform in relation to those con
stituencies. All of these, I-Iermann argues, need to be taken into account in order to 
assess leaders' impact on foreign policy. IS 

The issue of perception is crucial to any consideration of individual-level 
sources of foreign policy (see Vertzberger 1990; Voss and Dorsey 1992). Simon 
(1957a, 1985) and Braybrooke and Lindblom (1963) were among the first scholars to 
examine why rational decision making-whether in foreign or domestic policy-so 
often fails to occur. Among scholars of decision making, Simon is probably best 
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known for his development of the concepts of "bounded rationality" and "satisfic
ing," which challenge the rational actor framework while working within it. Bounded 
rationality emphasizes the psychological and intellectual limits of human beings: the 
normal desire to simplify the world, the tendency to take shortcuts in thinking that 
violate formal logic, the inability of most people to hold a complex set of variables in 
mind simultaneously. Given these human limits, Simon argues, fully rational deci
sion making is impossible. Instead, people satisfice: they examine sequentially the 
choices facing them until they come upon one that meets their minimum standards 
of acceptability, one that will "suffice" and "satisfy." 

Braybrooke and Lindblom also reject the "synoptic conception" of decision 
making that assumes that the values, consequences, and probabilities of all options 
are known and carefully considered by the decision maker. Like Simon, they recog
nize that time and resource constraints may not allow such a comprehensive analysis, 
even assuming that all the necessary pieces of information can, in theory, be known. 
Given this situation, the definition of a problem is crucial in determining the solu
tion chosen. Other factors, such as the abilities of the decision maker and the values 
held by that person, will also limit the alternatives considered and ultimately chosen . 

More recently Jervis (1968,1976) has also investigated the ways in which ratio
nal decision making can get sidetracked. Jervis begins with the question: How and 
whv does one actor misperceive the actions and intentions of another? The pressures 
to~ard premature cognitive closure, the failure to recognize the influence of preexist
ing beliefs (including the tendency to see other states as more hostile-and other 
actions as more disciplined and coordinated-than is usually the case), perceptual sat
isficing, and wishful thinking are all identified as factors that can lead to 
misperception. Jervis's research has significantly extended our understanding of the 
relationship between individual and group decision making in the foreign policy 
realm. It has been criticized, however, for failing to distinguish between static and 
dynamic aspects of perception and for ignoring group dynamics and societal-cultural 
variables (see Vertzberger 1990, 17-18). 

Another aspect of cognitive studies is a focus on individual and communal 
belief systems. For more than a decade, Holsti and Rosenau have investigated the 
changes in foreign policy beliefs and perceptions of u.s. opinion leaders. They find 
that the elite foreign policy consensus (that saw communism as the single most 
iITlportant threat to u.S. interests) that existed during the cold war era was shattered 
during the Vietnam War. The result was the creation of "sharply divergent views on 
the nature of the international system and the appropriate international role for the 
United States" that are so different they can be considered competing belief systems 
(1984, 30, 31; see also 1979, 1986b). Holsti and Rosenau identify three belief systems 
present im~mediately after the Vietnam \\Tar-cold war internationalism, post-cold 
war internationalism, and semi-isolationism-and suggest that these divisions con
tinued into the 19805 before beginning to recede with the end of the cold war. These 
belief systems appear to have given way to a renewed consensus in favor of active 
internationalism that nonetheless differs on the specifics of u.S. involvement in 
world affairs (1990b). 

Several articles challenge the specific categories used by Holsti and Rosenau to 
classify elite attitudes, but they do not dispute the basic notion of fundamental splits 
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among foreign policy elites (as well as the mass public). Combining these dimensions 
results in at least eight different types of elites. Wittkopf (1986, 1987, 1990) suggests 
there are two critical dimensions-militant internationalism and cooperative interna
tionalism-that, when combined, create four types of foreign policy attitudes among 
elites and the general public: hard-liners, internationalists, isolationists, and accom
modationists. In a reassessment of Wittkopf's research, Holsti and Rosenau (1990a) 
confirm that there is strong support for his classification approach as applied to for
eign policy elites. In contrast, Chittick and Billingsley (1989) argue that elite as well as 
mass beliefs are structured along at least three different dimensions: universalism
isolationism, multilateralism-unilateralism, and militarism-nonmilitarism. 

These categories have practical applications. McCormick (1985), for example, 
finds that belief system (which he labels ideology) is a good predictor of congres
sional votes on several nuclear freeze proposals in the early 1980s. Examining only 
the Senate, Carter (1989) concludes that ideology is one factor (along with party 
identification and, to a lesser extent, economic benefit) that explains senators' roll 
call votes in the 1980s on defense issues such as spending for weapons procurement. 
It should be noted that research in this area places heavy emphasis on the case of the 
United States. 

Psychological research on foreign policy is likely to undergo some changes in 
the next few years as the effects of the "cognitive revolution" in psychology diffuse. 
Newer methods emphasize human information processing at a relatively micro level, 
rather than focusing on more macro concepts such as "personality." Some of these 
approaches are found in the artificial intelligence literature discussed in the following 
section, but there are insights about human interpretation and recall of events, atti
tudes, and assessments of risk (e.g., Kahneman, Slovic, and Tversky 1982) as well as 
the impact of language, cognitive development, and culture (Sampson and Walker 
1987) that are relevant to foreign policy analysis even in the absence of computer 
models of those processes. 

• Artificial Intelligence 

A number of models of foreign policy have been developed in recent years using arti
ficial intelligence (AI) methods (the phrase computational modeling has also been 
applied to this research). Artificial intelligence models employ case-specific informa
tion in order to model the foreign policy process. This approach is capable of 
modeling complex decision-making processes that involve past actions, bureaucratic 
bargaining, and information flow rather than being restricted to the simplistic model 
of maximization by rational unitary actors that characterized many earlier formal 
models. As with the studies of cognition and perception, artificial intelligence 
research is also valuable because it focuses attention on the notion of choice in for
eign policymaking. 16 

The most common AI technique applied to foreign policy is "rule-based mod
eling." In the late 1970s computer scientists discovered that many problems requiring 
human expertise could be solved by the simple application of a large number (five 
hundred to five thousand) of idiosyncratic rules. Unlike statistical methods, these 
"expert systems" also seem to capture some of the characteristics of how humans 
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actually solve problems. Humans are not particularly adept at either statistical rea
soning or logical reasoning from first principles; instead, most human problem 
solving appears to involve the nonstatistical application of id~osyncratic rules. . 

Rule-based systems are especially attractive when one IS modelmg the behaVIOr 
of organizations, since a great deal of organizational behavior is explicitly rule
guided. For example, rule-based models appear able to captu~e many ~f the standard 
operating procedures implemented by low-level bureaucrats m the U.S. Departments 
of State and Defense (Job and Johnson 1991; Taber 1992). These standard operatmg 
procedures can be exceedingly complex a~ld par~icularized, for .diffe.rent situ~tions 
and countries-the ruled response to the kidnappmg of a U.S. CltlZen m EthIOpia, for 
instance, may be very different than the response to a similar kidnapping in Italy
and hence the behavior of the organization is more likely to be captured by a 
rule-based model than by an explanatory model that is more parsimonious and gen
eral. Rule-based models have been less successful, however, in dealing with the less 
regularized problem solving that is found in crisis situations or with decisions that 

involve political controversy or change. 
Rule-based models in foreign policy research have generally taken two forms. 

The most common uses fairly simple versions of the if-then structure of expert sys
tems. Behaviors that have been modeled include Chinese foreign policy (Tanaka 
1984), general characteristics of foreign policy behavior (Hudson 1987), rules for 
Vietnam War involvement (Majeski 1987), Soviet crisis response (Kaw 1989), and 
Sino-Soviet negotiations (Mills 1990). These systems were coded by the, aut!1~rs' 
deriving the rules either through interviewing experts or through study, mtmtlOll, 

and experimentation. 
Rule-based systems can be extended substantially beyond the if-then rules of 

expert systems, particularly when complicated data structur~s are intro~uced that 
approximate the wealth of information available to a deCISIOn maker. Se,:,eral AI 
models have tried to replicate some of the actual rules used by actors m an mterna
tional system, thereby attempting to gain process validity as well as outcome 

validityY , , 
Artificial intelligence modelers have also attempted to model the co.gmtlVe 

process itself. The primary approach is the use of analogy or precedent, ongmally 
developed in a series ofpap~r~ by Alker and other;. (1972, 1976, 1980::.Thlsa~proach 
is based on the idea that deCISIOn makers seek the lessons of the past 111 dealmg With 
crises and continually modifY those lessons depending on the success or failure of the 
policy. For example, the CIA overthrow of Iranian leader Mussadegh in 1953 was 
used as a precedent for the overthrow of Arbenz in Guatemala in 1954. Those t,:"o 
"successful" interventions were then used as the model for the Ill-fated Bay of Pigs 
invasion against Castro in 1961. The failure at the Bay of Pigs was attributed in part 
to the low level of U.S. military support; this was corrected by the massive use of U.S. 
troops in invading the Dominican Republic in 1965, Grenada in, 1983, ~lld Ira(~ in 
1990-91. Although the use of historical analogies and metaphors IS not Without fisk, 

humans use them all the time. IS 

A precedent-based computer model involves at least three elements. First, t~e 
model must accessibly store information concerning a set of historical precedents II1 

the computer. Humans acquire precedents through some combination of induction 
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and explicit teaching; this is less straightforward for a computer. Second, there must 
be an explicit means of comparing a current situation with the information (knowl
edge) stored in the database to determine which situation or situations will be 
employed as the precedent. Finally, the system must have some means of correcting 
mistaken analogies through feedback and a means of acquiring new information. 
The importance of precedent is almost universally accepted by AI researchers in for
eign policy, but constructing actual models based on that principle still appears to be 
a major challenge and has not been as successful as initially anticipated. If the techni
cal problems can be overcome, precedent-based Al models may provide a realistic 
approximation of how decision makers use history and a systematic means of study
ing that aspect of the foreign policymaking process. 

• The Emphasis on Decision Making during Crises 

An explicit emphasis on "crisis" has been important to foreign policy scholars at least 
since the late 1950s, in spite of the seemingly endless debate on what defines a crisis 
and whether "crisis" should be an independent, dependent, or intervening variable in 
the analysis (see, e.g., Brecher 1977; Hermann 1969b, 1972) .19 A set of research iden
tified collectively as the Stanford 1914 Crisis Study was one of the earliest efforts to 
take seriously the goal of an interdisciplinary, scientific approach to foreign policy 
decision making under crisis. The goal was to use a single specific crisis-the out
break of war in 1914-to develop a general model of interstate foreign policy 
behavior. Initially, the group planned to create a complete minute-by-minute 
chronology of the period just prior to the beginning of the war. Although this 
chronology proved unmanageable and was not completed, the progress that was 
made allowed researchers to focus on the various perceptions and misperceptions 
that appeared to trigger acts that intensified the crisis (see Zinnes 1976, chapter 7). 

Holsti, North, and Brody (1968) based their research on this initial research 
effort. Their approach used content analysis within the framework of a stimulus
response model taken from psychology to examine the interaction between 
decisional units. They began with the assumption that there was congruence between 
the stimulus (or input) in a crisis and the response (or output), but they quickly real
ized that for this to hold true-particularly in a crisis situation-one must 
incorporate perceptual variables rather than look only at so-called objective reality. 
Their research therefore sought to explore the importance of perceptual variables in 
crises. Although the researchers did not present a true decision-making model 
because they did not deal with the internal dynamics leading to particular responses, 
their work does illustrate a keen sensitivity to the psychological issues that underlie 
conternporary perceptual studies, as well as illuminating how early scientific research 
looked at crisis. 

Snyder and Diesing (1977) and Lebow (1981) also focused on decision making 
in crisis situations. These analyses were both based on a series of detailed case studies 
of international crisis situations in the late nineteenth century and the twentieth cen
tury, with the goal of building a theory of international crisis behavior. Snyder and 
Diesing began with theories about aggregate bargaining behaviors, but they also 
examined "the effects of international system structures and the decision making 
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activities of the actors on the bargaining process" (1977, xi). Thus, they shifted from 
systemic factors to an examination of perception, group processes, and other individ
ual- and domestic-level variables. The majority of their investigation dealt with 
sixteen intensive and five less detailed case studies of crises in the period 1898-1970; 
these were undertaken to provide consistent information on a clear set of common 
hypotheses and questions. 

The most interesting part of the research by Snyder and Diesing (1977) is the 
chapter on decision making, which draws on the research by Jervis (1976) and oth
ers. Snyder and Diesing identified fifty cases of strategic decisions and used them to 
test three theories of decision making: (1) utility maximization, or classical rational 
theory; (2) bounded rationality, taken from Simon's satisficing model; and (3) 
bureaucratic politics, as defined by Allison and Halperin. The first two are "problem
solving" theories; the third looks at political processes occurring inside the 
decision-making unit. Snyder and Diesing argued that utility maximization and 
bounded rationality may be complementary rather than competing theories, and 
that the bureaucratic politics approach, with its focus on the "internal political 
imperatives of maintaining and increasing influence and power" (1977, 355), should 
be viewed as supplemental to, rather than in competition with, the other two. Snyder 
and Diesing also pointed out that bureaucratic politics, as it is usually discussed, has 
both rational and non rational components that are often confused, with the nonra
tional dimension accounting for attitudes, values, beliefs, and cognitive sensitivities 
(cf. Robinson and Snyder 1965). 

Snyder and Diesing concluded that although the basic assumptions of utility 
maximization theory do not hold in crisis situations, "the fit of bounded rationality 
to crisis bargaining decisions is excellent, especially in the area of strategy revision" 
(1977,405-7). Bounded rationality and bureaucratic politics theories apply in differ
ent circumstances. The former fits best when a limited number of individuals are 
involved in the decision-making process. The latter is most useful in explaining the 
coalition-building activities that occur when a large number of actors have input in 
the decision. 

Lebow began his analysis with twenty-six historical crises divided into three 
categories (justification of hostility, spin-off crises, brinkmanship) based on their 
origins, patterns of developrnent, and probability of resolution of each crisis. A justi
fication of hostility situation is one in which there is a deliberate effort to create a 
crisis in order to provide the excuse to go to war. Spin-ofF crises involve secondary 
confrontations in which neither party really wants the conflict and will try to resolve 
the situation in a peaceful fashion if this can be accomplished while protecting the 
"national interest." Brinkmanship (the most common form of crisis) occurs "when a 
state knowingly challenges an important commitment of another state in the hope of 
compelling its adversary to back away from [its] commitment" (Lebow 1981,57). 

These three types of crises are intended to illustrate patterns rather than to 
directly predict or explain whether a specific crisis will lead to war. While Snyder and 
Diesing approached their material from a bargaining perspective, Lebow was more 
interested in the political-military environment of the crisis and the thought 
processes of the decision makers, in particular, cognitive consistency and mispercep
tion. The focus on crisis has continued to be a central part of the study of foreign 
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policy, focusing on decision making (including that by individuals, small groups, and 
large groups), bargaining, crisis management, and the onset of war.20 

• Conclusion 

Significant advances have been made in the study of foreign policy since scholars 
began to define the field in the 19505. The state of our substantive knowledge has 
increased, as have our theoretical and conceptual skills for trying to understand and 
explain foreign policy. Yet the field of foreign policy analysis as it enters its second 
generation of scholarship is replete with still-unsolved intellectual puzzles. 

If there is a single conclusion that can be drawn from surveying the evolution 
of the study of foreign policy in its first generation it is that there has been a shift 
away from trying to build grand theory-trying to explain all aspects of foreign pol
icy for all countries at all points in time-in favor of trying to build midrange 
theories that are empirically grounded, culturally sensitive, and often issue- or 
domain-specific. In their discussion of efforts to understand and explain foreign pol
icy behavior, Most and Starr observe: 

There may well be a variety of social laws, each of which is true but which should 
be expected to hold only under certain-perhaps very special-conditions. While 
it is possible that universals-always true laws-exist ... it is difficult to think of 
very many empirical universals that have been identified even by physical scien
tists. Thus, it may be useful to recognize that there could very well be laws that are 
in some sense "good;' "domain-specific," or "nice" even though the relationships 
that they imply are not necessarily very empirically general. Rather than assuming 
that there need be a single, "always true," law which accounts for a given phenom
enon whenever and wherever it has occurred or will occur, it may be more 
productive to think of laws each of which is always true under certain conditions 
(or within certain domains) but which is only "sometimes true" empirically 
because those conditions do not always hold in the empirical world (1989, 117). 

By taking a more modest approach, researchers in the second generation of foreign 
policy analysis, while building on the foundation of the first generation, enhance 
their prospects for advancing our understanding of pieces of the diverse and fascinat
ing field of foreign policy analysis. The chapters that follow in this volUITle serve to 
illustrate in far greater detail the breadth of the field of foreign policy analysis, the 
many voices that try to explain foreign policy. Here I have tried to briefly sketch the 
development of research that has focused on foreign policy in its first generation
the field as it saw itself from the 1950s through the 1980s. In the following chapters a 
broader and more eclectic field of foreign policy analysis is presented in a way that 
illustrates the continuing evolution of the field as it tries to understand and explain 
foreign policy. 
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• Notes 

1. Cohen and Harris (1975) summarize much of this early research, and Vertzberger 
(1990, chapter 1) provides a useful discussion of the importance of using multiple levels 
of analysis. 

2. Philip Schrodt discusses event data and the many data collection activities that have 
taken place within the study of foreign policy in his essay in this volume (see chapter 9). 

3. For example, see East 1978; East and Hermann 1975; Moore 1974a and b; Rummel 
1972a; Sal more and Salmore 1978; Sawyer 1967; Wilkenfeld 1968; and Wilkenfeld et al. 
1980. See also the essay by Laura Neack (chapter 13) in this volume. 

4. See the essays by Joe Hagan (chapter 8) and Karen Mingst (chapter 14) in this volume 
for discussions of these issues. 

5. See Holsti (1992) for a summary of this debate. 

6. Recent examples of issue-specific research include public opinion and u.S. policy 
toward South Africa (Metz 1986; Rogers 1992); economic pressure groups and U.S. 
trade policy (Destler and Odell 1987); activism on nuclear arms control and disarma
ment issues (DeHaven 1991; Oudsten 1989; Solo 1988); public opinion on u.S. 
involvement in Central America (Sobel 1989); public input on u.S. defense policy 
(Hartley and Russett 1992; Russett 1990; Russett and Graham 1989); the influence of 
presidential popularity and other domestic factors on the decision to use force (James 
and Oneal 1991); the impact of peace activism on Israeli foreign policy formation (T. 
Hermann 1992); the SALT II debate in the United States (Skidmore 1992); public 
responses to changing U.S.-Soviet relations (Peffley and Hurwitz 1992); and the public 
opinion politics of the international drug trade (Friman 1992). 

7. Sec also the essay by joe Hagan (chapter 8) in this volume. 

8. See also jeanne Hey's essay (chapter 12) in this voluIlle. 

9. For two very different treatments of the state, sec Evans, Rueschemeyer, and Skocpol 
(1985) and Ikenberry, Lake, and Mastanduno (1988). 

10. For a more complete discussion of the bureaucratic politics approach, see the essays by 
Ripley (chapter 6) and Haney (chapter 7) in this volume. 

11. Brian Ripley discusses this research approach in greater detail in his essay (chapter 6) in 
this volume. 

12. Bock (1987), Crabb and Holt (1989), Crabb and Mulcahy (1986), Destler (1972, 1983), 
Hilsman (1990), Inderfurth and johnson (1988), johnson (1989), and Lenczowski 
(1990) are representative of this often descriptive and occasionally normative and pre
scriptive research tradition. 
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13. Dawisha's (1980) study of the Soviet Union is one notable example, as is Korany's 
(1986a) application to the Third World. See also, for example, the research by Kasza 
(1987) and Weil (1975). 

14. These and other psychological dimensions of foreign policy are examined in Cottam 
(1986), Hermann (1986), Rosati (i 987), Shimko (1991), and Singer and Hudson 
(1992). In this volume the essays by Jerel Rosati (chapter 4) and Keith Shimko (chapter 
5) discuss cognition, while the essay by Brian Ripley (chapter 6) addresses the links 
between individuals and groups. 

15. The role of personality in foreign policy formulation is also investigated in Shepard's 
(1988) replication of Etheredge's (1978a, 1978b) research on interpersonal generaliza
tion theory. Kellerman and Rubin (1988) present a set of case studies on the 
personalities of specific Middle East leaders; Snare (1992) provides a comparison of 
methods of assessing the relationship between personality and foreign policy behavior; 
and Winter (1992) contains a general assessment of this research approach. 

16. Cimbala (1987), Hudson (1991), and Sylvan and Chan (1984) provide a number of 
examples; see also Benfer, Brent, and Furbee (1991), Garson (1990), Purkitt (1992), and 
Schrodt (1994a) for useful reviews of this literature. 

17. Situations that have been modeled using this approach include Saudi Arabian foreign 
policy (Anderson and Thorson 1982); the Cuban missile crisis (Thorson and Sylvan 
1982); Middle East international politics (Phillips 1987); Japanese energy and foreign 
policy decision making (Sylvan, Goel, and Chandresekaran 1990); U.S. policy toward 
Asia (Taber 1992); and U.S. policy toward Central America (Job and Johnson 1991). 

18. The arguments for precedent are reviewed in Anderson (1981), Khong (1992), Pazzani 
(1989), and Schrodt (1985), as well as in articles employing precedent-based modeling 
such as Mefford (1987) and Schrodt (1989, 1991 ). See also Vertzberger (1990, chap. 6) 
and the essay by Keith Shimko (chapter 5) in this volume. 

19. See also the essay by Patrick Haney (chapter 7) in this volume for a further discussion of 
research on crisis decision making. 

20. A large portion of crisis research has focused on the United States and other advanced 
industrial countries. 

THREE 

The Changing International 
Context for Foreign Policy 

John M. Rothgeb Jr., MIAMI UNIVERSITY 

• Editors'Introduction 

In the next context-setting chapter. John Rothgeb discusses the 
broader political conte~x:t in whichforeign policy analysts and practi
tioners operate. This chapter. like several of the concluding chapters 
in this volume, derives from an international relations orientation 
that clearly speaks to foreign policy issues, Here Rothgeb contends 
that the foreign policies of states in the emerging, post-cold war 
international system will continue to be differentiated by key orga
nizing features of the post-World War II era, particularly Ihose that 
maintain the distinctions between the advanced industrialized 
countries and the non-Western developing countries. Rothgeb 
describes these two groups of states as two "parallel universes" 
between which states' foreign policy oqjectives and tools of state
craft vary marlcedly. The reader should think about how this 
dualistic international system resembles the core-periphery system 
that premises laler essays by Bruce Moon (chapler 1 1) and Jeanne 
Hey (chapter 12). Further. Rothgeb reminds us that we must con
front the broader political environment when studying foreign 
policy, a theme that will be reasserted laler by V Spilce Peterson 
(chapter 10) and Laura Neac/c (chapter 13). 

When reading this chapteT; the reader should consider thefol
lowing questions: Rothgeb contends that war belween the Western 
advanced industrialized countries has become an impossibilit~l. 
How likely is this to hold true given the movement in the world 
toward trade blocs? Could the use of "Super 301" sanctions by the 
U.S. against Japan signal the beginning of a series of "trade wars" 
within the Western world? What conditions would be necessary for 
the non-Western world to Similarly "give up" the use of military 
force as a legitimate tool of statecraft? Finally, given the remark
able d~[ferences between these two "parallel universes," is it 
possible for foreign policy scholars to develop general statements 
aboutforeign policy behavior that appl!J 10 all states universally? 

33 
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This chapter pro~ides the reader with a description of the international system in 
wh~ch fore~gn pohcy IS conducted. The international system is defined as the patterns 
of lllteractIOn that eXIst among the actors around the world who pursue policies 
desIgned to further their foreign goals and interests. I As the editors have noted, 
second-generation analysts regard foreign policy as a complex phenomenon that 
only can be understood properly when one investigates carefully the social, political, 
psychological, economic, and other forces that work both within and between inter
national actors to define the context in which foreign policy is formulated. 2 The 
international syst~m is an important element in the creation of foreign policy 
because the behavIOr of anyone actor tends to elicit counterresponses from other 
actors. These counterresponses redefine circumstances and confront actors with the 
need for new policy selections. Thus, the international system affects foreign policy 
by way of the constant interactions that occur between actors, with each interaction 
forcing the affected actors to reevaluate their needs and adjust their policies. 

. The central argument in this chapter is that while the international system 
remams anarchic and is dominated by interactions among independent states, the 
degrees and types of conflicts among states, the types of issues that structure the 
foreign policy behavior of states, the goals that states pursue, and the resources used 
to conduct foreign policy all have changed or are in the process of changing. 3 In 
other words, the structure of the international system remains much the same, but 
the nature of the competition and the patterns of conflict within the system have 
shifted. 

. . Until recently, these changes have been obscured in part by the military and 
polItIcal rIvalry between the superpowers that formed the basis of the cold war. The 
end of that conflict, however, is permitting analysts to devote full attention to new 
~nternational circumstances and to their implications for the conduct of foreign pol
ley as the world moves toward the twenty-first century. International politics remains 
competitive, and international actors continue to pursue divergent objectives and 
seek to protect themselves and their interests by trying to manipulate the behavior of 
others. However, many countries now define their goals and vital interests in new 
ways and have new conceptions of what resources are most appropriately used to 
conduct foreign policy and exercise power. In addition, a careful look at recent pat
terns of mternational interactions points to the evolution of what might be referred 
to as parallel mternatiollal universes. While these universes do interact with one 
another, they appear to operate according to different rules and to involve very differ
ent casts of characters. As a result, in order to obtain an accurate understanding of 
policy behavior it is increasingly important for foreign policy analysts to specify care
fully the international context in which the policy is formulated. 

The following pages illustrate and elaborate upon these points. The next sec
tion desc~ibes the characteristics of the international system as scholars traditionally 
have depicted them. The basic issues that currently structure foreign policy are then 
~iiscusse.d. Finally, th~ chapter closes by examining the emergence of the parallel 
ll1ternatIOnal systems Just mentioned. 
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• The Traditional International System 

Traditional descriptions of the international system usually begin with the observa
tion that the state is the dominant actor in an international game that is played under 
anarchic conditions. The state is a sovereign entity, which means that it has the right 
to control a given expanse of territory, and the people living on it, and to make and 
enforce such rules, or laws, as it deems necessary. Anarchy refers to the absence of any 
international or world government that can regulate international activities. In a 
world of independent actors and no government, foreign policy is conducted in a 
competitive atmosphere in which each actor must safeguard its own interests and 
usually is wary of arrangements that infringe on its independence.4 

Given the competitive nature of international politics, a country's ability to 
bend others to its will, that is, to exercise power, is essential to its self-preservation 
and to the attainment of its foreign policy objectives. Conflict among nations results 
as an outgrowth of these circumstances because countries frequently pursue clashing 
interests. Indeed, many see conflict as the essence of international politics, and the 
relative power relationships among international actors usually are treated as a key to 
the study of foreign policy. The late Hans Morgenthau, one of the most respected 
scholars in the field of international relations, argued that "international politics is of 
necessity power politics" (Morgenthau 1948, 33). More recently, another author has 
written that "there is really only one approach which enables students to appreciate 
the essence of the field lof international politics). The approach, for want of better 
terminology, is power politics" (Gray 1977,2) . 

Within this framework, the relative military capabilities of differing nations 
traditionally have been an important area for study. The reason is related to the role 
war has played in the international arena. E. H. Carr recognized that "potential war 
being thus a dominant factor in international politics, military strength becomes 
a ... standard of political values" (1939, 109). Harold Sprout and Margaret Sprout 
agree that "power ... has been seen historically in military terms" (1971, 1(5). Joseph 
Nye concurs, stating that for most analysts "war has been the ultimate indicator of 
national military strength" (1990, 78). 

In this sort of international climate, when countries have incompatible foreign 
policy goals that their governments and people feel strongly about, military resources 
often determine the winner and loser. While actual fighting generally is avoided, the 
threat to fight and a state's military strength can be counted on to figure prominently 
in negotiations. In the international system, "the power to hurt-the sheer ... 
unproductive power to destroy things that somebody treasures, to inflict pain and 
grief-is a kind of bargaining power" (Schelling 1966, v). A country's military capa
bilities, combined with the perception that it is willing to use them, is a vital backstop 
to the various diplomatic, political, economic, and other techniques that it might 
employ. As Klaus Knorr noted, "Historically, military power has tended to be supe
rior ... to other forms of power. Ever since the world became politically organized in 
terms of independent states, each claiming military sovereignty, force has been 
regarded as the ultimate arbiter in the settlement of conflicts" (1975,19). In fact, the 
role of the military has been treated as so dominant that many scholars have dis
cussed other national characteristics, such as a country's population, its political 
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organization, its geographic position and topography, its endowment of natural 
resources, and its economic capacity almost solely in terms of how they contribute to 
the ability of a state to make war. s 

World leaders also have spoken of the importance of the military for foreign 
policy. When Winston Churchill proclaimed "Thank God for the French Army" 
before the House of Commons after Hitler came to power in Germany, he pointed to 
what he felt would guarantee British safety from the German menace (Churchill 
1948, 68). Former Secretary of State Cordell Hull expressed his appreciation for the 
military by noting, "When I came to the State Department I thought for a time, when 
talking to Axis diplomats, that they were looking me in the eye; but I soon discovered 
that they were looking over my shoulder at our armed forces and appraising our 
strength. Here, I came to feel, was the controlling factor in their acts and utterances 
toward us" (1948,457). From antiquity until the middle of the twentieth century one 
could with accuracy describe the international system as dominated by the great mil
itary powers. 6 Such nations set the rules for conducting foreign policy, they defined 
international political structures, they settled disputes with and among smaller states, 
and they determined the distribution of international resources. Relative military 
capabilities also defined the pecking order among the largest countries, for "recogni
tion as a great power [was) normally the reward of fighting [and winning) a 
large-scale war" (Carr 1939, 109). 

.. The Changing International System 

In the years since World \Var II, serious analysts increasingly have been forced to 
wonder about the nature of the international system and the predominance assigned 
to the military as an instrument of foreign policy. The rise to international promi
nence of such nonmilitary powers as Japan and Germany, the collapse of the Soviet 
Union, the liberation of Eastern Europe, the unification movement in the European 
ComITlunity, and the strength of the newly industrializing states in the Pacitlc all lead 
to questions about traditional views. Many other developments also could be cited as 
evidence of rapid change. Indeed, some recent authors have speculated that an inter
national revolution is under way and that the rules of international politics are 
shifting dramatically.7 

Among the most fundamental of the contentions of those who argue the case 
for international revolution is the idea that wars are so dysfunctional that they have 
become obsolete and that military strength no longer has much applicability in the 
international arena. s Analysts adopting this point of view usually cite the absence of 
warfare since 1945 and the increased economic interdependence among the 
advanced industrialized countries as important supporting evidence for their views. 9 

These beliefs are not universally accepted and are challenged on several 
grounds. For one thing, as Kenneth Waltz has noted, "the structure of international 
politics has not been transformed; it remains anarchic in form" (1988,626). That is, 
no international political community has emerged to provide a form of world gov
ernment. Foreign policy still is conducted within the same basic decentralized 
international framework that has existed for centuries (Gilpin 1981, 7). Michael 
Sullivan (1990, 52-53) points to another reason for doubting that substantial 
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changes have occurred, that being that international wars have been fought .no less 
frequently since 1945 than during other eras. Finally, many argu.e. that the Impor
tance of a state's armed forces has not declined and that the mIlitary rema111S an 
essential instrument of foreign policy because it both provides the security shield 
behind which international commerce is conducted and serves as a nation's guaran

tee of safety. I 0 

In considering this debate about international change, two issues stand out. One 
has to do with how countries define their international goals and interests and what 
resources they regard as most appropriate for conducting foreign policy. Another 
relates to the different patterns of behavior found within and between differing clus
ters of actors. These points will serve as the basis for evaluating the validity of the 
arguments pertaining to whether the international system has been transformed. 

Goals and Issues 

Many scholars have noted that nations traditionally have focused their foreign poli
cies on the pursuit of military and territorial security. I I The foregoing discussion has 
illustrated this. A variety of new goals and issues have emerged, however, that lead to 
new definitions of security. It no longer is at all proper to depict nonmilitary issues in 
the following terms: "When states cooperate with one another to maintain postal or 
transport services, or to prevent the spread of epidemics or suppress the traffic 111 
drugs, these activities are described as 'non-political' or 'technical':' (Carr 1939, 1(2). 
While such a description may have been accurate when it was WrItten 111 the mIddle 
years of this century, it is now inappropriate. Forty years ago, epidemics and drug 
trafficking, no matter how tragic, may have been seen as nonpolitical, a.nd conse
quently as not involving the vital interests of nations. Today matters ~lre dlfterenl. In 
recent years, opinion polls consistently have indicated that the Ame~IGlI1 publIc lfor 
one) regards such concerns as the AIDs epidemic and drug trafflclZlng as major 
issues, both domestically and internationally. Even such a "technical" issue as agncul
tural subsidies has provoked such an outcry among French farmers during the 
Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) ~egotlatlons 
that the French government was forced to make it a major foreign polIcy Issue and to 
break ranks on several occasions with its partners in the European Commumty. 

Perhaps the most salient of the nonmilitary concerns now facing states relates 
to economics. Governments began paying closer attention to Inanagmg both thelr 
domestic economics and international commercial networks in the years between the 
world wars. Two forces pushed them in this direction. One was the devastation of 
World War 1. Another was the extreme dislocation that occurred during the Great 
Depression, which created such a threat to political stability, hoth domestic and 
international, that governments were compelled to assume a role as a prOVIder of 

welf~lre services (sec Kindleberger 1973). 
Once governments acknowledged their responsibilities in the economic arena, 

new standards were set for determining their legitimacy. States found that they had 
new goals. As \Volfram Hanrieder has remarked: "Modern governments have become 
increasingly sensitive to demands for a wide variety of welfare services and have 
taken on the responsibility for mass social and economic welfare. The improvement 
through state intervention of the material. .. well-being of its citizens has become one 
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of the central functions of state activity. The satisfaction of rising claims by citizens 
has become a major source of the state's legitimation and of a government's continu
ance in office" (1978,1278). 

The unprecedented destruction of World War II reinforced the need for state 
action. Also pushing in this direction were the needs of both the East and the West to 
pull together resources for the cold war confrontation and the belief that carefully 
managed economic growth would prevent a resurgent Axis threat (see Rothgeb 1993, 
64-80). In addition, the emergence in recent decades of a host of new states further 
magnified the state's economic responsibilities, for one of the most compelling con
cerns of these countries is promoting economic growth and development in order to 
overcome the poverty that afflicts them (see Duvall and Freeman 1983; Holsti 1975). 

A greater economic role for the state carries with it important international 
implications, for the complexity of modern industrial societies demands greater 
access to foreign markets and resources to meet one's economic goals. The Bretton 
Woods economic system was created after World War II to meet these needs. Along 
with the evolution of mammoth international corporations, the development of the 
European Community, and the leadership of the United States, the Bretton Woods 
institutions paved the way for the vast increases in economic interdependence found 
among many international actors since 1945. 

This growth in interdependence and its importance for the maintenance of a 
sound domestic economy have placed the economic relationships between nations in 
the forefront of the issues that are now at the core of foreign policy. The fanfare sur
rounding the yearly economic summits of the Group of Seven (the United States, 
Canada, Japan, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, and Italy), the debates over 
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and the controversies over 
Japan's balance-of-payments surpluses are examples of the new importance of com
mercial issues. Another is the fact that by the late 1980s Americans were more 
concerned with economic than with military threats to the prestige of the United 
States (Nye 1990, 141). 

This focus on economics has had implications regarding foreign policy 
resources. When the definition of national interests centers on protecting and con
trolling territory, people, and natural resources, the military is absolutely important 
and serves as the instrument of final resort. As attention shifts to other concerns, 
then so must the focus on resources. If one wishes to induce others to change their 
economic policy in order to secure greater access to markets or to obtain more 
investment, economic instruments are more appropriate than military force. The 
same is true for fighting pollution, epidemics, and drugs. In each case, military solu
tions are not practical. Thus, one finds the military consigned to an ever smaller role 
in the contemporary world. 

This does not mean, however, that there is no role for the military, or that war is 
a thing of the past. The Persian Gulf War illustrated this by demonstrating that even 
the interests of the strongest and most advanced countries can be threatened by heav
ily armed states guided by leaders who believe that the use of military force can yield 
benefits. This war also showed that the international arms market makes an array of 
dangerous weapons available to anyone with the ability to pay. Consequently, the mili
tary remains an important tool of foreign policy because wars continue to occur in 
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some parts of the world and military establishments are the key to national security 
both for those states that are directly involved in a war and for those that rely upon the 
belligerents. Nevertheless, as is described subsequently, a time may be coming, if it has 
not already arrived, when military resources will play almost no part in the relations 
between selected members of the international system. 

• Parallel International Universes 

When speaking of international change, one must do more than talk about shifting 
issues and conflicts. By nature, change is almost always uneven, affecting some actors 
one way, others in another way, and still others almost not at all. Thus, it is important 
to specify who is affected by change and how. This brings one to the question of the 
evolution of parallel international universes in which differing countries have very 
different patterns and qualities of interactions with one another. Nye refers to this 
change when he says that "the games of world politics are being played by different 
actors with different piles of chips at different card tables" (1990,182). 

Describing the world as composed of groupings of different types of countries 
is not new. Many authors discussed the post-World War II international system as 
consisting of three or more "worlds," with a state's level of economic development, 
ideological predispositions, and alliances serving as the keys for differentiating one 
world from another. 12 This scheme was popularized by the cold war, which created 
two "natural" political-military clusters of countries and a third nonaligned group. 
The concurrent differences between developed and developing states reinforced these 
distinctions by drawing attention to variations in levels of wealth, types of cultural 
and religious practices, and histories of international imperialism. The present con
cept of parallel international universes extends these earlier discussions. As just 
noted, the previous treatments of differing "worlds" focused on a state's develop
ment, ideology, and political-military alignments. The current discussion, however, is 
concerned with the basic conduct found within and between groups of states. 

The Western World 

The decreased importance of the military as a determinant of the relations between 
some countries is a good place to start examining these differences. In the current 
international system, a group has emerged that includes states that have become 
exceptionally reliant upon one another in many ways and that at the same time have 
reached the point in their relations where they no longer pose any military threat to 
each other. The particularly interesting aspect of this situation is that it exists among 
countries that generally are regarded, both individually and collectively, as the 
world's most powerful, both in an economic and in a military sense. In the past, mili
tarily powerful states had such mutual suspicion that it led them to regard one 
another as threats, which produced considerable tension and even occasional wars. 
At present, however, the advanced industrialized countries in Europe, North 
America, and East Asia, which may be referred to as the Western world, have reached 
the point where it is inconceivable that they would ever turn to military force, or that 
they would even hint at the use of such force, as a means for settling disputes among 
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Table 3.1 Average 1ncome for Selected Regions 

1960 1970 1980 1987 
Africa 365 458 875 533 
Asia 253 255 368 310 
Latin America 955 1,146 2,364 1,424 
North America 7,725 10,194 11,727 13,163 
European Community 3,258 4,808 9,812 9,658 
Note: All figures are in 19HO United States dollars. 

Source: United Nations, Yearbook ofNati01U11 Accoullts Stl1tistirs, various years. 

themselves. The very countries that fought to the finish in a total war just fifty years 
ago now have set the military aside, probably forever, as an instrument for conduct
ing statecraft among themselves. As one analyst has put it, "today the [Western] 
European core of the international system is a vast zone of peace" (Hoisti 1986, 
369).13 

The absence of military conf1icts with one another is not the only thing that 
sets these countries apart. They also possess the world's most advanced economies 
and have the world's highest standards of living. The figures in 1~lble 3.1 illustrate 
this by comparing the per capita income among Western countries with the incomes 
in other parts of the world. 

Table 3.2 Imports for Selected Countries and Regions 

1948 1958 1968 1978 1988 
United States 24,615' 37,014 78,170 231,375 319,142 

168H 212 389 1,061 1,296 
United Kingdom 27,921 28,928 44,766 99,442 131,773 

557 558 810 1,782 2,309 
France 11,827 16,072 33,061 103,551 123,629 

290 360 662 1,943 2,213 
Germany 4,764 21,092 47,641 152,744 173,919 

102 404 821 2,491 2,842 
Canada 9,062 14,914 27,024 54,980 74,817 

702 877 1,299 2,340 2,883 
Italy 5,289 9,215 24,317 71,449 96,295 

116 189 461 1,260 1,676 
Japan 2,351 8,691 30,702 99,661 130,103 

29 95 304 867 1,061 
Latin America 25,601 30,057 35,556 93,416 67,415 

157 153 134 272 157 
Sub-Saharan Africa 6,186 10,172 13,688 39,176 19,385 

37 49 51 122 41 Asia 20,687 23,496 36,714 115,630 NA 
26 30 32 94 NA 

Note: All figures are in 1980 United States dollars. 
-* Represents total trade in Inillions. 
** Represents per capita trade. 
NA means that the relevant data were not available. 

Source: United Nations, V1\' Statistical Yearbook, variOllS years. 

In addition, members of the Western world have a high degree of commitment 
to international commerce, and to this end have created and currently manage the 
primary international economic and commercial organizations described earlier. 
Beyond this, their societies and their economies are extensively tied to one ,:nother 
through a variety of transnational linkages, and their governments engage IJ1 sub
stantial collaborative efforts to coordinate policy. 

The extent of the commercial linkages found in the Western world and the 
degree to which they have grown over time are depicted in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, which 
contain figures for the total and per capita trade of the countries comprising the 
Group of Seven (the leading members of the Western world) and for several develop
ing regions. As can be seen readily, the Group of Seven (G7) countries have become 
ever more involved in international trade since 1948. Indeed, by 1988 the volume of 
trade for each of the G7 countries had become so high that it exceeded the totals for 
entire regions of the developing world. In addition, the per capita trading figures for 
Western countries in 1988 were at least ten tirnes the comparable levels in developing 

regions. . . 
The lack of violence among these countries and their commitment to IJ1terna

tional commerce should not be taken as meaning that they do not have conflicts 
with one another, for they do. However, while these countries do continue to COITl.

pete and to engage in conflict, their relations with each other are of a different order 

Table 3.3 Exports for Selected Countries and Regions 

1948 1958 1968 1978 1988 

United States 43,108* 50,808 80,849 178,676 223,481 
294" 291 402 819 907 

United Kingdom 21,836 25,481 36,324 90,709 101,020 
437 491 657 1,626 1,770 

France 6,911 14,662 30,035 96,973 116,522 
169 329 602 1,820 2,085 

Germany 2,058 25,235 58,728 179,861 224,498 
44 484 1,012 2,934 3,668 

Canada 10,687 14,456 29,792 58,310 78,377 
830 848 1,434 2,481 3,020 

Italy 3,700 7,384 24,080 70,951 88,274 
81 152 456 1,251 1,537 

Japan 888 8,244 30,667 123,422 183,969 
11 90 303 1,074 1,500 

Latin America 25,636 27,536 33,310 79,946 75,446 
157 140 125 233 175 

Sub-Saharan Africa 5,979 9,054 13,901 31,790 18,892 
36 44 52 99 40 

Asia 17,869 18,367 26,430 109,039 NA 
22 23 23 89 NA 

Note: All figures are in 1980 United States dollars. 
* Represents total trade in millions. 
*' Represents per capita trade. 
NA means that the relevanl data were not available. 

Source: United Nations, UN Statistical Yearbook, various years. 
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of magnitude from those that they have with other countries or that other countries 
l:ave among the~selves. In the West, conflict now takes place along economic fault 
lInes, with questIOns relating to market access, foreign investment, and the coordi
nation of fiscal and monetary policies serving as the primary areas of contention. 
Under these circumstances the tools for conducting foreign policy center on politi
cal persuaSIOn, for the complex interrelationships among these actors dictate that 
they refrain from threatening one another, with either their military or their eco
nomic resources, lest they upset the international commercial networks that they all 
rely upon. In effect, a form of implicit deterrence exists among the members of the 
Western world that bars anyone state from unduly pressuring or upsetting the oth
ers .. As .a result, st~dyin~ the foreign policies of these states dictates that the analyst 
be mtncately familIar WIth economic and commercial theory, interdependence, and 
the subtleties of deterrence. 14 

The Non-Western World 

Alongside this group of what may be regarded as immensely privileged states is 
another category of countries. This collection of societies is far more amorphous and 
dlVerse than the first group. Its members include the very poorest countries of the 
world, newly industrializing middle-income countries, nations made wealthy 
because they are blessed by natural resources that are in great demand internation
ally, and Communist and ex-Communist states. 

. O~e. characteristic of this second group of countries is the degree to which they 
still exhIbIt nllhtanly based violence. This is seen both internally and externally. 
Domesttcally, the use of force is found in the employment of military coups d' etat to 
change governments and in insurgency movements designed to promote revolutions. 

Table 3.4 Incidence of Civil Wars and Interventions, 1945-89 

1945-49 1950 59 1960 69 1970 79 1980 89 Total 
Western Europe 0 0 0 0 0 0 
North America () 0 0 0 0 0 
Latin America 4 4 2 2 3 15 
North Africa/Middle East 1 2 3 4 2 12 
Sub-Saharan Africa 0 0 5 3 6 14 
Asia (excluding Japan) 2 4 4 6 2 18 
Other (all 110n-Western) 1 0 0 0 0 
Total 8 10 14 15 13 60 
Type of Intervention 
Western Developed in 4 8 

Developing 
Developing in 0 0 6 8 

Developing 
Other 0 0 0 0 
Total 5 8 2 17 

Notc: Civil wars were cO:ll1ted on.lY for the tilDe period in which they began. Interventions were counted 
lnore than once if countnes frOln 1110re than one category were involved. 

Source: Singer (1991, 60-65). 
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As Table 3.4 shows, from 1945 to 1989 no advanced industrialized state has experi
enced such a disturbance. In the same period, all civil wars have occurred within 
countries from developing regions. 15 The data further reveal that domestic problems 
of this sort are distributed widely among all regions of the developing world. One 
point worth mentioning is that advanced countries have intervened in the troubles in 
developing regions on eight occasions, indicating the degree to which at least some 
members of the Western world are prepared to intervene forcefully in the affairs of 
less-developed countries when they perceive that important issues are at stake. 

Internationally, one finds that the wars fought in the last four decades always 
have involved developing countries. Table 3.5 demonstrates this clearly, showing that 
in the years from 1945 to 1989 there have been no wars in which Western countries 
have fought one another. 16 On five occasions, however, Western countries have 
fought underdeveloped countries, with these conflicts centering for the most part on 
questions relating either to the collapse of imperialism or to the cold war (see Holsti 
1986, 369). Interestingly, developing countries, which largely have been left out of the 
Western system described previously, have engaged in a considerable degree of con
flict, fighting twenty wars among themselves, constituting over three-fourths of all 
wars fought in the period. 

A second feature of non-Western countries is the degree to which so many 
were dominated by stronger states in the past and, in some cases, continue to experi
ence such domination. 17 In the past, control was a result of the predominantly 
military supremacy of the European imperialist powers in Latin America, Africa, and 
Asia, and of the Soviet Union in Eastern Europe. At present, domination comes more 
from the use of economic resources that allow outsiders to control, at least in part, 
the access that non-Western states have to key international economic resources and 
to control as well some of the most important economic management functions 
within these states. 1R 

In addition, non-Western countries increasingly find themselves subjected to 
economic coercion, as advanced states seek to use their reliance on the West for 
essential goods and services to manipulate their behavior through the use of eco
nomic sanctions. 19 As can be seen in Table 3.6, from 1950 to 1989 the overwhelming 
majority (65 of 109) of economic sanctions have involved attempts by Western coun
tries to force developing governments to alter their behavior. By comparison, Western 

Table 3.5 Incidence of International War, 1945-88 
Classified According to Type of Actor and Target 

1945-49 1950-59 1960-69 1970-79 1980-88 Total 

Western vs. Western 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Western vs. Developing 0 2 1 5 
Developing vs. 2 6 8 3 20 

Developing 
Other 0 0 0 0 
Total 5 7 9 4 26 

Note: A war is counted Inore than once if it fits nu)re than one actor/target category. Wars are counted 
only for the time periods in which they began. 

Source: Singer (1991, 60-65). 
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Table 3.6 The Incidence of Economic Sanctions, 1950-89 
Classified According to Type of Actor and Target 

1950-59 1960-69 1970-79 1980-89 Total 
Western against Western 2 0 1 4 
Western against Developing 4 12 28 21 65 
Developing agc:inst Western 5 0 3 0 8 
Developing against 3 3 3 10 

Developing 
Other 4 7 3 8 22 
Total 16 22 38 33 109 

Note: Sanctions are recorded only for the time period during which they were initiated. When multiple 
actors and targets are involved, each one is counted separately. 

Source: Hufbauer, Schott, and Elliott (1990,16-27). 

countries rarely are a target of sanctions. Developing countries have aimed eight such 
acts against the West, with only three in the last thirty years and none from 1980 to 
1989. And Western states almost never use sanctions against one another (four total, 
and only one from 1980 to 1989), which reinforces a point made earlier: the intricate 
interrelationships among the members of the Western world restrain them from 
threatening or attempting to coerce one another in any way. Yet again, one finds evi
dence of very different patterns of conduct within the West and between the West 
and the developing world. 

Another characteristic of non-Western countries has to do with their patterns 
of international interactions. For the most part these nations tend to have far fewer 
diplomatic, political, and economic contacts with one another than they have with 
the advanced industrialized states. As one might expect, this has had a profound 
effect upon their ability to coordinate policy in order to solve some of their most 
pressing problems.20 The barriers that these countries experienced when trying to 
organize to push for a New International Economic Order and to set up effective nat
ural resource cartels are two examples of how much their isolation from one another 
hampers collective action.21 

Thus, the world appears to be divided into at least two parallel international 
universes that, while they exist together in the same international time-space, operate 
by very different sets of foreign policy rules. In the West, one has highly stable soci
eties where foreign policy increasingly is devoted to fine-tuning and managing 
relations among highly interdependent countries that cannot afford to coerce one 
another. For non-Western countries, the threat of domination, both military and 
economic, and the absence of the benefits of interdependence and of the domestic 
stability found in the West place the prospect of coercion more squarely on the for
eign policy agenda. 

• Conclusion 

This chapter has examined the nature of the international setting in which foreign 
policy is conducted. Traditionally, the international system has been described as 
anarchic and foreign policy making authority as decentralized. In this situation, secu
rity concerns motivate all members of the international system and the basic 
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function of foreign policy revolves around protecting oneself from the threats posed 
by others, with a nation's military capabilities serving as the most important of its 
foreign policy resources. Evidence has been presented to show that the international 
system has undergone significant changes since 1945. New issues are now the focus 
of foreign policy, and very distinct patterns of relationships are found within and 
between different groups of international actors. These changes suggest that second
generation scholars must adopt at least two basic analytical strategies if they are to 
obtain a proper appreciation for the manner in which international systemic forces 
will shape foreign policy in the coming years. The first of these strategies juxtaposes 
the operation of past international configurations with those of the present, while 
the second examines how the Western world differs from the non-Western world. 

In making the first comparison a vital question for exploration concerns the 
forces affecting the evolution of the international system, the degree to which these 
forces continue to influence the current international arena, and the probability that 
they will have future effects. Within the context of the present essay it has only been 
possible to outline briefly some of the forces that might be responsib.le for .the 
changes that have occurred; more in-depth investigations are in order. It IS partICu
larly important that attention be paid to the way in which interdependence, the 
development of nuclear weapons of mass destruction, and the evolution of new 
international actors and institutions have interacted to change the international sys
tem and to alter the conduct of foreign policy. 

In addition, scholars must assess carefully the applicability to the present and 
the future of theories that were designed to explain past systems. One must consider 
the utility of principles derived from the study of such issues as the balance of power, 
polarity, deterrence, and military alliances for explaining contemporary foreign pol
icy behavior. After all, these theories are based on the notion that military 
competition is dominant. For example, as it has evolved since 1945, deterrence the
ory has focused almost entirely on military confrontations, and especially on the use 
of nuclear weapons. Little attention has been paid to how economic resources may be 
used for deterrent purposes or to the operation of deterrence among actors that are 
intertwined commercially. And yet, as was noted in the discussion of the Western 
world, the relationships found among these actors appear to have created a new role 
for an implicit form of deterrence. The result is a conceptual gap that must be filled if 
scholars are to understand how advanced states influence one another's foreign pol

icy behavior.22 

Closer attention also must be devoted to trying to understand the changing 
nature of interdependence through time and to comparing the meanings of foreign 
policy in worlds where conflict is economic rather than military. The figures in Tables 
3.2 and 3.3 illustrate the rapid expansion since 1948 of interdependence based on 
trade. These tables, however, tell only part of the story, for international commercial 
linkages, particularly international investments of all sorts, have virtually exploded in 
recent decades. The result is an interdependence that goes far beyond anything that 
scholars have envisioned in the past, with effects on foreign policy that analysts have 

barely started to conceptualize. 23 . 

When comparing the Western and non-Western worlds at least four questIOns 
come to mind. The first centers on the relative effects of dependence and interde-
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pendence in these very different international universes and how this atTects foreign 
policy. As noted previously, interdependence has expanded greatly among Western 
states. This has not been the case in non-Western areas, where increased interna
tional linkages have had different meanings and the impact on foreign policy has 
varied. It is important to continue the exploration of questions relating to whether 
and how a reliance on the West leads to restricted foreign policy choices for devel
oping countries and whether some types of interdependence can contribute to 
economic development without deleterious political effects. In addition, the effects 
of interdependence among non-Western countries must be examined to determine 
how these actors n"lay structure their foreign policies to achieve a greater pooling of 
resources to solve mutual problems. As noted earlier, cooperation along these lines 
has been difficult in the past. 

The second question considers how advanced and less-developed countries 
conceptualize foreign policy, including the international goals they regard as appro
priate to pursue, the techniques they use in pursuing these goals, the international 
rules they feel they must follow, and how they develop their foreign policies. One of 
the basic distinctions between Western and non-Western worlds centers on their dif
fering conceptions of foreign policy. The result has been confusion and conflict. This 
mandates careful comparisons of the usc of foreign policy. 

The third question is closely related to the second, for it also is necessary to 
examine carefully the communications problems that one confronts when transmit
ting signals from one international universe to the other. The very different 
configurations of actors found in the present international arena has created, and is 
bound to continue creating, fundamental difficulties in sending foreign policy mes
sages; these difficulties must be studied carefully if they arc to be surmounted. 

Finally, the conditions under which actors use force must be studied with care. 
While Western states appear to have forsaken force as a foreign policy instrument 
against one another, one still finds considerable violence among non-Western states 
and between Western and non-Western countries. Second-generation scholars need a 
clear understanding of how and why force is used. International violence remains too 
great a source of tragedy; perhaps careful analysis can eliminate some of this misery. 
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• Notes 

I. A more complete discussion of this definition of the international system may be found 
in Young (1978) and Gilpin (1981). This definition and the discussion of the traditional 
views of the international system that follows are based on what scholars commonly 
refer to as the realist point of view of international politics. An exceptional description 
of realism may be found in Waltz (1979). Although it is beyond the scope of this essay 
to discuss them, the reader should note that dependency and world systems theorists 
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provide alternative views of the nature of the international arena. The seminal works of 
these analysts are found in the writings of Frank (1969), Galtung (197 I), and 
Wallerstein (1976). 

2. See Karen Mingst's essay (chapter 14) in the current volume for an excellent discussion 
of the actors in international politics. 

3. This thesis agrees with Blainey's contention that it is "unwise to regard international 
relations since 1945 as an old game obeying completely new rules. It IS a shghtly dIffer
ent game obeying the same rules" (1988, 12 I). It should be noted that the dISCUSSIon 111 

this chapter focuses on the state and does not consider the development of the n~any 
new actors found in international politics. One reason tor thIs IS that foreIgn polIcy gen
erally is seen as the province of the state. 

4. For more complete discussions of anarchy and its effects on foreign policy, see Bull 
(1977), Young (1978), Gilpin (1981), and Waltz (1988). Competll1g conceptIOns of the 
degree to which the international system is anarchic are presented by dependency and 
world systems theorists. For these views, one may consult Frank (1969), Galtung (1971), 

and Wallerstein (1976). 

5. One of the earliest of these types of discussions is found in Schuman (1941,291-95) .. 
Others include Morgenthau (1948, chapter 9), Van Dyke (1966, chapter 11), Organskr 
(1968, chapters 7, 8), and Spanier (1987, chapter 7). 

6. Even those who have studied the foreign policy of smaller states have recognized the. 
degree to which great powers have controlled the international scene. One example IS 
East (1973,556-76); another is Rothstein (1968). 

7. Several authors who discuss such rapid change are Kaysen (1990), Mueller (1989), Ray 
(1989), and Rosecrance (1986). 

8. See Mueller (1989) for a particularly compelling discussion of this subject. 

9. See Mueller (1989). An excellent source describing the incidence of international war 
since 1945 is Singer (1991). 

10. For a discussion of these points, see Gilpin (1975) and Nye (1990). 

11. For example, see Hanrieder (1978) and Rosecrance (1986). 

12. One of the earliest discussions of the notion that the international system was divided 
into three "worlds" is found in Horowitz (1966); another is presented in Martin (1962). 

13. The same point is made in Buzan (1984,605), and in Russett and Starr (1992,408). 

14. These themes are discussed in more detail in Rothgeb (1993) . 

15. A civil war is defined as a situation in which organized armed violence occurs between a 
recognized government and some portion of its domestic opposition. For a diSCUSSIOn 
of the civil wars since 1945, see Singer (1991). 

[6. A war is defined as an instance of international violence in which two or more recog
nized states engage in armed hostilities toward one another and where there are at least 
one thousand battle deaths. For a discussion of wars since 1945, see Smger (1991) . 

17. For a discussion of this sort of domination, see Cohen (1973) and Rothstein (1977). 

18. Discussions of how the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank restrict the 
policies of developing countries are presented in Payer (1974) and Broad (1988). The 
role of multinational corporations is described in Rothgeb (1989). 
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19. Eco,nomic sanctions are defined as a "deliberate government-inspired withdrawal, or 
thl ~~t of wahdl awal, of cus~omary trade or financial relations" in support of foreign 
pohcy goals. See Huthauer, Schott, and Elliott (1983,2). 

20. The diplomatic, political, and economic interactions of the states in this category are 
descnbed 111 Addo (1974) and in Galtung (J 971). 

21. For. a discussion of the New International Economic Order, see Cooper (1977) and 
Laszlo et al. (1978). The problems confronted in setting up resource cartels are 
descnbed by Jabber (1978) and Mingst (1976). 

22. Rothgeb (1993, 165-81) has taken a first step in this direction with the analysis of eco
nomIC deterrence. 

23. Frieden (1991) .and ~ogows!<i (1989) are among the scholars who have begun to touch 
on the ImplicatIOns for foreIgn pohcy of these vast increases in interdependence. 
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A Cognitive Approach to 
the Study of Foreign Policy 

Jerel A. Rosati, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

• Editors' Introduction 

In this chapter Jerel Rosati introduces the role of cognitive studies 
in foreign policy analysis. As Rosati illustrates. cognitive analyses 
consider the role of policymakers' beliefs and images and are pre· 
sent in both the first and second generations of foreign policy 
analysts. Indeed. much of what this chapter discusses can be 
found in literature focusing on the "individual" level offoreign policy 
analysis. Rosati makes explicit the changes occurring in cognitive 
studies throughout the evolution of foreign policy analysis and 
emphasizes the contributions of recent. second-generation. cogni
tive studies. ThL<; chapter complements the following chapter by 
Keith Shimko. which looks specifically at the metaphors (a cognitive 
concept) leaders use in developing foreign policy. 

In considering the role qf cognitive sources of foreign policy. 
can you think of any modern examples of foreign policy makers 
whose beliefs and images influenced foreign policy? For example. 
would President Clinton's belief system have led him to a different 
policy in the Gulf War than the one pursued by President Bush? 
What type oJ belief system might have been behind Iraqi leader 
Saddam Hussein's decL'>ion to invade Kuwait? Consider your own 
belief system. How would it influence your foreign policy actions if 
you were a policy maker? How important are cognitive factor-s as 
compared to other sources of foreign policy (e.g., bureaucratic, 
domestic political. systemic)? • 

How do policymakers view the world? What affects the beliefs and images of policy
makers over time? What impact do the beliefs of policymakers have on foreign policy 
making and the practice of foreign policy? These are the kinds of questions about the 
role of cognition that interest many students of foreign policy and are addressed in 
their scholarship, hence contributing to knowledge and understanding about the for
mulation and conduct of foreign policy. Although the value of a cognitive approach 
should be obvious, it has not always received the attention it deserves in the study of 
foreign policy. 1 
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Traditionally, foreign policy has been explained from a rational actor perspec
tive common to the realist and power politics tradition. The assumption has been 
that governments, and their political leaders, think and act in a rational manner in 
their quest for power and order. Such rationality assumes that individuals perceive 
the world accurately and arrive at decisions through an open intellectual process: 
goals are ordered, a search is made for relevant information, a wide range of alterna
tives is considered, and the option that maximizes the benefits while minimizing the 
costs is selected. Since policymakers act rationally in pursuit of power and order, 
there is no need to delve into their psychological predispositions or closely examine 
the governmental policymaking process. Instead, one should focus on how the inter
national system constrains foreign policy action, treat the government as a rational 
actor, and speak in terms of an overriding shared national interest in the making of 
foreign policy. 

A cognitive approach challenges much of Western thought and practice 
premised on the assumption of individual rationality (see Allison 1971, 10-38; 
Simon 1957b; Snyder, Bruck, and Sapin 1962; Steinbruner 1974,25-46). Where the 
rational actor perspective assumes individual open-mindedness and adaptability to 
changes in the environment, a cognitive approach posits that individuals tend to be 
much more closed-minded due to their beliefs and the way they process informa
tion-thus, they tend to resist adapting to changes in the environment. A cognitive 
perspective emphasizes the importance of examining the individuals involved in the 
policymaking process, for they are likely to view their environment differently. This 
approach has grown in visibility, prominence, and sophistication since the 1950s as 
social scientists have attempted to be more systematic in identifying and explaining 
major patterns of foreign policy. 

This chapter is organized along three lines so the reader can arrive at a better 
understanding of the development of a cognitive approach and its relevance for con
tributing to an understanding of the theory and practice of foreign policy. First, a 
brief history of the evolution of political psychology and its impact on a cognitive 
approach to the study of foreign policy is provided. Second, a number of significant 
research programs and individual studies are highlighted to illustrate different cogni
tive approaches to the study of foreign policy. Finally, an assessment is made of what 
has been learned by a cognitive approach to foreign policy over the past few decades 
and what issues require future attention. Together, this should provide the basis for 
clarifying how a cognitive approach can contribute to a better understanding of the 
dynamics of foreign policy. 

• The Political Psychological Study of Beliefs and Foreign Policy 

Scholars and individuals have been interested in examining the beliefs of individuals 
and the workings of the human mind throughout the ages. Yet it was not until the 
1930s, with the development of psychology as a discipline of study, that systematic 
efforts to apply psychological approaches to the study of politics and international 
relations really began. The evolution of political psychology and its relevance to inter
national relations and foreign policy is marked by three distinct periods. With each 
new period the political psychological study of beliefs has grown tremendously in 
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sophistication and has contributed to a powerful understanding of the theory and 
practice of foreign policy. 2 

Early Efforts 

Early efforts were made beginning in the 1930s and continuing through the early 
1950s to apply explicitly psychological concepts to the study of politics, especially the 
nature of war and peace. Most of this research focused on national stereotypes, atti
tudes toward war, and public opinion on foreign policy issues (Kelman 1965b; 
Klineberg 1950; Pear 1950). Unfortunately, while most of these early efforts were 
made by scholars and individuals who were well versed in psychology, they usually 
lacked a strong foundation in the study of international relations and world politics. 
This was best exemplified by the studies on individual irregularities and pathologies 
that were directly projected onto the nation-state, the "war begins in the minds of 
men" approach, and national character studies of the war proneness of different soci-

eties. 
This well-intentioned effort by many psychologists to apply different psycho

logical concepts and knowledge about the individual "directly" to the complex arena 
of the state and world politics was not well received by students of international rela
tions (see Holsti 1976, 16-20; Jervis 1976,3-10). Most international relations 
scholars found these studies unrealistic and believed they were not relevant to the 
study of foreign policy and world politics (see, e.g., Waltz 1959). The problem was 
clearly stated by Herbert Kelman in International Behavior: A Social-Psychological 
Analysis: "Only if we know where and how these individuals fit into the larger 
process, and under what circumstances they operate, are we able to offer a relevant 
psychological analysis" (l965b, 6). Clearly, until political psychology was well 
grounded in politics and international relations such studies would likely remain 
naive and simplistic. 

Although the initial effort to incorporate psychological approaches into the 
analysis of international behavior failed to influence the field, some scholars began to 
question the lack of psychological input into the study of international relations and 
foreign policy. Quincy Wright, in his magnum opus, The Study of International 
Relations, proposed that psychology belongs at the "core" of the discipline: 
"International relations cannot, therefore, be confined to intergovernmental relations 
and conclusions based on the assumption that they [i.e., psychological studies] fail to 
provide an adequate foundation for prediction and control. The minds of individuals 
who constitute the world's population, the influences that affect them, and the influ
ences they exert, both domestic and foreign, must be taken into account by 
examining their minds" (1955, 433) . 

The First Generation of Scholarship 

Beginning in the mid-1950s, the contribution of psychological approaches to the 
study of international relations grew in importance due to the interaction of the 
"peace research" movement and the "behavioral" revolution in the social sciences 
(see Kelman 1965b; Kelman and Bloom 1973). A number of psychologists, sociolo
gists, economists, anthropologists, and other scientists became interested in applying 
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the knowledge and tech~iques of their disciplines to the problems of war and peace. 
At the same tune, many mternational relations scholars became interested in makin u 

their field more empirical and scientific. Nowhere was this interaction greater tha~ 
among those who advocated a decision-making approach to the study of foreign pol
ICY (see Snyder, Bruck, and Sapin 1962). 

In comparison to the early efforts by psychologists, the late 1950s and 1960s 
represen~ed the begi~ning of a qualitative leap forward for psychological approaches 
and their applrca~iOn to the study of international relations. Psychological 
approaches mcreasmgly were applied from an international relations and political 
perspective. Two groups of specialists "emerged and interacted closely with one 
another: students of international relations, with a political science background, who 
are thoroughly grounded in social-psychological concepts and methods; and social 
psychologists (as well as students of other disciplines outside of political science) 
who have systematically educated themselves in the field of international relations" 
(Kelman and Bloom 1973,263). 

~ . Thes~ developments meant that the systematic study of the beliefs and images of 
lorelgn pohcy makers grew in popularity and significance during the 1960s and 1970s. 
The working assumption was that the ideas and thoughts about the environment held 
by policymakers affect the foreign policy-making process. Policymaker images "may 
be partial or general. They may be subconscious or may be consciously stated. They 
may be b~sed. on carefully thought-out assumptions about the world or they may flow 
fr~m mstmctJve perceptions and judgements. In any event all decision-makers may be 
said to possess a set of Images and to be conditioned by them in their behavior on for
eign policy" (Brecher, Steinberg, and Stein 1969,86-87). 

Much of the psychologically oriented research on foreign policy was influenced 
by the study of attitudes and attitudinal change in psychology that began as early as 
the 1930s (see Calder and Ross 1973; Oskamp 1977). Most of the work on attitudes 
and a~titudinal change in psvchology during this time was based upon theories of 
cogmtIve conSistency, including cognitive dissonance, congruity, and balance theory 
(see Abelson et aI.1:68; Festinger 1957; McGuire 1969; Oskamp 1977). The assump
t!O~ behmd cogn.ltlve consistency is that individuals make sense of the world by 
relymg on key behefs and strive to maintain consistency between their beliefs. Under 
cog~itive c?~sist.ency, in~ividuals maintain coherent belief systems and attempt to 
aVOid acqlllnng mformatJon that is inconsistent or incompatible with their beliefs 
esp.ecially their most central beliefs. In other words, "individuals do not merely sub~ 
scnbe to r.andom collections of beliefs but rather they maintain coherent systems of 
beliefs which are lllternally consistent" (Bem 1970, 13). 

The study of the impact of propaganda and communications on individuals 
reinforc~d research on cognitive consistency (McGuire 1969; Oskamp 1977; Sears 
and WhItney 1973). The literature on persuasive communications at the time indi
cated that most individuals are indifferent to persuasive appeals, especially political 
propagan.da, .and w.hen t~ey are attuned they tend to be surrounded by people and 
con:mUI1lCatl~ns WIth which they sympathize. In other words, incoming information 
typIcally gets mterpreted in accordance with an individual's existing central beliefs 
and predispositions. 
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The prevalence of cognitive consistency, and the tendency of most communi
cations to reinforce an individual's belief system, found in the first generation of 
political psychological research provided the foundation for many studies of foreign 
policy decision making since the 1960s. This psychological literature and its relevance 
for the study of foreign policy were brought together by Robert Jervis (1976) in 
Perception and Misperception in International Politics. 3 Jervis provided a significant 
service to the advancement of a cognitive approach to foreign policy through his rich 
survey of the processes of perception for foreign policymakers, including a discussion 
of how cognitive consistency affects decision makers, how decision makers learn 
from history, how attitudes change, and an analysis of common patterns of misper
ception among policymakers. Not only did he illustrate the relevance of a cognitive 
approach for foreign policy and international relations, he also used such a perspec
tive to critique what he saw as simplistic assumptions of both deterrence theory and 
the spiral model of state interaction in world politics. As Jervis concluded, "It is often 
impossible to explain crucial decisions and policies without reference to the decision
makers' beliefs about the world and their images of others" (1976,28). 

Second-Generation Scholarship 

Beginning in the 1970s, psychology underwent what has been referred to as a "cogni
tive revolution" in the study of attitudes and how individuals process information. 
The revolution involved a different conception of the individual and his or her inter
action with the environment: away from a "passive agent who merely responds to 
environmental stimuli" to a concept of the individual as more likely to selectively 
respond to and actively shape his or her environment; away from an individual who 
"strives for consistency" toward an individual who is more likely to act as a "problem 
solver" in order to make sense of a complex environment involving great uncertainty 
(George 1980b, 56; see also Fiske and Taylor 1991, 9-14; Lau and Sears 1986c). 

Responding to developments in cognitive theory, psychological research increasingly 
moved beyond the study of cognitive consistency to a more sophisticated study of 
attitudes and information processing often referred to as social cognition theory and 

schema theory.4 
Social cognition tlleory and schema theory assume that individuals are "cognitive 

misers" who tend to rely on existing beliefs and schema-that is, mental constructs 
that represent different clumps of knowledge about various facets of the environ
ment-for interpreting information. Although schema necessarily simplify and 
structure the external environment, they are the basis from which individuals are able 
to organize new information, use their memory, and intelligibly make sense of the 
world around them. The more complex and uncertain the environment, the more 
likely individuals will rely on simple schema and cognitive heuristics-shortcuts in 
information processing-to make sense of the world and the situation at hand (Fiske 

and Taylor 1991; Lau and Sears 1986b; Milburn 1991).5 

The social cognition theory and schema theory approach to attitudes and 
beliefs builds upon and extends the previous work on cognitive consistency but is 
based on a more complex and sophisticated understanding of the nature of atti
tudes and how information is processed by the mind. Social cognition theory and 
schema theory emphasize the dominant role of preexisting beliefs in interpreting 
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new information, much like cognitive consistency theory. Yet, where the theory of 
cognitive consistency assumes the existence of a belief system with a high degree of 
coherence and interdependence between beliefs that are extremely resistant to 
change, a social cognition perspective depicts individual belief systems as much 
more fragmented internally, with different beliefs or schema being invoked under 
different situations for making sense of the environment. This suggests a greater 
likelihood that some beliefs may change over time. From this perspective, although 
the beliefs held by an individual may appear incompatible and contradictory to an 
outside observer, the overall belief system is likely to make sense to the individual of 
concern, suggesting a rather complex cognitive process. Although more sophisti
cated than cognitive consistency theory about the workings of the human mind, 
cognitive psychology and social cognition nevertheless continue to represent an 
alternative to the rational actor perspective. 

Two major works published near the beginning of the so-called cognitive revo
lution anticipated many of these developments in the area of social cognition theory 
and schema theory, integrating them into the study of foreign policy. One, already 
discussed, was Perception and Misperception in International Politics by Robert Jervis 
(1976). The other was another landmark in cognitive approaches to the study of for
eign policy, entitled The Cybernetic Theory of Decision by John Steinbruner (1974). 
Actually, Steinbruner's title was somewhat of a misnomer; his book really developed 
a "cognitive theory of decision" that made three significant contributions. First, 
Steinbruner demonstrated that the rational actor model (what he called the analytic 
paradigm) has great difficulty in explaining governmental decision making and per
formance, especially under real-world conditions of complexity and uncertainty. 
Second, he synthesized a large body of knowledge from the fields of cybernetics and 
cognitive theory in developing a cognitive process model as an alternative to the 
rational actor model. He argued that relatively simple decisions could be explained 
by a simple cybernetic process of "satisficing" and "incrementalism" commonly 
found in bureaucracy. However, to explain more complex decisions one had to turn 
to a cognitive process model (or cognitive paradigm) in order to understand the reg
ularities of how the mind deals with uncertainty. According to this model, the mind 
"constantly struggles to impose clear, coherent meaning on events" (Steinbruner 
1974, 112), relying on "cognitive structures" involving memory, centrality, consis
tency, simplicity, and stability. Finally, Stein bruner not only demonstrated how 
individuals arrive at decisions under the cognitive process model but discussed how 
the model applies within a larger collective decision-making context as occurs within 
the government: "In essence, it is cognitive operations of the human mind working 
in interaction with the organizational structure of the government which set work
able limits on highly diffuse decision problems" (Steinbruner 1974, 14). Ultimately, 
what Steinbruner did was present a coherent and powerful theoretical foundation for 
the cognitive study of foreign policy. 

• Major Foreign Policy Studies 

The evolution of the psychological study of attitudes provided the foundation for a 
number of research programs and studies employing a cognitive approach to the 
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study of foreign policy, especially since the first generation of scholarship. The most 
significant approaches and studies over time wi~l be hi.ghlighted here; th.ese both 
reflect the evolution of the cognitive study of foreIgn pohcy and have contnbuted to 
its development.6 These works vary in terms of conceptual orientation, substantive 

focus, and research strategy, as discussed subsequently. 

Images of the Enemy and Mirror Images 

The earliest and most popular studies employing a cognitive approach in a system
atic fashion have focused on general images held by political elites, especially images 
of the "other" and self-images. Such a cognitive approach to foreign policy has been a 
particularly powerful source for better understanding internati~nal conflict and. war. 

One of the most powerful studies from the first generatIon of scholarshIp has 
been Ole Holsti's (1962, 1967; Finlay, Holsti, and Fagen 1967,25-96) work on t~e 
image of the enemy.7 Holsti believed that the concept of the enemy helped to expla1l1 
and sustain international conflict over time. In order to better understand U.S.
Soviet hostility and the evolution of the cold war, he employed a case stu~y to 
examine the image of the Soviet Union held by former Secretary of State John l;oster 
Dulles. Holsti (1967, 17) assumed that hostile images of the enemy, represented by 
Dulles's image of the Soviet Union, tended to be self-perpetuating, which could be 

explained by the psychological literature on cognitive dynamics. .. 
Dulles's image of the Soviet Union was derived from a content analYSIS of hIS 

public statements "supplemented by contemporary newspapers, secon~ary s.ources, 
questionnaires sent to a number of Dulles's closest associates, an~ memOIrs wntten b'y 
those who worked closely with him" (Holsti 1967, 18). Holstl found that Dulless 
extremely hostile image of the Soviet Union was very ~igid an~ resistant to cha~ge 
regardless of changes in Soviet behavior. This was conslsten~ WIth the p~~chologl~al 
literature on cognitive dynamics based on the nature of att.ltudes, c?gn~tIve c~nsls
tency, and persuasive communications.8 Dulles resisted new 1I1formatlO~ 1I1conslstent 
with his image of the Soviet Union by engaging in a variety of psychologICal processes: 
discrediting the information, searching for other consistent information: reinterp.ret
ing the information, differentiating between different aspects of ~he 1I1forma~lOn, 
engaging in wishful thinking, and refusing to think ~bout it. ~cc?rd1l1g to HolstI, t~e 
self-perpetuation and resistance to change found 111 Dulles s Image of the SovIet 
Union was based on an "inherent bad faith" model of the enemy: "As long as the 
Soviet Union remained a closed society ruled by Communists, it represented the 
antithesis of values at the core of Dulles' belief system. Furthermore, information that 
might challenge the inherent-bad-faith model of the Soviet Union generall~ came 
from the Soviets themselves-a low-credibility source-and was often ambIguous 
enough to accommodate more than one interpretation" (1967, 24). . 

The study of mirror images is consistent with the study of the Image of the 
enemy but involves the images held by both parties in a hostile relation~hip. The co~
cept of mirror images refers to the fact that each ~~rty holds an Image t~at IS 
diametrically "opposite" the other: each party has a posItIve and benevolent ~elf-Image 
while holding a negative and malevolent image of the enemy. Ralph ~Ite (l9~6, 
1968) popularized the notion of mirror images in Nobody Wanted War: Ml~perceptlOn 
in Vietnam and Other Wars. 9 Analyzing the two World Wars and focus1l1g on the 
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Vietnam War, White discussed how each party in a conflict situation holds a "diaboli
cal enemy-image" and a "virile and moral self-image" that become the source of 
selective inattention, absence of empathy (for the other), and military overconfidence. 
Although the result of diverse social and psychological sources, such "hlack-and
white" thinking leads to escalation and war. As White concluded, "The ethnocentric 
black-and-white picture is a transcultural, almost universal phenomenon, the details 
of which vary greatly from nation to nation, but the essence of which remains much 
the same. '" In view of this it is not surprising that there is a 'mirror image' quality in 
the reality-worlds of combatants" (1968,275). 

The Operational Code 

One of the most popular approaches for describing a political leader's belief system 
has been the development of what has been called the operational code, based upon 
Nathan Leites's (1951, 1953) study of communism in the Soviet Union. However, it 
was not until Alexander George (1969) refined the concept that the operational code 
became popular as a research program in the area of foreign policy involving numer
ous scholars. The operational code is based on the concept of cognitive consistency, 
for it assumes an overall coherent and interconnected set of beliefs about the nature 
of political life. 10 

The operational code approach consists of two fundamental types of beliefs
philosophical and instrumental beliefs organized around ten questions. Philosophical 
beliefs refer to assumptions and premises regarding the fundamental nature of poli
tics, political conflict and one's opponents, the future, and historical development. 
Instrunzental beliefs refer to beliefs about strategy and tactics concerning political 
action, risk taking, timing, and means for advancing one's interests. The operational 
code serves as a guide to political decision making: the individual's philosophical 
beliefs help diagnose the definition of the situation, while the instrumental beliefs 
affect the likely choice of action (see George 1979b). 

One of the more interesting uses of the operational code has been Stephen 
Walker's (1977) study of former National Security Adviser and Secretary of State 
Henry Kissinger. 1 1 Walker examined the interface between Henry Kissinger's opera
tional code and his bargaining behavior during the Vietnam conflict. The study was 
particularly informative in depicting how Kissinger saw the world, including the role 
of great powers, and his understanding of the use of force and negotiations in inter
acting with an adversary. Walker also found a close relationship between Kissinger's 
operational code (through his academic writings) and his conduct of the Vietnam 
negotiations (through governmental and secondary sources). While the operational 
code has been a powerful cognitive approach for determining the "content" of politi
cal leaders' foreign policy beliefs, Walker's study represents an early landmark in 
actually examining the relationship between foreign policy beliefs and behavior. 

Cognitive Mapping 

In the early 1970s an attempt was made to examine the beliefs of policymakers in a 
more specific and rigorous way through the use of a cognitive map. A cognitive map 
refers to a specific set of beliefs, and their interconnectedness, as they exist in the 
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mind of a decision maker concerning sorne aspect of the environment. It is a "spe
cific way of representing a person's assertions about some limited domain, such as a 
policy problem" (Axelrod 1976, 55). The foundation of cognitive mapping is based 
upon the early formulations of Robert Axelrod (1972, 1973) and Michael Shapiro 
and G. Matthew Bonham (1973), derived from the literature on cognitive consistency 
and schema theory. 

From the work of Shapiro and Bonham (see, e.g., Bonham 1976), a decision 
maker goes through five basic cognitive steps when he or she perceives a new interna
tional situation that may require a policy response: initial amplification (of relevant 
beliefs), search for antecedents (explaining the events), search for consequences (of 
likely future behavior of actors involved), search for policy alternatives, and policy 
choice. Given the focus on specific mental constructs and causal beliefs over different 
information-processing stages, the cognitive mapping approach allows for a mathe
matical modeling and computer simulation of the mind. Such an approach has been 
particularly useful for examining specific decisions and analyzing the cognitive corn
plexity of decision makers in a variety of contexts, as demonstrated by the collection 
of studies in Structure of Decision: The Cognitive Maps of Political Elites, edited by 
Robert Axelrod (l976b ).12 

Attribution Theory and International Conflict 

Since the 1950s psychologists have been interested in understanding how people per
ceive the causes of human behavior, resulting in the generation of a body of 
knowledge known as attribution theory. It was not until the late 19605 and 1970s, how
ever, that attribution theory grew in prominence and began to influence the study of 
political psychology. Attribution theorists have attempted to identify the various types 
of attribution errors and biases that people commonly make. For example, the "fun
damental attribution error" is the tendency to attribute (explain) our own behavior in 
terms of external or situational causes. This would be akin to someone saying, "The 
situation forced me to do what I did:' However, this error also entails attributing the 
behavior of others to internal causes. In this case the same person might say, "The 
other person acted as he or she did because he or she is mean-spirited." This is further 
affected by the "self-serving bias," which is the tendency to take credit for good or pos
itive behaviors but to deny responsibility for bad or negative behaviors, and the "halo 
effect," which is the tendency to see friends in a positive light and enemies in a nega
tive light (Baron and Byrne 1981; Freedman, Carlsmith, and Sears 1970; Jones 1972; 
Nisbett and Ross 1980). 

Attribution theory has not received as much attention from scholars who take 
a cognitive approach to the study of foreign policy as have other psychological con
cepts discussed previously. Nevertheless, an important study employing this 
perspective, along with consistency theory, was conducted by Daniel Heradstveit 
(1979) in Tize Arab-Israeli Conflict: Psyclzological Obstacles to Pe{lce. 13 Based on inter
views of political activists conducted in Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria, 
Heradstveit found strong support for the existence of the fundamental attribution 
error in explaining the behaviors of participants in the Arab-Israeli conflict. In fact, 
he found that the inference of internal causes of the opponent's behavior is enhanced 
when the observer dislikes the actor who performs the blameworthy act, which is 
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consistent with the self-serving bias and the halo effect. As stated by Heradstveit, "If I 
have a devil-image of the opponent and the opponent behaves in an indisputably 
friendly way, I can still maintain my beliefs about the opponent by explaining his 
friendly behavior as caused by environmental influences and constraints. His disposi
tion to act in an unfriendly way remains the same, but certain characteristics of the 
situation have forced him to be temporarily friendly. In other words, the opponent is 
not given responsibility (credit) for what he is doing" (1979, 74). Such research based 
on attribution theory contributes to a further understanding of the rise and rigidity 
of the image of the enemy and mirror images during times of conflict. 

More Recent Studies 

Beginning in the 1980s a number of individuals built upon earlier work in an effort 
to further extend knowledge and understanding of the role of cognitive approaches 
to the study of foreign policy. Much of this work emphasized the need to synthesize 
available knowledge and to be more eclectic in the study of foreign policy, reflecting 
the growing diversity and interdisciplinary nature of the study of international rela
tions. Four studies that reflect such concerns and have contributed to them are 
highlighted here. 14 

One important study has been Origins of Containment: A Psychological 
Explanation, by Deborah Larson (1985), which employs cognitive social psychology 
to explain the origins of the cold war. Larson specifically attempted to explain the 
changes that transpired in the beliefs of key U.S. policymakers-W. Averell 
Harriman, Harry S. Truman, James F. Byrnes, and Dean Acheson-toward the Soviet 
Union from 1944 to 1947 in terms of five rival theories of attitude change: the 
Hovland attitude change approach (involving persuasive communications), cognitive 
dissonance theory (the classic cognitive consistency approach), attribution theory, 
self-perception theory (which makes the unique argument that individual beliefs are 
derived from observing one's own behavior), and schema theory. Through an analy
sis of the archival evidence, Larson concluded that Harriman, Truman, and Byrnes, 
unlike Acheson, did not have coherent, structured belief systems; instead, their 
inconsistent and contradictory beliefs resulted in each eventually developing an 
enemy image of the Soviet Union in his own way. In fact, since "U.S. policymakers 
used different types of cognitive processes to interpret information about Soviet 
behavior. .. No one theory of attitude change explains the origins of American lead
ers' Cold War belief system" (Larson 1985,342). Instead, self-perception, schema, and 
attribution theories were all useful in explaining the individual policymakers' beliefs 
about the Soviet Union over time. Accordingly, the Larson study is particularly pow
erful in demonstrating the complexity and messiness of individual belief systems and 
cognition, especially during times of considerable uncertainty. 

Another important cognitive study is Perceptions and Behavior in Soviet 
Foreign Policy, by Richard Herrmann (1985; see also 1984, 1988). Building on the 
work of Richard Cottam (1977), this study addressed "the problem of inferring the 
perceptions and motives of a nation's leaders" in order to better understand Soviet 
foreign policy (Herrmann 1985, xix). Drawing on attribution and cognitive consis
tency theory, Herrmann developed a framework that presents three common types 
of perceptions policymakers have of rival countries and their likely implications for 
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foreign policy behavior: the "enemy" stereotype that produces a defensive foreign 
policy pattern; the "degenerate" stereotype that produces an expansionist foreign 
policy pattern; the ."child" stereotype that produces an imperialist foreign policy 
pattern. Based on an examination of the stereotypical justifications invoked in 
Soviet speeches, public statements, and foreign policy behavior, Herrmann found 

. that the Soviet image of the United States resembled the classic enemy stereotype in 
1967, evolved into a more complex and less stereotypical enemy image in 1972, and 
then reverted to a more stereotypical enemy image in 1979, although more differen
tiated and less intense than in 1967. Herrmann's cognitive approach and empirical 
findings contribute to an understanding of the motives underlying foreign policy 
behavior in general and Soviet foreign policy in particular, especially in its implica
tions for U.S. foreign policy. 

Another significant cognitive study of foreign policy produced during the 
eighties is The Carter Administration's Quest for Global Community: Beliefs and Their 
Impact 011 Behavior, by Jerel Rosati (1987; see also 1984, 1990). Given the reports of 
policy disputes between high-level officials, especially Secretary of State Cyrus Vance 
and National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski, and conflicting interpretations of 
President Jimmy Carter's foreign policy views during the late seventies, Rosati saw 
the Carter administration as an excellent case study for applying some of the insights 
of social and cognitive psychology to advance an understanding of U.S. foreign pol
icy. Employing a content analysis of public statements made by Carter, Vance, and 
Brzezinski throughout their four years in office, Rosati found that in 1977 the Carter 
administration initially had an optimistic worldview that was shared by the principal 
policymakers, that individual differences emerged in 1978 when Brzezinski's image of 
the Soviet Union hardened, that the administration's image fragmented in 1979 as 
Carter began to waver between Vance's optimism and Brzezinski's increasing pes
simism, and that by the beginning of 1980 a new consensus emerged based on a 
pessimistic image of an increasingly unstable world in which Soviet power had to be 
contained. The stability of Vance's image and the change in Brzezinski's and Carter's 
images were explained through use of the literature on cognitive consistency, persua
sive communications, individual personality, the impact of external events, and the 
role of domestic politics. Ultimately, Rosati found that the greater the consensus in 
beliefs among individual policymakers, the greater the likelihood that the Carter 
administration's foreign policy behavior was congruent with those beliefs. Not only 
does the study shed light on the nature and significance of U.S. foreign policy during 
the Carter years, but it also demonstrates the power of a broad cognitive approach 
for contributing to an understanding of continuity and change in policymakers' 
beliefs over time and their impact on foreign policy behavior. 

Finally, there is the important study by Yuen Foong Khong (1992), Analogies at 
War: Korea, Munich, Dien Bien Phu, and the Vietnam Decisions of 1965, which focuses 
on "how and why policymakers use historical analogies in their foreign policy 
decision-making" (Khong 1992, 8). It specifically addresses the question of whether 
the use of "lessons of history" invoked by policymakers actually shapes policy or pri
marily serves as its justification. Relying on the public record, interviews, and archival 
documents, Khong demonstrates that the lessons policymakers drew from Munich, 
Dien Bien Phu, and, most importantly, the Korean War had a powerful influence on 
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the decision-making process relative to Vietnam because they predisposed them 
toward military intervention. In other words, policymakers use analogies not merely 
to justify policies but also to perform specific cognitive tasks essential to political 
decision making: to help define the nature of the situation facing the policymaker, to 
help assess the s.takes, and to provide policy prescriptions. The Khong study con
trI~utes to an Improved understanding of why humans analogize and why 
pohcymakers often use analogies poorly due to a common cognitive process. 

• What Do We Know? Where Should We Go? 

In surveying the development of political psychology and cognitive approaches to 
foreign policy, it should be relatively clear that much knowledge has accumulated 
concerning the role of policymakers' beliefs and images on foreign policy. In this sec
tio~ I hriefly review what has been learned about the cognitive study of foreign 
pollcy and dISCUSS some questions that remain unanswered or need to be addressed 
in the future. 

Content of Beliefs 

C:ne feature all cognitive approaches share is that they provide an excellent perspec
tIve for determining the actual contents of the beliefs and images held hy individual 
policymakers. A myriad of cognitive approaches can be drawn upon. For instance, 
the operational code emphasizes a policymaker's broad beliefs about politics; the 
image .of the "other" focuses on the policymaker's perceptions and beliefs concerning 
a partlCldar actor in world politics; cognitive mapping tends to examine a policy
maker's foreign policy beliefs toward very specific issues. Whether a broad or narrow 
perspective is taken, a cognitive approach allows one to examine any aspect of a poli
cymaker's foreign policy heliefs to contribute to a better understanding of foreign 
policy. This is particularly important because historians and observers of contempo
rary politics often make judgments and disagree about the contents of policymakers' 
behefs. In this respect, a cognitive perspective allows for a more sophisticated foun
dati~n to e~amine the contents of the beliefs of policymakers. In the study of u.S. 
foreIgn pohcy, for example, cognitive approaches have contributed to a better under
standing of the origins of the cold war (Larson 1985), American perceptions of 
Soviet communism during the "high" cold war era (Holsti 1967), the American deci
sio~ to intervene in Vietnam (Khong 1992), the years of detente as represented by the 
bellefs of Henry Kissinger (Walker 1977), and the rise and decline of a world order 
approach during the Carter administration (Rosati 1987). 

In order to describe foreign policy beliefs and images, it is important to deter
mine the relevant policymakers involved in the formulation of policy. Most scholars 
who have systematically studied the foreign policy perceptions and beliefs of politi
cal leaders from a cognitive perspective have tended to focus on one key leader, such 
as. r:olsti's (1967) study of John Foster Dulles or Walker's (1977) study of Henry 
KIssmger. Also, a government and sometimes even a society has been treated as a 
smgle actor-that is, the equivalent of a single individual-such as in White's 
(1968) general discussion of mirror images or Heradstveit's (1979) analysis of the 
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Arab-Israeli conflict. Although analyzing an individual leader minimizes the empiri
cal problems of identifying the content of beliefs, it considerably simplifies the 
"collective" nature of most decision making and the differences in beliefs that nne 
might find across individuals (Steinbruner 1974). Some of the more recent work in 
this area has attempted to be more sophisticated in the cognitive analysis of foreign 
policy, as demonstrated by Larson's (1985) study of Harriman, Truman, Byrnes, and 
Acheson within the Truman administration; Rosati's (1987) study of Carter, 
Brzezinski, and Vance (and Muskie) within the Carter administration; and Khong's 
(1992) study of Lyndon Johnson and his advisers during the Vietnam policymaking 
process. More studies need to identify the critical individuals within the policymak
ing process and examine the contents of their beliefs and the decision-making 
dynamics between them so as to better understand the formulation and conduct of 
foreign policy. 

Also, most of the work on the contents of beliefs has centered on the policy
makers of the great powers, especially the United States, and has focused on the 
"high policy" issues of national security and international conflict, a possible legacy 
of the initial interest by political psychologists in addressing the paramount ques
tions of war and peace. IS Clearly, cognitive studies of images of the enemy and 
mirror images; crises (see, e.g., Holsti 1990; Lebow 1981); deterrence theory (see, 
e.g., Jervis, Lebow, and Stein 1985; Snyder 1978); and intelligence warning and sur
prise attack (see, e.g., Betts 1978; Wohlstetter 1962) have contributed to a better 
understanding of the dynamics of international conflict and war. At the same time, 
much more needs to be done in systematically examining the contents of beliefs 
about "low policy" issues such as international economics and the environment and 
in studying images of other actors ti-om other parts of the world using a cognitive 
perspective. In 

The Structure of Beliefs 

The development of political psychology and the cognitive study of foreign policy 
has contributed to a better understanding of the structure of beliefs in the minds of 
individuals in a political setting. Both cognitive consistency theory and schema the
ory agree that central beliefs are consequential, although they differ about the level of 
coherence and interconnectedness between beliefs. On the one hand, the literature 
on cognitive consistency theory emphasizes that individuals acquire beliefs and 
images that are interconnected and form coherent belief systems. This was the basis, 
for example, of some of the earlier research approaches, such as the study of the 
image of the enemy as represented by Holsti's (1967) examination of John Foster 
Dulles or the study of an individual's general orientation toward political life found 
in the operational code approach. On the other hand, the literature on social cogni
tion theory and schema theory describes cognitive structures within the minds of 
individuals as quite complex and messy. From this perspective, people's beliefs tend 
to be much less coherent, less interconnected, and more contradictory than originally 
conceived by cognitive consistency theory. 

As the more recent studies demonstrate, both cognitive patterns are likely. 
Larson's (1985) study of the origins of the cold war found that only Acheson had a 
coherent belief system ahout world politics. Harriman, Byrnes, and especially 
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Truman had much less coherent beliefs and were more prone to make sense of world 
developments and Soviet behavior in ways that were consistent with schema, attribu
tion, and self-perception theory. It was only in 1947 that a more coherent belief 
system crystallized for these policymakers around an enemy image of the Soviet 
Union and a policy of containment. Likewise, Rosati (1987) found both sets of cog
nitive patterns operating in his study of the Carter administration. Whereas Vance 
and Brzezinski maintained relatively coherent belief systems throughout, Carter's 
beliefs became increasingly inconsistent during 1978 to the point that, by 1979, he 
was constantly wavering between Vance's more optimistic image and Brzezinski's 
increasingly pessimistic one, until eventually siding with Brzezinski's interpretation 
of world politics in 1980. 

What can possibly account for these contrasting cognitive structures suggested 
by cognitive consistency and schema theory? It appears that much depends on the 
individual, on his or her background, personal development, and role. According to 
studies on the differences between "experts and novices," coherent images of phenom
ena are more likely to be formed if individuals have developed considerable expertise 
and experience relative to those phenomena. Fragmented, inconsistent, and contra
dictory beliefs are more likely to exist for phenomena about which individuals have 
given little thought or have acquired little knowledge and experience (see, e.g., Lau 
and Erber 1985; Lau and Sears 1986c; Milburn 1991). From this perspective it is not 
surprising that Acheson, Brzezinski, and Vance-each an expert in foreign policy 
with considerable experience-developed relatively coherent belief systems, while 
Harriman (to a lesser extent), Byrnes, Truman, and Carter as politicians and nonex
perts were more prone to uncommitted thinking (see Larson 1985,346). 

Such an interpretation is consistent with the emphasis placed by cognitive theo
rists over the years on the importance of the situation for perception and cognition 
(Fiske and Taylor 1991; Milburn 1991; Rokeach 1968). Different situations are likely to 
trigger different schemas and sets of beliefs.17 This is one of the major conclusions 
drawn by Herrmann (1985) in his work on the role of the enemy, degenerate, and 
child stereotypes in Soviet foreign policy. And such differences in images are likely to 
vary among individuals. Although individuals are likely to have little difficulty making 
sense of situations that are relatively stable and familiar in terms of their beliefs, situa
tions of great complexity and uncertainty may result in significant cognitive 
inconsistency and confusion, especially if individuals do not have considerable knowl
edge and well-developed belief systems for imposing some degree of understanding 
on the environment. This may help account for why Truman administration policy
makers were vulnerable to such inconsistency in their beliefs and dependent on the 
mechanisms of schema, attribution, and self-perception theory (Larson 1985)
clearly, the immediate post-World War II years were a time of great uncertainty and 
flux in global developments, similar to the current collapse of communism and the 
rise of the so-called post-cold war era. This may also explain why policymakers are 
prone to rely on historical analogies, as Khong (1992) found in his study of Vietnam 
decision making. Such cognitive responses by policymakers in differing times and set
tings needs to be explored further. 18 
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Continuity and Change in Beliefs 

A cognitive approach to foreign policy also contributes to an understanding about the 
extent to which policymakers' beliefs are likely to change over time. Cognitive theory, 
as informed by the literature on both cognitive consistency and schemas, is based on 
the premise that central beliefs are the most consequential in understanding the 
process of perception and cognition. As described by Milton Rokeach, "First, not all 
beliefs are equally important to the individual; beliefs vary along a central-peripheral 
dimension. Second, the more central a belief, the more it will resist change. Third, the 
more central the belief changed, the more widespread the repercussions in the rest of 
the belief system" (1968, 3; see also Bem 1970). 

Beyond this common core, cognitive consistency and schema theory differ as 
to the likelihood and nature of attitudinal change. Cognitive consistency theory tends 
to emphasize the overall rigidity of belief systems due to their interconnectedness 
and, should change occur, the abrupt and all-encompassing nature of belief system 
change. As explained by Jervis (1976, 170), "If a person's attitude structure is to be 
consistent, then incremental changes among interconnected elements cannot be 
made. Change will be inhibited, but once it occurs, it will come in large batches. 
Several elements will change almost simultaneously." A number of studies from dif
ferent cognitive research programs support such an explanation. Holsti (1967) found 
that Dulles's enemy image of the Soviet Union was fundamentally constant over 
time. Heradstveit (1979) found stability in Arab and Israeli images throughout the 
1970s, while Bonham, Shapiro, and Trumble (1979), employing cognitive mapping, 
found no difference in the belief systems of American policymakers before and after 
the 1973 Yom Kippur War. Harvey Starr (1984) reviewed the literature on Henry 
Kissinger's foreign policy beliefs and found considerable stability in his pre-office, 
official, and post-office beliefs. Finally, Ben-Zvi (1978) found that the images of 
Japan held by American leaders were dramatically altered following the attack on 
Pearl Harbor and the fighting of the war in the Pacific, as predicted by cognitive con

sistency theory. 
Schema theory, on the other hand, stipulates that beliefs are much more iso-

lated and inconsistent with each other, and hence are less resistant and more open to 
piecemeal, incremental changes over time. This is what Larson (1985) found in her 
study of the origins of the cold war: the years 1944 to 1947 represented constant fluc
tuation in the beliefs of Harriman, Byrnes, and Truman, who moved sporadically but 
inevitably toward an enemy image of the Soviet Union. Likewise Rosati (1987) found 
that not only did Carter experience changes in his beliefs and increasingly waver 
between Vance's and Brzezinski's opposing views over a period of two years, 
Brzezinski also experienced considerable change in his worldview over time: rela
tively optimistic during 1977, skeptical of Soviet behavior and its implications for 
world order after the Ethiopian-Somali war in early 1978, and increasingly pes
simistic about Soviet expansionism by 1979. 

What the various studies suggest is that patterns involving both belief stability 
and change may in fact occur. According to cognitive consistency theory, the more 
coherent and interconnected the belief system, the more resistant to change and, 
should change occur, the more likely that it will be abrupt and profound. At the same 
time, from the perspective of schema theory, the fragmented and inconsistent nature 
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of most people's beliefs indicates that incremental changes may also occur with some 
frequency. Both patterns were observed by Larson (1985) and Rosati (1987) in their 
studies of Truman and Carter administration policymakers over time. In this respect 
It. IS Imp(~rtan.t to remember that while consistency theory and schema theory have 
dIfferent ImplIcatIOns for belief system change, both emphasize the level of centrality 
of belIefs: the more central the belief, the more stable and resistant it is to change. 

These two patterns of stability and change are consistent with the earlier dis
cussion of the structure of beliefs, and probably for the very same reasons: much 
depends on individual background and personal development, the role occupied, 
and the sItuatIOn at hand. According to Rosati (1987,30), "While individuals strive to 
maintain consistency and the communication of information acts to reinforce one's 
belief syste~n, images may still undergo change under certain conditions." He specifi
cally hIghlIghted the role of individual personality, external events, and domestic 
forces to explain the continuity of Vance's image and the changes in Brzezinski's and 
Carter's images. As summarized by Rosati (1987,102-3): 

While (:arter's personality was open to new information, Brzezinski's insecurity 
and ngld personality prompted his return to a previously held image. Major 
events played a critical role in shaping their alternative views: Soviet and Cuban 
interventionism in Africa was particularly crucial for Brzezinski; the Iranian 
hostage crisis and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan for Carter. And finally, the 
development. of a more pessimistic image for Brzezinski and particularly for 
Carter was rell1forced by the changing mood of the country in a more nationalis
tic and conservative direction. 

~ar~on (1985) al~o. offered a rich explanation, although less systematic in conceptual
IZatIon, I_n examll1mg continuity and change in the beliefs of Truman policymakers. 
Clearly, turther study of the patterns of continuity and change in the beliefs of poli
cymakers IS warranted. 

Beliefs and Their Impact on Behavior 

A c.onsi~erable amount of research has been conducted in analyzing the significance 
of mdlvldual attItudes and belieE~: describing their content, structure, and relative 
degree of stability over time. All of this work has been based on one fundamental 
assumption: that ~eliefs are major sources of behavior and, therefore, explain and 
predICt human actIon. Unfortunately, this assumption is so embedded in the attitudi
nal research that the relationship between beliefs and behavior has rarely been tested 
and demonstrated. The following comment by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975, 355) per
tams to the present day: "Despite the commitment of the social sciences to the study 
of hU~lan behavi,?r, relatively little research in the attitude area has investigated overt 
behaVIOr as such. The res~llts of the few studies conducted in social and political psy
chology have been mconslstent and indicate that the link between individual beliefs 
and behavior is quite complex and varied (see Barner-Barry and Rosenwein 1985; 
Calder and Ross 1973; Deutscher 1973; Oskamp 1977; Wicker 1969). 

A ~in:ilar. problem exists .with a cognitive approach to foreign policy. Holsti 
~ 1976, 5L..), 111 hIS revIew of the lIterature, found that the linkage between foreign pol
ICy belIefs and behaVIOr has rarely been tested. "It is not uncommon to find in the 
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conclusion a statement to the effect that, 'the preceding analysis of X's belief system 
established its utility for understanding X's political behavior.' Less often do we find 
an explicit and compelling demonstration of why this is the case." George (1979h) 
has outlined two basic techniques for determining the impact of policymakers' 
beliefs on behavior: the process-tracing procedure and the congruence procedure. 
Each has been applied, although only in very select cases, to better understand this 
relationship between beliefs and behavior. 

The process tracing procedure "seeks to establish the ways in which the actcn's 
beliefs influenced his receptivity to and assessment of incoming information about 
the situation, his definition of the situation, his identification and evaluation of 
options, as well as, finally, his choice of a course of action" (George 1979b, 113). By 
closely examining the process of decision making, process tracing is able to establish 
causality. However, it tends to be oriented around a specific case study and requires 
large amounts of detailed information about the decision-making process not readily 
available. The major study operating within a process-tracing perspective is Larson's 
(1985) study of the Truman administration. 19 Relying on archival data, Larson found 
that although individual beliefs did influence individual behavior, what was more 
surprising was that policymakers' beliefs about the Soviet Union often flowed from 
their decisions, as suggested by self-perception theory. These contradictory patterns 
indicate the complexity of the belief-behavior relationship, which, as suggested ear
lier, may have been accentuated by the fluidity and uncertainty of the immediate 
post-World War II era. 

The congruence procedure examines the level of consistency between the con
tent of the beliefs and the content of the decision outcome. Since the congruence 
procedure focuses on the level of association between beliefs and behavior, it cannot 
determine causality although it requires much less specific information about the 
decision-making process and allows for broad generalizations over time. The few 
studies conducted also point to the existence of contradictory patterns. Starr (1984) 
found that Kissinger's images of the Soviet Union and China were not consistent 
with American behavior toward the Soviet Union and China. However, when Walker 
(1975, 1977) examined the relationship between Kissinger's beliefs and his bargain
ing behavior toward the Soviet Union, the Arab-Israeli conflict, and the Vietnam 
\A/ar, he found consistency. Loch Johnson (1977,85) studied the operational code of 
Senator Frank Church and found a strong correlation between Church's "beliefs and 
subsequent voting behavior which reinforces my impression (as participant 
observer) of his belief-behavior consistency." In Rosati's (1987) comparison of the 
beliefs of Carter, Brzezinski, and Vance with the administration's major foreign policy 
behavior over four years, he found both sets of belief-behavior patterns. He found 
that the Carter administration's foreign policy behavior was extremely consistent 
with its beliefs during 1977 and 1980, in contrast to 1978 and 1979, when the consis
tency between behavior and beliefs declined considerably. The major factor 
accounting for these differing patterns was the level of consensus in beliefs among 
Carter's policymakers-a high level of shared beliefs promoted congruent foreign 
policy behavior, but little congruency existed when consensus in beliefs broke down. 

One of the impressive aspects of the study of Vietnam policymaking by Khong 
(1992) is that he relies on both procedures-process tracing and congruence-~to 



den:~nstrate ~ow historic~l anal~gies affect decisions. Despite such efforts to explain 
deCIsIOn-ma~n~ and for:lgn polIcy behavior as a function of the beliefs held by poli
cymakers, thIs IS a tOpIC that needs considerably more exploration and study. 
UltImately, as descrIbed by George, beliefs "serve as a prism or filter that influences 
the actor's perception and diagnosis of political situations and that provides norms 
an~ stan~ard~ to gUIde and channel his choices of action in specific situations .... 
Ne~ther hIs dl~gnosis of situations nor his choice of action for dealing with them is 
ngldl~ prescrIbed and determined by these beliefs" (l980b, 45). Although beliefs 
o.ften Impact behavior, many other causal factors also playa role in influencing for
eIgn polIcy behavior. 

The Context and Study of Beliefs 

I~ a cognitive appr~ach is .t~ provide a useful understanding of foreign policy, the 
scholar :nust remall1 sensItIve to the role other psychological characteristics have 
along Wlt~ governme~tal, do~estic, and global dynamics in forming both policy
maker belIefs a~d foreIgn POlICY, The. early work on cognitive approaches to foreign 
polIcy was sensItIve to such compleXlty.20 For example, Holsti (1967) discussed the 
effect of perso.nality o~ Dulles's image of the enemy, while White (1968) highlighted 
th: psychologIcal, SOCIal, and cultural sources of mirror images. However, as social 
SCIentIsts beca~e increasing.ly ~pecialized and systematic in their studies of political 
psycholo~y dunng the late sIXtIes and seventies, contextual factors such as the role of 
personality and the larger environment were increasingly ignored. As Ben-Zvi 
~1976-77, 9?) has observed, the cognitive literature in foreign policy has tended to 
de-emphasIZe the multitude of interwoven factors." 

Over the past decade a number of political psychologists have pointed out the 
need tor a broader conceptualization that integrates psychological characteristics 
assoCIated wIth emotion, motivation, and personality within a more cognitive 
~pproach to better understand human behavior and interaction. Lebow (1981), for 
ll1stance, has demons.trated how t~e n:anagement of brinkmanship crises is heavily 
affected by both. cogl1ltIve and motIvatIOnal characteristics of policymakers. Likewise, 
Tetlock and LeVI (1982) concluded in their review of the literature that the future will 
lIkely see the in~e~rati~n of cogn~tive and motivational explanations. In his study of 
the Carter admll1lst.ratIOn, RosatI (1987) explained policymaker image stability and 
chan~e from a cogl1ltIve per~pective that also incorporated the role of individual per
sonalIty. W~lke.r (1990) revIewed how the operational code originally had a broad 
conceptualIzatIOn that i.ncluded the integral role of personality, which he argues 
needs to be remtegrated m.future resear~h. This is consistent with the observation by 
~Iske and Taylor concer~ll1g the groWlI1g trend in the study of social cognition: 
Havll1g developed. co~slderable sophistication about people's cognitive processes, 

researchers ~re begll1l1lng to appreciate anew the interesting and important influ
ences of motIvatIOn [personality] on cognition" (1991, 13). 

. . Such sensi~iv~ty to the .n.eed to integrate other relevant factors to better explain 
tore.1gn polIcy ~lthll1 a cogl1ltlve perspective has grown over the years. Jervis (1976), 
for mS~,ance,. relIe~ upon a "two-step" model in which perceptions and beliefs served 
as the proXImate cause of foreign polic~ decision making that also was affected by 
the role of bureaucracy, domestIc determmants, and the international environment. 
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Likewise, Larson (1985, 326) provided a "multilevel explanation" in which "theories at 
different levels of analysis-systemic, domestic political, and individual cognitive 
processes-were applied to historical case material" to provide a rich explanation of 
the origins of American cold war policies. Similarly, Rosati's (1987, 168) study "was 
based on a framework that integrates theoretical work developed at four different lev
els: the individual, group, societal, and the international environment," including an 
examination of the role of personality, external events, and domestic forces to explain 
continuity and change in the beliefs of Carter administration officials. Such a multi
level foundation is needed to ensure that cognitive studies of foreign policy do not fall 
victim to the charge of reductionism and irrelevance that they experienced early on. 

In fact, one of the promises of a cognitive approach is that beliefs usually act as 
a causal nexus-that is, as a filter through which other factors pass (George 1979b; 
Rosati 1987, 168-70). Beliefs are naturally positioned between the environment and 
behavior. Gordon Allport, one of the founders of attitudinal research in psychology, 
long ago recognized the potential of beliefs to serve as a causal nexus: "Background 
factors never directly cause behavior, they cause attitudes (and other mental sets) and 
the latter in turn determine behavior" (1931,173). In order to better understand for
eign policy, such a perspective must be embedded within a decision-making context 
that identifies the relevant policymakers and is sensitive to the nature of the policy
making process (see, e.g., de Rivera 1968; Rosati 1981, 1987, 17-19; Snyder, Bruck, 
and Sapin 1962; Steinbruner 1974). The major advantage of treating beliefs as a 
causal nexus is the synthesis of both environmental and psychological factors for 
understanding foreign policy. At the same time, since the focus of a cognitive 
approach is on the "psychological environment" of the policymaker, the scholar must 
remain sensitive to integrating the direct influence of the "objective environment" as 
well so as to ensure a comprehensive understanding of foreign policy (sec Sprout and 
Sprout 1965). 

The discussion of the context of beliefs and the need for multilevel explana
tions parallels the evolution of research strategies employed to study beliefs and their 
impact on foreign policy. Most studies have taken a case study approach, usually rely
ing on some form of content analysis of information (such as public statements, 
private memoranda, oral interviews), often supplemented by other sources, to infer 
the beliefs of policymakers (see, e.g., Tetlock 1983b). Earlier studies tended to be 
more historical, qualitative, and often eclectic in examining beliefs, as represented by 
the initial work on images of the enemy, mirror images, and the operational code. 
With the rise of behavioralism, studies became much more systematic and quantita
tive, particularly those using the cognitive mapping approach. More recent studies 
have attempted to integrate the strengths of these two orientations by being both the
oretically and methodologically systematic. These have also been open to diverse and 
increasingly eclectic research strategies-some more qualitative (see Herrmann 1985; 
Larson 1985, 1988), others more quantitative (see Herrmann 1986), and some 
employing both techniques (see Khong 1992; Rosati 1987). Such recent advances in 
methodological diversity and sophistication are consistent with the general rise of 
"postpositivism" in the study of international relations (see Lapid 1989), offering 
much promise to the future application of cognitive approaches to the study of for
eign policy. 
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• Conclusion: The Power of a Cognitive Approach 

~s :ve have ~een, a cognitive approach provides considerable explanatory and predic
tIve power m the study of foreIgn policy. Although much remains to be done to 

resolve the contradIctory findings and to address the gaps of knowledge that con

tll1ue to .exlst, the second ?eneration of scholarship has become increasingly sensitive 

to sl UdYl~g the role of behefs and perception in all of its complexity. Past studies have 
demonst! ated that the beltefs and cognitive processes of policymakers affect how 

they see the world and :vhat actions they take within the policymalzing process. Not 

~nly does such a cogmtIv~ perspective provide invaluable insights into the formula
tIOn and conduct of foreIgn policy, it helps us better understand the dynamics of 
world pohtJcs (RosatI 1987, 170-79). 

As stated by Richard Ned Lebow in Ro/ween Peace "rill lVar "Th . 
, ' 'f " ,~ I" e proxImate 

callses 0 conthct [such as the roleo.f beliefs and perceptions] may even be as impor-

tant asthe underly:ng ones If a cnsls can determine whether long-standing tensions 

are ultImately eased or le~d to war" (l98 1, 4), This explains the disproportionate 
amount of attentIOn that mternational crises have received I'n tl1e stlldy of C • 

j' " " , ' lOrelgn 
po Icy-:-a tIme when mdlVlduals and their psychological characteristics can dramati-

cally affect th~ outc~me: How crises are resolved "can determine whether war breaks 

out ()r peace IS,l11amtalI1ed. They can also intensify or ameliorate the underlying 
SOUl ces of conflIct 111 cases where war IS averted" (Lebow 1981 134) C ' , I' , , . . " ' . . onsequent y, d 
cogJ1Jt~ve pe!sp~ctl\ e also I:as consIderable policy relevance for the policymaker and 

~1e cI,tJ~en: ~or It can contrIhute to the diagnosis of the situation surrounding policy 

y mmHTIlZlI1g commo~ perceptual errors while enriching an understanding of the 

~sychol~glcal aspects ot human ~nd international interaction (see, e.g., Tetlock 1986; 
¥I:lte 1 '186). UltImately, a cogI1ltlve perspective serves as a useful corrective to the 

ratIOnal. ac~or perspe~tive that many scholars, policy analysts, and practitioners, as 
well as Il1dlVldual CitIzens, often rely on to 111'lke sense of the j . " f t' , 

I ', d . . " (ynamlCs 0 orelgn 
po ICy an world POhtlCS. 
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.. Notes 

I. A point of clarification: political scientists usually make a distinction between the con
llept uf ~OgllltlOl1 ,(ll1volvll1g beltefs, perception, and the processing of information) and 
; le,conC,ep t ~f pu 'OIWZzI)! (Il1volvll1g emotion and ego-defensive and motivational char
::ctellstILS). j sychologlsts, on the other hand, usually treat "personality" as a broad, 
benenc concept that ~ncorporates beliefs, perception, emotion, motivation, and all other 
lI1dlvldual psychologICal characteristics (see Greenstein 1975 chapter I) Th' h ref] 't' th " - , ,IS C apter 
, ec S d e perspe,ctlve 01 the political scientist, preferrin~ to distinguish between cooni-

tlOn an personahty so as to add clarity to the discussion. b 
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2. Informative overviews of the general study of political psychology and its application to 
international relations over the years can be found in Kelman (1965a), Knutson (1973), 
j-Iermann (J977), Falkowski (1979), Hopple (1982), Hermann (1986), White (1986), 
and Singer and Hudson (1992). For a wide· ranging essay on the integral nature of"the 
image" for knowledge and life in a variety of contexts, see Boulding (1956). 

3. An exc:llent earlier overview can be found in de Rivera (1968), 

4. According to Richard Lau and David Sears (1986a) in their introduction to political 
cognition, "Social cognition began to dominate the study of attitudes in social psychol
ogy only by the late 1970s, the central journal had incorporated the term by 1980, and 
the first major textbook in the area had appeared by 1984" (Fiske and Taylor 1984, 7), 

5. For early statements anticipating this perspective while cognitive consistency theory still 
reigned supreme, see Gem (1970) and Rokeach (1968), 

6, This is a more fruitful approach than attempting a comprehensive review of the vast 
body of cognitive-oriented scholarship in foreign policy that has accumulated over the 
years. There are also other relevant bodies of knowledge that impact on cognition, 
including the role of personality, group and organizational decision making, and the 
societal-cultural context. For an excellent but incomplete review of the literature, see 
Vertzberger (1990; see also Tetlock and McGuire 1985). It also should be pointed out 
that there has been a strong tradition of biographies, histories, and policy studies that 
often invoke analysis, although informally and implicitly, from a psychological (and 
cognitive) perspective, Although these works are often quite informative and insightful 
(see, e.g., Tuchman 1984), the focus of this review is on foreign policy studies that are 
informed explicitly by psychological theory and research in the area of cognition. 

7. For other studies of images of the enemy, see Ben-Zvi (1975), Lampton (1973), Stuart 
and Starr (1981-82), and ''''elch (1970), as well as the collection of essays in Farrell and 
Smith (1967) and Finlay, Holsti, and Fagen (1967); the two-step mediated stimulus
response model applied to state interaction during the World ''''ar 1 and Cuban missile 
crises (Holsti, Brody, and North 1965; Holsti, North, and Brody 1968; North 19(7); as 
well as the analysis by historian Daniel Yergin (1977) of the origins of the cold war due 
to the displacement of the "Yalta" axioms during the Roosevelt administration by the 
"Riga" axioms under the Truman administration, A more conceptual discussion of 
national images can be found in Boulding (1959), 

8. Holsti (1967) also discusses the role of personality on attitude change . 

9. For other mirror image studies, see Bronfenbrenner (1961), Gamson and Modigliani 
(1971 ), and Stoessinger (1967, 1971). See also Charles Osgood's (1966) "graduated and 
reciprocated initiatives in tension-reduction" (GRIT) for reducing international conflict 
applied in the context of cold war mirror images. 

10, For an excellent overview of the evolution of the operational code approach and its 
relationship to the Ii teratme on cognitive consistency, see Walker ( 19(0) . 

11. For other studies using the operational code approach, see Holsti (1970), Johnson 
(1977), Starr (1984, Stuart and Starr 1981-82), and Tweraser (1974). 

12, Other examples of cognitive mapping can be found in Bonham and Shapiro (1977), 
Bonham et aL (1978), and Hart (1977), 

13, Orher foreign policy studies emphasizing the perspective of attribution theory include 
Heradstveit and Bonham (1986) and Heuer (1980), 

14. Although it is relatively common today to find psychobiographies and international 
relations scholarship that integrate a psychological perspective within their work, only a 
few have focused on a cognitive approach and applied it to the study of foreign policy. 
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~n addition ~o the four schola~s highlighted in this section, see the studies by Cottam 
: 986), McCdla (1992), and ShImko (1992), as well as the edited volume by Sylvan and 

Chdan (1984). FOJ sources that offer broader reviews of political psychology in general 
an Its ,lpplIcatlOl1 to ll1ternatlOl1al relations, see note 2. 

15. The major exception to the rule has been the more varied literature on cognitive 
mappll1g. 

16. One clearly nmst be sensitive to the implications of applying a Western, es eciall 
~111el ~.71~0lIented, cogl1ltIve approach to different societies with differenf cultu;es. See 

Ilce- I lams (1985), Putnam (1973), Pye (1986), and Shweder and Sullivan (1993). 

17. As ~au and Sears have stated, "Certain information will be highly relevant to some eo
pie s schemata (and therdore easIly processed, stored, and later recalled) and at the p 
same tIme totally Irrelevant to other people's schemata (and therefore not 'd' 
remembered)" (I986c, 355). processe OJ 

18. These differences have led scholars to examine the level of "cognitive com I 't" 
Drawn from 'f . p eXI y. 

k cogm lYe consIstency and schema theory, the assumption is that policy-
ma ers who demonstrate greater cognitive complexity have a more sophisticated 
underst~ndll1g of the world, are more open to new information, and are less like! to 
choose stndent alternatIves when making decisions. See for example so t'th Y 
llltlve I p' t d' (Ax I d " me 0 e cog-

11a pmg s u les e ro 1976) and the work of Philip Tctlock (1983a, 1985). 

19. See also Ben-Zvi (1975). There have been numerous in-depth foreign policy historical 
and case studIes developed over the years that may be informative about policymaker 
belIefs and theIr 1111pacton foreign policy, but most do not emphasize a cognitive 
?p~~)ach to foreIgn pohcy. JervIs (1976) provides an excellent review of this literature 
or I ustratll1g patterns of perceptIOn and misperception in foreign policy. 

20. See, for example, de Rivera (1968)' Farrell and Smith (1967)' F' I HI' d F 
(1967) S d ' , may, 0 stl an agen 

J ; ny er, Bruck, and Sapin (1962). ' 
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Foreign Policy Metaphors: Falling 
"Dominoes" and Drug "Wars" 

Keith L. Shimko, PURDUE UNIVERSITY 

• Editors'Introduction 

In this chapter Keith Shimko examines the possible utility of the COT1-

cept of "metaphors" for foreign policy analysis. Shimko's chapter 
emerges from a long Line of research at the individual level of analy
sis and the emphasis on the importance of political psychology and 
cognition in foreign policy decision making. The foLLowing chapter 
extends the discussion by Jerel Rosati in the previous chapter but 
focuses attention in more depth on a concept that has not received 
much attentionfrom political psychologists andforeign policy schol
ars-foreign policy metaphors. Recently "analogies" and "analogical 
reasoning" have received substantial attention by foreign policy 
scholars. But as Shirnko points out, the related but analyticaLLy dif
ferent concept of "metaphors" has yet to be systematicaLLy explored 
by foreign policy analysts. Through an examination of the common 
"domino" and "war" metaphors, Shimko discusses the possible 
roles of metaphors inforeign policy decision making. In so doing, he 
shows one future path for research in the area of cognition and for
eign policy. 

With what foreign policy metaphors besides "domino" and 
"war" are you familiar? How might these metaphors frame a 
debate about what to do in a foreign policy problem? How would 
an analyst Q[ foreign policy try to study the presence and effect of 
metaphors inforeign policy? • 

The analysis of foreign policy is the study of choices made within constraints. It is 
concerned with why decision makers pursue the policies they do and is interested in 
those forces-international, societal, governmental, and idiosyncratic-that set the 
range of choices available to decision makers and influence the eventual choice made 
among possible actions. It is a truism of decision-making research that while policies 
are implemented in the "objective" world, they are formulated and crafted in the 
"subjective" world-that is, the world as it exists in the minds of decision makers, the 
situation they think they confront. This is the same distinction drawn by Harold 
Sprout and Margaret Sprout more than three decades ago in their discussion of 
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"~ognitive behaviorism," a label they used to "designate the simple and familiar prin
cIple that a person reacts to his milieu as he perceives it. .. in light of past experience" 
(1957,314): A .number of psych~logical approaches to the study of foreign policy, 
su~h as operatIOnal code analysIs (George 1969; Holsti 1970; Starr 1984; Vlalker 
19'!O!, :latlOnal Images (Holstl 1962; Shimko 1991), analogical reasoning (Hybel 
1990, khong 1992; May 1973; Neustadt and May 1986; Schuman and Rieger 1992), 
and c~gl1\tlve mapping (Axelrod 1976b; Hart 1976), have shared the assumptions of 
what, Sprou~ and Spro.ut called cognitive behaviorism. Each assumes that an adequate 
Im(~e~stal1dmg of polIcy formulatIon and choice requires an understanding of how 
deCISIon makers thmk, what they think, and why they think what they think. 
. \"1hIle the basIc assumptIons that have guided research on the cognitive dimen-

sIOns of foreIgn polIcy have remained unchanged, the research itself has evolved. 
More recent ~ork on the psychological components of decision making differs from 
earlIer efforts m :everal respects. First, the "second generation" of research has been 
more explICIt m Its application of cognitive theories and concepts. Second, contem
porary research has tried to move beyond the preliminary, illustrative, and 
sometImes anecdotal approach of earlier research (conlpare e g tl k f , I ' , .. , 1e wor 0 

SC1uma.n and Rieger [1992] as well as Khong [1992] on historical analogies to the 
plOneermg work of May [1973] ).1 This is particularly true when second-generation 
researchers expand on topics that were introduced by earlier scholars. Third, the sec
~nd generatlOn has itself introduced new areas of research within the general 
cognItIve approach, whIch is what this essay attempts. 

. . ~rhe components of a .decision maker's psychological milieu, as the variety of 
research on beliefs systems mdlcates, are numerous. They range from very specific 
belIets about partlcul~r countries (e.g., that Soviet nuclear capabilities are superior to 
those .0fthe.UI1lted States) to very abstract and general beliefs (e.g., why nations go 
to ,:al). ThIS IS one reason why research on the cognitive dimensions of foreign pol
ICY IS so dlver~e. It IS the combmation of all of these belief, that ultimately influences 
deCISIons. WhIle the s~~dy of certain psychological variables is well developed, others 
have been neg~ected. I he study of the role of metaphors is one such area. Deborah 
Larson IS certamly ~orrect in observing that "the role played by metaphors in foreign 
polIcy makll1g IS stIll unexplored" (1985, 55). This initial examination of the role of 
metaphors shares the same assumption that united all cognitive approaches to deci
sIon makmg but focuses on an aspect of the decision maker's thought and decision 
~~rocess that has been ignored by most previous work on the psychological founda
tIons of torelgn pollcy deCISIon making. 

• Analogies, Metaphors, and Cognitive Psychology 

The world around us is uncertain. There are many things we would like to know 
before we ~1ake decisions that we do not, and often cannot, IUlOW. Our environment 
IS com~:lex 111 that we are constantly bombarded with information and stimuli, some
tlInes 1~'l.r0rt.a~1t and sometimes not. The uncertainties, ambiguities, and 
~omplexltles of lIfe are unavoidable. This is true not only in our immediate, personal 
lIve: but also ~perhaps even more so) in the more distant realm of politics and inter
natIOnal relatIOns. The recognition of these uncertainties and complexities is the 
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starting point for much of cognitive psychology, which is devoted to understanding 
how people deal with the uncertainties and complexities of life that confront them. 
How, for example, do people decide to behave in situations in which they have never 
before found themselves? \Alhy do people react to certain people in similar or differ
ent ways? How do people anticipate the consequences of their actions when the 
outcome is dependent upon how others, whose behavior they cannot control, will 
respond? In other words, how do people make sufficient sense of an uncertain and 
complex world in order to act coherently? The question is the same no matter what 
sort of human behavior we are attempting to understand, from the most mundane 
actions of regular people to the dramatic decisions of political leaders. 

Cognitive psychologists have shown that people routinely use several mecha
nisms to bring order to complexity, resolve ambiguities, and comprehend new 
situations. Many of these rnechanisms rely on comparisons. When people are con
fronted with problems, situations, or people, they have not confronted before, they 
try to make comparisons to problems, people, and situations they have dealt with in 
the past. In this way people use their knowledge of other events or people to com
pensate for their lack of knowledge of new events and people. They fill in the blanks 
of cnrrent events with knowledge accumulated from past experiences. Analogical 
thinking is one such type of comparative thinking that has received substantial atten
tion from students of foreign policy. The "Munich analogy," for example, refers to 
attempts to draw comparisons between more recent events, whether the Soviet 
Union in Eastern Europe in the late 1940s or Saddam Hussein in Kuwait in the 1990s, 
and the experiences and "lessons" of the 1930s (the lesson being that one should not 
atten'lpt to "appease an aggressor"). Metaphorical thinking is another cognitive 
process based on comparisons in that it involves viewing one phenomenon as being 
like another. Though similar, there are significant differences between analogical and 
metaphorical reasoning. These differences are important because they lead to differ .. 
ent consequences for studying and understanding their roles in decision making. 

vVhat exactly is a metaphor, and how is it different from an analogy? According 
to Susan Sontag, who borrows her definition from Aristotle, a metaphor involves 
"saying a thing is or is like something-it-is-not" (1989, 93). Linguists Lakoff and 
Johnson describe the essence of a "metaphor a[s] understanding and experiencing 
one kind of thing in terms of another" (1980, 5). It is not difficult to think of 
metaphors that are commonplace. We frequently refer to time as "money" which we 
can "spend," "waste," "squander," and even "save." We discuss ideas as if they are 
"food" (for thought). We put forward ideas for people to "savor," "chew on," and 
"digest." And how frequently do we hear expressions such as "love is like ... ," with the 
blank being filled in with a colorful metaphor? These are all metaphors because they 
describe something as being like something it is not-time is not money and ideas 
are not food. These are attempts to describe, explain, and understand one concept in 
terms of another. 

The key difference between analogies and metaphors is the nature of the com
parison being made. Analogies are generally comparisons drawn from the same 
realm of experience, whereas metaphors tend to be comparisons between things 
from very different realms. Analogies are what we might classify as "within-domain" 
comparisons, while metaphors are "across-domain" comparisons (Vosniadou and 
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Ortony 1989, 7). If we say that John is like his father, we are making an analogical 
comparison because we are trying to convey something about one person by com
paring him to another person. But if we said that John is like a lion in his cunning 
and like a rock in his steadiness, we are using a metaphor because we are comparing a 
person to something quite different. Similarly, if we compare Soviet-American rela
tions in 1949 to the West's dealings with Nazi Germany in the 1930s or the Vietnam 
War to the Korean War, we are drawing analogies. But if we describe Soviet
American relations as a "game" involving high "stakes," "gambles," and even "bluffs;' 
we are being metaphorical in comparing an international crisis to something from a 
very different realm of experience-a game of chance. Whether a comparison is 
being made within or between domains may not always be obvious. Larson (1985), 
for example, reports that Truman often drew parallels between his early experiences 
in local Jackson County (Missouri) politics and international diplomacy. While still 
in the realm of politics, the comparison was not within the realm of international 
politics. Some metaphors involve comparisons between things much further 
removed from one another. 

The fact that both analogies and metaphors involve cognitive comparisons 
suggests that much of the empirical and theoretical work on historical analogies is 
relevant for understanding the role of metaphors because many of the underlying 
cognitive processes are the same. The cognitive dynamics involved in analogical and 
metaphorical thinking are relatively easy to understand when placed in the context of 
what has become known as script or schema theory2 (see Conover and Feldman 
1991; Khong 1992,25-37; Kuklinski, Luskin, and Bolland 1991; Larson 1994; Lodge 
and McGraw 1991). The basic logic of script or schema theory is quite simple: when 
people confront objects, people, or situations they have not encountered before, they 
search their memories for previous objects, people, or situations that resemble the 
new ones in ways that are readily apparent to them. People then use their stored 
knowledge of the previous events, people, and objects as tools for comprehending the 
new ones.3 

Analogical and metaphorical reasoning involves two analytically distinct, 
though empirically entwined, processes. The first might be called retrieval-that is, 
people search through their memories for something that resembles the thing or sit
uation they are trying to understand. Once something similar has been found, the 
individual can say that the present situation or object is like whatever he or she has 
determined resembles it. The metaphors and analogies are invoked because of their 
accessibility (i.e., it is something in the individual's experience) and perceived simi
larities or, to use Sontag's nice phrasing, their "felt aptness" (1989, 24). Cognitive 
psychologists generally refer to this initial invocation of the comparison as "map
ping" (Sternberg 1977, 136). 

The second aspect of analogical and metaphorical reasoning is most important 
for our purposes and involves the process by which knowledge is "created." Having 
located something in their experience that is similar to the object or situation con
fronting them in certain key respects, people assume that the objects or situations are 
alike in other respects as well. In this way knowledge about one person, object, or sit
uation is created by the transfer of knowledge from another. Thus analogies and 
metaphors, in Khong's words, allow people "to go beyond the information given" 

(1992, 28). This information, or created knowledge, is part of the basis on which 

decisions are made. 

• Analogies, Metaphors, and Decision Making 

Although the cognitive dynamics of analogical and metaphorical reasoning are the 
same, the implications for decision making are not. The cognitive dynamics are the 
same because both types of reasoning are attempts at understanding based on com
parisons and the transfer of knowledge. The decision-making ramifications are 
different because metaphors and analogies involve different types of comparisons. 
The key distinction, which has already been pointed out, is the domain of compari
son. Analogies are comparisons within domains, whereas metaphors are comparisons 
across domains. In terms of decision making this is important because the more 
removed something is from that to which it is being compared, the less helpful it is 

likely to be for devising specific policies. 
To understand the importance of this distinction between within -domain and 

across-domain comparisons for decision making, it is useful to begin by examining 
the role of historical analogies and then determine which of the decision functions 
performed by analogies can and cannot be fulfilled by metaphors. According to 
Khong, whose treatment of historical analogies remains the most satisfying, analo

gies perform a set of "diagnostic tasks": 

First and foremost, analogies help define the nature of the problem or situa
tion ... by comparing the new situation to previous situations with which the 
policymaker is more familiar .... The second and third diagnostic tasks follow: 
analogies give the policymaker a sense of the political stakes involved and they 
also imply or suggest possible solutions to the problem as defined .... The fourth, 
fifth and sixth diagnostic tasks all pertain to evaluating the implicit polic[iesl pre
scribed ... by "predicting" their likelihood of success, "assessing" their moral 
rightness, and "warning" of the dangers associated with them (1992,20-21). 

Khong goes on to demonstrate persuasively how decisions made about the 
conduct of the Vietnam War in 1965 were influenced by analogies to the Korean con
flict: the situation and stakes were defined as being similar, the response of 
adversaries to possible U.S. actions was anticipated to be the same, and policies that 
were successful in Korea were evaluated favorably in the context of Vietnam, while 
those that failed in Korea were discounted. What is particularly interesting is Khong's 
ability to show how specific diplomatic and war-fighting strategies in Vietnam were 
evaluated in the context of the Korean analogy. 

We cannot, however, expect metaphors to play the same role as historical 
analogies in decision making. In particular, metaphors cannot exert the same influ
ence on policy details as do historical analogies. Analogies of the sort Khong 
examined are largely attempts to draw parallels between one international crisis and 
another or a previous war and a current one (i.e., they are within-domain compar
isons). This being the case, the degree of "help" or "guidance" offered to the 
policymaker is greater than if the crisis or war were being compared to something 
very different. That is, the more removed something is from that to which it is being 



compared, the less helpful it is for offering specific policy advice to the decision 
maker. In terms of the six diagnostic tasks mentioned by Khong, metaphors will be 
more helpful for the first three (more general) functions than for the last three (more 
specific) functions. 

The difference between the decision-making functions of metaphors and his
torical analogies can be capsulized in the distinction between "problem framing" and 
"problem solving." The first three diagnostic tasks identified by Khong involve prob
lem framing-that is, defining the situation, analyzing the issues and stakes involved, 
and perhaps suggesting a general approach. The second set of tasks deals with prob
lem solving-that is, identifying specific courses of action and evaluating their 
prospects for success or failure. Vosniadou and Ortony hint at this basic distinction 
when they observe that "within-domain models [analogies] tend to focus on problem 
solving tasks" (1989, 11). The implication is that across-domain comparisons focus 
on a different set of tasks, namely, problem framing. There has been considerable 
attention in the cognitive literature, particularly in what has become known as "deci
sion heuristics," to the importance of problem framing. Kahneman and Tversky 
(1984) present results of experiments demonstrating that different frames lead to dif
ferent choices even though problem situations (i.e., the payoff matrix) remains the 
same. 4 Problem framing answers the question: What sort of situation am I con
fronting? Problem solving answers the question: What exactly should I do now? 
Thus, while historical analogies can, as Khong demonstrates, perform both problem
framing and problem-solving tasks, metaphors are more important for the former. In 
particular, metaphors can be expected to playa critical role in the first task Khong 
mentions-what has become known as "problem representation." Metaphors pro
vide an underlying intellectual framework for understanding or making sense of a 
situation, not a detailed guide to policy. 

• Metaphors and Foreign Policy: Falling "Dominoes" and Drug "Wars" 

It is not very difficult to compile a long list of metaphorical allusions and constructs 
that are routinely employed by foreign policy decision makers. Some of these are vivid 
and immediately recognized as metaphors. We are told, for example, that Latin 
America is in the United States' "backyard" in which no outside interference will be 
tolerated. During the cold war, communism was considered and portrayed as a "dis
ease" that was contagious and could "spread" in the absence of sufficient effort to 
contain it. Military escalation involves a series of "steps" or "rungs" along a "ladder." 
Bombing raids are described as "surgical." Initial military involvement poses the risk 
of "going down" a "slippery slope." further bombing might be justified in a war as the 
thing that will "break the enemy's back." In the early 1980s some thought there was a 
"window" of vulnerability in the strategic nuclear force of the United States through 
which the Soviets might be able to launch a successful first strike and thus destroy the 
United States with impunity (Shimko 1992). Geographic areas are categorized as "vac
uums" into which nations are drawn: in the wake of the 1956 Suez crisis Eisenhower 
claimed that "the existing vacuum in the Middle East must be filled by the United 
States before it is filled by Russia" (in Walt 1987,67). According to Lakoff, "The dis
course over whether the U.S. should go to war in the Gulf was a panorama of 
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metaphor. Secretary of State Baker saw Saddam as 'sitting on our economic lifeline.' 
President Bush saw him as having a 'stranglehold' on the U.S. economy. General 
Schwarzkopf characterized the occupation of Kuwait as a 'rape'" (1991,25). 

The metaphorical nature of such constructs is obvious. There are other concepts, 
however, that are so widely accepted and integrated into the discourse of foreign policy 
that the metaphorical origins often pass unnoticed. For example, two or more hostile 
countries building armaments are usually considered to be involved in an arms "race." 
This metaphor is so widely used that it is almost impossible to discuss the acquisition 
of arms without using it and its associated terminology of being "ahead:' "behind," or 
"catching up." Feminist scholars have pointed out that the language of international 
relations and strategy is replete with sexual imagery and metaphors that, they argue, 
have consequences for who may enter into a policymaking dialogue and what types of 
tactics and strategies are permissible within such a dialogue (e.g., Cohn 1987). 

Not every metaphor is important for understanding policy. Some are almost 
certainly nothing more than clever or colorful rhetoric designed to convey a point in 
a dramatic fashion, such as some of the metaphors Lakoff mentions from the Gulf 
war. The expression "mother of all battles" is undoubtedly a metaphor but probably 
an irrelevant one in terms of how either side actually conducted the war. If we are 
interested in metaphors that are conceptual (i.e., are playing a role in people's under
standing of an issue) as opposed to merely rhetorical, we want to look for those 
metaphors that appear with regularity and are accompanied by a whole series of 
expressions and ideas that are related to the central metaphor, particularly when tbe 
metaphor itself is not being specifically invoked. 5 Thus, the "mother of all battles" is 
not a good candidate for a conceptual metaphor; the arms "race" is. 

The discourse of the cold war was filled with metaphors. In fact, the expression 
"cold war:' coined by Walter Lippmann in the 1940s to characterize the emerging 
u'S.-Soviet rivalry, was actually a double metaphor itself, with both "cold" and "war" 
being used metaphorically. The metaphor most linked with the cold war has been the 
so-called domino principle. Along with the metaphor of communism as a "disease" 
with the potential to spread like the plague, the imagery of nations as dominoes 
"falling" to communism was probably the most common metaphor for Soviet! 
communist expansion. President Eisenhower put forward the domino metaphor in 
its most vivid expression when he spoke of communist expansion in Southeast Asia: 
"You have the broader considerations that might follow what you would call the 
'falling domino' principle. You have a row of dominoes set up, you knock over the 
first one, and what will happen to the last one is the certainty that it will go over very 

quickly" (in MacDonald 1991, 112). 
The domino metaphor is a plausible candidate for a metaphor that influenced 

U.S. cold war policy because it was frequently invoked by u.S. policymakers. More 
importantly, U.S. strategic analysis was frequently characterized by a manner of 
thinking and speaking that was an extension of the domino metaphor. Even when 
the specific metaphor was not being invoked consciously, it was not uncommon to 
hear policymakers employ the language of the metaphor-for example, nations and 
governments facing communist challenges were in danger of "falling" and "toppling," 
the "fall" of one nation could set off a "chain reaction," and friendly governments 
could be "propped up" with U.S. "support." 
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The domino metaphor was not the only, or even the most important, factor 
shaping the analysis of the world situation confronted by u.s. policymakers, and in 
many ways the domino metaphor reinforced an analysis that drew on other con
structs, such as the Munich analogy. Nonetheless, the domino metaphor helped 
frame the strategic environment in particular ways that implied predictions about 
the consequences of actions (and inactions) and the eventual stakes involved in cer
tain conflicts. Perhaps the most important and obvious aspect of the international 
situation characterized by the domino metaphor is the interdependent nature of 
world events. The central element of the metaphor, as is evident in Eisenhower's 
explanation, is the idea that developments in one country have ramifications beyond 
its borders. The problem, however, is that the interdependence of actual dominoes 
that are lined up together is extreme, even absolute; the fall of the first domino 
inevitably leads to the fall of the second, and so on in a mechanistic fashion. 
Although events in one area of the world often have ramifications in others, the level 
of strategic interdependence is seldom (if ever) as severe as the imagery of falling 
dOininoes suggests. 

Other facets of the domino metaphor might not be as readily apparent. In 
addition to highlighting the notion of strategic interdependence, the domino 
metaphor also obscures differences between the dominoes (i.e., nations). When 
dominoes are lined up in a row, they are interchangeable, differing only in their cos
metic characteristics (i.e., the number of dots), which have nothing to do with their 
propensity to fall once struck by the adjacent domino. This blurring of national dif
ferences combined with the exaggeration of strategic interdependence is what most 
have identified as the major shortcoming of the domino metaphor as applied to 
international relations. LaFeber argues "The domino theory was (and remains) one 
of the most dangerous ideas to attract Americans. As experts on Asia tried to tell 
Johnson in 1965: 'a first reality to bear in mind: despite elements of similarity, no 
Southeast Asian nation is a replica of the other'" (1989, 231). Karnow similarly 
argues "the American crusade, propelled as it was by the 'domino theory' ... disre
garded the complex nationalistic diversity of Southeast Asia" (1983,43). 

There were further ramifications of this imagery. By framing the strategic envi
ronment as being composed of states lined up as a row of identical dominoes just 
waiting to be pushed over, "the domino theory fails to discern the local roots of dis
content and the various local conditions that can weaken a government" (Glad and 
Taber 1990,70). That is, the source of each domino's "fall" is external-that is, the 
pressure exerted by the fall of the previous domino. In the context of u.S. strategic 
analysis, this explanation reinforced a tendency to see local revolutions with leftist 
orientations as being instigated and manipulated by external involvement-that is, 
the Soviet Union and/or China. Furthermore, the falling of the dominoes can be 
stopped only with external intervention-left to their own devices their fall is 
inevitable. Thus, the domino metaphor framed the problem of communist expan
sion in a way that emphasized strategic interdependence, external forces, and 
national similarities. The metaphor did not give any specific policy advice concern
ing how to stop the dominoes from falling (beyond the general advice that 
policymakers should stop the forces that begin the falling of the dominoes), but it 
did help frame the strategic environment in a way that prompted decision makers to 

do something. Returning to the diagnostic tasks laid out by Khong, we can see how 
the domino metaphor helped define the strategic situation and gave some sense of 
the stakes involved (i.e., failure to intervene to stop the fall of one domino would lead 

to the fall of others). 
A concept more commonly used in a metaphorical sense is that of war. People 

frequently try to frame a problem as a war when they want to eliminate or end some
thing they view as undesirable, harmful, or threatening. In recent years we have 
witnessed "wars" on poverty, hunger, AIDS, cancer, and even government waste. The 
wide variety of issues to which the war metaphor has been applied attests to its elas
ticity. The reasons for the common use of war as a metaphor are simple. First, war is 
a widely and readily accessible concept; everyone knows what a war is. Second, war is 
a complex and multifaceted phenomenon. Since there are so many aspects of war, 
there are many dimensions along which something can be like a war. 

The policy implications of framing an issue as a war are difficult to determine 
because the concept of war carries so many possible connotations. Sontag empha
sizes one possible implication of the war metaphor: "War-making is one of the few 
activities that people are not supposed to view 'realistically'; that is, with an eye to 
expense and practical outcome. In all-out war, expenditure is all-out" (1989, 99). 
Thus one of the consequences of framing an issue as a war might be support for all
out expenditure to "combat" that which people are trying to eliminate. But there are 
other possible, and perhaps less desirable, consequences of representing something as 
a war. Times of war are not normal times. In addition to being periods of focused 
effort and all-out expenditure, "wartime" might also be viewed as a period when 
some of the normal luxuries of life (e.g., material comforts or political liberties) are 
"sacrificed" to the war effort. As a result, framing an issue as a war could lead to calls 
for restrictions on behavior and rights that are typically protected but come to be 
viewed as unaffordable luxuries during wartime. Perhaps more than anything else 
people associate war with insecurity, violence, and the use of military force to achieve 
certain objectives. In war, problems are usually viewed as having military dimensions 
and military solutions. This being the case, we might hypothesize that when a situa
tion that is not a war is framed as a war, there is the possibility that it may come to be 
viewed as having a military component. Thus, framing an issue as a war, I would sug
gest, may increase the likelihood that people will look for a forceful or military 

approach. 
The concept of war is used both literally and metaphorically in foreign policy. 

In terms of the metaphorical uses of "war" that frame foreign policy issues, there are 
probably few better examples than the current "war on drugs" in the United States. 
The first major "war on drugs" was announced by President Nixon in 1971. Declaring 
drugs "public enemy number one:' Nixon called for an "all-out offensive" (Wisotsky 
1986,3, emphasis added). Since President Reagan announced the next major "war on 
drugs" in the 1980s the language of war has surrounded this issue. Reagan spoke of his 
"new federal strategy which is designed to mobilize all our forces to stop the flow of 
illegal drugs" (WCPD 1982, 1532, emphasis added). "For the first time, the federal 
government is waging a planned, concerted campaign ... we've taken down the surren
der flag and run up the battle flag. And we are going to win the war on drugs" (WCPD 
1982, 1253, emphasis added). Though denying there was any militarization of the war 
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on drugs, Melvyn Levitsky, assistant secretary of state for international narcotics in the 
Bush administration, argued that the United States was "mobilized and engaging in a 
real war effort" against drugs. Even though the "main front in this war is at home," 
there were international dImensions as well. The United States, in his view, "need[ed] 
to attack all aspects of the drug chain ... [because] our fight against illegal drug 
use ... cannot be won on any single front alone. It must be waged everywhere." He 
urged the United States to "stick with [its] strategy" because "fighting drugs is tough." 
He was confident that the United States would ultimately "defeat the scourge of drugs 
in this country and internationally" (1991, 360-67, emphasis added). In congressional 
testimony, Lee Brown, then commissioner of the New York Police Department and 
later "drug czar" in the Clinton administration, making reference to the recent war in 
the Persian Gulf, argued that "we need to wage a war of equal intensity closer to home 
[where] people are being killed .... I submit to you that if we are going to do baltle 
ag:--inst drugs, we must do no less here at home than is being done in the Middle East" 
(U.S. Congress 1990, 8-9, emphasis added). These words and expressions-"enemy," 
"offensives," "war," "mobilization," "fronts," "strategy," "attacks," "fight," "wage;' and 
"defeat"-are all part of the language of war, and they are indicative of how the drug 
problem has been framed in the minds of decision makers and the broader American 
public. 

Viewing the drug problem as a war can have ramifications both domestically 
and internationally. While the war on drugs has yet to run its course, some of the 
consequences of framing the problem as a war are already evident. Domestically, a 
number of commentators have expressed concerns about the implications of the war 
metaphor (although usually without explicitly recognizing the underlying metaphor
ical thinking). 10m Wicker, for example, argues that "a war on drugs, emphasizing 
combat, arrests and jailings could produce a wartime mentality-the spirit that any
thing goes, including the sacrifice of constitutional freedoms in the battle against 
drugs" (in Johnson 1992, 89). A student of cognitive psychology might argue that 
while "Vicker is perceptive, he has the situation reversed-it is not combat, arrests, 
and jailing that created the wartime mentality, but the mentality that leads to the 
combat, arrests, and jailings. 

What might some of the other consequences be, particularly when we look at 
the foreign policy dimensions of the drug problem? In order to speculate on this 
issue one needs to consider what sort of images are evoked by the concept of war
that is, what do people think of and associate with the phenomenon of war? 
Certainly among the constellation of images that are part of war is violence and the 
use of military force. One needs to be careful, however, about the implications of the 
war metaphor in this regard. Merely because a problem is framed as a war does not 
mean people will assume there is a military solution. For some problems the use of 
military force is obviously not part of the solution, no matter how commonly used 
the war metaphor is. There are limits to what can be transferred in the process of 
metaphorical thinking; a metaphor cannot transform objective reality completely.6 
There was, for example, no military component to the "war" on poverty. For the 
"war" on poverty other elements of the concept of war were more important (e.g., 
all-out effort and expenditure). But if there is a conceivable military option for deal
ing with a problem, framing it as a war may increase the chances that such an option 
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will be pursued. The drug problem is one in which the military could conceivably 

playa role. 
Since the most recent war on drugs was declared in the early 1980s, one of the 

recurring policy problems that has faced policymakers has concerned the role of the 
military in fighting the war at home and overseas. Chairman of the Senate Judiciary 
Committee Joseph Biden (D-MD) claims that "drug trafficking is-without ques
tion-the no. 1 security threat in this hemisphere ... the full diplomatic, economic 
and military power must be marshalled in response" (in Bernards 1990, 161). At issue 
have been the military's potential contribution to domestic law enforcement, drug 
interdiction, and military aid and advice to foreign governments (particularly in 
Central and South America) to assist in their efforts to find and destroy drug crops. 
The U.S. military has been generally resistant to demands that it become more 
involved in the drug war, perhaps realizing that its purpose and mission is to fight 
"real" wars, not metaphorical wars. Nonetheless, the military has slowly given in to 
civilian pressures and increased its contribution to the drug war gradually through

out the 1980s and early 1990s. 
According to Wisotsky, "Reagan ... succeeded in literally militarizing what had 

previously been a rhetorical war by deploying the military forces of the United States 
in drug enforcement operations" (1986, 5). A few examples highlight this ongoing 
militarization. In 1984 the U.S. Navy was involved in efforts off the coast of 
Colombia to stop the transport of illegal drugs (Magnuson 1990), and in 1986 U.S. 
special forces participated in the training and support of Bolivian police in raids 
against cocaine laboratories in what was code-named Operation Blast Furnace 
(Abbott 1988). The FY 1989 National Defense Authorization Act, among other provi
sions, established the Department of Defense as the "lead agency" in the interdiction 
of illegal narcotics being smuggled into the United States. Overall, according to Perl, 
the 1989 act is part of "an ongoing trend to enhance direct military involvement in 
the nation's anti-drug campaign" (1989,100). As if to confirm this new role, in 1989 
the United States announced that fifty to one hundred U.S. military personnel would 
be sent to Colombia to assist in the fight against drug production (Halloran 1989), 
and that U.S. military trainers would be sent to Peru for similar purposes (Brooke 
1990). There was also, of course, the December 1989 invasion of Panama; though the 
invasion was justified on the grounds of promoting democracy and securing the 
canal, U.S. troops arrested General Manuel Noriega and brought him to the United 
States for trial on drug smuggling and money laundering charges. 

During the Bush administration, Secretary of Defense Richard Cheney was 
particularly supportive of an increased military role in the war on drugs, arguing that 
"the detection and countering of the production, trafficking and use of illegal drugs 
is a high priority national security mission of the Department of Defense." He 
pointed to three phases of the drug problem-production abroad, transport to the 
United States, and distribution in the United States. "The United States armed 
forces;' he claimed, "can assist in the attack on the supply of drugs in each of these 
phases" ! 1990, 222-23). \Vhile Cheney and other administration officials were hesi
tant to specity exactly what role U.S. armed forces could or would take abroad to deal 
with drug production and smuggling, Cheney indicated that he saw a definite role 
for U.S. forces in fighting the drug war abroad. A July 1989 National Security Council 
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report urged an expansion of the role of the u.s. military in the Andean countries 
and did not rule out the use of combat forces in the future (Berke 1989). 

These two cases-falling dominoes and the drug war-illustrate how meta
phors can influence behavior by framing issues. Metaphors, like analogies, do this by 
highlighting some features of reality while downplaying others. According to Lakoff 
and Johnson, "The very systematicity that allows us to comprehend one aspect of a 
concept in terms of another will necessarily hide other aspects of a concept. In allow
ing us to focus on one aspect of a concept. .. a metaphorical concept can keep us from 
focusing on other aspects of the concept that are inconsistent with that metaphor" 
(1980, 10). Viewing geopolitical dynamics as falling dominoes and the drug problem 
as a war highlights certain facets of these problems while obscuring others. In this 
way metaphors "have the power to [help] define reality" (Lakoff and Johnson 1980, 
157). 

• Conclusion 

As was stated at the outset, the study of foreign policy decision making is the study 
of choices made within constraints. Foreign policy problems do not present their 
own solutions or policy choices; indeed, they do not even present themselves as 
"problems." Decision makers frame issues as problems and go on to define what 
type of problems they are. How a problem is defined or represented in the minds of 
decision makers can be expected to influence how they choose to respond to the 
problem. This was one of the central insights of the first generation of research on 
the psychological and cognitive bases of foreign policy decision making. All of this is 
another way of saying what Sprout and Sprout observed (1969) nearly four decades 
ago-people react to their environment according to their perceptions and under
standings of it. It is within this tradition that I developed the present argument on 
the potential importance of metaphors for framing foreign policy issues. 

Garrett Hardin notes that "it is probably impossible to approach an unsolved 
problem save through the door of metaphor." Furthermore, "since metaphorical 
thinking is inescapable it is pointless to weep about our human limitations. We 
must learn to live with them, to understand them, and to control them" (1977, 261). 
Drawing on cognitive theory, I have argued that metaphorical thinking, like analogi
cal thinking, is probably "inescapable" because people have no choice but to rely on 
what they already know to understand what they do not know and on past experi
ences to understand and solve new problems. This essay is not, though, an attempt 
to dwell on the psychological bases of foreign policy failures or foibles. There is no a 
priori reason to assume that metaphorical thinking has led to more failures than 
successes (or vice versa), even with the two examples discussed in this chapter. 
There are undoubtedly cases where metaphors have been helpful as well as harmful. 
There are certainly cases where metaphors have provided creative new ways of look
ing at problems that have led to worthwhile solutions. People can debate which 
particular instances of metaphorical thinking fall into which category. But these 
issues are secondary to those of whether and how metaphors influence behavior and 
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policy. If the metaphors used by policymakers exert no influence on the course of 
action they eventually follow, then the metaphors are neither helpful nor harmful, 
simply irrelevant. Given what we know about cognitive processes and the impor
tance of analogical thinking, though, there is no reason to believe that metaphors 
are irrelevant. In fact, there are good reasons to suspect otherwise. One of the tasks 
for the future of foreign policy analysis is to examine the theoretical and empirical 
importance of metaphors of foreign policy. 

• Notes 

1. This is not intended to be a criticism of earlier research. Initial attempts to draw atten
tion to new areas of research are often illustrative, speculative, and anecdotal. As people 
become persuaded that these new areas of research are potentially worthwhile, we can 
expect scholars to become more rigorous in their approach. Indeed, the present essay, 
focusing on an issue that has thus far received little attention, is itself somewhat illustra
tive, speculative, and anecdotal. 

2. I group script and schema theory together here even though there are some differences 
between the two. In doing so I am following the lead of Khong, who argues that 
"schemas, scripts, and analogies may thus be considered knowledge structures whose 
functional similarities are much more impressive and pertinent than their differences" 
(1992, 25). I would add metaphors to Khong's grouping of schemas, scripts, and 
analogies. 

3. Two examples will suffice to illustrate the logic of script or schema theory. Whenever we 
walk into a restaurant, we tend to behave in certain ways. We wait to be seated because 
we assume we will be (unless there is a sign telling us to seat ourselves). We wait for our 
menus because we expect them to be delivered. We make our selections. We tell the 
server what we want. Then we assume our food will arrive shortly. But how do we know 
whenever we walk into a restaurant that these things will happen? In fact, we do not 
know; we think, suspect, anticipate, and predict. We "know" this because past experi
ence of what happens in restaurants leads us to expect this and we act accordingly. We 
really do not know our food will be delivered until it is in front of us, but we act on the 
assumption that it will because that is what has always happened-that is the "script" 
we associate with the situation. As another example, imagine a young boy who has 
grown up around dogs. He will have developed a mental image of what dogs look like 
(four legs, snout, a tail, etc.) and how they behave (friendly, like to be petted, etc.). Upon 
encountering a wolf for the first time, the boy will search his memory for something 
that looks like the wolf. The closest thing might be his image of a dog. The boy is then 
likely to respond to the wolf as if it were a dog, with potentially less than desirable 
results. The point is that a script or scheme is a mental picture of something familiar 
that is invoked in order to make sense of something unfamiliar. Scripts and schema are 
forms of "mental economics" by which "knowledge can be created from recorded 
knowledge" (Michalski 1989, 122, emphasis added). Analogies and metaphors are essen
tially scripts and schemas that serve as cognitive mechanisms for "creating" knowledge 
upon which decisions can be made. 

4. Sylvan and Thorson (1992) have recently drawn on this literature to examine problem 
representation during the Cuban missile crisis. Prospect theory also focuses on how dif
ferences in the way a problem is framed can lead to different decisions being made. For 
a discussion of prospect theory and related issues, see Hogarth and Reder (1987) and 
the special issue on prospect theory in the journal Political Psychology (June 1992). 
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5. For a fuller discussion of how we might draw the difficult distinction between a rhetori
cal metaphor and a conceptual metaphor, see Shimko (1994). 

6. The same is true of analogies. For example, merely because one war is invoked in com
parison to another does mean that all the lessons of the previous war are transferred. If 
bombing industrial targets proved to be successful before, this does not mean this strat
egy will be applied again, particularly if the new adversary has no industrial centers to 
bomb. 

S I X 

Cognition, Culture, 
and Bureaucratic Politics 

Brian Ripley, UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH 

• Editors' Introduction 

In this chapter Brian Ripley discusses theory and research in 
bureaucratic politics, a research tradillon brought most clearly into 
the study of foreign policy in Graham Allison's study of the Cuban 
missile crisis in Essence of Decision. Ripley brings together two lines 
of research that have often been treated separately-individual-level 
concerns with cognition and the group-level phenomena of organi
zational culture and bureaucratic politics. To the extent that these 
issues are treated together in foreign policy analysis. they have 
often been labeled "role-level" phenomena. Here Ripley's concern is 
with reinvigorating the type of research exemplified by Allison's 
work, but which has of late fallen out of use as researchers have 
focused primarily on only one issue at a time, such as political psy
chology, organizational dynamics, or rational models of decL<;ion 
making. Ripley argues that the choice of research approach need 
not be an "either-or" decision, but that instead a research approach 
that reaches across levels of analysis and blends individual- and 
group-level concerns may lead not only to a reinvigoration of the 
bureaucratic politics approach but to significant new insights into 
the nature of political decision making performed by individuals 
within groups. 

Questions to keep in mind when reading this chapter include: 
'What is at the heart of the bureaucratic politiCS perspective? Most 
of the work on bureaucratic politics has been on the American case. 
To what type of information would we need access in order to 
determine the impact of the bureaucratic politics model in the for
eign policy making of other countries? Why would this approach be 
more suited to the study of highly institutionalized states? 
Reflecting not just on this chapter but also on the preceding ones, 
what is at the heart of the cognitive approach to foreign policy? 
W'hat examples can you think of in which these two issues have 
come together in foreign policy making? How profitable is the 
approach discussed by Ripley for understanding the roots of for
eign policy? 

85 
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Can the study of "bureaucratic politics and foreign policy" survive the next genera
tion of foreign policy analysis? A concerted effort to diagnose problems in Graham 
Allison's (1969, 1971) classic work on bureaucratic politics is long overdue and must 
be undertaken in order to revive the study of organizational decision making in for
eign policy. Most executive-branch decisions in U.S. foreign policy are the result of 
problem solving by high-level advisory groups and officials working in bureaucratic 
agencies. Therefore it is important to understand what bureaucrats do (and how and 
why they do it) if we are to appreciate the true nature of the foreign policy process. 

In this chapter the study of bureaucratic politics is reconsidered in light of the
ories and concepts from social cognition and organizational culture. Social cognition 
is the study of human reasoning, especially the way in which individuals make judg
ments about people and situations. Organizational culture refers to the routines and 
rituals that influence decision making in corporate boardrooms or government agen
cies. Together, social cognition and organizational culture help reveal new insights 
about the nature of bureaucratic politics in foreign policy. The Johnson administra
tion's response to the 1968 Tet Offensive provides some examples to illustrate this 
updated approach. 

• Allison's Models 

Allison's three models of the Cuban missile crisis have been a familiar feature in for
eign policy analysis for more than two decades. The 1962 nuclear standoff between 
the United States and the Soviet Union over Soviet missiles in Cuba is open to many 
interpretations. Allison's purpose was to apply alternative perspectives to analyzing 
the same crisis. His clever use of "conceptual models" was itself a contribution to for
eign policy analysis since it demonstrated the consequences of choosing among 
different assumptions when attempting to explain a foreign policy event. 

A model helps an analyst interpret a complex real-world phenomenon (such as 
foreign policy decision making), identify the most important features, and under
stand how those features are interrelated. A model need not be a precise description 
of reality, although a thoroughly unrealistic model may fail to convey crucial ideas. 
Consider how a tourist depends upon a reliable map to get around in an unfamiliar 
city. A cartographer designs a map to represent important features of reality, such as 
vivid landmarks or major intersections, rather than attempting to recreate all the 
minute details of a city. Aided by such a map, the tourist knows what to look for and 
where to find it amid the confusing welter of busy streets and unfamiliar neighbor
hoods. What's more, one can create several different maps of the same city (e.g., one 
map that emphasizes historic landmarks, another that highlights parks and bike 
trails) depending upon the cartographer's preferences and the intended audience. 

Allison provided three "maps" or, in his words, three sets of "conceptual lenses" 
for analyzing the same foreign policy crisis. Model I ("rational actor") summarizes 
classical realist thinking about foreign policy decision making. 1 In the mid-1960s, 
classical realism was the dominant intellectual tradition among foreign policy intel
lectuals and practitioners alike. Hans Morgenthau, one of the most important 
contributors to classical realism, suggested that whenever we engage in foreign policy 
analysis "we put ourselves in the position of a statesman who must meet a certain 
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problem of foreign policy under certain circumstances, and we ask ourselves what 
the rational alternatives are from which a statesman may choose who must meet this 
problem under these circumstances (presuming always that he acts in a rational 
manner), and which of these rational alternatives this particular statesman, acting 
under these circumstances, is likely to choose" (1985, 5). 

The rational actor model is quite consistent with Morgenthau's call to treat 
decision making as a choice among rational alternatives. According to Allison, "ratio
nality refers to consistent, value-maximizing choice within specified constraints" 
(1971,30). In the Model I representation of reality, one assumes the existence of a 
single, rational decision-making unit rather than a collection of individuals with dif
ferent motives or contending perspectives. 

Decision making by a rational actor is depoliticized: an apolitical "statesman" is 
free to select the most desirable foreign policy option without concern for the per
sonal foibles of top advisers or the constraints posed by domestic policy processes. In 
short, the rational actor decides on the basis of national interest-easily defined and 
efficiently achieved. Variations on the rational actor model can be identified in the 
work of many contemporary scholars interested in explaining nuclear bargaining 
strategies, deterrence, and the outbreak of conflict (e.g., Bueno de Mesquita 1981; 
Morrow 1989; Powell 1990) . 

Allison's second model ("organizational process") depicts foreign policy as the 
output of large "semi-feudal, loosely allied" organizations. Rather than "looking over 
the shoulder" of a rational statesman, the Model II analyst accepts the fact that for
eign policy problems are the province of multiple, quasi-independent actors. Each 
organization (and sub organization) is ruled by a collection of rigid decision-making 
routines, known as "standard operating procedures," or "SOPs" (Allison 1971,89). 

Standard operating procedures are a logical response to an organization's need 
to solve similar kinds of problems on a regular basis. Whereas Model I presumes the 
existence of an optimal solution to a specific problem, Model II adopts an assembly
line logic of matching routine problems with routine solutions. Organizations make 
impersonal, incremental decisions; a solution that worked adequately in the past is 
applied to a new problem. Organizations must adopt these procedures in order to 
function efficiently. Unfortunately, efficiency comes at a price. Unusual, novel prob
lems throw a wrench in the organizational machinery as the existing repertoire of 
SOPs is searched and found wanting. Eventually the novel problem either gets 
attached to the least objectionable solution or else the process breaks down. 

The incremental nature of Model II is compounded by the organizational 
equivalent of Murphy's Law: anything that can go wrong will go wrong. In decentral
ized organizations a single agency is responsible for one highly specialized piece of a 
foreign policy problem. Driven by the impersonal logic of SOPs, the specialized 
agency may fail to recognize contradictions in the larger, overarching policy. 
Unintended consequences abound, resulting in fits of frustration for top-level deci
sion makers who sense they arc losing control of a crisis situation. As John Po 
Kennedy once remarked, "There is always some son-of-a-bitch who doesn't get the 
word." 

Scholars who adopt Model II depict foreign policy decision making as a rule
governed process of pattern recognition and adaptation. Steinbruner's (1974) 
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con.cept of "cyb~rnetics," for example, suggests a Darwinistic process where a foreign 
pohcy orgamzatlOn monitors change in the external environment, receives informa
tion "feedback," and modifies its behavior in an attempt to survive. The U.S. defense 
planning and budgeting process has been modeled in this way (Marra 1985). Recent 
advances in artificial intelligence (or computational) models of political decision 
making have produced sophisticated applications of the organizational processes 
approach. Recent research on U.S. foreign policy responses to events in Asia (Taber 
1992) and on Japan's sensitivity to disruptions in global energy supplies (Sylvan, 
Goel, and Chandrasekaran 1990) draws many insights from Allison's Model II. 
" I~inally, Model III ("governmental politics") builds on the metaphor of a 
ga~ne played by hlgh-rankll1g offICIals, such as a president's top foreign policy 

adVIsers. Better known as "bureaucratic politics;' this model depicts foreign policy as 
the result of competitive maneuvering and compromise by decision makers who 
mteract frequently, know each other well, and hold different beliefs about policy. 

In Model III the state's "national interest" is not a given, nor can it be inferred 
by analyzing the views of a single all-powerful decision maker. Instead, bureaucrats 
bargaill with each other to define the "national interest." Sometimes the bargaining is 
based on strongly held foreign policy views, but often parochial concerns such as 
career advancement, prestige, or desire for personal power define the bargaining 
POSItIOns. In the end, according to Model III, foreign policy decisions are a "resul
tant" of arduous negotiations among highly skilled advocates. As Allison puts it: "To 
explain why a particular formal governmental decision was made, or why one pat
tern of governmental behavior emerged, it is necessary to identify the games and 
players, to display the coalitions, bargains, and compromises, and to convey some feci 
for the confusion" (J 971, 146). 

From the outset, Model III attracted a great deal of critical attention from for
eign policy analysts (e.g., Art 1973; Ball 1974; Caldwell 1977; Freedman 1976; 
Krasner 1971; Perlmutter 1974; Rosati 1981; Smith 1984/85). The critics identified 
several basic problems with the bureaucratic politics model. For example, some 
thought the model underestimated the influence of the chief executive in foreian 
policy, since it treated the president as only slightly more powerful than the oth"er 
burea.ucratic players. Others argued that the Cuban missile case study was based on 
questIOnable eVidence. Most common was the criticism that bureaucratic politics was 
not ~1 ver: effective model, because it requires an analyst to wade through too much 
detalied mformatlOn about a particular foreign decision in order to draw conclu
sions. After all, a model is supposed to simplify the task of analysis-not make it 
more complicated! 

_ Recent appraisals (Bendor and Hammond 1992; Welch 1992) highlight many 
of the salTle concerns. The new critics have produced persuasive reinterpretations of 
the bureaucrati~ politics model, noting problems with the logic, concepts, and histor
Ical accuracy ot Allison's wurk. The critics make a strong case for the weakness of 
bureaucratic. politics compared with other models of the policy process. Despite its 
past popularIty, the bureaucratic politics model may be facing intellectual extinction 
at the hands ot a new generation of foreign policy analysts. If that happens, the field 
would lose a remarkably insightful way of thinking about the "politics" of foreign 
policy making. 
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Cognition and Culture 

I argue that foreign policy analysis ought to continue to explore in its second genera
tion the conception of political decision making that Allison brought into the field in 
Essence of Decision. One way to revive bureaucratic politics is to maintain the most 
compelling, plausible aspects of the model while modifying it to take account of 
promising new approaches in the study of foreign policy decision making. Given the 
powerful insights cognitive psychology has contributed to the study of foreign 
policy,2 it makes sense to build on this solid foundation in the revitalization of 
bureaucratic politics. 

The notion of a foreign policymaker as a "naive scientist" (i.e., a person who 
attributes causality to events, and develops and tests informal "hypotheses" about his 
or her environment) has considerable resonance in the decision-making literature 
(George 1979b; Larson 1985,34-42; Vertzberger 1990,48). Much of the existing 
work concerns the manner in which individuals reason about substantive problems, 
such as Harry Truman's attempts to draw inferences about Soviet behavior after 
World War II (Larson 1985). But individuals also reason about social interactions 
and processes, such as their organizational interests and affiliations in the foreign 
policy bureaucracy (Voss and Dorsey 1992, 17-19). 

Emerging work in the field of social cognition, especially "social intelligence" 
and "self-regulation," is quite consistent with Allison's claims about bureaucrats. 
According to Allison, bureaucrats have an abundant desire to influence the president 
or other high-ranking officials on matters of foreign policy. Successful bureaucrats 
understand the need to present themselves in a way that makes a positive impression 
on their peers and, of course, their leader. The concept of "social intelligence" helps 
us understand the way people use knowledge, goals, and strategies for presenting 
themselves when interacting in social situations (Fiske and Taylor 1991,512; d. Fiske 
1993; Showers and Cantor 1985). Susan T. Fiske posits that top-ranking officials 
"spend an inordinate amount of cognitive energy analyzing the president's personal
ity in order to predict future behavior as it relates to their own concerns" (1993, 250). 
Clearly, there are concepts from social cognition that merit further attention by 
advocates of the bureaucratic politics approach to foreign policy analysis. 

In addition to social cognition, the organizational culture approach provides 
some clues about the behavior of bureaucrats in large organizations (Feldman 1993, 
278-79; Frost et al. 1991; Martin 1992; Ott 1989; Peters 1990; Schein 1992). In an 
extensive literature review, Ott (1989) defines the core elements of an organizational 
culture as its artifacts, values and beliefs, and basic underlying assumptions. Deeply 
embedded, shared expectations allow organizations to function and help participants 
"make sense" of the decision-making process. Culture can be defined more simply, to 
borrow an oft-cited phrase, as "the way things are done around here:' 

How are "things done" in bureaucratic politics? According to Allison, foreign 
policy officials assume the role of players in an ongoing game of influence and pres
tige. Bureaucrats invited to participate in a foreign policy advisory meeting steel 
themselves for a high-stakes competition rather than calm, objective deliberations. 
Participants who cannot persuade or will not compete soon find themselves on the 
outside looking in. 



Culture and cognition reinforce one another in the analysis of decision-making 
situations. Consider an example from the legal system. Judges and jurors render ver
dicts, a task with both cognitive and cultural dimensions. Legal arguments rely on 
precedent-based problem solving and can be explained by cognitive theories involv
ing categorization, scripts, memory cues, and styles of information processing (e.g., 
Bennett and Feldman 1981; Carroll and Weiner 1982; Hastie and Pennington 1991). 
On the other hand, a juror is not merely a cognitive problem solver reasoning in the 
solitude of a laboratory. The U.S. trial process is cloaked in ritual. Robes and formal 
attire, a swearing-in ceremony, highly stylized forms of questioning, and secret jury 
deliberations help define participant roles and provide a set of metacognitive con
straints on legal problem solving. Decision makers operate in both a cognitive and a 
cultural environment. 

One of the enduring findings of Allison's Model III is that decision makers 
cannot escape ingrained bureaucratic habits even under the most extraordinary con
ditions. Options remain shrouded in ambiguity. Policy debates are not free from 
ritual or gamesmanship. In the case of the Cuban missile crisis, the overwhelming 
cognitive need to solve a problem did not completely eliminate the participants' 
strongly felt cultural need to make sense of the experience. 

A revitalized bureaucratic politics approach to foreign policy should answer an 
overarching question: How do members of interdependent, competitive, hierarchical 
decision groups reason about the policy process, and what impact does such reason
ing have on foreign policy outputs?} Bureaucratic politics might best be understood 
as the examination of three closely related concepts: "bureaucratic roles" (how par
ticipants see themselves and others contributing to the decision process), "procedural 
scripts" (the structures, strategies, and premises that make pragmatic sense in a deci
sion process), and "cultural rationales" (the attempt by participants to define 
appropriate behavior and invoke symbols to help give meaning to their decisions). 
The political maneuvering of Lyndon Johnson's advisers in the aftermath of the 1968 
Tet Offensive helps illustrate each concept. 

• Bureaucratic Politics and the Tet Offensive 

The Tet Offensive in January 1968 resulted in a highly visible failure for the Johnson 
administration's Vietnam policy and provided the impetus for a major reappraisal of 
U.S. policy in Vietnam (Berman 1989; Schandler 1977; Wirtz 1991). Robert S. 
McNamara, a major figure in Vietnam planning during the Kennedy and Johnson 
administrations, was replaced as secretary of defense by Clark Clifford in early 1968. 
Clifford, a well-established Washington "insider," was recruited on the basis of his 
personal friendship with Johnson as well as his presumed "hawkish" views on 
Vietnam. Ironically, Clifford became the catalyst for a reassessment of U.S. policy 
objectives. 

During March 1968, Clifford engaged in a campaign of persuasion to alter 
Johnson's position on the war. The new secretary of defense helped build a coalition 
of bureaucratic support for a shift in Vietnam policy, acting as a mediator between 
harsh critics of the war and his old friend Lyndon Johnson. Clifford's strategy, along 
with advice from other sources, confirmed what Johnson already suspected: the 
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United States was failing to meet its objectives in Vietnam. Moreover, the objectives 
themselves were in doubt. The situation was unlikely to be altered substantially by 
sending additional U.S. troops, although such action would surely wreak havoc for 
President Johnson in domestic politics. 

By the end of March 1968, Johnson decided to change course in Vietnam. In a 
dralTl.atic televised speech on March 31,1968, Johnson announced a partial bombing 
halt in Vietnam and offered a public invitation to begin negotiations with Hanoi. He 
also announced his withdrawal from the presidential race given the domestic ramifi
cations of U.S. policy in Vietnam. How can one explain the Johnson administration's 
decision making during this period? The combination of bureaucratic roles, proce
dural scripts, and cultural rationales provides part of the answer. 

Bureaucratic Role 

Bureaucratic politics involves an interplay between individuals and their roles. A spe
cific position, such as secretary of state, carries with it a number of formal 
obligations and informal expectations. In short, "positions define what players both 
may and must do" to fulfill their responsibilities in a decision-making group (Allison 
1971, 164-65). Likewise, a powerful individual brings his or her own well-developed 
personal style to the position, perhaps redefining the job for future occupants. 
Finally, bureaucrats may be called upon to play different kinds of roles in different 
settings. The secretary of defense may act as a staunch policy advocate in a presiden
tial advisory group but then assume the role of a neutral arbiter when chairing an 

interagency task force. 
The traditional interpretation of the maxim "where you stand depends upon 

where you sit" illustrates some of the problems with an overly restrictive definition of 
bureaucratic role. In some respects Allison's work lends support to a mechanistic 
view of role where the "face of an issue" is derived exclusively from organizational 
interests. According to this logic bureaucrats restrict their policy proposals to those 
with the most obvious direct implications for agency involvement. For example, the 
Marine Corps commandant should bark "send in the marines" in response to every 
conceivable problem encountered by the decision group. Research in this vein has 
been inconclusive; at best one can argue that bureaucratic participants adopt posi
tions consistent with their roles without these positions necessarily being caused by 

the role (Smith 1984/85). 
Examination of actual foreign policy cases reveals a more complex, less rigid 

relationship between role and issue position.4 While bureaucrats often propose solu
tions that conveniently involve a direct role for their agency, few would expect the 
ploy to work every time. Experienced bureaucratic game players know how to look 
out for their career and agency interests without being brutally obvious about it. 
They pick fights carefully, and exhibit reflexive behavior. Ever aware of context and 
peers, the skilled advocate can sense when a proposal is no longer relevant, when a 
question is "dumb," and when a line of argument will be considered invalid by the 

group. 
The concept of "bureaucratic role" could be expanded to capture what Allison 

refers to as the bureaucrat's "style of play" and a "code of conformity" based, among 
other things, on career tenure and long-term expectations (1971, 179-80). Social 
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roles can be defined as shared expectations about how a particular person in a group 
ought to behave, and in some respects are the result of an ongoing negotiation 
between the individual and the group (Levine and Moreland 1990, 601; Moreland 
and Levine 1982). Bureaucrats belong to one or more interdependent groups (i.e., 
groups where there is regular interaction and the members are reliant on others in 
some significant way). Roles allow individual members of a group to work together 
according to ascribed roles and negotiated boundaries. 

Consider an example of "social roles" outside the foreign policy context. 
Suppose your roommate, an accounting major handy with figures, generally takes 
care of paying major bills such as rent and utilities in your shared apartment. She has 
played that role since you started rooming together. Each month you contribute your 
share of the expenses without giving it a second thought. Nothing needs to be said, 
because you know the bills will be paid. In fact, your roommate may be offended if 
you start "nagging" about the bills, since it suggests a lack of confidence on your part. 
You would be challenging your roommate's role and quite possibly overstepping the 
boundaries of your own. 

Some foreign policy advisers fulfill a bureaucratic role based on a strong per
sonal convictions, highly valued skills, or close association with others in the group. 
In other cases, ambiguity over bureaucratic role creates barriers to effective advocacy 
and information processing. In the case of Vietnam, some of Johnson's advisers felt 
constrained in both the substance and the style of the advice they could offer because 
of well-understood roles. 

Participant roles (whether self-defined or group-defined) place limits on 
avenues of advocacy. Clark Clifford reports that he and Bill Moyers had doubts about 
U.S. escalation as far back as the summer of 1965. Yet when Clifford attended a for
eign policy advisory meeting in his role as "a personal friend" of Johnson, he chose 
silence over active participation in the deliberations (Clifford 1991,414). Moyers had 
growing doubts about the war, but "felt he could not playa role in policymaking 
because his job as Press Secretary constrained him from active policy formulation" 
(Clifford 1991,416). In a corollary to Allison, "where you sit" determines the rules of 
engagement on the bureaucratic battlefield. 

Although constrained in some respects, outsiders can often play by a different 
set of rules than those who must conform to an official insider role (Allison 1971, 
180). As Clifford's informal involvement on Vietnam became more routine, his status 
changed from "the President's friend" to an informed outsider, free to speak his mind 
on controversial issues: "An outside adviser can serve the role of a Doubting Thomas 
when the bureaucracies line up behind a single position, or help the President reach a 
judgment when there is a dispute within the government. They can give the President 
a different perspective on his own situation; they can be frank with him when White 
House aides are not" (Clifford 1991,424). 

During his "transition period" from informal adviser to secretary of defense, 
Clifford took on yet another role. With McNamara still the secretary, Clifford recalls, 
"I was not burdened by any of the formal responsibilities of the Secretary of Defense, 
and thus, half-private citizen and half-Cabinet member, I was free to concentrate 
almost exclusively on Vietnam" (1991, 475-76).5 Clifford's role-transition phase pro
vided a perfect opportunity for key Defense Department bureaucrats (such as Paul 
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Warnke and Morton Halperin) to revive long-held doubts about fundamental strat
egy in Vietnam. As Halperin put it: "We had worked for McNamara, and we believed 
in what McNamara was doing, and we had to decide if we could really work with 
Clifford. We had to really-not educate him-but turn him around. And this was 
quite deliberate. Clifford, in effect threw us a ball by saying, 'Prepare a draft report''' 
(cited in Schandler 1977, 150). 

The process of negotiating Clifford's relationship with his new staff-a mutual 
exercise of testing boundaries and establishing limits-helped change the dynamics 
of policy advocacy on Vietnam. Clifford played a different bureaucratic role than did 
his predecessor, opening the door to new lines of argument on the future of U.S. 
involvement in Vietnam. 

Procedural Scripts 

Successful bureaucrats rely on an arsenal of institutional strategies and tactics for 
problem solving.6 Just as bureaucratic roles are important for determining appropri
ate relationships, a bureaucrat's understanding of the "rules of the game" within a 
particular decision group can facilitate efforts at bargaining, persuasion, and coali
tion building (Allison 1971, 170-71).7 In a world of ambiguous policy problems, 
knowledge about the policy process helps decision makers "decide how to decide" and 
"learn how to learn."s 

The U.S. failure during the Tet Offensive gave rise to a classic example of 
bureaucratic "gamesmanship" by General Earle Wheeler, chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff. Wheeler's behavior is consistent with Allison's notion that "deadlines and 
events raise issues and force busy players to take a stand" (1971,168). As Schandler 
observes, General Wheeler and the Joint Chiefs of Staff saw Tet as an opportunity to 
force the president's hand and to achieve their long-sought goal of a mobilization of 
reserve forces (1977, 101). 

The request reflects the familiar tendency of bureaucrats to act as vociferous 
advocates on behalf of their policy preferences, at times basing arguments on overly 
optimistic forecasts or "worst-case scenarios:' The troop request included a politically 
volatile recommendation to call up U.S. military reserve units that might have been 
rejected immediately in a different context. But after Tet, the troop request took on 
the form of an ultimatum for Johnson and his top advisers: either approve the 
request for two hundred thousand troops, thereby placing the U.S. on an all-out war 
footing, or deny the request, raising questions about U.S. commitments in Vietnam 
and elsewhere (Schandler 1977, 120). 

Widely shared, well-understood procedural scripts help a decision maker 
anticipate the moves of a fellow bureaucrat. Sometimes anticipation contributes to 
policy failure when one bureaucrat's expectations about the actions of a colleague are 
incorrect (Ripley and Gardner 1992). In other cases a pragmatic understanding of 
decision rules may help a bureaucrat modify his or her behavior to capitalize on the 
patterned behavior of another group member. In effect, General Wheeler was operat
ing according to a "procedural script" that helped him anticipate the responses of his 
bureaucratic counterparts. Under most circumstances, Wheeler's move might have 
succeeded. In this case it backfired because Clifford altered "the rules of the game." 
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The "Clifford Task Force," composed of high-ranking military officials and 
midlevel Department of Defense bureaucrats, met between February 28 and March 4 
to discuss the troop request. Many task force members expected the bargaining over 
numbers of troops to follow a well-established pattern. Assistant Secretary of Defense 
Paul Warnke said: "I thought of [the troop request] as the same sort of exercise that 
McNamara always went through with Westmoreland. Westy would come in with a 
request and then that request would be sort of massaged, and Bob and Westy would 
agree on a figure, always something less than Westy had asked for, but always the 
request was granted" (cited in Schandler 1977, 138). 

To the surprise of military and civilian members of the task force, Clifford 
altered the "procedural script." As presiding member of the task force, Clifford was 
made aware of the serious disputes arising within the bureaucracy over policy in 
Vietnam. Due in part to his evolving bureaucratic role (discussed earlier) civilian 
members of the task force began feeding Clifford detailed, pessimistic assessments of 
American prospects in Vietnam (Schandler 1977, 143). Clifford adopted a probing, 
skeptical style when questioning military experts (Clifford 1991, 493). He pressed 
them on underlying assumptions rather than allowing them to confuse the issue with 
platitudes or questionable statistics. What started as a calculated tactical move by 
Wheeler (based on a familiar procedural script) ended up in a soul-searching dia
logue about U.S. strategy in Vietnam. 

Cultural Rationales 

Rituals are pervasive in bureaucratic decision making because they endow delibera
tions with special meaning and establish boundaries of appropriateness, decorum, 
and fair play. The first two concepts, bureaucratic role and procedural script, rein
force a decision maker's identity and provide pragmatic clues for anticipating the 
moves and countermoves of bureaucratic competition. The third concept, "cultural 
rationale," speaks to the decision maker's desire to justify long-standing traditions or 
idiosyncratic features that define every decision-making group. 

Students of U.S. foreign policy often compare the well-established "cultures" 
perpetuated by foreign service officers in the Department of State, or the proud tra
ditions of various branches of the armed forces (Kegley and Wittkopf 1991, 365-71; 
Rosati 1993, 147-50). Comparable "cultures" or traditions develop within a decision
making group as it evolves over time, or as it conforms to the style of a powerful, 
charismatic leader. 

Lyndon Johnson's political experience taught him the importance of consulta
tion. In some cases consultation was motivated by very pragmatic goals. Johnson 
cultivated a network of political contacts, often by telephone, to provide the latest 
bits of information or offer reactions on the political feasibility of a decision (Best 
1988b). During the 1964 presidential campaign Johnson relied on three groups of 
advisers: one for day-to-day operations, another for strategy and tactics, and "a third 
group second-guessing the first two groups" (Clifford 1991,398). 

Consultation also served important symbolic purposes for Johnson. For exam
ple, getting a large number of advisers "on board" a proposal could provide valuable 
insurance in the event of a policy failure. Consultation also allowed Johnson to con
vey respect for the opinions of a politically important ally or demonstrate the extent 
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of his patience and tolerance. Why bother to consult even after a decision has been 
reached? Consultation represents the way things "ought to be done" given the far
reaching implications of a presidential decision. 

Clifford's familiarity with at least one "cultural rationale" in the Johnson White 
House resulted in a master stroke of bureaucratic advocacy. The secretary of defense 
arranged for a meeting between Johnson and the so-called "Wise Men:' a group of 
distinguished former statesmen. Although unfamiliar with day-to-day operations in 
Vietnam, the "Wise Men" held strong views about U.S. strategy. In addition, the 
group (which included Dean Acheson, George Ball, General Omar Bradley, 
McGeorge Bundy, and General Matthew Ridgway) had the stature to question U.S. 
policy since many had been (to use Acheson's phrase) "present at the creation" of 
containment strategy. 

The hastily arranged meeting conformed well to the tradition of White House 
consultation. In an earlier meeting these staunch defenders of U.S. containment pol
icy reassured Johnson about Vietnam and urged him to keep the faith. By the time of 
their March 1968 meeting, however, the senior statesmen of U.S. foreign policy had 
undergone a serious transformation in their thinking about Vietnam. Rather than 
bolstering Johnson's policy, many members of the group urged the president to find 
an honorable (but hasty) way to withdraw the U.S. commitment to Vietnam. Once 
the members had delivered their pronouncement, it became exceedingly difficult for 
Johnson to reject the results of consultation. 

In 1965 a Johnson administration foreign policy adviser named George Ball 
tried and failed to force a reappraisal of fundamental objectives on Vietnam (Berman 
1982). Although in hindsight much can be said for Ball's "tactical withdrawal" argu
ments, Johnson and top advisers remained unconvinced. In the aftermath of Tet, 
Clark Clifford succeeded where George Ball failed, not because Clifford had better 
ideas or because he had spent more time studying the issues. Clifford didn't bring 
any new ideas or additional information about Vietnam into the White House in 
1968. He did, however, bring a lifetime of experience in the practice of presidential 
advising, and tremendous insight into the mind and moods of Lyndon Johnson. 
Clifford orchestrated, schemed, and plotted a campaign of dissent virtually from the 
day he entered the White House. The combination of bureaucratic role, procedural 
scripts, and cultural rationales helped convince Johnson that U.S. policy toward 
Vietnam had to change. 

• Conclusion 

Examining the way bureaucrats reason about the policy process provides an appro
priate avenue for revitalizing the Model III approach to foreign policy analysis. The 
Johnson administration's reaction to the Tet Offensive helps illustrate the concepts of 
bureaucratic roles (how participants see themselves and others contributing to the 
decision process), procedural scripts (the routines, strategies, and premises that struc
ture a decision process), and cultural rationales (symbols and traditions that define 
appropriate behavior and give meaning to bureaucratic interactions). Although suc
cessful foreign policy bureaucrats may differ substantially in personality, power, or 
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issue positions, they share one common characteristic: a highly nuanced understand
ing of the policy-making process. Perhaps this understanding is the true "essence of 
decision" in foreign policy analysis. 

The attempt to understand the politics of policy-making processes has been a 
continuing theme in foreign policy analysis. Allison was not the first to introduce 
such a focus into the field, and he has certainly not been the last to urge such a focus 
in our research. I have argued that in its second generation, foreign policy analysis 
must continue to examine the issues and concepts that Allison presented as the 
bureaucratic politics perspective. Analysts should do so by drawing on research from 
the study of political psychology and social cognition in order to reinvigorate our 
studies of political decision making in bureaucratic settings. In this way we can con
tinue to pursue the "essence" of foreign policy making . 
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• Notes 

I. The classical realist tradition of Hans Morgenthau, E. H. Carr, and other earlier writers 
is distinguished here from the structural realism of Kenneth Waltz (1979). See Keohane 
(1987) for an elaboration of this distinction. 

2. See the essays by Rosati {chapter 4) and Shimko (chapter 5) in this volume on this liter
ature. 

3. Foreign policy outpllts refer to the results of the decision process, while foreign policy 
outcomes imply a much broader scope. A foreign policy output such as a U.s. decision to 
retaliate against Iraq cannot, by itself, provide a complete explanation of the ultimate 
outcome of such action. 

4. Indeed, Allison lists a number of factors that compete with career and organization 
interests (such as misperception, miscommunication, and reticence) in defining the 
"face of an issue" (Allison 1971, 178-79). 

5. Clifford claims he tried to make the most of his status as the "new boy in town" 
(Clifford 1991,493). 

6. The concept of "standard operating procedures" (SOPs) might be a perfectly acceptable 
(even preferable) alternative to "script" were it not for the fact that the vast literature of 
"cybernetics" has transformed SOPs into a set of rigid, cyborglike responses (see Marra 
1985; Steinbruner 1974). I have something much more flexible and responsive in mind 
here. 

7. Refer to Bettenhausen and Murningham (1985) and Martin (1982) for a slightly differ
ent interpretation of the "script" concept as applied to organizations. 
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8. Indeed, the deceptively simple question "Can governments learn?" requires a complex 
answer (Etheredge 1985). A recent review by Huber (1991) suggests the richness of 
research on "organizational learning" by presenting numerous questions onwhich the 
field focuses, ranging from "searching," "organizational experiments:' "cogmtlve maps 
and framing," «unintentional learning:' and even "unlearning." 
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Structure and Process in the 
Analysis of Foreign Policy Crises 

Patrick J. Haney, MIAMI UNIVERSITY 

• Editors' Introduction 

In this chapter Patrick Haney reviews research on decision making 
in foreign policy groups during international crises. on the manage
ment of these groups by leaders, and explores the links that exist 
between "structure" and "process" in crisis decision making. 
Professor Haney argues that much of the research on crisis decision 
making focuses on individual and small group behavior. since these 
are seen as the most important actors during crises; while much of 
the research on decision making management focuses on policy
making in large organizations and institutions and their eIfects on 
the process of decision making, since these institutions are seen as 
central in routine policy making situations. Haney argues that these 
two perspectives can profitably be merged by bringing an "institu
tional" perspective to bear upon decision making during crises to see 
how the structures established by leaders to manage a foreign pol
icy crisis can have patterned effects on the process of decision 
making that these groups employ. This chapter builds upon the 
research discussed in earlier chapters, and in particular comple
ments Ripley's chapter. which also makes an argwnentfor reaching 
across levels-oi-analysis to examine decision making. This chapter 
also directs us to subsequent chapters by pointing to the importance 
of large institutions in foreign policy and how they can shape foreign 
policy behavior. 

Questions that the reader should consider when reading this 
chapter include: What are the similarities and differences between 
making decisions about policy during routine situations and crisL" 
situations? What are the factors that affect decision making during 
crises? Which of these factors can leaders try to control or manage? 
What examples oj crisis decision making can you think oj that 
might be beLier understood by applying the "institutional perspec
tive" that I-laney discusses? 

Imagine that a newly elected American president, or British prime 1111111ster, or 
Russian president, were to ask international relations and foreign policy scholars how 
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~ set of.advisory groups should be organized and managed in order to cope with pol
lcymaking, especially during crises. That does not seem like such an extraordinary 
request. After all, management studies of businesses and other productive enterprises 
have long focused on the relationship between the organization of work and the out
puts of work (e.g., Hayes, vVheelwright, and Clark 1988; Melan 1989). Research in 
the field of public management has also focused on the importance of organizational 
structures on the flow and output of work. Indeed, there is even a two-volume hand
book addressing these issues in public management research (Starbuck and Nystrom 
1981). 

Furthermore, there has been increasing attention in recent studies to the rela
tive merits of different organizational "configurations" and their impact on the 
process and quality of work generally performed by governments (e.g., Boardman 
and Vining 1989; Chubb and Moe 1990; Dilulio 1989; Donahue 1989; March and 
Olsen 1989; Oakerson 1987; Mintzberg, Raisinghani, and Theoret 1976; Savas 1987; 
Wilsoll 1989; Wise 1990; Vaughan 1990). Unfortunately, the head of state who asks 
for help in ascertaining the relationship between structure and process in foreign 
policymaking may be disappointed, especially if that leader is looking for ideas about 
how to structure advisory arrangements for crisis situations. Foreign policy analysts 
would be h.ard-pressed to identify bodies of cumulative theory and systematic empir
Ical analYSIS of the relationship between structure and process in crisis decision 
making. 

Some preliminary answers, however, may be derived from a variety of litera
tures that study foreign policy decision making, crises, and the American presidency. 
Indeed, in a recent review of the literature on advisory networks and the American 
presidency, Hult notes that the bulk of attention to these issues comes in the area of 
foreign policy (1993, 121). In the field of foreign policy analysis, interestingly 
enough, we do know quite a bit about advisory "structures," on the one hand; and we 
know a fair amount about foreign policy decision making "processes," on the other. 
What foreign policy analysts have largely not done, however, is to examine the link 
between structure and process: how does structure affect process in decision making? 
And how does this relationship work during crises? 

In this chapter I discuss research on foreign policy structures and processes and 
their interrelationship in crisis decision making with a selective review of the litera
ture that begins as a mirror of much of the field of foreign policy analysis and the 
study of crises: with a largely separated discussion of the state of theory and knowl
edge about policymaking structures, and then about processes of decision making in 
foreign policy crises. The reader will note that much of this literature is rooted in the 
context of the United States, as much (though not all) of the research in the area has 
focused on the study of U.S. foreign policy. At the end of each of these sections I dis
cuss research that has tried to bridge the gap between these two issue areas. In the 
final part of the chapter I consider a perspective on politics and the study thereof
an institutional perspective-that places the issues of structure and process in a 
position of prominence and suggests ways that we might better do our work of ana
lyzing foreign policy and decision making during international crises. 
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• Foreign Policy Structures 

In this context, the term structure refers to the organizational configurations within 
which foreign policymaking takes place. This can include a broad set of formal insti
tutions and how they are organized (e.g., the U.S. Department of State, the National 
Security Council), and/or may also include a focus on how much smaller decision
making groups are structured or configured in a crisis. The suggestion that 
policymaking structures need to be part of the focus of foreign policy analysis can be 
found in the early emphasis on the study of foreign policy decision making. Snyder, 
Bruck, and Sapin, while urging that research attention be focused on the explanation 
of discrete decisions, remind us of the importance of the context of decision: "The 
definition of the situation which we consider to be central to the explanation of state 
behavior results from decision-making processes in an organizational context. ... To 
ignore this context omits a range of factors which significantly influence the behavior 
of decision-makers (and therefore state behavior), including not only the critical 
problem of how choices are made but also the conditions under which choices are 
made" (1962a, 87). 

Following on this discussion, Robinson and Snyder argue that there are three 
major clusters of factors that explain decision outcomes: the occasion for decision, 
the individual, and the organizational context in which the individual operates 
(1965,439-40). With respect to organizational factors, they assert that decision mak
ers do not act only in an individual capacity when they make foreign policy 
decisions, they also act within an organizational environment. An integral part of the 
study of policymaking, then, must be the "organization" cluster of variables (cf. de 
Rivera 1968,207-44; Frankel 1963). 

There has been much scholarly attention to the structures of routine foreign 
policymaking, much of which has sought to document the organizational configura
tion of specific departments or foreign policy organizations, or to track the structure 
of the relationships between various foreign policy organizations in policymaking. A 
long line of research has been performed within the U.S. government focusing on the 
organization of the government and on the organization of the foreign policy appa
ratus of the United States. Concluding its review of the organization of the executive 
branch of the U.S. government in 1937, the "Brownlow Commission" argued that the 
president "needs help" for policymaking-more staff, better structures, and better 
management of those staffs and organizations (see Hess 1988). These recommenda
tions have led over time to the development and expansion of the "Executive Office 
of the President," a large staff that works for the president and vice-president to coor
dinate and plan policymaking. The Eberstadt report, issued in 1945, focused 
specifically on the problem of foreign policy coordination and recommended the 
establishment of a "national security council" to facilitate such coordination (see 
Jackson 1965). Former President Hoover directed two commissions (1949 and 1955) 
that examined the organization of the executive branch of the u.S. government and 
the policymaking needs and functions of that branch (see Jackson 1965). And in 
196J the "Jackson Subcommittee" in the U.S. Senate examined the organization of 
the executive branch and, like the earlier Eberstadt report, focused attention on the 
way the National Security Council is organized for policymaking (Jackson 1965; cf. 



Hunter 1988; P~ados 1991). Finally, the Report of the Commission 011 the Organization 
of Government jor the Conduct of Foreign Policy (1975) explored the organization and 
admlI1lstratlOn of foreign policy. As 1 stated earlier, these studies have largely sought 
to descnbe and examl11e the structures of foreign policymaking and to recommend 
how to reorganize these units. 

~oreign. policy research has also examined American presidents' management 
of foreign pohcy bureauc.racies, such as Hilsman's discussion of foreign policymaking 
wlthm the Kennedy admmlstratlon (1967) and the studies by Destler (1972), Destler, 
Celb, and Lake (1984), and Allison and Szanton (1976) of the u.s. foreign policy 
bureaucracy (cf. Barnet 1971; McCamy 1964). Research in this tradition has been 
largely ~escrip~ive (and sometimes critical) of the organization and management of 
the foreign pohcy bureaucracy by particular presidents, and has focused on the diffi
culties that leaders face in trying to manage foreign policy bureaucracies. 

Advisory Structures and Studying Crises 

Case studies of crises and biographies and autobiographies provide a wealth of 
descriptive information about decision-making groups. The recent memoirs of 
McGeorge Bundy (1988), Clark Clifford (1991), and Paul Nitze (1989), for example, 
reflect on the activities of presidents' advisers across a variety of foreign policy issues. 
Case studies such as Quandt's (1977, 1993) studies of U.S. policymaking in the 
Middle East provide grist for our theoretical mills. Unfortunately, case studies are 
rarely written with the expressed purpose of trying to extract lessons about the rela
tionship between d~cisionstructures and decision-making processes during crises. 
Nor have many foreign pohcy analysts tried to return to case studies and extract from 
them general lessons about the relationship between structure and process. 

A substantial amount of attention in the social science literature also has been 
given to the structure and organization of advisory groups in policymaking, such as 
Cronm and Greenberg's (1969) review of the U.S. advisory system (cf. Herken 1992' 
Schilling 1962; Sickels ~ 974). Kernell and Popkin (I986) focus on the changin~ 
na~ure of preSidents' chiefs of staff, noting the increasingly important role of the 
chief o~ staff to the president as a manager of (one who structures) policymaking (cf. 
Benvel1lste 1977; Burke 1984; George 1980b; Meltsner 1990; Plowden 1987). In his 
study of advisory structures to U.S. presidents, Barrett (1988) draws on data from 
appointment logs and other sources to discuss the important role of President 
Johnson's advisers in the execution of the Vietnam War. From this evidence he con
tests the argument that Lyndon Johnson was a victim of groupthink or that he acted 
nearly alone in r.unning the Vietnam War, showing, rather, the broad spectrum of 
adVisers and adVice that Lyndon Johnson received about U.S. policy in Vietnam (cf. 
Best 1988a, 1988b; Best and DesRoches 1991). Moens (1991) investigates the role of 
Carter's advisers leading up to and following the fall of Iran's Shah. And in a recent 
review of the literature on "advising," Hult (1993) argues that future research in this 
area should focus on the "networks" of advisers that are at work during different 
types of ,rohcymaking (e.g., domestic policy, foreign policy, crises) so that stronger 
proposltlons about the role of advisers may be derived. 

. Research has also sought to understand how U.S. presidents have organized the 
White House for policymaking and have begun to explore the possible effects of 
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those structures on policymaking. In Organizing the Presidency (1988), Hess tracks 
the ways that modern U.S. presidents have structured White House operations. 
Besides describing the organizational styles of each administration, Hess discusses 
how presidents "learn" from the perceived organizational mistakes of each former 
president in an effort to fine-tune the structure of policymaking. For example, John 
F. Kennedy perceived problems in policymaking due to President Eisenhower's for
malistic and hierarchical policymaking structures, so President Kennedy designed a 
less-structured, collegial organization for policymaking, which created its own diffi
culties (1988, 74-87). 

Burke and Greenstein (1989) examine the importance of advisory groups as 
well as presidential personality and the political environment during two cases of 
American decision making about Vietnam-Eisenhower in 1954 and Johnson in 
1964-65. They seek to explain why two presidents who were faced with very similar 
problems responded in such very different ways. Their analysis indicates that the way 
presidents organize advisory groups may have an important impact on the process of 
decision making, but that the individual president's style and the political climate 
also affect the process of decision making. 

Johnson explores how a president "manage[s] a team of men to provide him 
with information, staff out his alternatives, and otherwise extend his reach" (1974, 
xxii) so that the president can be successful at leadership and policymaking. Johnson 
focuses on how the White House is organized for general policymaking,l identifying 
three generic models of organization that presidents have used-a formalistic, a 
competitive, and a collegial model of decision making. The formalistic model is char
acterized by an orderly policymaking structure that seeks to benefit from diverse 
perspectives but also discourages open conflict. The competitive model encourages 
conflicting points of view but can become disorderly and fail to provide clear, concise 
advice to the president. The collegial model attempts to provide structure and dis
courage conflict, though it may lead to an overloaded foreign policy agenda and its 
maintenance may exact a price as well (cf. George 1980b; Hermann and Preston 
1994; Orbovich and Molnar 1992; Pika 1988). 

The reader should note that many of the studies mentioned here suggest that a 
link exists between structure, process, and policy performance; that is, they assume a 
relationship to exist between sound organizational structures and sound policymak
ing and policy. What they have largely failed to do, however, is to explicate the links 
between foreign policy structures, policymaking processes, and policy outputs in 
ways that would allow us to draw even contingent generalizations about the relation
ships between these variables. For example, what lessons might we draw about the 
role and impact of advising more generally from the research that examines 
President Johnson's advisory system? We seem to know a lot, continuing the exam
ple, about Johnson and his advisers. But we still have not learned much in a more 
general way about how leaders might structure an advisory process for decision mak
ing and with what effects. 

What we do know about how presidents structure advisory groups and with 
what effects we still draw largely from the work of Richard Johnson (1974) and 
Alexander George (1980b). Indeed, it is in George's study of foreign policymaking 
that one can find perhaps the clearest attempt to discuss how modern U.s. presidents 
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s~ructure advisory networks and the resulting impact on information processing. 
1 here have been some recent attempts to refine the (formalistic, competitive, and 
collegIal) models that Johnson and George both use in their studies (cf. Crabb and 
Mulcahy 1986; Hermann and Preston 1994; Orbovich and Molnar 1992; Pika 1988), 
but little empirical research on this topic that lends new insights. 

Furlhermore, much of the research mentioned here has focused on routine 
foreign policymaking, not on crisis decision making. Indeed, the applicability of this 
research for understanding the relationship between structure and process in crises is 
extremely limited. There is a perception by many in the field that crises are funda
mentalI.y diffe.rent. from routine events. Crises are situations characterized by the 
perceptIOns of deCISIOn makers of (1) a serious threat to national values or interests 
that may come about as (2) a surprise with (3) relatively little time to respond (see 
Hermann 1972). Crises are situations that include a high likelihood that force will be 
used (see Brecher 1978). During these situations, the dominant disciplinary view 
seems to suggest, decision making is controlled by a few elite leaders and is highly 
personal, driven by individual perceptions of the situation. 2 Structure may cease to 
be Important during these situations as personalities increase in significance in the 
policymaking process. 

I suggest that this view is inadequate and misses important components of 
decision making during crises. If crises heighten the importance of a small group of 
leaders-the "ultimate decision unit" (see Hermann, Hermann, and Hagan 1987; 
Hermann and Hermann 1989)-as evidence overwhelmingly suggests they do, then 
the structure and organization of that group ought to continue to have an impact on 
the way decision making proceeds within those groups during crises. Indeed, if the 
preceding research is correct in assuming that structure matters, and that the group 
of top leaders takes on special importance during crises, I would suggest that struc
ture not only still matters during crises-it is a vital component of decision making 
during crises. 

There are some examples of research that try to make the connection between 
structure and process in foreign policymaking and focus on crises. One such example 
is the "~)Ureaucratic politics" approach that is discussed in Brian Ripley's essay (chap
ter 6) 111 thIS volume (Allison 1971; Allison and Halperin 1972; Halperin 1974). 
Research in this area has focused on how organizational structures and bureaucratic 
games shape the policymaking process and direct policy outputs or outcomes. 
Allison (1971) examines these components in American decision making during the 
~cto~er 1962 Cuban missile crisis. For example, Allison demonstrates that the orga
l1lzatlOnal procedures of the navy dictated how the naval blockade of Cuba would 
proceed, and how these routines had to be overcome by the president when the 
navy's procedures were seen as counterproductive to Kennedy's political effort in the 
crisis. 

Research within this tradition has extended Allison's method of analysis to dif
ferent decisions and different national settings, though much of the research within 
this paradigm has studied noncrisis decisions. Applications include Greenwood's 
(1975) study of the American decision to use the Multiple Independently-targetable 
Reentry Vehicle (MIRV) missile technology in its nuclear arsenal, Maoz's (1981) 
study of the Israeli raid on the Entebbe, Uganda, airport to rescue hostages that had 

been seized from a hijacked plane, and Vandenbroucke's (1984) study of the 1961 
failure at the Bay of Pigs. Levy (1986) explores how organizational routines may con
tribute to the onset of war. Sigal (1970) uses the perspective to study the Formosa 
Straits crisis, and Vertzberger (1990) explores the importance of organizational rou
tines in developing countries. Dawisha (1980) discusses the appropriateness and 
problems of applications of this approach to the Soviet context. Weil (1975) applies 
the paradigm to decision making in North Vietnam during the war in Vietnam, and 
Kasza (1987) studies policymaking in Japan, Peru, and Egypt with this approach. 3 

Research on foreign policy structures that points to issues of process has 
emerged from other quarters as well. In a study that attempts to apply "economic" 
decision theory to the issues of how structure and process are interrelated in foreign 
policy, Maoz (1990) discusses the ways that group settings are ripe for manipulation, 
and explores the implications of this for policy formulation. Maoz draws on earlier 
work, such as Arrow's theorem of voting, that argues there is not necessarily a 
straightforward way to translate preferences into outcomes in a group setting. 
Research in this tradition shows that no decision rule exists for group settings when 
more than two options are being considered so that individual preferences can be 
"added up" in a fair and impartial way. The order of debate and voting is critically 
linked to the decision that is reached. Thus, Maoz attempts to draw attention to the 
important role played by institutions, decision rules, agendas, as well as individual 
preferences, in this translation process in foreign policy settings and the potential for 
the manipulation of them by skilled leaders (cf. Haney, Herzberg, and Wilson 1992). 

There has also been some attention to what have come to be called "advocacy" 
models in the study of policymaking. In a prescriptive article Alexander George pre
sents a view of how leaders of complex organizations can rely on "multiple advocacy" 
rather than on centralized management for policymaking. This policymaking struc
ture "requires management to create the basis for structured, balanced debate among 
policy advocates drawn from different parts of the organization" (George 1972, 751). 
These structures would permit adversarial proceedings or provide for the role of a 
"devil's advocate" whose job it would be to question others and argue in favor of 

unpopular viewpoints. 
In a more recent and extended treatment Schwenk (1988) elaborates on ways 

that policymaking structures can be established within complex organizations, such as 
foreign policy organizations, so as to improve the quality of the processes of policy
making. The goal of these advocacy frameworks is to develop a set of structures that 
will allow for a thorough performance of the tasks of decision making and problem 
solving. The underlying assumption of these models is that some structures are more 
likely to lead to effective decision making than are others. In other words, they 
assume that structure does affect process in policymaking and that some structures 
are better suited for the tasks of policymaking than others. This research clearly has 
implications for crisis decision making, but the exact nature of those implications 
remains somewhat unclear as foreign policy crises have not been the subject of much 

"advocacy" research. 
Another line of inquiry that examines the potential relationship between deci-

sion structures and the processes of policymaking is the research on "decision units" 
and their impact on foreign policy behavior (Hermann, Hermann, and Hagan 1987; 
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Hermann and Hermann 1989). Charles Hermann proposes that changes in decision 
structure should have an efIect on the decision process, which in turn should have an 
effect on foreign policy behavior (1978, 71). The research strategy employed in this 
perspective seeks to discover the impact of different "decision units" on foreign pol
icy behavior (Hermann, Hermann, and Hagan 1987). Specifically, research has 
focused on how different decision units can lead to different types of foreign policy 
behavior, such as how prone each unit is to use force. Theoretical research has 
focused on the impact of three different types of ultimate decision units: "predomi
nant leaders," "multiple autonOinous actors," and "small groups" (Hennann, 
Hermann, and Hagan 1987). Empirical support for the theoretical propositions 
about the different effects of these decision units has been fairly high (see Hermann 
and Hermann 1989; Kaarbo, Beasley, and Hermann 1990). Note that the decision 
unit literature has focused on how different ultimate decision units may be related to 
different types of policy, not on how different units may perform the process of poli
cymaking differently. 

One notable example of research that looks to the management of policymak
ing structures during crises, and the implications of that management for 
decision-making processes, is Janis's Crucial Decisions (1989). Janis tries to develop 
an understanding of how the management of a policymaking group can eliminate 
"avoidable errors" in decision making. His goal is to examine management strategies 
that may lead to "vigilant problem solving." While much of Janis's book examines 
procedures (and thus may fit better in the discussion of process that follows), in his 
concluding chapter he presents a number of propositions about how leaders can 
manage or structure the process of decision making so as to make it more effective. 

These efforts to study structure may provide a framework that can allow 
researchers to examine how the business of policymaking-the gathering and pro
cessing of information, providing advice, and performing analysis-proceeds under 
different management structures during crises. In particular, the three generic mod
els used by Johnson (1974) and George (l980b) may provide a theoretical starting 
point for exploring the decision-making structures that leaders configure for policy
making and how these structures affect the tasks of decision making. Such an 
analysis could allow for hybrid models to be explored and could provide a way to 
start to examine how structure and process are interrelated during crisis situations. 
In order to better conceptualize what it is that structures may be affecting, we should 
examine research that has focused on the processes by which decisions are made, 
especially research on crisis decision-making processes. 

• Foreign Policy Processes 

In this context, the term process refers to the steps or tasks performed by a group that 
lead to a decision or policy choice being made, such as conceptualizing goals and 
objectives, searching for information, and developing contingency plans. Anderson 
has argued that "at least a few individuals should focus on developing theories which 
describe the process of policy making in foreign affairs" (1987, 285). His research on 
"process theory" suggests that policymaking in organizational settings involves decid
ing among many policy alternatives, relatively few of which are mutually inconsistent, 
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"that are proposed and then simply ignored. They die for what amounts to the lack 
of a seconding motion" (1987, 297). The picture of process that Anderson presents is 
one of a loosely coordinated activity that involves a search for goals as much as It 
does a search for alternatives (1987,290; cf. 1983). Anderson (1987) concludes that 
more attention to the decision-making process that occurs in group settings is 

required. 
One tactic for studying the process of policymaking has been the in-depth case 

study. The goal here is to examine the details of a historical case and from that atten
tion to detail extract lessons about how the process of policymaking works. 
Comparative case study designs may be employed as well that seek to "trace" the 
process of decision making and compare it from one case to another (see George 
1979a; George and McKeown 1985). Examples of this approach include the compar
ative research by George and Smoke (1974) on deterrence cases in American foreign 
policy; by George, Hall, and Simons (1971) on American atternpts to use. "coer~ive 
diplomacy" as an instrument of foreign policy; and the studIes of IsraelI declSlon 
making during the 1967 and 1973 wars by Brecher (1980) and Wagner (197~). Other 
research on the process of policymaking has also looked to cases as an aId to the 
process of theory building. Brecher's research on crisis decision making, for example, 
focuses on how the process of decision making unfolds during different phases, or 
"periods," of a crisis as part of the International Crisis Behavior Project (ICB): the 
pre-crisis period, the crisis period, and the post-crisis period (sec, e.g., Brecher 1980; 

Dowty 1984; cf. Brecher and Wilkenfeld 1989). . . .. 
Probably the most well-known study of the process of deCISIOn makll1g IS 

Janis's Groupthink (1982). Janis was motivated to explain performance failures, such 
as the American fiasco at the Bay of Pigs, by examining the internal dynamics or 
group processes that lead ultimately to group decisions. "Groupthink" is when indi
viduals within "cohesive" groups seek unanimity or concurrence to such an extent 
that they cease to vigilantly perform the tasks of decision making. Janis hypothesized 
that the presence of groupthink during the process of decision making might I~ad. to 
performance or policy failures. As a psychological phenomenon that occurs. Il1SI~e 
human beings, however, groupthink cannot be directly observed. To cope With thiS 
problem, Janis argued that groupthink produces behavioral consequenc~s or. symp
toms that can be observed. These symptoms include, for example, IllUSIOns of 
invulnerability of the group, stereotyping of "outgroups," and self-appointed "mind-

guards" who protect the unanimity of the group from dissent. .. . 
Janis proposed that the presence of groupthink made It less hkely that deCI

sion-making groups would perform thoroughly the tasks of decision making; or, in 
other words, that groupthink made it likely that the decision-making process would 
include several malfunctions. These malfunctions include: 

1. the failure to survey objectives; 

2. the failure to survey alternatives; 

3. the failure to examine risks of the preferred choice; 

4. the failure to reappraise initially rejected alternatives; 

5. the failure to search for information; 
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6. a bias in processing information; and 

7. the failure to work out contingency plans (Janis 1982, 175) 

Janis proposed that these procedural malfunctions, caused by groupthink, might lead 
to policy failures. 

Problems with groupthink have been discussed in a variety of places (e.g., 
Longley and Pruitt 1980; Ripley 1988; Whyte 1989). One of the central problems 
revolves around the issue of group cohesion, which Janis sees as detrimental to effec
tive decision making. What constitutes a "cohesive group"? Making an objective 
determination about this is difficult. For how long must a group be "cohesive" for the 
seeds of groupthink to take root? This too is unclear. And why might the same group 
of people who were victims of group think at one point (e.g., the Bay of Pigs) not be 
victims of it during the deliberations over other issues, even those considered at the 
same time as the process leading to the fiasco? 

There may be serious empirical problems with the groupthink hypothesis as 
well. If cases exist where groupthink was not present but the decision-making mal
functions were, then groupthink may not be a "necessary condition" for the 
emergence of decision-making malfunctions. And if cases exist where groupthink is 
present but the decision making process is carried out in a thorough way,4 this would 
suggest that groupthink is not a "sufficient condition" for the emergence of decision
making malfunctions either. If groupthink is neither a necessary nor a sufficient 
condition for the presence of decision-making malfunctions, then the nature of the 
causal relationship between them would be quite unclear, though this is an empirical 
question to which we currently have no real answer. 

Finally, there is the problem with determining what is a policy "failure." I know 
of no completely objective criteria by which to determine whether or not a policy 
was a "success" or a "failure." Analysts may hold the outcome "up against" the stated 
objectives of a policy to try to determine this (see, e.g., Herek, Janis, and Huth 1987). 
Experts may argue about whether a policy was a success or a failure based upon their 
subjective standards and intuition. And analysts can be clear and explicit about 
assigning such a value to a policy outcome. Nevertheless, the problem of valuing an 
outcome remains. What looks like a failure to some can look like a success to others. 
For example, Eisenhower's policy of not supporting the move by Britain, France, and 
Israel against Egypt after Nasser nationalized the Suez Canal in 1956 might be seen as 
a triumph of Eisenhower's anticolonialism or as a failure by Eisenhower to support 
his allies in their effort against an emerging rival. 

In a manner similar to Janis, George (1980b) argues that there are several criti
cal procedural tasks in effective decision making. He argues that decision-making 
groups must ensure that sufficient information about the situation at hand is 
obtained and analyzed so that it provides pclicymakers with an incisive and valid 
diagnosis of the problem. They must facilitate consideration of all the major values 
and interests affected by the policy issue at hand. They must assure a search for a rel
atively wide range of options and a reasonably thorough evaluation of the expected 
consequences of each option. They must provide for careful consideration of the 
problems that may arise in implementing the options under consideration. And 
finally, George asserts that they must remain receptive to indications that current 
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policies are not working out well, and cultivate the ability to learn from experience 
(l980b, 10). 

Drawing on this concept of decision making, George identifies nine common 
malfnnctions of an advisory process. These include, for example, when the president 
and advisers agree too readily on the nature of the problem facing them and on a 
response to it; when advisers and advocates take different positions and debate them 
before the president but their disagreements do not cover the full range of relevant 
hypotheses and alternative options; when advisers thrash out their own disagree
ments over policy without the president's Imowledge and confront the president with 
a unanimous recommendation; and when the president is impressed by the consen
sus among the advisers but fails to ascertain how firm the consensus is, how it was 
achieved, and whether it was justified (George 1980b, 122-32). 

The approaches of Janis and George are quite similar. George's list is not as 
abstract as Janis's, as George focuses more specifically on U.S. presidents and their 
advisers, but it incorporates the same conception of decision-making tasks. Indeed, 
one could extract the generic form of the basic tasks of decision making (the basic 
processes that must be performed), such as surveying objectives and alternatives, 
searching for information, assimilating new information, making implementation 
and contingency plans, and so forth. The Janis and George approaches also share a 
concentration on decision-making malfunctions. That is, both Janis and George are 
preoccupied with impediments to effective decision making; they focus dispropor
tionate attention on what goes wrong in decision making. While sharing Janis's and 
George's conceptions of decision making as a series of tasks that groups must per
form, and accepting as valid their lists of basic decision-making tasks, I part company 
with them on their emphasis on malfunctions. If theory about decision-making 
processes is to be built, it must be built upon a foundation of theoretical and empiri
cal knowledge that addresses what goes right and wrong in organizational decision 
making, and then focus more closely on how process may be related to structures 
and outcomes. 

In an effort to build upon Janis's earlier work on groupthink and on the research 
on decision making by Janis and Mann (1977), Herek, Janis, and Huth (1987) use a 
case survey methodology to try to study the relationship between decision-making 
process and crisis outcomes in American foreign policy (d. Williamson 1979). They 
draw upon multiple case studies of each of nineteen crisis decision-making instances 
and attempt to "code" whether the malfunctions in decision making described by 
Janis are present or absent in each crisis. They also have each crisis examined by a 
specialist to determine whether or not the crisis outcome was a success or a failure 
for U.S. foreign policy. Finally, Herek and his colleagues examine whether a relation
ship can be seen to exist between those crises with "high-quality" decision-making 
processes (those with few or no malfunctions present) and successful outcomes, and 
those with "low-quality" processes (many malfunctions present) and failed 
outcom.es. 5 

I'his study merits much attention. First, Herek, Janis, and Huth find support 
for the notion that the quality of the process of decision making is related to the 
quality of the outcome, or resolution, of a crisis. They also find that some malfunc
tions (e.g., failure to reconsider rejected alternatives) occur more regularly than do 
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others (e.g., failure to search for information). They pursue these empirical findings 
with the aid of the case survey method, essentially using case studies as "data sets" 
that can be scrutinized and from which additional information can be extracted. 
Multiple case studies of each crisis are used so as to obtain as full a picture as possible 
of the decision~making process. Finally, Herek, Janis, and Huth use thresholds to 
determine the presence or absence of a decision~making malfunction. For example, if 
the malfunction appears only once, it was perhaps not significant. If, however, it 
appears three or four times, Herek et al. conclude that there was a significant pres~ 
ence of the malfunction in that instance of decision making. 

This combination of factors presents a noteworthy approach to the study of 
process. Researchers can study process by indicating the decision~making tasks that 
are to be studied and then establishing reasonable thresholds that cover a range of 
task performance (this range need not be reserved only for malfunctions but could 
be extended to cover a full variety of functional as well as malfunctional task perfor~ 
mance). The performance of these tasks can be observed in case study accounts of 
decision making. Not only could process be related to outcome in such a study, as in 
Herek, Janis, and Huth (1987), but process could also be related to advisory struc~ 
tures in an effort to ascertain how different advisory configurations tend to perform 
the tasks of decision making. 

While research on organizational structures has given relatively little attention 
to crises, research on process has focused a large amount of scholarly attention on 
crisis situations (see Holsti 1979, 1989). There are many examples of case studies of 
"routine," non crisis policymaking processes, such as Art's study of the TFX aircraft 
(1968) and Greenwood's analysis of the decision to use MIRV technology on 
American nuclear missiles (1975). However, efforts to build empirically derived the~ 
ory about policymaking processes, rather than descriptions of particular processes, 
have tended to focus on decision making during crises rather than on routine policy~ 
making. Still, process theory does not receive the attention that Anderson (1987) 
encourages in the study of either crises or noncrises. Nor does the process literature 
tend to look explicitly to structures and institutions as causal influences on process 
behavior, even though there have been many calls for foreign policy analysts to take 
the "group" in group decision making more seriously (Gaenslen 1992, 189). 
Alexander George argues that "information processing will be affected ... by the struc~ 
ture, internal processes, and management of [decision making] groups and 
relationships" (George 1980b, 82). I could not agree more, and I propose that what is 
needed to help foreign policy analysts bridge the gap between the study of structure 
on the one hand and the study of process on the other is a conceptualization of poli~ 
tics and decision making that indicates how these issues may be interrelated. I 
suggest that an institutional perspective may provide one such lens. 

• Bridging Studies of Structure and Process: An Institutional Approach 

That foreign policy analysis has largely not developed conceptualizations of, and per~ 
formed a body of empirical research that focuses on, the relationship between 
structure and process is perhaps ironic since within political science and related dis~ 
ciplines like sociology and economics increasing attention is being paid to structure 
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and process within the area of overlap between organization theory, institutional the~ 
ory, and political and social choice (Bacharach 1989; DiMaggio and Powell 1991; 
Feldman 1993; March and Olsen 1989; Palumbo 1975; Rainey 1984). Within this 
common ground can be found a renewed emphasis on institutions within political 
science, economics, law, and public management. 

The philosophy that ties these approaches together is the proposition that to 
understand political decision making it is vital to understand the impact that institu~ 
tional structures, socialization, norms, expectations, rules, and selection mechanisms 
have on individual decision makers and thus the process of policymaking; to under~ 
stand "how social choices are shaped, mediated, and channeled by institutional 
arrangements" (DiMaggio and Powell 1991, 2). Within political science, research 
from an institutional perspective has largely focused on the institutions of govern~ 
ment (such as studies of the U.S. Congress) and on international regimes within 
international relations. As I point out later in this chapter, I would argue that foreign 
policy analysts can draw upon this vision of politics as well. 

Definitions of what constitutes an "institution" abound. March and Olsen, for 
example, define political institutions as "collections of interrelated rules and routines 
that define appropriate actions in terms of relations between roles and situations" 
(1989, 160). Young defines them as "recognized practices consisting of easily identifi~ 
able roles coupled with collections of rules or conventions governing relations 
among occupants of these roles" (1986, 107). Keohane argues that the term "institu~ 
tion" may refer to "a general pattern or categorization of activity or to a particular 
human~constructed arrangement, formally or informally organized, that persists 
over time" (1988, 383). In an excellent treatment, Kiser and Ostrom state that organi~ 
zations are composites of participants following rules governing activities and 
transactions to realize particular outputs (1982, 193). Rules are institutional arrange~ 
ments. Ostrom defines rules as potentially linguistic entities that refer to 
prescriptions commonly known and used by a set of participants to order repetitive, 
interdependent relationships. They specify what actions are required, prohibited, 
and/or permitted (1986,5). 

In summary, political institutions are sets of rules, constructed by men and 
women, that set the context for political action. "Institutional structures refer both to 
the organizational characteristics of groups and to the rules and norms that guide the 
relationships between actors" (Ikenberry 1988,223). This conception of an institu~ 
tion can be especially useful to foreign policy analysts because it focuses on both the 
formal and informal structures used in decision making-an integral part of political 
decision making. It concentrates attention on the "rules in use" in a decision situa~ 
tion, the rules and norms that are known by members of the group, even if they 
remain unstated. The existence of the rules of the institution can be inferred from 
the behavior of members of the institution. 

Research by those who share an "institutional perspective" is diverse, and views 
on what institutions are and how they affect policymaking vary widely. Two charac~ 
teristics are central to an institutional perspective. First, this approach emphasizes the 
derivative character of individual behavior. It focuses on how individual action is 
shaped by institutional settings. This perspective stresses that preferences are not 
exogenously determined; rather, they are developed through involvement in political 
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activity that is structured by institutional arrangements. Second, in order to be an 
~nstitution, a set of roles, rules, or behavioral patterns must persist. It is through an 
Iterative process that institutions affect individuals and thus political life. 

The most basic feature of an institutional argument, according to Krasner, is 
that prior i~stitutional choices limit future options: "First, capabilities and prefer
ences, that IS: the very nature of the actors, cannot be understood except as part of 
some lar?er .ms~ltutlOnal framework. Second, the possible options available at any 
given pomt m time are constrained by available institutional capabilities and these 
capablhtles are themselves a product of choices made during some earlier period" 
(1988,72). 

Keohane extends this argument by noting that "institutions do not merely 
reflect the preferences and power of units constituting them; the institutions them
~el~es shape th?se preferences and that power" (1988, 382). He argues that 
ll1StJtut.lOns mediate the types of action that will emerge from a process. If political 
actIOn IS to be the object of study, then the links that exist between observable behav
iors and identifiable institutional settings must be explored. 

. Views on what institutions "do" vary as well. March and Olsen argue that insti
tutIOns affect the t10w of political life. They take as their hasic assumption the notion 
that the organization of political life matters, that institutions "define the framework 
:-vithin which politics takes place" (1989, 18). In a precursor to the new emphasis on 
mstltutlOns, March and Simon argue that the organizational environment in which a 
decision ~aker functions "cletermines what consequences he will anticipate, what 
ones he will not; what alternatives he will consider, what ones he will ignore" (1958, 
139.). They argue that these institutional factors cannot be treated as unexplained 
vanables but must he subject to examination themselves if we wish to understand 
and explain decision making in groups. 

Ikenberry argues that institutional structures "serve to mediate the interests and 
capacities of individuals and groups" (1988, 243). He urges increased research effort 
on :~e nature of these "constraining and enabling circumstances" as they impact on 
pohtlC~1 processes. Krasner (1988), drawing on the insights of evolutionary hiology 
and ~plstemology (e.g., see Gould 1989; Mayr 1982), states that an institutional per
spect.lve regards enduring institutional structures as the building blocks of social and 
pohtlcal hfe. The preferences, capabilities, and basic self-identities of individuals are 
conditioned by these institutional structures; in this sense historical developments are 
path-depend.ent. Future decisions and actions, he argues, are constrained and guided 
by p~st deCISions and arrangements; institutional settings are the genesis ot future per
ceptIOns, preferel~ces, and political action. In summary, institutional configurations 
set .the co~text wlthm which individuals operate and decisions are made, an insight 
wh~ch Allison had but, as Ripley points out in his essay (chapter 6) in this volume, 
whICh analysts have not known quite what to do with since then; they give incentives 
and constramts to certain behaviors, and they produce behavioral effects. 

An Institutional Perspective in the Analysis of Foreign Policy Crises 

It is one t~i?g to suggest that the organization of a policymaking group might have 
an effec~; It IS another to be able to specify what type of effects foreign policy struc
tures might have on decision making. Snyder, Bruck, and Sapin (1962a), and other 
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first-generation analysts of foreign policy, had the right idea when they pointed to 
the potential importance of the organizational context of foreign policymaking. 
Modern institutional theory may provide a focus that foreign policy analysis has 
lacked. Building on the insights of the "new institutionalism;' foreign policy analysts 
interested in policymaking during crises should examine the processes or tasks of 
decision making and explore how these processes may be related to and perhaps gen
erated by the ways that leaders have tried to structure a decision-making group. 

Toward this end, studies of structure and process in crisis decision making 
might begin with the advisory structure models developed by Johnson (1974) and 
George (l980b) in order to further refine our understanding of the important 
dimensions of group structure that affect decision-making processes (ef. Crabb and 
Mulcahy 1986; Hermann and Preston 1994; Orbovich and Molnar 1992; Pika 1988). 
Such a study would examine the relationship between different policymaking struc
tures and the resultant decision-making behavior, and could be applied to instances 
of crisis decision making. The goal would be to trace the impact of advisory struc
tures on the performance of the tasks of decision making during crises. An example 
of this type of research is Haney's (1992) examination of the structures established 
by Presidents Eisenhower, Johnson, and Nixon during a variety of foreign policy 
crises and the decision-making processes performed by each group, in which he ana
lyzes the links between different organizational configurations and resulting 
decision-making processes. 

Foreign policy analysts may find it helpful in this endeavor to import concepts 
from the theory of "agency" in political science and economics. 6 The basic approach 
of agency theory is that a principal (the president) employs an agent or agents 
(advisers) to help perform a task (policymaking). However, the preferences and 
interests of the agent or agents are never in complete accord with those of the princi
pal. The issue then becomes how the principal controls the agents. Much attention in 
agency theory is paid to how systems of incentives and constraints can work for or 
against the interests of the principal. They are, in other words, issues of organiza
tional design and configuration. In studying group decision making, foreign policy 
analysts may well wish to borrow such an emphasis from agency theory to explore 
the relevant dimensions of organizational design that may have an int1uence on how 
members of policymaking groups perform their tasks of providing information, 
advice, analysis, and policy guidance. This emphasis is consistent with Hult's (1993) 
argument for a greater focus on "networks" in research. Such an effort would focus 
on the formal and informal networks of group members, how they are arranged, by 
whom, what incentives and constraints they are faced with, and what the effects of 
that structuring are on the process of decision making. 

The task ahead for foreign policy analysts working in this area is to develop a 
more sound base of theoretical and empirical knowledge about (1) the relationship 
between leaders' styles and the organizational strategies that fit those styles, and about 
(2) the important dimensions of organizations that make one structure different from 
another (e.g., centralization, monitoring). We also need (3) a more sound base of 
abstract theory about how different organizational configurations are related to the 
process of decision making, and (4) better empirical theory about how these links 
between structure and process work in practice. Following on this work, researchers 
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should (5) strive toward developing empirically derived and theoretically sound con
tingent generalizations about the nature of the relationships between structure and 
process in policymaking. Greater attention to (6) the link between process quality and 
the success or failure of policies, (i.e., outcomes) is also required. Each of these ques
tions can and should be explored for crisis and noncrisis cases with the goal of 
developing a better understanding of the relationships between decision-making 
structures, processes, and ultimately, policy outcomes. 

• Conclusion 

In The Institutional Presidency (1992) Burke argues that studies of the U.S. presidency 
need to begin to examine in more depth the nexus between the enduring institu
tional (structural) features of the presidency and the management strategies and 
styles of particular presidents, and the implications of each for the other. I argue that 
a similar bridging exercise is needed within foreign policy analysis for studies of crisis 
decision making. As I have reviewed here, there is a long tradition of research within 
universities and governments on the structures of policymaking, though this 
research has tended to focus on routine policymaking as opposed to crisis decision 
making. There is also a line of research on the processes by which policy is made, 
much of which has focused on policymaking processes during crises. What is needed 
now is an emphasis on explaining the roots of policymaking processes and exploring 
how these processes may be rooted in the structures within which decision making 
takes place. I have argued that an institutional perspective may help guide research in 
this area by highlighting the potential nature of the relationship between structure 
and process. 

What is required in this theory-building effort is a mix of theoretical research 
that attempts to come to terms with the important dimensions of institutional struc
ture that may affect decision-making processes during crises, and empirical studies of 
crisis decision making that track the relationship between structure and process. 
These empirical studies may take a variety of forms-single case studies, small com
parative studies that may utilize George's method of structured, focused comparison, 
or larger-N studies that use a case survey approach. Regardless of the particular 
approach, researchers need to reinvigorate group decision-making studies with an 
eye toward building theory that can accumulate over time. Having covered a vast 
amount of terrain in its first generation that included producing much information 
and knowledge about each issue of "structure" and "process" in policymaking, the 
field of foreign policy analysis should, in its second generation, try to fit these two 
pieces of the puzzle together in ways that further enhance our understanding of for
eign policy decision making . 
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• Notes 

1. See also Burke (1992), Campbell (1986), Crabb and Mulcahy (1986), Henderson 
(1988), Kessel (1983,1984), Light (1982), and Porter (1980). 

2. See the earlier essays in this volume by Shimko (chapter 5) and Rosati (chapter 4) for a 
discussion of individual-level approaches. 

3. For further discussions of bureaucratic policymaking, see Bendor (1988), Downs 
(1967), Moe (1989), and Tullock (1987). For comments on and criticisms of Allison's 
framework for inquiry, see Art (1973), Bendor and Hammond (1992), Caldwell (1977), 
Freedman (1976), Krasner (1971), Nathan and Oliver (1978), Perlmutter (1974), 
Steinbruner (1974), Steiner (1977), and Welch (1992). 

4. Note that this may be a logical impossibility given the nature of the symptoms of 
groupthink, which may suggest that a tautological problem exists as well. 

5. See also Welch's (1989) criticism of the Herek, Janis, and Huth treatment of the Cuban 
missile crisis cases, and the rebuttal by Herek, Janis, and Huth (1989); and Haney's 
(1994) largely confirming note on the Herek, Janis, and Huth process codings of five of 
their original nineteen cases. 

6. See, for example, Arrow 1985; Eisenhardt 1989a; Ferejohn 1987; Harris and Raviv 1978; 
Pratt and Zeckhauser 1985; Ross 1973; and Shull 1989. 
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Domestic Political Explanations 
in the Analysis of Foreign Policy 

Joe D. Hagan, '!\TEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY 

• Editors' Introduction 

In this chapter Joe Hagan provides a comprehensive overview of 
the linkages between domestic political dynamics and foreign pol
icy behavior. The reader will see that this chapter is considerably 
longer than other chapters in this book. a necessity given the var
ied literatures being brought together here. Hagan shares a similar 
focus with Haney in that both consider the role of institutions infor
eign policy behavior. Hagan explicitly considers d([ferent 
institutional responses to domestic political opposition. For exam
ple. do authoritarian and democratic regimes respond differently to 
their opponents? What are the foreign policy implications of those 
dijJerences? In this way Hagan links the governmental and societal 
levels of analysis. Hagan not only provides a thorough review of 
the literature on these questions. but also develops an analytical 
framework to account for domestic political influences on foreign 
policy behavior. 

In reading this chapter; consider the widely varied influences 
of domestic poliLicalfactors onforeign policy behavior. What contin
gencies are important in explaining these variations? Which 
domestic variables outweigh others when they compete? Hagan 
uses many examples to illustrate the effects of domestic political 
factors onforeign policy; can you think of others that illustrate the 
concepts introduced here? • 

At the heart of domestic political explanations of foreign policy is the idea that lead
ers engage in what Putnam (1988) calls "two-level games" or what Tsebelis (1990; 
also Starr 1991) refers to as "nested games." That is, in explaining government choices 
in foreign affairs, leaders are viewed as coping simultaneously with the pressures and 
constraints of their own domestic political systems as well as with those of the inter-
national environment. These games are not simply the decision-making dynamics 
discussed in previous chapters; of concern here is the broader array of autonomous 
political actors (e.g., factions, parties, and institutions) that influence the regime's 
daily governing authority and ultimately its long-term hold on office. This balancing 
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of domestic and international concerns in the foreign policy process is not an iso
lated, aberrant gam.e. Thus, much theoretical research has long argued that the 
internal political configurations of national governments broadly influence, or mod
ify, their involvement in international affairs. The importance of this insight goes well 
beyond foreign policy analysis. The implication is that international politics is driven 
not solely by systemic structures (as posited by realism) but also by the domestic 
political patterns of at least the major powers.! 

The purpose of this chapter is to explicate the general logic by which domestic 
political phenomena arc linked to foreign policy. In doing so it draws upon diverse 
areas of research on this topic that typically have been treated separately. These vari
ous core concepts, explanations, and demonstrated foreign policy effects provide the 
basis for arguing that the linkage between domestic politics and foreign policy is far 
more complex than portrayed by researchers pursuing their own agendas and inter
ests separately. As is discussed in the major portion of this chapter, the relationship is 
complex because leaders pursue dual domestic political games involving multiple 
arenas of opposition and, then, respond to that opposition with alternative strategies 
with divergent foreign policy effects. Furthermore, these games and strategies are 
pervasive across different types of political systems, although their impact on foreign 
policy is actually subtle in modifying how leaders respond to international pressures. 
The chapter closes with an overview of research strategies for incorporating various 
levels of opposition and contingencies into empirical, particularly cross-national, 
research on domestic politics and foreign policy. 

• Theoretical Research on Domestic Politics and Foreign Policy 

Even though it is often assumed that foreign policy in a dangerous world is, or at 
least should be, above a nation's internal squabbles, the general significance of 
domestic politics is a major theme in a wide variety of literatures. These areas of 
research include U.S. foreign policy, comparative foreign policy analysis, foreign pol
icy making in various specific non-U.S. settings, and recently the development of 
what Muller and Risse-Kappen (1993) call "cornplex models of international poli
tics." One goal of this chapter is to bring together the insights of these largely separate 
areas of research. In doing so, however, it should be kept in mind that none of the 
four is entirely cohesive. Rather, within each there are separate-if not competing
strands of theoretical logic and research. Juxtaposition of research themes within 
these four bodies of research, as well as among them, provides the basis for explicat
ing the theoretical logic linking domestic politics to foreign policy. 

u.s. Foreign Policy 

Political explanations have a long tradition in the study of U.S. foreign policy. The 
broad significance of domestic political constraints was acknowledged early on by 
prominent cold war realists such as George Kennan (1951) and Hans Morgenthau 
(1951), who worried that resurgent isolationism would undercut the country's com
mitment to an active global role in countering the communist threat. 2 Although 
a "cold war consensus" giving the president a relatively free hand in countering 
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communism emerged by the early 1950s, domestic politics remained a dominant 
concern in "national security" studies of the army-navy-air force rivalries over roles, 
missions, and budgets and related congressional-executive wrangling over military 
preparedness.3 Since the Vietnam War, however, domestic politics has been brought 
into U.S. foreign policy studies in more fundamental ways. First, with the collapse of 
the cold war consensus after Vietnam and the rise of global economic interdepen
dence, interest was revived in constraints emanating from broader political arenas. 
Presidents were now viewed as ensnared in a web of constraints imposed by an 
institutionally jealous Congress, by elite and mass public opinion that was both 
divided and skeptical, and by a "weak" state apparatus unable to manage the emerg
ing pressures of complex interdependence.4 Second, the theoretical rigor of the 
political logic within foreign policy analysis was enhanced by works on "bureau
cratic politics" by Allison (1969, 1971) and Halperin (1974), as well as by their 
critiques and the development of alternative models of the decision-making 
process. 5 Finally, primarily among historians such as John Lewis Gaddis (1972, 
1982), there has emerged a large body of "postrevisionist" research arguing that 
domestic politics intensified-not diminished-the hard-line, militant cold war 
policies of the administrations from Truman to Reagan. (, 

Comparative Foreign Policy 

Political explanations in this area have been emphasized since the field's inception in 
the mid-1960s with its call for, among other things, systematic and cross-national 
analyses of foreign policy. Political phenomena are a major component of Rosenau's 
(1966) long influential "pre-theory" framework. "Governmental" factors are one of 
his five general "sources" of foreign policy, and political system properties (account
ability and development) are two of the three national characteristics determining 
the relative importance of the source variables. Conceptualizations of a wider variety 
of political phenomena are more fully specified in the other major theoretical frame
works proposed by Brecher, Steinberg, and Stein (1969), the Interstate Behavioral 
Analysis Project (Wilkenfeld et a1. 1980), and the Comparative Research on the 
Events of Nations Project (East, Salmore, and Hermann 1978). Each of these frame
works in its own way focuses on three kinds of phenomena: political system structure 
(mainly "democratization"), various patterns of political opposition (e.g., regime 
constraints, linkage mechanisms), and certain shared attributes of the political lead
ership (e.g., shared images, elite profiles). However, empirical cross-national research 
has fallen far short of the ambitions of these theoretical frameworks. Most early 
cross-national studies were limited mainly to political system structure, comparing 
the foreign policy behavior of "open" and "closed" systems'? Far fewer studies 
attempt to capture the more subtle domestic political phenomena of opposition pat
terns and leader attributes. The one major exception is the extensive cross-national 
research into the most extreme manifestation of domestic political instability in the 
form of mass unrest: the "linkage" between domestic conflict and foreign conflict.s 

Only recent cross-national analyses examine the effects of more routine, organized 
political opposition within the "regime" as well as from other institutional arenas 
such as the military, legislature, regional actors, and ruling party factions. 9 
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The Politics of Foreign Policy in Non-U.S. Settings 

A third area of research consists largely of case studies by country specialists on for
eign policy making in various non-U.S. settings. Although initially disrnissed by 
comparative foreign policy researchers as atheoretical and unsystematic, by the 1980s 
this literature had become more analytic and now offers detailed insights into the 
precise nature of domestic politics and its influence on foreign policy.IO Emerging 
from this scattered literature is a common conclusion that fluid political constraints 
mayor may not exist in any type of political system. Domestic political influences are 
central to analyses of the foreign policy of the former Soviet Union. Empirical 
"kremlinological" accounts of politics in the Khrushchev and Brezhnev regimes, and 
especially case studies of Soviet military intervention, carefully document the actors 
and debates within the Kremlin as well as their precise impact on foreign policy 
action. 11 Political explanations also receive widespread attention in the Third World 
foreign policy literature, as an attempt to depart from idiosyncratic, "great man" 
explanations of foreign policies (Korany 1986a) and to capture the emerging array of 
actors and institutions in many of the Third World's political systems. 12 Finally, 
political influences are emphasized in studies of the Western democracies, most 
extensively in the case of Japan's factionalized Liberal Democratic Party as well as in 
coalition governments in a variety of European democracies. 13 That democracies 
should face opposition is not surprising; what is interesting here is that the level of 
political constraints, as well as the magnitude of their foreign policy effects, varies 
substantially among democracies. In fact, taken together, these studies of authoritar
ian, Third World, and Western democratic systems suggest that it is difficult to 
generalize about any type of political system and suggest that political effects vary 
across different issues, situations, and leaders (Hagan 1993, chap. 2). 

Domestic Politics and "Complex Models of International Politics"14 

Most recently, there has beeJl a surge of interest in domestic politics as a supplement 
to "systemic" explanations in the broader international relations literature-for 
example, neorealism (Waltz 1979), complex interdependence and cooperation (e.g., 
Keohane and Nye 1977; Keohane 1984), and global change (Gilpin 1981).15 Across 
these topics is a common conclusion: that nations with differeJlt domestic political 
arr3ngenlents respond to the constraints of international systemic arrangements 
with different foreign policy strategies. Research concerned with managing complex 
interdependence shows that different nations respond to common international eco
nomic crises in different ways, which can be traced to domestic coalitions, 
institutional arrangements, and particularly the strength of the state vis it vis societal 
actors (e.g., Gourevitch 1986; Katzenstein 1976 ).16 Theoretical frameworks also 
emphasize domestic politics in explaining foreign policy "restructuring" as a response 
to global change, recognizing that political factors may constrain, prevent, change, or 
even facilitate foreign policy change (K. Holsti 1982; Goldmann 1988; Hermann 
1990).17 It is, however, the research into the origins of war that has most extensively 
incorporated domestic political phenomena. Much of this literature examines the 
"war proneness" of democratic and authoritarian systems, arguing that democracies 
are less likely to initiate war and to fight each other because they select more moder-
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ate leaders and/or because their leaders face greater domestic constraints (e.g., Bueno 
de Mesquita and Lalman 1992; Doyle 1986; Lake 1992; Russett 1993b).IS Equally 
important, although seemingly inconsistent, is research explaining war proneness in 
terms of more fluid (i.e., nonstructural) political dynamics that may occur in anv 
type of political regime. It shows that domestic political pressures for aggressive and 
militant foreign policies are found in both democratic and authoritarian systems 
(e.g., Lamborn 1991; Levy 1988, 1989; Rosecrance and Stein 1993; Snyder 1991). 
Authoritarian regimes are not the only ones capable of producing lead~rs who have a 
hard-line, bellicose orientation to world affairs (Vasquez 1992).19 

.. The Logic of Domestic Political Explanations of Foreign Policy 

The task of this section is to explicate how domestic politics influences foreign policy, 
and to do so in a way that is well grounded in the theoretical and empirical research. 
When one examines the literature mentioned in the previous section, it quickly 
becomes apparent that this is not a simple task. There is no single political perspec
tive used to explain foreign policy. Rather, explanations vary not only in terms of 
what aspect of foreign policy is to be explained but also with respect to the relevant 
political arenas and tasks, the alternative political strategies used by leaders to cope 
with domestic constraints, and the significance of political system structure on for
eign policy making. The existing literature offers not a comprehensive theory but 
rather different pieces of the linkage between domestic politics and foreign policv. 
The intent here is not to argue in favor of one particular perspective. Rather, my 
strategy is to attempt a broad synthesis by treating the various themes in the litera
ture as complementary within a broader framework. 

All that follows is rooted in the basic notion that foreign policy makers simul
taneously cope with the pressures of domestic and international aft~'lirs (Putnam 
1988; Tsebelis 1990). T elaborate upon the character of these "nested" and "two-level" 
games by arguing that they are inherently complex in the following ways. First, politi
cal leaders as foreign policy makers cope with dual domestic political imperatives 
involving opposition in multiple arenas. Second, the effect of domestic politics is COr/

tingent UpOI1 leaders' choices of alternative political strategies that, in turn, have sharply 
divergent effects on foreign policy. Third, these dual games and alternative strategies 
are pervasive across the difJerent types of political systems and are not limited to estab
lished democracies. Finally, these games and strategies have subtle efJects 011 foreign 
policy; they condition how leaders respond to international pressures but, except in 
extreme circumstances, are not the sole, or even primary, determinant of foreign pol·· 
icy. This exercise provides the reader with an image of the overall logic of domestic 
political explanations of foreign policy. Its implication is that any general conception 
of that relationship must incorporate the complexity inherent in the gaInes and 
strategies in various national settings. 

Dual Domestic Political Games and Multiple Arenas of Opposition 

As noted, domestic political explanations of foreign policy rest on the idea that deci
sion makers must simultaneously contend with the pressures of international affairs 
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and domestic politics. What is striking is that different literatures characterize these 
games in different ways. At one extreme, domestic politics is pictured as the clash of 
particularistic interests within the well-structured institutional environment of 
national governments. Take as two examples the intense battles after World War II 
among the u.s. Navy, Army, and Air Force over defense budgets or certain weapons 
systems and similar struggles within the "iron triangle" of interest groups, congres
sional committees, and executive agencies over trade tariffs. At the other extreme are 
accounts of severe domestic crises in which national leaders aggressively manipulate 
foreign policy in order to save themselves from being overthrown by domestic oppo
nents. As in the cases of Austria-Hungary, Germany, and Russia before World War II, 
leaders facing widespread unrest at home used foreign policy as a device for ensuring 
their personal survival and for preserving the domestic order. While other concep
tions fall between these extremes, the point here is that there is not a single view of 
the domestic political setting as it influences foreign policy. Rather, leaders deal with 
not one, but two, domestic political games: building policy coalitions and retaining 
political power. 

Building policy coalitions. This imperative concerns the leadership's need to 
build domestic support for any proposed policy initiative. At issue is the task of 
achieving agreement among at least a subset, or "coalition;' of the various actors who 
formally or informally share the authority to commit the nation's resources and/or 
implement policy in a sustained manner. Although policymaking often occurs within 
a single group (e.g., a president and his or her advisers), two conditions may politi
cize an issue and move it into the broader political arena. The first of these is when 
decision-making authority is fragmented among autonomous and powerful actors, 
either because of a power-sharing arrangement between the executive and other 
institutions (e.g., an autonomous legislature or politicized military) or because of the 
division of executive authority among separate party factions or multiple parties. 
Either way, no single group controls the policy process, and a decision requires agree
ment among multiple actors. The second politicizing condition is the degree to 
which the actors involved are polarized over the issue itself. In other words, to what 
extent do the actors involved disagree with each other over the policy's merits? When 
policy authority is dispersed across politically powerful and contentious actors, the 
policymaking process becomes a task of building a coalition of supporters necessary 
to gain passage of an initiative. Foreign policy becomes a "political resultant" in the 
sense that the final decision outcome reflects the political strategies (discussed subse
quently) necessary to build agreement to support implementation of the policy.20 

Coalition building, not surprisingly, is pervasive in the open and pluralist sys
tems of established Western democracies. Although extensive bureaucratic and 
interest-group activity is common to these complex systems, it differs with respect to 
the arrangements of national political authority in the American presidential system 
and the Western European and Japanese parliamentary systems. In the United States, 
coalition building on major issues ultimately revolves around relations between the 
Congress and the executive even though the "separation of powers" system provides 
Congress with the authority (and political autonomy) to veto or restrict major foreign 
commitments such as waging war, regulating trade, entering into treaties, and spend
ing in foreign and defense policy. When Congress and the presidency are polarized 
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over foreign policy, the impact can be dramatic. Indeed, much of the pre-World War 
II "underreaction" in U.S. foreign policy can be traced to the failure of international
ist presidents (Wilson and Roosevelt) to gain the support of an isolationist Congress 
(e.g., Dallek 1977; Stein 1993). In parliamentary systems, in contrast, central author
ity is lodged entirely in a single institution-the cabinet.21 Where a single party 
controls the cabinet with a solid parliamentary majority, political constraints are 
quite minimal and limited largely to bureaucratic politics. However, parliamentary 
situations become quite problematic when the cabinet is itself politically fi-agmented 
by the well-established factions of a single ruling party (as in Japan under the Liberal 
Democratic Party) and/or by multiple political parties in a coalition cabinet, none of 
which commands a majority in parliament (e.g., Fourth Republic France, Italian 
coalitions since World War II, and Israel under Labour and Likud). The deadlocks 
underlying Fourth Republic France "immobilism" on the Algerian War (Andrews 
1962), Japan's reactive posture in foreign policy negotiations (Destler, Fukui, and 
Sato 1979; Hellmann 1969), and Israel's difficulty in dealing with the occupied terri
tories (Yaniv and Yishai 1981) illustrate the inability of cabinets to agree on even the 
most pressing policy matters.22 

Coalition building is not limited to established democracies. Although power 
in authoritarian systems is conventionally assumed to be controlled by a cohesive 
political elite, historical and area study research indicates that this is not always the 
case. Authoritarian regimes such as Nazi Germany and Stalinist Russia had minimal 
domestic constraints, but others clearly fell short of the monolithic character of 
"totalitarian" systems (Friedrich and Brzezinski 1956). Political authority in the for
mer Soviet Union, although concentrated in the Kremlin, was significantly dispersed 
across contending political actors in the two intertwined tiers of that Communist 
oligarchy: the Central Committee and the Politburo (Roeder 1988). At one level 
were entrenched bureaucratic and institutional interests represented in the Central 
Committee, which were polarized over foreign policy into hard-line "security
producer-ideological" and more rnoderate "consumer-agriculture-public service" 
groupings (Aspaturian 1966). At another level, ultimate political authority rested in 
the Politburo, whose authority was, to varying degrees, dispersed among its fifteen 
or so members that constituted the body. Under both Khrushchev and Brezhnev, 
achieving a consensus across the tiers of policymaking posed broad constraints on 
Soviet foreign policy.23 Other prominent twentieth-century authoritarian regimes
Wilhelmine Germany prior to World War I and militarist Japan in the 1930s-were 
even more extremely fragmented, or "cartelized," with authority dispersed across 
separate institutions and groups. Kaiser William II was but one player in an authori
tarian coalition that also included the military, agricultural elites, heavy industry, 
and democratic elements in the German parliament (Reichstag).24 Similarly, in 
1930s Japan, real control over foreign policy was spread among the imperial court, 
the army, and the navy, while parties in the Diet were suppressed.2s In both regimes, 
despite a hard-line, militant consensus on foreign affairs among these actors, there 
was still significant debate about the pace and direction of future military expansion 
(Snyder 1991). 

Coalition building is often neglected in analyses of Third World foreign poli
cies, mainly because established institutions and powerful bureaucratic, political, 
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and social groups are assumed to be absent. Although it recognizes many cases 
where authority is concentrated in the hands of a single "predominant leader," accu
mulating research points to two general exceptions where power is quite 
dispersed. 26 First, after several decades of independence, many Third World govern
ments are quite institutionally complex, with entrenched bureaucratic and party 
interests. This is the case in most larger countries in the Middle East (Korany and 
Dessouki 1984), Latin America (Lincoln and Ferris 1984), and East Asia, including 
China (e.g., Barnett 1985; Vertzberger 1984b). Political authority in the Third World 
is also dispersed in ways that range from well-established collective rule in the royal 
family in Saudi Arabia (Quandt 1981) to fragmented and unstable regimes in South 
Korea (Kim 1971), pre-1967 Syria (Bar-Siman-Tov 1983), and Argentina (Levy and 
Vakili 1990). The second set of exceptions are associated with regimes that appear to 
be dominated by a single predominant leader but are actually racked by political 
infighting among contending factions. In these cases the leader is unable or unwill
ing to act on foreign policy issues until a consensus forms among the actors. 
Well-documented examples of this situation are the intensely confrontational for
eign policies of China under Mao Zedong during the Cultural Revolution (Hinton 
1972), Indonesia under Sukarno (Weinstein 1976), and Iran under Khomeini 
(Stempel 1981). Even though Mao, Sukarno, and Khomeini were uniquely promi
nent as revolutionary leaders, closer research demonstrates that none of these 
leaders was politically willing or able to take complete control of foreign policy and, 
specifically, resolve conflicts among moderate and hard-line leadership factions. 
Despite each regime's constant flow of intense anti-Western rhetoric in these cases, 
none was able to take substantively meaningful action to resolve international crises; 
major foreign policy actions were taken only after power was stabilized and consoli
dated by one of the government factions. 

Retaining political power. Whereas coalition building concerns authority over 
an immediate policy issue, the longer-term political survival of the ruling group is at 
the heart of the political imperative of retaining power. One of these goals is political 
survival. Foreign policy decision makers, acting in their concurrent role as national 
and political leaders, simultaneously work to maintain and enhance the political base 
necessary for staying in office. Therefore, when domestic political pressures threaten 
to evict the leadership from power, foreign policy must be adjusted so that it imposes 
fewer domestic costs. Certainly not all foreign policy issues become politicized in this 
manner, but two dynamics combine to suggest that policymakers are likely to be sen
sitive to the long-term domestic consequences of their foreign policy decisions. One 
is simply the occurrence of "significant" opposition in the wider environment, that is, 
competing political groups whose opposition extends beyond specific policy dis
agreements to a direct challenge for government control. This is most significant 
when these groups have (or are acquiring) sufficient political resources that indicate 
they may succeed in the not-too-distant future. The other is a mounting public per
ception of foreign policy issues as being linked to the overall credibility of the current 
leadership. For example, confrontation and accommodation with foreign adversaries, 
respectively, are easily perceived by the public as indicating the government's overall 
willingness to risk war or its weakness in world affairs. The pressures of political sur
vival are most dramatically illustrated by the crisis leading to World War I, in which 
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the highly vulnerable leaders in most countries feared that not going to war would 
undercut their nationalist credentials and show them to be at their weakest. 27 

The theme of political survival, though not as prominent as coalition policy
making, is found in the various strands of literature on US. foreign policy, including 
core theoretical concepts such as Halperin's (1974) "presidential interest:' Mueller's 
(1971) "presidential popularity:' and Hampson's (1988) "divided decision maker." 
Particularly with the rise of a divided and skeptical public after the failed Vietnam 
policy, all US. presidents appear to have been closely attentive to shifting public 
opinion on the two broad-and seemingly contradictory-concerns of (1) risking 
involvement in another war and (2) projecting international weakness suggestive of a 
decline in US. world status (Schneider 1983). Analyses of the logic of Nixon/Ford, 
Carter, and Reagan/Bush foreign policies explain their alternative "strategies of con
tainment" partly in tenTlS of their alternative ways of managing the media and public 
opinion. Nor are such interpretations limited to the post-Vietnam period. 
Presidential survival is a core political theme in postrevisionist analyses of the "ori
gins of the cold war," beginning with the argument that Roosevelt and Truman 
tailored the emerging cold war confrontation to domestic audiences (Gaddis 1972; 
Yergin 1977). Even at the height of the cold war, when there was a very wide reservoir 
of public support for containment, presidents still feared public opinion. For exam
ple, research of major episodes such as the Cuban missile crisis (Hampson 1988) and 
the Vietnam War (Berman 1982; Gelb and Betts 1979) now suggests that Presidents 
Kennedy and Johnson were preoccupied with the memory of how the "loss of China" 
destroyed the credibility of the Truman administration and feared conciliation with 
the communists would lead to the collapse of their own administrations. 

Retaining political power is, of course, an important political dynamic in the 
foreign policies of parliamentary democracies, but as with coalition policymaking 
the situation reflects their particular institutional arrangements (Waltz 1967). 
Whereas US. presidents are directly elected, prime ministers and the cabinet are 
selected more indirectly via elections in the Parliament. Although a disciplined and 
cohesive ruling party can insulate a prime minister from public opinion, a frag
mented cabinet severely constrains his or her ability to conduct foreign policy 
because the defection of anyone faction or party can precipitate the government's 
collapse. If cabinet factions or coalitions are intensely competitive, foreign policy 
issues tend to be viewed less on their substantive merits than according to their per
ceived effect on political balances in the cabinet. Indeed, some would argue that the 
immobilism in the foreign policies of Japan's Liberal Democratic Party (Destler, 
Fukui, and Sato 1976; Fukui 1977a) or the coalitions of France's Fourth Republic 
(Andrews 1962) stemmed mainly from the intensely competitive "ministerial merry
go-round" as well as fears of cabinet members' defection and ensuing government 
collapse. 

Like coalition building, the un elected leaders in authoritarian regimes would 
seem less affected by the task of political survival. Various research suggests that this 
is not necessarily the case. As portrayed in the historical and war-proneness litera
ture, the leaders of authoritarian political systems in Germany, Russia, and 
Austria-Hungary were very sensitive to broad domestic political crises (Kennedy 
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1980; Lamborn 1991; Snyder 1991). During the crisis of 1914, these leaders were 
probably more preoccupied with the domestic political consequences of their deci
sions than with the international repercussions (e.g., Lebow 1981). Even in the 
post-Stalinist Soviet Union, no leader could ignore the task of maintaining his 
nationalist and ideological credentials within the Party and even the broader political 
system. Constant uncertainty over power sharing in the Politburo meant that any 
leader could "suddenly find himself removed from office by a political conspiracy of 
his former political associates" (Schwartz 1975, 177). Not only did this happen to 
Khrushchev in October 1964, but kremlinological accounts of his leadership as well 
as those of Brezhnev and Gorbachev reveal a constant game in which each leader 
sought to consolidate and retain power (Gelman 1984; Linden 1978). Indeed, Valenta 
(1979) asserts that throughout the 1968 Czechoslovak crisis, Brezhnev remained 
uncommitted to any particular option and came to support military intervention 
only to avoid the consequences of being in the Politburo minority on that politically 
critical issue. 

Political survival is a more dominant theme than coalition building in the liter
ature on the politics of foreign policy in Third World countries (e.g., David 1991; 
Good 1962; Weinstein 1972). A distinctive feature of Third World foreign policy 
making is the extreme political instability of many regirnes, reflective of a persistent 
crisis of domestic legitimacy and the lack of an institutionalized elite political 
process. Thus, political survival is pressing because of the extreme distrust among 
contending players. For example, most accounts of the U.S.-Iranian hostage crisis 
contend that the policy in Iran was driven mainly by the "fight-to-the-death" atti
tudes of factions in the revolutionary coalition (Stempel 1981).28 Even in regimes 
with an unchallenged predominant leader like Cuba's Castro, Iraq's Hussein, or 
Syria's Assad, leaders still engage in a continual game of maintaining that centralized 
power through dealings with support groups as well as the broader public (Hermann 
1982; Lawson 1984). It would be a mistake, though, to overgeneralize about Third 
World political instability. In more established Third World systems, leadership poli
tics largely parallels the processes found in both authoritarian states and advanced 
industrial democracies. Conflicts among Communist Party factions in Chinese for
eign policy since the Cultural Revolution are not terribly different from those of the 
former Soviet Union (e.g., Barnett 1985). Similarly, competition for power over 
India's foreign policy does not diverge fundamentally from that in a number of 
European democracies (Vertzberger 1984b). 

Recognition of the twin political games of building policy coalitions and 
retaining power is important for several reasons. First, both reinforce the point that 
domestic politics is a widespread and nonaberrant influence on foreign policy. Even 
if a government is either internally very cohesive or entirely secure in power, it is log
ically rare that a government would be entirely free of both. Second, recognition of 
these dual political games suggests that conceptualizations of domestic opposition 
need to be cast in a way that taps actors in multiple arenas of the political system 
(Hagan 1993). A broad assessment of domestic political influences must consider the 
constraints of both divisions within the leadership (and its support groups) and 
those of groups and movements in the wider political environment that threaten its 
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hold on power. Third, and perhaps least obvious, these dual imperatives provide 
insight into the intensity of constraints faced by foreign policy makers. At one level 
the constraints of foreign policy choices are particularly severe when strong pressures 
associated with both games come together and reinforce each other.29 Leaders con
fronting losses in both games may be unable to act on the issue, even when facing 
unrelenting international pressures. Post-Vietnam constraints in U.S. foreign policy 
often bring together the combined pressures of public opinion and congressional 
opposition. Similarly, extreme deadlock in fragmented parliamentary and authoritar
ian coalitions often is due to the combined impact of political competition and 
policy disagreements. However, as shown by Snyder (1991), the strong interaction of 
these games does not always lead to an inability to act. The combination of coalition 
building and fears of losing power create "logrolling" dynamics that, in turn, produce 
an intensely aggressive foreign policy that satisfies the interests of its component 
groups and their key support groups. It also perrnits leaders to manipulate foreign 
policy to fend off outside challenges to their hold on power. These dynamics 
occurred across a wide range of political settings, including Victorian England, 
Wilhelmine Germany, 1930s militarist Japan, and both superpowers during much of 
the cold war, and in all cases contributed to foreign policy aggressiveness and ulti
mately an overextension of national power. 30 

Alternative Political Strategies and Their Divergent Foreign Policy Effects 

This section concerns the dynamics by which the games of building policy coalitions 
and retaining political power influence foreign policy. As with the games themselves, 
the literature on domestic politics and these foreign policy dynamics is not of a single 
mind. A substantial body of literature views domestic politics as undercutting a gov
ernment's ability to take meaningful action in international affairs. Classic 
illustrations of this are the political constraints on British, French, and U.S. foreign 
policy in dealing with Fascist aggression in the 1930s. Leaders in these systems had 
considerable political incentive to avoid another world war. Even when leaders saw 
war as inevitable, as did U.S. President Roosevelt by 1940, they were precluded from 
taking forceful action by opposing elements within the government-the isolationist 
Congress, in FDR's case. Yet, equally often, other literature views domestic politics as 
propelling governments toward sharply intensified foreign policy confrontations and 
commitments. Indeed, in the twentieth-century's other world war, domestic politics 
is widely argued to have contributed to the major powers' failure to stop the drift to 
war by 1914. By then the governments of almost all the major powers, except Great 
Britain, faced mounting political crises tied to fragmenting governing authority and 
the legitimacy of the domestic political order. For the leaders of Germany, France, 
Russia, and Austria-Hungary going to war was clearly an attractive means for shoring 
up the domestic political position of each. In fact, these vulnerable leaders feared that 
backing down in July 1914 would bring about the collapse of their governments, if 
not the existing domestic order. 

The significance of these alternative "pull" and "push" dynamics is that leaders 
may respond to domestic opposition (at any level) in fundamentally different ways, 
each of which has sharply different effects on foreign policy. In other words, there is 
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no single dynamic by which political opposition affects foreign policy. Instead, leaders 
use alternative political strategies to respond to opposition in the foreign policy mak
ing process. Literatures treating this issue, if taken collectively, suggest the causal 
linkage between domestic politics and foreign policy reflects one of three general 
political strategies: "bargaining and controversy avoidance," "legitimization of the 
regime and its policies," or "insulating" foreign policy from domestic political pres
sures. As is argued in the following, these alternative responses are key to linking 
domestic politics to foreign policy. 

Accommodation: bargaining and controversy avoidance. In accommodation, 
decision makers respond to opposition with restraint in foreign policy, as democratic 
leaders did prior to World War II. In the game of building policy coalitions, accom
modation involves bargaining among the players necessary for the ratification and 
sustained implementation of the decision (Putnam 1988).31 Compromise among the 
players is the typical "resultant" of the bargaining process as decision outcomes 
reflect a choice somewhere between the preferences of the original contenders on the 
policy (Allison 1971).32 Where the opposition challenges the leaders' hold on power, 
accommodation centers on leaders' avoidance of domestically controversial actions 
that could discredit the overall leadership or upset internal balances within the ruling 
party (Salmore and Salmore 1978). Leaders seek to contain opposition, and thus 
retain political power, by avoiding publicly disputed policies and actions that make 
the country appear weak in international affairs or are closely associated with a 
widely acknowledged adversary. Whether in response to divisions within the govern
ment or opposition in the broader environment, the resulting foreign policy actions 
are similar. Politics constrains initiatives that are strong in intensity and commit
ment; in other words, the goyernment engages in low-risk behayior and often avoids 
changes in policy. In the most extreme scenario, the leadership is deadlocked and 
unable to take any sort of meaningful action on a foreign policy issue, as occurred 
between FDR and the Congress right up to Japan's attack on Pearl Harbor. 

Accommodation through bargaining and controversy avoidance is a pervasive 
phenomenon across various political settings but is most typically ascribed to demo
cratic politics. 33 Cold war realists were interested in domestic politics largely because 
they feared democratic leaders would, as they did in the 1930s, have to accommodate 
resurgent isolationist or pacifist opinion in a way that would undercut the contain
ment of communist power (Kennan 1951; Morgenthau 1951 ). Post-Vietnam public 
opinion research indicates that declining public support does lead u.s. presidents to 
avoid the use of force (e.g., Mueller 1971) and that polarized opinion precludes stable 
public support over the long term (e.g., Holsti and Rosenau 1984; Schneider 1983). 
Even some postrevisionists (e.g., Gaddis 1982), who usually focus on domestic pres
sures favoring hard-line policies, are careful to acknowledge that certain postwar 
administrations responded to domestic politics with a "strategy of containment" 
that, for example, reduced military spending by emphasizing cheaper forms of state
craft (Eisenhower's "New Look") and decreased use of U.S. forces abroad (the "Nixon 
Doctrine"). Notions of bargaining and controversy avoidance are most often the 
dominant theme in political analyses of foreign policies of parliamentary democra
cies with coalitions and/or factionalized ruling parties. Cases of coalition deadlock, 
such as the inability of Fourth Republic France to extricate itself from Algeria 

(Andrews 1962), West German hesitation on early detente initiatives (Hanrieder 
1970), and the Netherlands' refusal to deploy cruise missiles (Everts 1985), are traced 
to very broad compromises within the cabinet and fears that any controversial policy 
could provoke parliamentary defections. Comparable constraints are found in the 
dynamics of factional politics in Japanese foreign policy, although these processes are 
reinforced by strong norms of consensus building in that country's culture (Destler 
et al. 1976; Fukui 1978). Finally, these dynamics extend to models of foreign policy 
making outside the senior political leadership and are emphasized for countries with 
less politicized settings centering around bureaucratic and interest-group politics, 
such as Great Britain (Wallace 1976; Smith, Smith, and White 1988) and the 
Scandinavian countries (Sundelius 1982). 

Accommodation is not limited to Western democratic politics. Discussions of 
bargaining and controversy avoidance, albeit within centralized and/or fluid settings, 
can be found in the theoretical and case study research on the foreign policy of the 
former Soviet Union and various Third World countries. Analyses of Soviet foreign 
policy on certain issues or episodes suggest that accommodation was often a central 
dynamic, particularly on issues provoking the clash of moderate and hard-line insti
tutional and Party actors in the Central Committee (e.g., Aspaturian 1966). Politburo 
decision making often took the form of political accommodation, most notably the 
hesitation and delay in that body's reactive and vacillating handling of the 1968 
Czechoslovak crisis (Valenta 1979). In fact, one could argue that bargaining and 
compromise prevailed during the Brezhnev era in Soviet foreign policy, due to the 
well-institutionalized character of leadership politics (Ross 1980) and Brezhnev's 
"consensual" style of decision making (Breslauer 1982). Among Third ''\Torld analy
ses, accommodation is often similarly downplayed, but there are at least two 
exceptional situations. The first is literature that points to the institutional complex
ity of certain well-established political systems, such as the People's Republic of 
China (Barnett 1985), India (Vertzberger 1984b), and many in Latin America 
(Lincoln and Ferris 1984). The other Third World exception concerns situations of 
considerable political instability, which usually lead to legitimization strategies (as 
noted in the ncxt section), and in which leaders are unable to manipulate the issue 
aggressively. This is an understudied phcnomenon, although Kim's (1971) examina
tion of South Korea's restrained negotiations on the post-World War II peace treaty 
with Japan is an excellent illustration of a leader's having to accommodate domestic 
opposition when acting on a volatile foreign policy issue. 

Mobilization: legitimization of the regime and its policies. Under mobilization, 
leaders confront the opposition by asserting their own legitimacy, a strategy taken to 
the extreme by governments in the July 1914 crisis. Although hoping to deter that 
opposition, the intended effect is to mobilize new support for the regime and its poli
cies-or, at least, prevent the defection of supporters. This strategy is most often 
associated with the game of retaining power in which a leadership manipulates for
eign policy issues. Leaders seek to enhance the domestic political position of the 
regime in a number of ways: (l) appealing to nationalism and imperialist themes, or 
"scapegoating" or "bashing" foreign elements; (2) showing that the leaders have a 
special capacity and wisdom for maintaining the nation's security and international 
status; and/or (3) diverting attention away from divisive domestic problems (Levy 
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1988, 1989; Russett 1990; Snyder 1991). Political legitimization is also a strategy in 
building policy coalitions. Here, instead of accommodating the positions of adver
saries, leaders build coalitions by aggressively selling their policy, often to audiences 
outside the regime, and thereby increase support for their initiative while discrediting 
their opponents (George 1980a; Trout 1975). Whatever the political imperative, the 
effect on foreign policy can be significant: strong, forceful (and typically conflictual) 
foreign policy actions that cast in the clearest possible light the position and ability of 
the political leadership. Although often limited to political theater (e.g., threats and 
promises to act), in the most extreme situations legitimization can drive a nation to 
commit itself to the use of force or to going to war, as occurred on the road to World 
War 1. 

If coalition building is mostly associated with democratic politics, then mobi
lization via regime and policy legitimization is often linked to authoritarian and 
especially Third World political systems. In ways that can be traced mainly to the lack 
of political institutionalization, politics via legitimization strategies is widely empha
sized in literature on African, Asian, and especially Middle Eastern foreign policies 
(e.g., Dawisha 1990). An atmosphere of political instability usually precludes bar
gaining with opposition that is to be distrusted and unlikely to be accommodated 
though mutual compromise. Foreign policy is a correspondingly viable means for 
unifying the public and discrediting domestic adversaries. Although other issues 
might be divisive, assertions of the nation's independence and status (as well as 
threats to it) in world affairs play upon one of the few issues that a government can 
control and about which there is a domestic consensus (Weinstein 1972). Even in 
highly fragmented regimes, the result can be an extremely hostile and active pattern 
of foreign policy.34 Among the more established authoritarian systems, legitimization 
in the foreign policy process is also a central theme. The political pressures for going 
to war in Germany, Russia, and Austria-Hungary all reflect the habits of leaders there 
to manipulate foreign threats and nationalism to channel growing mass participation 
(Levy 1988, 1989; Snyder 1991). Legitimization dynamics were also prevalent in the 
former Soviet Union, particularly as a pressure for hard-line, anti-Western policies 
dating back to Stalin and decisions to intervene in the Third World. In part this 
reflects the personality of certain leaders. Following Breslauer (1982), political legit
imization is the primary strategy for "confrontational" leaders such as Khrushchev 
(and Ye!tsin), whereas accommodation is preferred by the more "consensual" leaders 
like Brezhnev (and Gorbachev). Yet decisions for intervention in Africa (Valenta 
1980b) and the Middle East (Spechler 1987) under the cautious Brezhnev show that 
he could lean toward assertive action when it provided a means for demonstrating 
his ideological credentials to critics of detente and other moderate policies toward 
the West (Gelman 1984). 

Though not as widely emphasized as the strategy of accommodation in the 
U.S. foreign policy literature, political mobilization is a central theme in "postrevi
sionist" research into the political roots of hard-line, militant cold war policies (e.g., 
Paterson 1988; Dallek 1983). Trout (1975; Lowi 1967) argues that cold war presi
dents, including Truman at the advent of the cold war, were predisposed toward 
more simple and hard-line anti-communist policies because they were attractive to 
the voting public. Similarly, it is generally accepted that two decades of U.s. interven-
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tion in Vietnam was driven, in part, by the desire of successive presidents to demon
strate their foreign policy leadership skills and anti-communist credentials (e.g., 
Berman 1982; Gelb with Betts 1979). That this represents a broader pattern has been 
supported by recent empirical studies which show that u.s. presidents are generally 
more likely to use military force in international crises when they are politically vul
nerable, particularly if their approval ratings are declining among their supporters 
(Ostrom and Job 1986; James and Oneal 1991; Morgan and Bickers 1992). But this is 
not limited to the United States. fifth Republic french foreign policy starting with 
President de Gaulle is a classic case of an active and independent (from NATO) for
eign policy designed to unify an otherwise divided public around a new domestic 
order and policy agenda (Morse 1973). Similarly, one analysis of British foreign pol
icy argues that its military response to the Argentine invasion of the Falkland Islands 
was motivated, in part, by Prime Minister Thatcher's worries about low opinion rat
ings (Farrands 1988). Finally, legitimization strategies are not entirely absent from 
highly constrained settings such as Japan under the Liberal Democratic Party. There 
is evidence suggesting that "in some cases, [factional politics] can bring new policy 
initiatives and commitments to the surface" (Destler et a!. 1976,24), namely, when a 
prime minister believes that pushing a particular issue will enhance his or her fac
tion's political standing. 

Insulation: deflecting, suppressing, and overriding opposition. While both of the 
preceding strategies indicate a strong (though divergent) domestic political impact on 
foreign policy, it is important to keep in mind another political dynamic: the ability of 
leaders to insulate a foreign policy issue from domestic politics, even in a situation 
where significant opposition exists. The essence of this dynamic is that politicallead
ers deflect or reduce domestic constraints on their foreign policy choices. Containing 
political pressures may involve a number of actions: ignoring opposition challenges, 
suppressing opponents entirely, or co-opting them with political favors or concessions 
on other policy issues. Alternatively, when leaders have strong preferences on the for
eign policy issue, they are willing to override even strong opponents and hope that 
domestic controversies may be restricted to acceptable levels.35 Indeed, if the two 
world wars correspond to these strategies, the cold war can be treated as a parallel case 
of avoiding war, partly because Soviet and U.S. leaders were able to keep hard-line and 
nationalistic domestic political pressures under controp6 

Much of the U.S. foreign policy literature indicates that leaders can avoid 
domestic constraints. Some of these stem from critiques of the bureaucratic politics 
approach by pointing out when political divisions or leaders' sensitivity to them 
varies. Some of these studies suggest that conflict among contending political players 
might be contained by the nature of the situation. In crisis situations with immedi
ate, visible threats, political constraints are contained by the contraction of 
government authority as well as the pressure for leaders to achieve consensus (Paige 
1968; Hermann 1972). Other critiques stress that presidents are not passive, con
strained actors in the political process but instead can assert their influence to 
overcome bureaucratic constraints (Perlmutter 1974; Krasner 1971). Analysts argue 
that a president can set up decision-making groups in a way that permits dissent, or 
"multiple advocacy," and allows the president to retain autonomy in making the final 
choice (George 1980a; Hermann 1993). Another strategy is engaging in trade-offs (or 



payoffs) across separate is.sues, in which the president and other executive actors gain 
bureaucratiC or CongressIOnal support by making concessions on separate issues, as 
for example, in gaining support for arms control agreements (e.g., Johansen 1980) a~ 
:veil as the recent ~orth .American Free Trade Agreement. Whatever the strategy, it is 
Important to keep ~n mmd that, even in the face of strong opposition, leaders may 
msulate foreign polIcy from domestic pressures. 

Non- U.S. cases also provide insight into conditions in which leaders are able to 
insulate f~reign policy from domestic opposition. The research on parliamentary 
democracies sh~ws that even a highly fragmented cabinet sometimes can get around 
lJ1ternai constrall1ts. In analyses of economic issues such as trade negotiations and 
exchange .rate adjus~ments, Fukui (1978; n.d.) points out that Japan's Liberal 
Democratic Party factIOnal leaders are willing to insulate certain issues from fIctional 
politics. 37 Studies of coalition decision making in Western Europe go even ~urthe:'; 
although there are numerous cases of these divided cabinets, there also are numerous 
examples of coalition governments whose members were able to reach meaningful 
agreements for foreign policy action. Particularly notable here are analyses of the 
highly "consensual" style of coalition decision making in the Scandinavian countries 
(Goldmann, Berglund, and Sjostedt 1986; Sun deli us n.d.). Comparative studies of 
Dutch fore~g.n policy show that the deadlock on NATO cruise missiles was not typical 
of the coahtJol: government's actions on a variety of other issues (see Everts 1985). 
AdditIOnal episodes of Soviet military intervention demonstrate that at times 
Politburo mem?ers shared .a. strong consensus and did not develop polic~ within ~ 
context of political competitIOn. In his analysis of the 1979 invasion of Afghanistan, 
for example, Valenta (l980b) found few political pressures in the Brezhnev Politburo 
that he observed in the Czechoslovak and Angola interventions. 

These .three strategies have considerable implications for research linking 
domestic politics to foreign policy. Instead of emphasizing one dynamic or the other 
(a~ IS done I~ most .of the literature), a general theoretical treatment of domestic poli
tiCS and foreign pO~I~y must recognize the possibility of both the "push" and the "pull" 
of do~,estlc OppOSItion, as well as the fact that domestic pressure might be effectively 
contamed (Hagan 1993). There is a need to recognize that leaders have choices in 
dealing with political opposition and that the strategies they employ ultimately tell us 
much about the ~ffect of opposition on foreign policy. In other words, the linkage 
between OppOSitIOn and foreign policy is an inherently contingent relationship. 
AscertalJ1mg ~he foreign policy effects of opposition thus involves a sequence of two 
general questIOns: (1) Does opposition have an impact on foreign policy behavior? (2) 
If so, how and ret1ective of which strategy (accommodation or mobilization)? 

The Subtle Effects of Domestic Politics on Foreign Policy 

This chapter has ~rgued that foreign policy making is an inherently political process, 
but It IS equa~ly Important to recognize that domestic political effects on foreign 
polIcy are tY'plcally rather subtle. These domestic political games and strategies do 
not alone dnve foreign poliCies but instead usually act as a supplementary int1uence 
on how leaders cope with more fundamental constraints from the international 
env.il:()j~:,:ent. A main contribution of research on "complex models of international 
POiJtlCS IS the placement of domestic political influences into the context of pres-
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sures determined largely by the nation's position in the international system. For 
example, as Snyder (1991) carefully details, realist analyses are correct in stating that 
Wilhelmine Germany did face a real security problem of encirclement by powerful 
adversaries and that 1930s Japan was indeed seriously dependent on foreign sources 
of natural resources critical to its economy. Domestic politics did not lead leaders to 
imagine these situations but instead contributed to these leaders' inclinations to 
overreact to foreign threats and overextend their nation's power. Similarly, the logic 
of Putnam's (1988) "two-level bargaining" is not that domestic politics defines the 
economic interests but that domestic constraints affect the extent to which a gov
ernment can respond to the constraints (and opportunities) of complex 
interdependence. Change in world politics is dictated mainly by the differential rates 
of growth in military and economic power (Gilpin 1981; Kennedy 1980). The con
tribution of foreign policy analyses is to show that domestic politics affects the 
ability of governments to adapt to change (Skidmore 1994) and the ways they 
respond to challenges of rising powers (Schweller 1992). 

The subtle role of domestic political influences is further illustrated by case 
analyses of foreign policy decision making. Some of the key studies discussed above 
are insightful in placing political considerations (debates, public image, etc.) into the 
broader context of the leadership's consensus about the overall orientation of the 
nation's foreign relations. Political analyses of the U.S. cold war policies do not dis
pute an exceptionally strong national consensus on the militant containment of 
anti-Communism; political pressures instead involved questions of competing mili
tary strategies (Gaddis 1982; Gelb and Betts 1979) and the geographic range u.s. 
commitments (Snyder 1991). The Japanese Liberal Democratic Party factional dis
putes over how to respond to U.S. economic pressure did not question the party's 
consensus favoring close U.S.-Japan ties, but rather raised the issue of whether or not 
concessions should be made to the United States on that issue (Destler, fukui, and 
Sato 1979). All Soviet leaders in 1968 saw the need to curtail Czechoslovak reforms; 
the Brezhnev Politburo debated the narrower question of how to pressure the 
Dubcek government, that is, through military force or by economic and political 
sanctions (Valenta 1979). Even in intensely fragmented Third World regimes, as in 
Iran during Khomeini's early days and Indonesia prior to Sukarno's overthrow, there 
was broad agreement that the superpowers were the threat; debates concerned how 
milch dependence or contact with the West could be tolerated (Stempel 1981; 
\:Veinstein 1976). The collective insight here is that the magnitude of political int1u
ences is limited, even from a political decision-making perspective. The leadership's 
core shared beliefs and interests are the primary motivational basis of the overall 
direction of foreign policy. Domestic political debates and grandstanding typically 
involve the relatively narrow matters of how policy is to be implemented. 

Seen in this context, one should not expect domestic political explanations to 
account for the general foreign policy goals and the identification of allies and adver
saries. Rather, the effects of the domestic political games and strategies discussed 
throughout this chapter are tied to two more specific dimensions of foreign policy: 
commitment and risk taking. Commitment in foreign policy concerns the allocation 
of resources internationally or the entering into foreign agreements with other 
actors-or promises or threats to do either. 3H The foreign policies of the United States 
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and Japan in the twentieth century illustrate the political bases of commitment. In the 
1930s isolationism led to the "underextention" of U.S. power in countering recognized 
threats to interests in East Asia and Europe (Stein 1993). In Japan, army-navy 
logrolling propelled the expansionist leadership to overextend the country's resources 
in military actions in China and the Pacific Rim (Snyder 1991). The situation after 
World War II and throughout the cold war was the reverse: U.S. domestic politics ulti
mately contributed to an overextension of its power to Vietnam (e.g., Snyder 1991; 
Paterson 1988), while factional politics within Japan's ruling Liberal Democratic Party 
created the basis for an unusually reactive and passive foreign policy for a major 
power (e.g., Calder 1988; Hellmann 1969). The precise effect of domestic politics in 
these cases centered around the range of international commitments taken. 

Risk taking concerns the propensity to initiate action that escalates a confronta
tion and invites costly foreign retaliation.39 Analyses cited throughout this chapter 
consistently suggest that domestic politics affects the likelihood that leaders will use 
military force in ongoing confrontations. Debate over the level of necessary (and 
acceptable) risk is at the core of differences between "moderates" and "hard-liners;' 
who must be accommodated in order to authorize the use of force. As illustrated by 
Soviet military interventions (e.g., Valenta 1979; Anderson 1982), Politburo debates 
led to compromises invoking economic and diplomatic pressures but not military 
force (as originally tried in Czechoslovak.ia) or resulted in decisions not to intervene 
at all (as in Poland in 1980). Similarly, unstable multiparty coalitions in parliamen
tary systems avoid risky behavior for fear of parliamentary defections leading to 
government's collapse. Part of the deadlock in Fourth Republic France's Algerian pol
icy was that any intensification of its war effort would bring about the collapse of the 
government. Risk-taking propensities are also a primary manifestation of domestic 
political pressures, which leaders seek to contain by legitimizing the regime and its 
policies. In the July 1914 crisis the failure of major power leaders to resolve the crisis 
diplomatically was partially due to their fear that backing down in the crisis would 
undercut their governments' legitimacy. Expectation of domestic unrest was one fac
tor predisposing German, French, Russian, and Austrian leaders toward finally going 
to war (Lebow 1981; Snyder 1991). More recently, the escalation of the long 
Argentine-British dispute over the Falkland Islands can be traced to the fact that both 
the Galtieri and Thatcher governments expected that a military victory could reverse 
their political decline at home (Levy and Vakili 1990; Farrands 1988). In these cases, 
domestic politics did not create the problem or crisis but did contribute to the 
regimes' propensity to escalate existing tensions through the use of military force and 
thus risk war. 

The theoretical implication here is that the foreign policy effects of domestic 
political processes should to be viewed in the context of broader international 
dynamics. The intrinsic significance of domestic political processes is that they 
"diminish" or "amplify" the propensity to incur commitments and take risks interna
tionally. Where there are strong, sustained pressures for domestic political 
accommodation, a government is unlikely to respond to systemic dictates. Leaders 
then reduce commitments and underreact to foreign threats. In contrast, efforts at 
political legitimization by mobilizing support amplify a leader's predisposition to act. 
If done in a sustained manner, the result is an overreaction to foreign threats and/or 
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an overextension of the nation's capabilities. In sum, while not determining pa~terns 
of conflicts and issues in international affairs, domestic politics is an important II1flu

ence determining how leaders manage those disputes. 

• Approaches Accounting for Domestic Political Impacts on Foreign 
Policy 

This chapter's purpose is to explicate the core theoretical logic by which domestic 
politics can be linked to foreign policy. Drawing upon vanous areas of research on 
the topic, my argument is that this linkage is inherently complex, WIth d~al domestIc 
political imperatives and contingent upon leaders' choices of alternatIve pol:tlcal 
strategies with divergent foreign policy outcomes. Although pervaslv: across dIffer
ent types of political systems, their effects are subtle in that they modIfy government 
commitments and risk-taking propensities in the face of ll1ternatlOnal threats and 
pressures. While it is hoped that this chapter improves u,ron earlier depictions of the 
relationship, it clearly complicates empirical research. SImple resea:ch deSIgns com
paring basic political systems and asserting a singular effect on for~lgn polrcy ~ppear 
to be inadequate. This is not to say that broad, even cross-natIOna~, studIes .are 
impossible, but only that they are more complica~ed. Let me ~lose by bnefly IdentIfy
ing three basic approaches for gauging the magl1ltude and dIrectIon of the effects of 

domestic politics on foreign policy. . . 
The first approach focuses on the characteristics of OppOSltl.O~I, based on the 

assumption that leaders are more sensitive to some types of ?P~osltIon. than~o oth
ers and that their political strategies depend on the OppOSItIOn s locatIon, stI engt~l, 
and intensity.4o The "location" of opposition refers to its proximity to the proce~~ III 
which policy and leadership change decisions are made. Three arenas of oppos~tl~n 
are (l) divisions within the leadership itself, (2) organized groups opera~l~g ':"Ithlll 
(or having access to) state and party institutions, and (3) mass-level aCtIVIty 1l? the 
wider political environment.41 The "strength" of opposition concerns. th~ ~oht~cal 
resources (votes, military force, etc.) an opposition can use to block pohcy IllltIatlves 
or threaten the leadership's hold on power. Opposition "intensity" is the ~xt.ent to 
which it challenges the government leadership, and ranges from chal.lenges lrmIted to 
government policies to those seeking to evict the current leadershIp, and can ~ven 
include demands for the entire political system's overthrow. Leaders are more lrkcly 
to respond to opposition that is close to the centers of power, that controls the great
est amounts of political resources, and that poses the greatest c~allenge t~ ,the 
domestic political order. It might also be argued that.l.eaders' chOIce, of polItIcal 
strategies depends in part on the character of the OPPOSItIon ~hey fac~. For exaI~ple, 
accommodation tactics might be employed more often WIth Illtrareglllle OPP?Sltlon 
that has moderate resources, and whose demands are not extreme. MobIlrzatlo.n 
strategies are typically used to cope with opposition outside the regIme that IS 
extreme in its demands and so strong that it rejects any accommodatIon WIth the 

regime. . 
A second approach considers political system structure based on the a.ssumpt~on 

that it broadly defines the context in which leaders cope with ?on:estlc polItIcal 
opposition. While I argue the imperative of looking at oppOSItIOn III all types of 



political systems, structural arrangements remain important. Even though political 
~ystem structure does not directly account for the presence or absence of opposition, 
It does shape games of building policy coalitions and competing for power as well as 
leaders' choice of political strategies. Democratization and institutionalization are 
two of the most important political system properties. Democratization concerns the 
extent to which opposition is able to challenge the government's leadership and poli
Cles (Dahl 1971). Conventional logic suggests that democratic leaders are more 
sensitive to opposition they cannot control and are forced to accommodate it in the 
foreign policy process, while their authoritarian counterparts are more prone to con
trol or manipulate opposition by aggressively legitimizing the regime and its 
policies. 42 Equally important is political institutionalization, that is, the extent to 
which political norms and procedures (democratic or authoritarian) are established 
and accepted as legitimate alld constrain the political behavior of the regime and its 
opponents (Huntington 1968). Leaders and opposition in highly institutionalized 
systems are willing to accommodate each other because of well-established norms 
and mutual trust. In contrast, political suppression and legitimacy strategies are 
more likely in the foreign policy processes of less institutionalized systems, because of 
distrust among opponents and the absence of political constraints on government 
coercion.43 

A third approach considers the characteristics of the decision setting as a set of fac
tors mediating the impact of domestic politics on foreign policy. This long-established 
approach asserts that situational (e.g., Hermann 1972; Snyder, Bruck, and Sapin 1954) 
and issue .ar~a (Art 1973; Zimmerman 1987) factors, along with the political configu
ratIons wlthm the regime, influence what type of decision body manages a particular 
problem.44 This research tradition is extended by Hermann, Hermann, and Hagan 
(I987; Hagan, Hermann, and Hermann n.d.) through the concept of the "ultimate 
decision unit." This concept refers to the decision-making body whose members have 
the authority and the power to commit national resources to a particular course of 
action in foreign policy. There are three types of decision units: predominant leader, 
single group, and a coalition of autonomous groupS.4S The significance of the decision 
uni.t scheme is that some of each type of unit are relatively open to outside pressures, 
whIle others are closed. Closed decision units are driven by their own internal dynam
ICS and thus are generally unresponsive to and intolerant of broader opposition. These 
decision units include the highly principled predominant leader who is likely to 
Ignore or su~pre~s opposition, the single group with strong internal loyalty whose 
dec!SI~n makmg IS driven by strong group norms creating an atmosphere of "group
thmk, and a coalItIon of autonomous actors without well-established decision rules 
that creates an atmosphere of extreme internal competition for power within the deci
sion unit. Open decision units are, in contrast, more responsive to the positions of 
~JUtslde OppOSItIOn, even to the point of attempting to accommodate them. They 
mc~ude pragm~tIC predommant leaders highly sensitive to actors who might challenge 
the~r regIme, sm.gle groups without strong internal loyalty whose members represent 
theIr o,:n constltuenCles, and coalitions with well-established rules that permit and 
reqUIre mcorporatlOn of outside actors and interests. 

This concludin.g sketch hopefully points to the overall logic by which systematic 
research could take mto account the complex, contingent, and pervasive nature of 
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Figure 8.1 
Elements in the Logic of Politicial Explanations of Foreign Policy 
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Note: This figure builds on Hagan (1993). 

political influences on foreign policy, as outlined in this chap~er. This explanator.i' 
logic is diagrammed in Figure S.l. This scheme begins with the Idea of dual domestIC 
political imperatives of building policy coalitions and retaining political power that 
confront leaders coping with the international environment. The pressure of these 
games stems from the strength and intensity of political constraints, ra.ngi~g from 
divisions within the political regirne, organized groups in party and state 1l1stItutlons, 
and mass-level activity such as societal unrest and public opinion. Different levels. of 
opposition are central (but not limited to) the games of coalition b~il.ding and reta1l1-
ing political power, reflective of their proximity to foreign pohcy deClslon makers. 

Next, the figure links these political games to foreign policy by way of leaders' 
choices of political strategies: (1) accommodation through bargaining and con~ro
versy avoidance, (2) insulating foreign policy from domestic politics by suppressl~g, 
buying off, or overriding opponents, and (3) mobilizing support (and .Isolatmg 

adversaries) by legitimiZing the regime and its policies. Two kinds o~ contmge.nclcs 
likely affect the strategy, or mix of strategies, leaders employ to cop~ ~Vlth OPPOSltlOll. 
The first are "contextual" and concern the conditioning role of polItIcal system char
acteristics, namely, the extent of democratization and institutionalization. !~e oth~r 
contingency concerns the "mediating" effects of the relevant type of deCISIOn umt 
and, in particular, the degree to which its internal dynamics predispose its me~1bers 
to be "open" or "closed" to domestic politics. How these contingencies co.mbme .to 
shape leaders' responses to opposition ultimately determines how domestIc polItICS 

affect foreign policy. 
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Finally, the political strategies of foreign policy makers, and the contingencies 

that predispose them to choose one or the other, may ultimately propel foreign pol

icy actions in sharply divergent directions. Accommodation diminishes the 
government's ability to respond to international pressures or, in the extreme case of 

political deadlock, immobilizes the government entirely, causing it to grossly under

react to international pressures. In contrast, legitimization strategies amplify the 

predisposition to act on foreign threats and crises; the result is overreaction to inter
national pressures. Domcstic political perspectives that incorporate the complexity 

and pervasiveness of such effects provide important insights into the ongoing overre

action and undcrreaction of national governments to the international dynamics of 

balance of power, interdependence, and change. 
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• Notes 

I. The argument presented here should not be seen as posing an alternative to systemic 
explanations, but conforms with Haggard's (1991) "hegemony" of systemic theories. 
Except in the most extreme domestic situations (i.e., revolutions or other political con
vulsions), the role of domestic constraints would be to modify responses to 
international systemic structures. The primary challenge of research on domestic poli
tics and foreign policy is to show the regularized interconnection between external 
pressures and internal politics, not to demonstrate that the latter is more important 
than the former. 

2. Similar kinds of concerns have been raised more recentlv in Destler, Gelb, and Lake 
(1984). Sec Almond's (1950) A III eriCil 11 People and Foreign Policy for the most important 
systematic attempt by a political scientist to gauge isolationist sentiment in U.S. politics 
at the beginning of the cold war. 

3. The literature on interservice rivalries richly describes the contending organizational 
positions and the compromises over budgets and weapons systems development. See, in 
particular, Caraley (1966), Davis (1967), Huntington (1961), Schilling, Hammond, and 
Snyder (1962), and Hammond (1963). 

4. Overviews of the political setting of u.s. foreign policy since Vietnam are Nathan and 
Oliver ( 1987) and Rosati ( 1993). On Congress, in particular, see frank and Weisband 
(1979), Spanier and Nogee (1981), and Destler (1986). The current major works on 
public opinion since Vietnam include Holsti and Rosenau (1984), Wittkopf (1990), and 
Schnieder (1983). Political economy analyses of the U.S. as a "weak" state include 
Krasner (1978, 1981l), Katzenstein (1976), and Ikenberry, Lake, and Mastanduno 
( 1988). 
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5. The most important of the many critiques of the bureaucratic politics approach are Art 
(1973), Krasner (1971), Perlmutter (1974), and Bendor and Hammond (1992). ~so 
important are alternative conceptions of the deClslOn-makmg process concernmg 
"groupthink" (Janis 1982), cognitive processes (Stein bruner 1974), .and presldentwl . 
decision-making styles (George 1980b). For a syntheSIS of these pel spectlves, whIch are 
typically treated as competing alternatives, see Hermann (1993). 

6. The postrevisionist literature represents an attempt to fInd a middle gro~1l1d on the 
question of who was to blame for the cold war, and thus falls between 01 thodox pel
spectives (arguing the United States reacted to SovIet aggressIOn) and re~ISlOl1lst 
perspectives (holding the capitalist U.S. system threatened the CommuIllst bl~~). ~long 
with Gaddis's work, key general postrevlSIOl1lst works mclude Dallek (1977), I atelson 
(1988), and Yergin (1977). On U.S. intervention in Vietnam, works by pohllcal sCIentIsts 
that employ a parallel logic include Gelb and Betts (1978) and Berman (1982). 

7. This was partly because early efforts sought to assess the empirical validity of Rosenau's 
"genotypes" (e.g., East and Hermann 1974; Moore 1974b), but also because most . 
researchers assumed political constraints on foreIgn pohcy could be traced to democi a
tization (e.g., Moore 1974a; Salmore and Sal more 1970; Russett and Monsen 1975). . 
Other studies employ democratization as an intervel1lng va.nable and find that It condI
tions the effects of leader personality (Hermann 1980), pohtlcal oppOSItIOn (Hagan 
1993), and domestic conflict (Wilkenfeld et al. 1980) 

8. A very extensive empirical literature examines the cross-national, statistical association 
between domestic and foreign conflict. See, for example, Wllkenfeld (1973), lIazclwood 

(1975), and james (1988). 

9. See cross-national analyses by Geller (1985) and Hagan (1987, 1993), both of which 
build on the early empirical work of Salmore and Sal more (1972, 1978). 

10. Rosenau (1966) raised this criticism most forcefully as part of his call for a field of com
parative foreign policy, but certainly by the 1980s he recogl1lzed the theorel1cal and 
methodological importance of more recent case study work (Rosenau 1987b). 

11. General theoretical frameworks on Soviet foreign policy that str:ss domestic political 
factors include Aspaturian (1966), Bialer (1981), Dallin (1981), S~mes (1986), and .' 
Valenta (1979, chapter 1). Good kremlinological o:,ervlews detarhng the general p~htl
cal dynamics of the Khrushchev and Brezhnev regllnes are, respecllvely, Lmd:n \ 1 ~66) 
and Gelman (1984). juri Valenta's (1979, 1980a, 1980b, 1984) case studIes of SovIet . 
decisions to use military force abroad are the most mnovatlve m detalhng the substance 
of debates and their impact on foreign policy. 

12. In addition to [(orany (1983, 1986a), important assessments of Third \'\Torld foreig~l 
policy analyses include Weinstein (1972), Clapham. (I 977), and DaVId (1991). Much of 
the theoretical work on Third World decision makmg IS, expectedly, regIOnally speCIfic 
and covers the Middle East (Korany and Dessouki 1984; Ismacl and Ismael 1986; . 
Dawisha 1990), sub-Saharan Africa (Good 1962; Shaw and Aluko 1984), Latm Amenca 
(Lincoln and Ferris 1984; Munoz and Tulchin 1984), and Asra (Vertzberger 1984a;. . 
Barnett 1985; and Chan 1979). Three excellent analytIC cases studIes of the publicS of 
foreign policy are Vertzberger's (1984b) analysis of India's 1962 border conflICt WIth 
China Weinstein's (1976) examination of IndoneSIa's confrontatIOn WIth the West 
under'Sukarno, and Kim's (1971) study of the making of Korea's postwar peace treaty 

with japan. 

13. Among the Western democracies, the research on the politics of japanese foreign policy 
decision making is particularly impressive, led by the research of Haruhlro fukUl. It 
includes both theoretical overviews of the domestIc pohtlCal actors and processes 
(Calder 1988; Destler et al. 1976; Fukui 1977a; Hellmann 1969; I-Iosoya 1976; On 1976; 
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Pempel 1977; Scalapino 1977) and thorough case studies of various types of both secu
nty I~sues (e.g., FukUI 1970, 1977a; Hellmann 1969) and economic issues (e.g. Destler 
FukUI, and Sato 1979; Fukui 1978). The work on other advanced democracies 'is a bit ' 
more dIspersed but I~cludes analyses of the Netherlands (Everts 1985), the 
Scandll1avlan countnes (Goldmann, Berglund, and Sjostedt 1986; Sundelius 1982) 
Israel (Brecher 1972, 1975), and the European powers of Germany, France, and Bri~ain 
(e.g., Hanneder and Auton 1980; Hanrieder 1967; Morse 1973; Wallace 1976' Smith 
SmIth, and WhIte 1988). ' , 

14. As noted earlier, the phrase is taken from Muller and Risse-Kappen (1993). Their essav 
prov~des a very useful survey of how domestic political phenomena are incorporated' 
lI1to mtelnatIOnal relatIOns perspectIves such as realism and complex interdependence. 

15. :areful and precise discussions of how political perspectives can supplement systemic 
explanatIOns of fOlelgn polIcy can be found 111 Snyder (1991), Mastanduno, Lake and 
Ikenberry (J 989), Putnam (1988), and Siverson and Starr (1994). ' 

16. ~ee Katzenstein (1978) for comparative analyses of statist arrangements in the United 
States, Japan, and vanous Western European nations. 

17. Cross-n~tional, empirical assessments showing that foreign policy patterns (e.g., align
ments) Cdn change as a result of changes m domestic political regimes are H'lgan 
(1989), Moon (1985), and Siverson and Starr (1994). " , 

18. This has spawned a large amount of empirical research demonstrating the absence of 
war among democraCIes, even If also finding that they are otherwise as war prone as 
duthontanan systems (e.I' Chan 1984' Maoz 311d Abdolal' 1989 M. d R D" ~ l' ( 1; aoz an ussett 
1993; Schweller 1992; Small and Singer 1976). Dixon (1993) extends the argument to 
plOpensIty for greater cooperatIon, while Maoz (1989) links war proneness to the politi
cal de~elopment WIth the conclusion that states undergoing radical political change are 
most lIkely to enter IIltO foreIgn conflIcts. See also Neack's essay (chapter 13) in this vol-
tlIne. ' 

19. Snyder (1991), for example, argues that the fragmentation of political authority (i.e., 
~al telIzatIOn) and resultmg bargall1IIlg, or "logrolling," among contending hard-line 
olOUpS contnbute~ to aggressIve and overextended foreign policies in Victorian Britain 
1~le-World War I Germany, 1930s Japan, as well as the Soviet Union and the United ' 
St::k~ at the heIght of the cold war. Lamborn (1991) examines political dynamics in 
thltdII1, FI ance, and Gern.lany across the two world wars, and his detailed case studies 
dl:o Illl~st~ate general polItIcal dynamics common to both authoritarian and democratic 
s, stems. Compared wIth the democracy/war-proneness studies, there have been tilr 
tewer studIes of these kinds of nonstructural political phenomena, except for Domke 
(1988): Morgan and Campbell ( 1991), and Morgan and Schwebach (1992). These liler
dtl\l es ell e bl ought together and analyzed in Hagan (1994). 

20. Coalition-building processes are also at the core of foreign policy models of dom -( 
structure (e.g., Mastanduno, Lake, and Ikenberry 1989' Lambol'n 1091' ]}'" IT, es IC 1991)' d . , . ,7 ,,,Isse- ,-appen 

an of models ot sll1g1e group and coalitional decision units (Allison 1971' 
Hagan,. Hermann, and Hermann n.d.; also Snyder and Diesing 1977). The crisis (~f 
a~~th~~ Ity Il1 the polIcy process underlies some of the arguments that democracies are 
less \\ ,\I pi one than authontanan systems with highly centralized governments. 

21. fiCh ~omparisons of U.S. and British foreign policy decision-making arrangements are 
OUIlL Il1 Neustadt (1970) and Waltz (1967), and differences between the United States 

and Japan are overvlewed in Destler et a!. (1976) and Destler, Fukui, and Sato (1979). 

22. f'ur.therm~re, the power of bureaucracies and interest groups is enhanced by this 
ext! eme tI <Igmentatlon of leadersh]l) '1uthority Not ()Illy do't 'd t' , r' . es 1 prOVI e or n10re 
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points of access for these particularistic interests, but these actors outside the cabinet 
also may become important political allies for squabbling central authorities. 

23. Thus, for example, even on the critical issue of containing Czechoslovak reforms in the 
late 1960s, the Brezhnev Politburo was both pressured by the Central Committee and 
internally divided over the relative merits of military force as opposed to economic and 
political sanctions. It acted only after eight months of debate and internal wavering 

(Valenta 1979). 

24. For discussions of the fragmentation of political authority in \>\Iilhelmine Germany see 
Kennedy (1980), Lamborn (1991), and Snyder (1991 ). 

25. Compared to pre-World War I Germany, cartelization appears to have been more fluid, 
with factionalism within major actors as well as ties with various civilian players. On 
Japanese foreign policy making in the 1930s, see Fukui (1977b), Hosoya (1976), and 

Snyder (-1991-) . 

26. The concept of the predominant leader is developed by Margaret Hermann in 
Hermann, Hermann, and Hagan (1987) and in Hagan, Hermann, and Hermann (n.d.). 
Historical examples are Germany's Bismarck and Hitler and the Soviet Union's Stalin, 
while contemporary cases are Cuba's Castro, North Korea's Kim ll-Sung, Iraq's Sadaam 
Hussein, Syria's Assad, as well as the first generation of many African postcolonial 

rulers. 

27. Political survival is pervasive in foreign policy explanations of war (e.g., Levy 1989; 
Lebow 1981). The task of retaining power is central to the logic of various general for
eign policy models (e.g., Hudson, Sims, and Thomas 1993; Salmore and Salmore 1978; 
Van Belle 1993), particularly the extensive empirical research on the linkage between 
domestic conflict and foreign conflict (e.g., James 1988; Wilkenfeld 1973). 

28. Other well-documented cases of foreign policy making by similarly unstable coalitions 
include Syria prior to the June 1967 \>\Iar (Bar-Siman-Tov 1983), Indonesia's confronta
tion with the \>\Iest under Sukarno (vVeinstein 1976), Argentina's invasion of the 
Falkland Islands (Levy and Vakili 1990), and China during the Cultural Revolution 

(Hinton 1972). 

29. RissecKappen's (1991) model of public opinion and foreign policy effectively combines 
the dynamics of political survival and coalition building, showing that the latter is con
strained in cohesive governments, which are then able to contain the pressures of public 

opposition. 

30. In still other situations the tasks of building policy coalitions and retaining political 
power may be different, with the result that leaders may be able to act in ways that 
either game might separately suggest. Leaders, for example, might pursue a publicly 
unpopular policy because the regime is sufficiently cohesive to carry out its strong pref
erences, or because one of the critical members of the regime threatens to defect and 
bring down the regime immediately if it does not act. Another situation is where a 
severely fragmented regime engages in unexpectedly strong (though often erratic) for
eign policy activit y. This occurs when deadlocked actors within the regime seek to alter 
the situation by appealing to political groups outside the regime, often with virulent 
appeals to public nationalism and other unifying nationalist and ideological themes. 

31. Accommodation via bargaining underlies statist approaches in the political economy 
literature (e.g., Ikenberry, Lake, and Mastanduno 1988; Katzenstein 1976; Krasner 1978) 
and models of economic policymaking (Destler 1986; Vernon, Spar, and Tobin 1991). 

32. Compromise is a central theme in the bureaucratic politics case research on U.S. 

national security policy, as cited in note 3. 
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33. Much of the international relations theory on pacific democracies rests upon the idea 
that domestic politics inhibits foreign policy makers (e.g., Doyle 1986). Lamborn (1991) 
treats domestic politics as a constraint on the risk propensities of both democratic and 
authoritarian belligerents. 

34. This is true of the additional cases of unstable coalitions, as cited in note 29. 

35. This is a critical point in any theory that incorporates domestic political phenomena 
into a broader theory of foreign policy. Any assessment of domestic political constraints 
must take into account that these pressures are balanced international imperatives and 
risks. Frameworks in this direction are developed by Lamborn (1991) and by Hudson, 
Sims, and Thomas (1993). 

36. Nincic (1992), Snyder (1991), and Russett (1990) suggest that these dynamics can be 
contained by democratic systems before they provoke major wars or irreversible overex
tension of power. 

37. These issues were then handled by senior ministerial bureaucrats, although it is impor
tant to note that these actors too were divided on the issue and unable to act much 
more effectively. 

38. This definition is broadly based on Callahan (1982). Discussions of overextended com
mitments in international affairs are found in Snyder (1991) and Kennedy (1987), while 
Stein (1993) develops the theme of underextension. 

39. The concept of risk taking in foreign policy is developed in Bueno de Mesquita (1981) 
and Lamborn (1991). 

40. The articulation of the logic of this approach draws upon Hermann (I 987b). 

41. See Hagan (1993) for a complete discussion of the conceptualization and operational
ization of organized opposition in terms of the following three properties. Mass-level 
opposition is the focus of cross-national analyses of domestic and foreign conflict (e.g., 
Wilkenfdd 1973; James 1988). 

42. Of course, the importance of democratic constraints is demonstrated by the extensive 
literature that shows that democracies rarely fight wars with each other, although they 
are as war prone as authoritarian systems when fighting nondemocracies. See the litera
ture cited in the first section of this chapter as well as the more extended discussion in 
Hagan (1994). 

43. Several studies point to the importance of institutionalization as a broad foreign 
policy influence. Snyder's (1991) analysis of five cases of cartelized regimes shows that 
these pressures were contained in relatively institutionalized systems (mid-eighteenth
century Britain and the US. and US.S.R. during the cold war) but were not contained 
in less institutionalized systems (pre-World War I Germany and Japan in the 1930s). 
Maoz (1989) finds that newly established polities (both democratic and authoritarian) 
created through revolutionary processes are more prone to international disputes, as 
compared with more established systems undergoing evolutionary change. Hagan's 
analysis (1993) finds political influences on foreign policy are most pronounced for 
regimes in moderately institutionalized political systems, whose leaders have neither the 
power to suppress opposition nor the norms of consensus building to work with them. 
Finally, across the case study literature of the politics of foreign policy in non-US. set
tings, the contextual effects of institutionalization would seem as important as those of 
democratization (Hagan 1993, chapter 2). 

44. It is widely accepted, for example, that in "crisis" situations policymaking becomes con
centrated at the highest levels of government and debate is minimized by the pressures 
of high threat, short decision-making time, and surprise. Others argue that "redistribu
tive" (Lowi 1967) and "institutionally grounded" (Art 1973) issues involve a greater 

dispersion of authority and more intense contlict than do others of a less "zero-sum" 

nature. 

45. Formal definitions of the three decision units are as follows. A predominant leader is a 
single individual with the authority to commit,. irreversibly, natIOnal resources 111 • 

response to a problem. A single group IS an entlty of two or more people whc: lllte~act 
directly with all other members and who collectlvely are able to reach a deCISion with
out consulting outside entities (e.g., cabinets, juntas, and politburos). A coalitIOn of 
autonomous groups has two or more politically autonomo~s groups (e.g:, p~lrtJes: 
institutions/bureaucracies), none of which alone has the ability to COlTI1l11t natIOnal 
resources without the support of all or some of the other actors. See I lagan (1993, . 
218-23) for a full discussion of adapting the decision- U11lts approach to understandmg 
how leaders respond to domestic opposition in foreign policy. 
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Event Data in Foreign 
Policy Analysis 

Philip A. Schrodt, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 

II! Editors'Introduction 

In this chapter Philip Schrodt reviews the development and use Q[ 
event data to study joreign policy. Schrodt shows how the use oj 
event data to study (usually) interstate behavior has been a part oj 
the study ojjoreign policy jrom the beginnings Q[ the Jield in the 
1960s and continues to be important in the second generation Q[ 
joreign policy analysis. He also discusses how new developments 
in theories. concepts, and technologies have changed how event 
data are generated, stored, and used; and how the questions 
addressed with event data have changed with the field's develop
ment. Schrodt discusses data sets thatJocus on actors (e.g., Great 
Britain, Iraq, the PLO, the UN) and others that Jocus on episodes 
(e.g., wars, crLses, negotiation). These event data sets have pro
vided the evidence oJ Joreign policy jor many who Jocus their 
research on the interaction among actors in world politics. Schrodt 
argues that in the second generation oj Joreign policy analysis, 
those using event data are trying to keep pace notJust with techno
logical innovations but also with conceptual changes as those in 
the field try to understand more complex processes and include 
more and d!1Jerent actors in the data sets. 

Questions the reader should focus on when reading this 
chapter include the jollowing: What are event data? What d!1Jerent 
types Q[ event data are there? What types Q[joreign policy ques
tions can be addressed with event data? What are some oj the 
shortcomings oj this approach to studying joreign policy? How are 
the changes in world politics and technology changing this method
ology? And what types oj interesting Joreign problems can you 
think oj that may be able to be studied with this type Q[ method? • 

Foreign policy analysis developed at about the same time as the behavioral approach 
in political science. The objective of the behavioralists was to study political behavior 
using systematically measured variables, statistical techniques, and unambiguously 
stated hypotheses. In some areas of political science, the behavioralist studies used 
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measurement techniques that had been developed earlier. For example, researchers 
attempting to model elections found that the traditional questions asked of potential 
voters in survey research-party affiliation, whether they had voted before, who they 
were planning to vote for, and so forth-provided a useful foundation for their stud
ies .. While the statistical methodologies and survey methods used in contemporary 
votmg research are substantially more sophisticated than the voting surveys of the 
1920s and 1930s, the basic measurement instrument-the public opinion survey-is 
the same. 

No equivalent data existed in the field of foreign policy analysis. Traditional 
studies of foreign policy primarily used narrative sources such as documents, histo
ries, and memoirs, and there was no way to directly analyze these in a statistical 
framework. This disjuncture necessitated the development of new methods for gen
erating data. A variety of these methods have been discussed in the other chapters of 
this volume; this chapter will focus on one of the most commonly used measurement 
techniques of foreign policy behavior, event data. 

The basis of many studies of foreign policy is the fundalTlental question "Who 
did what to whom?" For example, during the Nixon administration (1969-74), the 
United States and the Soviet Union had a relaxation of diplomatic tensions known as 
the detente period. This was reflected in a variety of foreign policy actions, including 
arms control agreements, a decrease in hostile rhetoric, increased trade, and increased 
cooperation in resolving disputes. A decision maker living during this period would 
have a general perception that the hostility between the two superpowers had 
decreased. This perception would be based on a general pattern of cooperative inter
action, rather than on a single incident. 

EVeJZt data are a formal method of measuring the phenomena that contribute to 
foreign policy perceptions. Event data are generated by examining thousands of news
paper reports on the day-to-day interactions of nation-states and assigning each 
reported interaction a numerical score or a categorical code. For example, if two 
countries sign a trade agreement, that interaction might be assigned a numerical score 

Figure 9.1 
U.S. Actions Toward tlze Soviet Union, 1948-78 
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of +5, whereas if the two countries broke off diplomatic relations, that would be 
a~signed a nU.me.rica.1 score of -8. When these reports are averaged over time, they pro
vIde a rough mdlcatlOn of the level of cooperation and conflict between the two states. 

Figure 9.1 shows the actions that the United States directed toward the Soviet 
Union for the period 1948-78 as measured by the Conflict and Peace Data Bank 
(COPDAB) event data set collected by the late Edward Azar (1980,1982). In the 
COPDAB coding scheme, negative numbers indicate conflictual behavior; positive 
numbers indicate cooperation. COPDAB is based on the New York Times and a vari
ety of regional newspaper sources; the data cover the period 1948-78. 

The COPDAB time series shows three general periods. The early cold war 
(1948-62) is characterized by uniformly negative relations, though these are more 
stable in the late 1950s than in the early 1950s. A partial "thaw" occurs in 1962-70 
following the Cuban missile crisis, with the relationship being neutral. Finally, the 
1970-78 period shows the rise and fall of the detente policy. Other event data sets 
cov~ring the 1980s. record the "new cold war" of the early Reagan period followed by 
the Improved relatIons that occur when Gorbachev comes to power in the USSR (see 
Goldstein and Freeman 1990). 

The event data record of U.S.-Soviet interactions corresponds closely to the 
patterns one would expect from a historical study. Moreover, the event data can also 
be used to fine-tune that chronology. For example, while Nixon clearly intended to 
implement a detente policy from the beginning of his administration in 1969, there 
was continued disagreement between the United States and Soviet Union over U.S. 
involvement in Vietnam, the 1968 Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, and other 
issues, so the interaction pattern is not actually positive until 1971. Positive interac
tions peak about the time of Nixon's resignation in 1974; the event data scores then 
decline during the two years of the Ford administration and return to post-Cuban 
missile crisis levels by 1976. 

Figure 9.2 shows another example of the use of event data to chart the evolu
tion of a complex international interaction, the Palestinian intifada (uprising) that 

Figure 9.2 
Israeli-Palestinian Interactions, 1982-92 
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began in December 1987. This chart is based on the coding of news stories on Israeli
Palestinian interactions reported by the Reuters international news agency. These 
reports were automatically coded by a specialized computer program into the World 
Events Interaction Survey (WEIS) event data categories developed by Charles 
McClelland (1976). The categorical WETS events were then converted to a monthly 
numerical score using a scale devised by Goldstein (1992); as in Figure 9.1, negative 
scores indicate conflict and positive scores indicate cooperation. 

This time series shows the pattern of interactions-largely uses of force-in 
considerable detail. The initial increase in conflictual activity in 1982-83 corresponds 
to Israel's invasion of Lebanon, which was initially directed against Palestine 
Liberation Organization forces. The invasion is followed by a period of five years of 
relative quiet, though a separate series of event data on Israel's interactions with 
Lebanon during this period shows a great deal of conflict as opposition to Israeli 
forces shifts from the PLO to various Lebanese groups. The intifada begins abruptly 
in December 1987 and then gradually declines over the next five years, though there 
is another upsurge in violence following the election of a Labor government in Israel 
in the summer of 1992. 

As with the case of the U.S.-Soviet interactions, this time series gives a more 
exact measure of the patterns of events over time. For example, while the intifada fol
lows a lull in conflict during the summer of 1987, the event data also show a general 
increase in conflict beginning about eighteen months earlier. This increase may have 
been a precursor to the larger uprising (see Schrodt and Gerner 1994). 

As these two figures illustrate, event data can be used to summarize the overall 
relationship between two countries over time. The patterns shown by event data usu
ally correspond to the narrative summaries of the interactions found in historical 
sources, but unlike narrative accounts, event data can be subjected to statistical 
analysis. As a consequence, event data are frequently used to study foreign policy out
comes and some characteristics of the international environment within which 
foreign policy decisions occur. 

III Creating Event Data 

The creation of event data is basically a process of content analysis (see Krippendorff 
1980; Weber 1990) and inyolves three steps. first, a source or sources of news about 
political interactions is identified. This could be an internationally oriented newspa
per such as the New York Times, a set of regional newspapers and news magazines, a 
news summary such as Facts on File or Deadline Data 011 World Affairs, or a news wire 
service such as Reuters or the Associated Press. As will be discussed later, the choice 
of the event source can have a substanti<ll effect on the number and type of events 
reported. 

Second, a coding system is developed, or a researcher may decide to use an 
existing coding system such as "VEIS or COPDAB. The coding system specifies what 
types of political interactions constitute an "event," identifies the political actors that 
will be coded (for example, whether nonstate actors such as international organiza
tions and guerrilla movements will be included in the data set), specifies the 
categories of events and their codes, and specifies any information to be coded in 
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addition to the basic event. For example, the COPDAB data set codes a general "issue 
area"-whether an action is primarily military, economic, diplomatic, or one of five 
other types of relationship. WEIS, in contrast, codes for specific "issue arenas" such as 
the Vietnam War, Arab-Israeli conflict, and SALT negotiations. 

In a project using human coders, these coding rules are collected into a manual 
used to train coders; these manuals are often fifty or more pages in length and deal 
with a variety of contingencies that coders may encounter. The third stage involyes 
training coders so that a news story will be assigned the same codes irrespective of 
the indiyidual coding it. Coders in event data projects generated in universities are 
typically graduate students or advanced undergraduates in political science. The 
training stage is frequently quite time-consuming, but with sufficient training, most 
projects train coders to the point where two coders will assign the same code to a 
news report in 85 to 90 percent of the cases (see Burgess and Lawton 1972). In a pro
ject dealing with a relatively short period-for example the 1990-91 Persian Gulf 
crisis-a single researcher may do all of the coding to ensure that a single coding 
standard is used. 

In a machine-coding project, coding rules are implemented in a computer pro
gram, usually using extensive dictionaries that identify actors and events and then 
associate these with specific codes (see Gerner et al. 1994; Lehnert and Sundheim 
1991). These dictionaries are typically developed by coding a large number of test 
sentences from the actual data and adding the appropriate vocabulary when the 
machine makes an error. 

When these three tasks have been completed, coding can be done. Generating a 
large human-coded data set such as WEIS or COPDAB takes a number of years, dur
ing which time intercoder reliability must be maintained despite the turnover in the 
coders. Machine coding is much faster-a computer program can code hundreds of 
events per minute-but machine coding is restricted to simple event categories and 
cannot extract more complicated types of information from a story. 

Table 9.1 shows a sample of the lead sentences of reports on the Reuters news 
wire that preceded Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in August 1990. 1 Generally each lead 
corresponds to a single event, though some sentences generate multiple events. For 
example, the report "July 23, 1990: Iraqi newspapers denounced Kuwait's foreign 
minister as a U.S. agent Monday" corresponds to an event in the WEIS event coding 
scheme: the 'NETS category 122 is defined as "Denounce; denigrate; abuse." In this 
event Iraq is the source of the action and Kuwait is the target. Together, these generate 
the event record "900723 IRQ KUVV 122" where "900723" is the date of the event, 
IRQ is a standard code for Iraq, KUW is the code for Kuwait, and 122 is the WEIS 
category. Table 9.2 shows the Reuters stories converted to WEIS events. 

Event data analysis relies on a large number of events to produce meaningful 
patterns of interaction. The information provided by any single event is very limited; 
single events are also affected by erroneous reports and coding errors. However, 
important events trigger other interactions throughout the system. For example, 
while Iraq's invasion of Kuwait by itself generates only a single event with WEIS code 
223-military force-the invasion triggers an avalanche of additional activity 
throughout the international system as states and international organizations 
denounce, approve, or comrnent, so the crisis is very prominent in the event record. 
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Table 9.1 Reuters Chronology of 1990 Iraq-Kuwait Crisis 

July 17, 1990: RESURGENT IRAQ SENDS SHOCK WAVES THROUGH 
GULF ARAB STATES 

Iraq President Saddam Hussein launched an attack on Kuwait and the 
United Arab Emirates (UAE) Tuesday, charging they had conspired 
with the United States to depress world oil prices through 
overproduction. 

July 23,1990: IRAQ STEPS UP GULF CRISIS WITH ATTACK ON 
KUWAITI MINISTER 

Iraqi newspapers denounced Kuwait's foreign minister as a U.S. agent 
Monday, pouring oil on the flames of a Persian Gulf crisis Arab 
leaders are struggling to stifle with a flurry of diplomacy. 

July 24,1990: IRAQ WANTS GULF ARAB AID DONORS TO WRITE OFF 
WAR CREDITS 

Debt-burdened Iraq's conflict with Kuwait is partly aimed at persuading Gulf 
Arab creditors to write off billions of dollars lent during the war with 
Iran, Gulf-based bankers and diplomats said. 

July 24,1990: IRAQ, TROOPS MASSED IN GULF, DEMANDS $25 OPEC 
OIL PRICE 

Iraq's oil minister hit the OPEC cartel Tuesday with a demand that it must 
choke supplies until petroleum prices soar to $25 a barrel. 

July 25,1990: IRAQ TELLS EGYPT IT WILL NOT ATTACK KUWAIT 

Iraq has given Egypt assurances that it would not attack Kuwait in their 
current dispute over oil and territory, Arab diplomats said Wednesday. 

July 27, 1990: IRAQ WARNS IT WON'T BACK DOWN IN TALKS WITH 
KUWAIT 

Iraq made clear Friday it would take an uncompromising stand at 
conciliation talks with Kuwait, saying its Persian Gulf neighbor must 
respond to Baghdad's "legitimate rights" and repair the economic 
damage it caused. 

July 31,1990: IRAQ INCREASES TROOP LEVELS ON KUWAIT BORDER 

Iraq has concentrated nearly 100,000 troops close to the Kuwaiti border, 
more than triple the number reported a week ago, the Washington 
Post said in its Tuesday editions. 

August 1, 1990: CRISIS TALKS IN JEDDAH BETWEEN IRAQ AND 
KUWAIT COLLAPSE 

Talks on defusing an explosive crisis in the Gulf collapsed Wednesday when 
Kuwait refused to give in to Iraqi demands for money and territory, a 
Kuwaiti official said. 

August 2,1990: IRAQ INVADES KUWAIT, OIL PRICES SOAR AS WAR 
HITS PERSIAN GULF 

Iraq invaded Kuwait, ousted its leaders and set up a pro-Baghdad 
government Thursday in a lightning pre-dawn strike that sent oil 
prices soaring and world leaders scrambling to douse the flames of 
war in the strategic Persian Gulf. 

Source: Reuters. 
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Table 9.2 WEIS Coding of 1990 Iraq-Kuwait Crisis 

Date Source Target WEIS Code Type of Action 
900717 IRQ KUW 121 CHARGE 
900717 IRQ UAE 121 CHARGE 
900723 IRQ KUW 122 DENOUNCE 
900724 IRQ ARB 150 DEMAND 
900724 IRQ OPC 150 DEMAND 
900725 IRQ EGY 054 ASSURE 
900727 IRQ KUW 160 WARN 
900731 IRQ KUW 182 MOBILIZATION 
900801 KUW IRQ 112 REFUSE 
900802 IRQ KUW 223 MILITARY FORCE 

• The History of Event Data in Foreign Policy Analysis 

Event data were originally developed by Charles McClelland in the early 19605 as a 
bridge between the traditional approach of diplomatic history and the new quantita
tive analysis of international politics advocated in the behavioral approach.2 
McClelland reasoned that history could be decomposed into a sequence of discrete 
events such as consultations, threats, promises, acts of violence, and so forth. Event 
data formed a link between the then-prevalent general systems theories of interna
tional behavior and the textual histories which provided an empirical basis for 
understanding that behavior. According to McClelland, 

International conduct, expressed in terms of event data, is the chief dependent 
variable of international relations research .... It is interesting that a starting point 
is provided as readily by the ordering principle of classical diplomatic history as 
by the basic concepts of general system analysis. Thus, we may assert that the 
prime intellectual task in the study of international relations is ... to account for 
the relations among components of the international system by ... tracing recur-
ring processes within these components, by noting systematically the structure 
and processes of exchange among the components, and by explaining, finally, the 
linkages of within-component and between-cornponent phenomena. Obviously 
the classical definition of diplomatic history is less ponderous and more literary 
than the general system definition of the task but both ... carry about the same 
information and involve nearly the same range of choices of inquiry and analysis 
(1970,6). 

During the 1960s and 1970s, several event data collections were assembled. The 
COPDAB (Azar 1980, 1982; Azar and Sloan 1975) and WEIS (McClelland 1976) data 
sets attempt to code all interactions by all states and some nonstate actors such as the 
United Nations and various national liberation movements; the COPDAB and WEIS 
coding schemes have subsequently been used in a number of other data sets. A vari
ety of domestic and international event data were also collected in the context of 
more general data sets such as Rummel's "Dimensionality of Nations" collection 
(Rummel 1972a), the World Handbook (Taylor and Hudson 1972), and various inter
nal conflict data sets collected by Gurr (1974); these usually focus on a limited set of 
actions such as uses of force, domestic violence, or changes of government. The 
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Comparative Research on the Events of Nations (CREON) data set (Hermann et al. 
1973), which is specifically designed for the analysis of foreign policy, was also devel
oped during this period. 

For a period in the late 19705 and early 1980s, event data were collected by 
United States governmental agencies such as the Department of State, the 
Department of Defense, and various intelligence agencies (see Andriole and Hopple 
1984; Daly and Andriole ]980; Hopple 1984; Hopple, Andriole, and Freedy 1984; 
Laurance 1990), and by private political consulting firms such as CACI Inc. The 
Department of State experimented with coding event data for a small set of states in 
197] in its Foreign Relations Indicator Project (FRIP) (see Lanphier 1975). The 
Pentagon's Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) sponsored a large
scale project in the 1970s to develop event data models for crisis forecasting and 
management, and in the early years of the Reagan administration a major event data 
collection and analysis effort was undertaken by the National Security Council statY 
in the White House. 

These efforts apparently had little long-term impact on the formulation of for
eign policy, though many of these event data sets are now available in the archives of 
the Inter- University Consortium for Political and Social Research at the University of 
Michigan and are used in research.3 Laurance (1990) analyzes the reasons for the lim
ited impact of event data on policy, which include the failure to coordinate the event 
data projects with the analysts and policymakers who were supposed to use the data, 
the absence of guidelines on how event data could be used with traditional, nonstatis
tical sources of information, and the absence of user-friendly analytical tools. 

Event data collection experienced a hiatus in the mid-1980s, though the 
COPDAB and WEIS data continued to be refined, other data sets such as CREON were 
used in research, and some new data sets focusing on international crises-notably 
Leng's Behavioral Correlates of War (BCOW) (Leng 1987) and Sherman's SHERFACS 
(Sherman and Neack 1993 )--were developed during this time. Large-scale event data 
efforts were revived in the early 1990s in the second phase of the National Science 
Foundation's Data Development in International Relations project (DDIR), directed by 
Dina Zinnes and Richard Merritt (see Merritt, Muncaster, and Zinnes 1993). Rather 
than simply extending the work of the 1970s, DDIR emphasized the development of 
new approaches, with particular emphasis on exploiting the computing power available 
in personal computers and using machine-readable news sources. 

• Event Data Sets 

Event data sets fall into two general categories. Actor-oriented data sets record all 
interactions between a set of actors for a specific period of time, for example the 
Middle East 1949-69. Episode-oriented sets look at the events involved in a specific 
historical incident, usually an international crisis or use of force. 

Actor-Oriented Data Sets 

WEIS. The WEIS coding scheme classifies events into sixty-three specific cate
gories; these are organized into twenty-two general categories such as "Consult," 
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"Reward," "Protest," and "Force" (see Table 9.3). The general categories form a very 
rough cooperation-conflict continuum. WEIS coding was the de facto standard used 
by the u.s. government-sponsored projects during the 1970s, and consequently a 
number of the data sets in the ICPSR use the WEIS scheme. 

The \~EIS data set available at the TCPSR covers only eleven years (1966-77) 
and contains only about ninety thousand events; the source text is the New YiJrk 
Times. Data after '1977 have continued to be coded by McClelland and several of his 
students (e.g., Rodney Tomlinson at the U.S. Naval Academy), but the full series is 
not available in the public domain at the present time. DDTR has sponsored the 
development of a machine-coding system for WEIS (Gerner et a!. 1994), which could 
facilitate the generation of WE IS-coded data in the future. 

Because most common statistical routines, such as regression analysis, use 
numerical rather than categorical data, \-VEIS events are often averaged into numeri
cal scores before being analyzed. Vincent (1979) and Goldstein (1992) provide two 
such scales that assign numbers on a cooperation-conflict continuum to each WETS 
category; Figure 9.2 was produced using Goldstein's scale. WEIS codes can also be 
translated into the COPDAB scale, though one cannot translate from COPDAB to 
VvEIS because COPDAB makes fewer distinctions in the type of event. 

COPDAB. The COPDAB data set is substantially larger in size and scope than 
WEIS, with about 350,000 international events for the period 1948-78. COPDAB 
uses a number of different news sources rather than depending solely on the New 
York Times; in particular, it uses a variety of regional sources to cover events outside 
of North America and Europe.4 In contrast to the categories in \~EIS, COPDAB uses 
an ordered coding scheme that goes from 1 to 16 (see Table 9.4) supplemented by a 
numerical cooperation-conflict intensity scale developed by Azar and Sloan (1975). 

Table 9.3 Examples of WE IS Event Codes 

II. REJECT 
I II Turn down proposal, reject protest demand, threat 
112 Refuse, oppose, refuse to allow 

12. ACCUSE 
121 Charge, criticize, blame, disapprove 
122 Denounce, denigrate, abuse 

13. PROTEST 
131 Make complaint (not formal) 
132 Make formal complaint or protest 

17. THREATEN 
171 Threat without specific negative sanctions 
172 Threat with specific nonmilitary negative sanctions 
173 Threat with force specified 
174 Ultimatum: threat with negative sanctions and time limit 

specified 

18. DEMONSTRATE 
181 Nonmilitary demonstration, walk out on 
182 Armed force mobilization, exercise, and/or display 

Source: f"lcClclland (1976). 
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Table 9.4 Examples of COPDAB Event Codes 

Nation A expressed mild disaffection toward B's policies, objectives, 
goals, behaviors with }(s government objection to these protestations; 
}(s communique or note dissatisfied with B's policies in third party. 
Nation A engages in verbal threats, warnings, demands and 
accusations against B; verbal, hostile behavior. 
Nation A increases its military capabilities and politico economic 
resources to counter Nation B's actions or the latter's contemplated 
actions; A places sanctions on B or hinders B's movement in 
waterways or on land and attempts to cause economic problems for B. 

Source: Azar and Sloan (1975). 

CO.PDA~ ~oding. ~lso classifies an event into one of eight types-for example sym
bolIc, polItIcal, mIlItary, economic, or cultural. 

Under DDIR sponsorship, a group at the University of Maryland directed by 
Gurr and Davies is extending the COPDAB data set from 1990 to the present (Davies 
and McDaniel 1993). Their project, the Global Event Data System (GEDS), is based 
on the COPDAB framework but uses a much richer data format that preserves much 
of the original text reporting the event; GEDS also codes a number of internal politi
cal actors, particularly ethnic groups. 

CREON. The Comparative Research on the Events of Nations data set (East, 
Salmore, and Hermann 1978; Hermann et al. 1973) is specifically designed for the 
study of foreign policy interactions. Its basic event coding scheme is similar to that of 
WEIS, but CREON in addition codes over 150 variables dealing with the context of 
the event, related actions, and internal decision-making processes. Unlike WEIS and 
COPDAB, CREON does not code all interactions during a period of time: instead, it 
co:vers ~ ran~om sample of time periods during 1959-68 and a stratified sample of 
thIrty-sIX natIon-states, which contains a disproportionate number of developed and 
English-speaking countries. The purpose of CREON is to study the foreign policy 
process, rather than foreign policy output. In practice this means that CREON is bet
ter ~~ited tha~ WEIS .or COPDAB to studying the linkages between the foreign policy 
?eCISlOn-makmg enVIronment and foreign policy outputs for specific decisions, but 
It cannot be used to study policy outputs over a continuous period of time or for 
countries not in the sample. 

Other actor-oriented event data sets. While WEIS, COPDAB, and CREON are 
the largest actor-oriented data sets, a variety of smaller sets exist. As noted earlier, the 
ICPSR has several regionally specific, WEIS-coded data sets dating from the 1970s, 
and additional regional data sets are being collected at the present time. The South 
Africa Event Data set (SAFED) (van Wyk and Radloff 1993) is a WEIS-coded collec
tion focusing on southern Africa for the period 1977-88; it has unusually dense 
coverage of nonstate actors such as guerrilla movements. Ashley (1980) assembled a 
data set focusing only on the interactions of the superpowers-the United States 
Soviet Union, and People's Republic of China-for 1950-72; this contains about fif~ 
teen thousand events and is coded with a COPDAB-like scale. 
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Episode-Oriented Data Sets 

BCOW. The Behavioral Correlates of War data set (Leng 1987) codes a sample of 
38 major international crises over the period 1816-1975. Roughly half of these crises 
culminated in war and the other half were resolved without war. Most of the crises (31 
out of 38) are in the twentieth century; about one-third (12) are post-World War II; 
and many of the crises preceding the two world wars are included in the sample. The 
BCOW event codes are an expanded version of the WEIS scheme, containing about 
one hundred categories and differentiating more clearly between verbal, economic, and 
military behavior. Leng (1993b) contains an extensive analysis of this data set. 

BCOW uses multiple sources of information, including newspaper accounts, 
diplomatic histories, and chronologies (Leng 1987, 1). The number of events in each 
crisis range from 120 events in the 1889-90 British-Portugal crisis in southern Africa 
to 2,352 events in the 1956 Suez crisis. The ICPSR data set is accompanied by a very 
extensive coding manual that would allow a researcher to code additional crises in a 
manner consistent with the original data; it also includes some specialized software 

that can be used to analyze the data. 
CASCON. The Computer-Aided System for the Analysis of Local Conflicts sys

tem (CASCON) codes the characteristics of sixty-six internal and international 
conflicts during the post-World War II period. The analytical framework is based on 
a study by Bloomfield and Leiss (1969) and is organized around six predefined con
flict phases ranging from the issues leading to the initiation of the dispute to the 
resolution of the dispute. CAS CON codes 540 "factors" for each crisis; some of these 
describe specific types of events; others describe contextual characteristics of the cri
sis such as whether the parties to the conflict are dependent on outside aid. 

Table 9.5 Examples of BCOW Event Codes 

Military Actions (sample from a total of 36 categories) 
11212 International Peacekeeping Force 
11333 Alert 
21143 Change in Combat Force Level 
31133 Fortify Occupied Territory 

Diplomatic Actions (sample from a total of 35 categories) 
12121 Negotiate 
12362 Declare Neutrality 
12213 Punish or Restrict Foreign Nationals 
32151 Grant Independence to Colony 

Economic Actions (sample from a total of 20 categories) 
13121 Economic Negotiation 
23121 Sell or Trade 
23231 Pay for Goods or Services 

Unofficial Actions (sample from a total of 11 categories) 
14251 Pro foreign Demonstration 
14213 Antiforeign Demonstration 
14152 Hostage Taking 

Source: Leng (1987). 
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The current version of the data set, CASCON III (Bloomfield and Moulton 
1989), is an integrated "decision support system" designed to help decision makers 
compare current crises with the historical data on the sixty-six CASCON crises; the 
system runs on a personal computer. The CAS CON III system contains the conflict 
data set, a variety of analytical tools that can be used to compare conflicts, and a sub
system for entering new C8ses into the database. An earlier version of the data set, 
containing only fifty-two cases during the 1945-69 period and without the analytical 
software, is available from the ICPSR. 

SHERFACS. The SHERFACS data set (Sherman and Neack 1993) codes over 
seven hundred international disputes and almost one thousand domestic disputes in 
the 1945-84 period. It combines several different coding schemes, including 
COP DAB event codes, the CASCON crisis phase structure, and a variety of conflict 
management variables originally used in the Butterworth (1976) data set in crisis 
mediation. SHERFACS is particularly strong on coding nonstate actors such as eth
nic groups, transnational actors sllch as intergovernmental organizations, and 
nonnational actors such as multinational corporations. 

An early version of SHERFACS is available from the ICPSR (Alker and 
Sherman 1982, 1986); the current version is being completed as part of the DDIR 
project. While SHERFACS is not part of an integrated software system like CASCON, 
Unseld and Mallery (1992; cf. Mallery n.d.) have been developing specialized soft
ware for analyzing the data and deriving general rules from it. This software is based 
on artificial intelligence techniques and could be generalized to work with other 
types of event data. 

Other episode-oriented event data sets. As noted earlier, several other data col
lections available from the ICPSR such as The World Handbook contain some limited 
amounts of event data. Another example is the PRINCE Project data set (Coplin, 
O'Leary, and Shapiro n.d.). This data set was originally collected in conjunction with 
a computer simulation project and contains a small set of event data dealing with 
political issue positions for the period January 1, 1972, to June 30, 1972. Other data 
sets have been collected for the study of a specific crisis: for example, Lebovic (1993) 
coded events during the period prior to the 1991 Gulf War (August 2, 1990, to 
January 16, 1991) in order to analyze the impact of foreign policy "momentum" in 
that crisis. 

III Applications 

Event data have been llsed in a variety of studies in foreign policy analysis. This sec
tion will briet1y discuss five applications that illustrate some of the different 
analytical techniques employing event data. 

Reciprocity in Superpower Interactions 

I n an extensive analysis reported in their book Three- Way Street, Goldstein and 
Freeman (1990) combine three event data sets-WEIS, COPDAB, and Ashley's 
superpower data-to create a time series of interactions between the United States, 
the Soviet Union, and the People's Republic of China, extending from 1948 to 1986. 
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These data are analyzed using a statistical technique called vector autoregression, 
which assesses the effects of a change in one variable in the system on other variables. 

The study is important in two respects. First, the forty-year time series clearly 
displays the major shifts in the relationships between three major powers, such as the 
cold war of the 1950s between the United States and the Soviet Union, the detente 
period of the early 1970s, and the Reagan-Brezhnev "New Cold War" of the early 
19805. Similarly, the effects of the Cultural Revolution and the Nixon rapprochement 
with China can be seen in the U.S.-Chinese relationship. 

Goldstein and Freeman's statistical findings show that most of the interactions 
between the superpowers were reciprocal, that is, each state received interactions from 
other superpowers similar to those it projected to them. This pattern of reciprocity 
had been predicted by a number of theories, and mo,e generally the study of recipro
cal behavior has been a major focus of event data research.s The study also showed a 
great deal of inertia in the superpower relationships: the level of cooperation or con
flict was maintained about the same level from year to year, changing only slowly. 

Political Influence in Arms Transfers 

Schrodt (1983) studies the effects of the international sale of weapons on interna
tional behavior using event data. One key concern in this arms transfer research is 
the "arms and influence" relationship: does the supplier of weapons gain political 
int1uence over the recipient? The study uses data from the Stockholm International 
Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) on weapons sales from the United States and the 
Soviet Union to a number of Middle Eastern countries. The COPDAB data set is 
used to measure cooperative and conflictual behavior between the supplier and the 
recipient. The statistical technique used was cross-correlation: the correlation 
between the level of sales and the cooperative or conflictual behavior at times bef~}re 
and after the arms transfer. 

Figure 9.3 
Cross-correlation of Arms Transfers and International 
Cooperation from Recipient to Supplier 
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This technique was successful in demonstrating a number of features of the 
arms and influence relationship. As expected, there was no significant influence prior 
to the transfer except during the one or two years prior to the transfer when it was 
probably being negotiated, but the data showed statistically significant cooperation 
lasting for about five years after the transfer. The contrast between the United States 
and the Soviet Union was even more interesting. As expected, the cooperation of 
recipients with the Soviet Union was considerably higher than that with the United 
States: the Soviet Union gained more cooperation, in the short term, from its recipi
ents. However, in the longer term, after about five years the Soviet Union also had 
significantly increased conflict with its recipients, whereas arms transfers did not sig
nificantly change conflictual behavior toward the United States. This result for the 
Soviet Union had been anticipated in some of the nonstatisticalliterature (cf. Pierre 
1982,81-82), where the tendency of the Soviet Union to alienate its arms recipients 
was known informally as the "Ugly Russian Problem:' 

Interdependence of International Interactions 

Schrodt and Mintz (1988) use the COPDAB data set to study interactions between 
six Middle Eastern states: Jordan, Syria, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Iraq, and Iran, during 
the period 1948-78. The study looked at the probability that an interaction between 
one pair of nations-for example, Syria to Iran-would trigger other interactions, 
for example, Iran to Syria or Saudi Arabia to Iraq. 

The study reached a number of conclusions-for example, we found that inter
actions almost always increase, rather than decrease, the probability of other 
interactions. However, in retrospect our most interesting finding was the prominent 
role of Kuwait: "When some interaction occurs with Kuwait, this interaction dispro
portionately sets off other interactions in the system. This initially seems 
counterintuitive because Kuwait is the least powerful of the states we are studying, 
though that status may be the reason Kuwait is so important. If this characteristic holds 
generally, we may find that minor powers are more important in determining interac
tion interdependence than major powers" (Schrodt and Mintz 1988,227-28). This was 
written in 1984, six years before the 1990-91 Iraq-Kuwait crisis. The importance of 
Kuwait was deduced exclusively from the event data itself, rather than from a tradi
tional political analysis. 

Decision-Making Units and Foreign Policy 

Margaret Hermann and Charles Hermann (1989) use the CREON data set to study 
the effect that the type of foreign policy decision-making unit has on the character of 
foreign policy. The types of decision-making units studied are "predominant leader," 
"single group;' and "multiple autonomous actors." The nation-states in the CREON 
data set are coded into these categories according to an explicit set of coding rules; in 
many cases the category varies due to changes in governments and in some countries 
(e.g., Switzerland) differs depending on the foreign policy issue. The CREON event 
data provided the dependent variable, foreign policy behavior, which was coded for 
affect, commitment, and the choice of instruments of statecraft; the study also con
trolled for whether the unit was self-contained or could be influenced externally. 
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The results of the study are clearest on the issue of affect, where Hermann and 

Hermann report: "The single group decision units engaged in the most extreme 
behavior of the three types, evidencing the most conflictual behavior. Multiple 
autonomous actors were the least conflictual, with predominant leaders in 
between .... Also as hypothesized, self-contained decision units (a control variable) 
were significantly more conflictual-that is, more extreme in their behavior-than 
the externally influenceable units" (1989, 380). In the areas of commitment and 
choice of instruments, the results are more complex, with interaction effects between 
the type of decision unit and the control variables. For example, "predominant lead
ers in self-contained units (the insensitive leaders) use more economic and military 
instruments of statecraft than those in the externally influenceable units (the sensi

tive leaders)" (1989, 382). 

Influence Strategies in Militarized Interstate Conflicts 

Leng (1993a) uses the BCOW data to study the relationship between the bargaining 
strategies employed by states in a dispute and the outcome of the dispute. Starting 
with the forty crises in BCOW and eliminating those crises where no negotiations 
preceded war, Leng classifies the influence strategies used by seventy parties to the 
crises into three categories, using the events recorded in the BCOW data set:6 

Bullying: the actor employs increasingly severe negative inducements until the 

other side complies with its demands; 

Reciprocating: Tit-for-Tat responses to the actions of the other side, along with 
occasional unilateral cooperative initiatives; 

Trial-and-Error: the actor simply adjusts its choice of inducements based on the 
target's response to the preceding influence attempt; ... inducements that produce 

Figure 9.4 
Influence Strategies and Dispute Outcomes 
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positive responses are repeated and inducements that produce negative responses 
are changed. (1993a, 5) 

Figure 9.4 shows the relationship with the strategies used and the crisis out-
comes. As Leng observes: 

The comparison between escalating coercive bullying strategies and reciprocating 
strategies is particularly striking. Escalating bullying strategies leads to war or sub
mission in 69% of the cases, and to a victory or compromise in 27% of the cases; 
whereas reciprocating influence strategies leads to a victory or compromise in 64% 
of the cases, and to war or submission in 28% of the cases. When bullying strate
gies are successful, they do tend to result in diplomatic victories (23%), rather than 
compromises (4%), but reciprocating strategies also achieve diplomatic victories in 
20% of the cases ... along with compromises 44% of the time. (1993a, 6) 

!he trial-and-error strategy is intermediate between the other two strategies, produc
mg more war and less compromise than the reciprocating strategy but less war and 
more compromise than the bullying strategy. Leng's results reinforce the theoretical 
results of Axelrod (1984) and a number of other researchers on the value of tit-for
tat strategies in conflict situations. 

• Problems with Event Data 

Event data, like any data used in social research, contain errors due to their source, 
coding techniques, and other factors. The advantages and disadvantages of event data 
have been extensively studied and discussed; the field is nothing if not introspective? 
The following is a brief survey of these issues. 

Coding Systems 

Reflecting the cold war environment in which they were first developed, the existing 
coding systems, particularly WEIS and COPDAll, focus primarily on military and 
diplomatic interactions between nation-states. They provide considerably less detail 
on economic interactions, newer issues such as refugees, multilateral operations and 
environmental regulation, and nonstate actors such as international organizations 
and subnational groups.8 Thi, is not a problem if one is primarily interested in diplo
matIC and military interactions between nation-states, but many contemporary 
studIes have a broader focus. 

Because of the substantial expense involved with the human coding of events, 
little experimentation has been done with the implications of alternative coding 
schemes, and the idiosyncrasies of the existing codes have been frozen into place. For 
example, WETS has separate codes for a "Warning" and "Threat," though these are 
often synonymous, and it has only three categories for the use of force, whereas 
BCOW recognizes about twenty. 

Despite its popularity in statistical studies, the conflict-cooperation continuum 
used by COPDAB and the scaled transformations of WEIS is problematic because 
there is considerable evidence that conflict and cooperation are independent dimen
SIons III Illternational behavior. Nations that have extensive cooperation, for example, 
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in trade or alliances, also tend to have greater conflict than nations that are mutually 
isolated. 

Most and Starr (1984) have identified the general empirical problem of "for
eign policy substitutability": different actions in foreign policy may have the same 
general effect. For example, Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization agreed 
to mutual recognition in 1993 following secret talks mediated in Norway and a pub
lic ceremony at the \'\'hite House, but one could as easily imagine a different set of 
circumstances where the recognition occulTed after secret talks at the United Nations 
and a public ceremony in Egypt. Depending on the theoretical issue being discussed, 
these two scenarios might or might not be considered equivalent. The effect of an 
event data coding scheme is to define a set of equivalent foreign policy actions and 
assign them identical codes, but the same set of codes may not work equally well for 
all theoretical questions. 

In all likelihood, there will be greater experimentation with new coding sys
tems in the future, particularly as machine-coding systems are developed. The 
reports of the early event data efforts by researchers such as McClelland and Azar 
show they had 110 intention of freezing into place a single standard for event coding; 
instead they expected that their coding schemes would be refined through experience 
and further theoretical developments. As the cost of coding drops, such experimenta
tion and refinelTlent should be possible . 

Source Bias 

One of the most widely studied problems in event data collection is the editorial and 
coverage bias introduced by the journalistic sources. One of the earliest systematic 
studies of this problem was performed by Doran, Pendley, and Antunes (1973), who 
found a dramatically higher level of reported violence in Latin America if they used 
regional sources rather than international sources. Azar found only a 10 percent 
overlap between events reported in the New York Times and the Middle East Journal, 
with the latter more likely to report cooperative events (Azar and Ben-Dak 1975, 4). 
Hoggard (1974) generally found only 10 to 20 percent overlap between the New 1()rk 
Times Index and regional sources. Gerner et al. (1994) report a similar low level of 
overlap when comparing Reuters to two specialized regional sources. 

The interactions of some 180 nation-states are necessarily complex, and it is 
unlikely that any event data set will capture more than a small percentage of all politi
cal activities. However, some events, such as the outbreak of war, are more important 
than others in determining international behavior, and the likelihood of missing an 
event is probably inversely proportional to its importance: the more important an 
event, the more likely it will be reported. 

Researchers have taken two different approaches to this problem. Some projects, 
such as COPDAB, SAFED, and BCOW, have used multiple sources to try to capture as 
many events as possible. This effort is still limited by the time and resources available to 
the project, but as a greater number of machine-readable sources become available, the 
costs of coding from multiple sources has decreased. Other projects, such as WEIS, 
CREON, and GEDS, have relied on a single source-the New York Times, Deadline 
Data, and Reuters, respectively-under the assumption that by maintaining a consis
tent source the changes in the patterns of interaction will be more evident. 
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Additional Variables 

All event data sets have in common the use of a basic "<date> <source> <target> 
<event>" format, but they differ substantially in whether additional information is 
coded. WEIS codes only the simple format and an optional "arena" code; COPDAB 
adds an "issue type" code (e.g., diplomatic, military, economic). BCOW and GEDS, 
in contrast, add dozens of additional variables; SHERFACS and CREON contain 
hundreds of factors. 

Most of this additional information could be categorized as providing "con
text" for the event. For example, what subnational decision unit was responsible for 
the event? What other events were related to it; what other actors were involved? If 
the event occurs during a crisis, is it part of an escalation or de-escalation? What is 
the underlying intent of the event, if that can be inferred? In some of the data sets, 
particularly those dealing with crises, this context, rather than the pattern of discrete 
events, is the primary focus of the data collection. 

The motivation behind adding contextual information to an event record is 
clear: human decision makers perceive events in a very context-rich manner. Human 
associative memory provides decision makers with immediate linkages to other 
events, provides a means of inferring motive, and so forth. However, whether one can 
systematically analyze contextual information is an open issue-after all, if one really 
wants context, one should be reading the original text sources and not bothering 
with event data in the first place. Most of the existing applications of event data have 
not used the contextual information and instead have focused on very crude aggre
gate measures such as moving averages, though this is changing as more 
sophisticated analytical tools, such as those used with CASCON and SHERFACS, are 
developed. 

• Future of Event Data 

While the concept of event data is nearly three decades old, the approach has just 
entered its second generation. Most of the event data research efforts to date have 
been based on concepts and techniques little changed since 1970. However, funda
mental changes in the information-processing capabilities available to researchers 
now make possible analytical techniques that were impossible when event data were 
first developed. Inexpensive personal computers have already passed the speed and 
mass-storage capacities of university mainframes available in the 1970s and are 
rapidly approaching the capacities of supercomputers available in the 1980s. At the 
same time, many of the sources traditionally used for event data coding have become 
available in machine-readable form. Consequently, the past may be a poor guide to 
the future, and what was practically impossible a decade ago may be trivial a decade 
from now. The impact of increased computing power is most clearly reflected in 
machine coding and new analytical methods. 

Machine Coding 

The hllIl1an coding of event data is slow and expensive. Laurance (1990) estimated 
that DARPA spent approximately $1 million on a variety of event data projects in the 

period 1967-73 (equivalent to about $3.5 million in 1~93 dollars). While there has 
been occasional public funding of event data research Slllce that tlme-for example, 
the National Security Council support for WEIS in the early 1980s and the $3~0,000 
in NSF funds to DDIR in the early 1990s-these amounts have not been suffiCIent to 
systematically maintain existing data sets, much less experiment with new data or 
coding schemes. . .. 

Machine-readable texts dealing with political events and the avaIlablhty of 
low-cost personal computers capable of automated coding are changing this situa
tion. Over the past five years, a number of newspapers have beco:ne ava~lable on 
CD-ROM, as has Facts on File. These newspapers, as well as news WIre serVIces such 
as Reuters, United Press International, Agence France Press, and a number of 
regional news wires are also available on commercial data services such as NEXIS 
and Dialog. These sources allow the possibility of having a computer do the event 
data coding rather than using human coders. This dramatically reduces the cost of 
generating the data and should therefore encourage expenmentatlOn wIth new cod
ing schemes. 

Over the past three years a group at the University of Kansas has been develop
ing, with DDIR funding, a machine-coding system called the Kans~s Event Data 
System (KEDS) (see Gerner et al. 1994). KEDS does some simple Illlg~lStlC parsmg of 
the news reports-for example, it identifies the political actors, recogl11zes compound 
nouns and compound verb phrases, and determines the referents of Fronouns-and 
then employs a large set of verb patterns to determine the appropnate WEIS event 
code. KEDS can take Reuters news wire reports as input and generate a WEIS event 
data set as output with no human intervention. KEDS-generated data appear to track 
political events quite well, and statistical analyses using KEDS data do not appear to 
differ systematically from the results obtained with human-coded data (Schrodt and 
Gerner 1994). . 

Machine coding has limitations when compared with human COdlllg: KEDS 
could not handle a complex event coding scheme such as that used in BCOW, SHER
FACS, or GEDS; it fails to correctly code some complex sentences, and It can.not 
handle situations whose interpretation requires complex background lllformatlOn. 
Development of the verb pattern and actor dictionaries. for KEDS also require? an 
extensive investment of labor. On the other hand, machme codmg can be consld~r
ably more sophisticated than KEDS. Lehnert and Sundheim (1991) report on a ser:es 
of artificial intelligence projects that extract a complex set of data from news WIre 
reports. These methods are still experimental but suggest that in the future software 
may be available to handle coding schemes considerably more complex than WEIS. 

New Analytical Techniques 

Event data are very different from the data used in most statistical studies in the 
social sciences (see Schrodt 1994). The conventional statistical repertOlre of the SOCIal 
sciences has almost no techniques explicitly adapted to this type of data and, as 
Achen (1987) points out, there has been virtually no original statistical work to fill 
these gaps. To date most of the effort in event data analysis has been devoted to care
fully constructing and implementing coding schemes rather than systematIcally 
exploring what one can do with the data once they have been collected. 



McClelland originally envisioned event data as being analyzed as patterns of 
discrete events.9 These efforts were unsuccessful, and after some years of work with 
event data focusing on several crises, McClelland concluded: 

It proved relatively easy to discern event patterns and sequences intuitively. Vve 
found we could follow the successions of action and response in flow diagram 
form. Stages of crisis and the linkage of event types to temporary status quo situa
tions also were amenable to investigation. We were defeated, however, in the 
attempt to categorize and measure event sequences. This was an early expectation 
that was disappointed by the data which showed too few significant sequences to 
support quantitative or systematic treatment. (McClelland 1970,33) 

vVith the perspective of two decades of hindsight, the information-processing tech
nology and sequence analysis techniques available to McClelland were woefully 
mad equate. McClelland writes of analyzing hundreds or at most thousands of events; 
a contemporary event data researcher has available hundreds of thousands of events 
and would be capable of working with millions. 

vVhile many studies of event data still use relatively simple methods, in recent 
years a variety of more complex techniques have been proposed. Some of these are 
based on advanced statistical methods such as vector autoregression (Goldstein and 
Freeman 1990), Poisson regression (King 1989), and event history analysis (Allison 
1984). Another set of techniques for event data analysis is found in the computa
tional modeling literature derived from research in artificial intelligence (Hudson 
1991; Unseld and Mallery 1(92); techniques designed to study molecular sequences 
(Sankoff and Kruskal 1983) have inspired some other methods; and some computa
tIOn methods are being designed specifically to analyze sequences of social and 
political events (I-Ieise 1988; Schrodt 1990). Most of these new methods require sub
stantial amounts of computing power and would have been impractical a decade ago, 
so 111 the future It may be possible to do considerably more systell1atic analysis with 
event data than was possible in the past. 

• Conclusion 

The event data approach demonstrates that it is possible to systematically code a very 
large number of individual foreign policy interactions and then use that information 
to test general hypotheses about foreign policy behavior using statistical techniques. 
These hypotheses may deal with national-level characteristics (Hermann and 
Hermann 1989); the effectiveness of specific strategies (Schrodt 1983; Leng 1993b); 
patterns of interaction withi n a subsystem (Goldstein and Freeman 1990; Schrodt 
and Mintz 1988; van Wyk and Radlotl 1993); or patterns in a type of behavior such 
as crisis behavior (Sherman and Neack 1993). 

The existence of an assortment of event data sets in public archives such as the 
ICPSR simplifies and systematizes the measurement of many characteristics of inter
est to analysts of foreign policy behavior. Event data provide a means of controlling, 
for example: for the effect of the U.S.-Soviet detente in studying the foreign policy of 
the Umted States or the effects of the Camp David agreements on the foreign policy 
of Israel. WIllie event data are imperfect indicators, they are still likely to provide a 
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better measure than alternatives such as assuming the detente period coincided with 
the Nixon administration or that the Camp David agreements had an immediate 
impact. The behaviors measured by event data may also be at the core of a study: this 
is particularly true for CREON and the episode-oriented data sets. 

The early work in event data analysis was confined to methods that by contem-
porary standards were slow, laborious, and oftentimes of dubious statistical value. 
The quantum leap in information-processing capability in the past decade has clearly 
opened the way for a distinct second generation of event data analysis where 
machine-assisted coding replaces human coding, computer-intensive sequence 
analysis methods replace descriptive statistics and contingency tables, and analytical 
software designed to work with specific data sets-currently seen with BCOW, CAS-
CON and SHERFACS-supplements the use of standard statistical packages. The 
implications of this change for the field of foreign policy analysis are as yet unclear, 
but they are potentially profound. 
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• Notes 

1. The Reuters reports were downloaded from the NEXIS data service. The full set of 
reports is considerably more extensive, particularly during the week prior to the 
invasion. 

2_ There is a fairly substantial paper trail in the development of event data sets, in particu
lar, Azar, Brody, and IVlcClelland (1972) provide a series of papers coming out of Azar's 
Michigan State event data conferences in 1969,1970, and 1971; Burgess and Lawton 
(1972) also cover this period. The early theoretical development of WE IS is thoroughly 
discussed in a series of papers by McClelland (19ii7a, 1967b, 1968a, 1968b, 1969, 1970); 
Azar's early development of COPDAB is also fairly well documented (e.g., Azar and 
Ben-Dak 1975; Azar et al. 1972; Azar and Sloan 1975). 

3. The ICPSR has about two dozen international event data sets; most universities with 
graduate programs are members of the ICPSR and have access to its archives. Some of 
the more recent data sets discussed below-for example, SAFED, GEDS, CAS CON III, 
and SHERFACS-are not presently at the ICPSR; they usually can be obtained from the 
individual researchers. 

4. Because WEIS and COPDAB are based on different sources, they do not have a high 
degree of overlap; Intenwtional Studies Quarterly (1983) contains two analyses of this 
along with a commentary by McClelland. 

5. See, e.g., Richardson, Kegley, and Agnew (1981), Ward (1982), Dixon (1986), Goldstein 
(1991), and van Wyk and Radloff (1993). 



6. ~~n~ also identifies two additional cases where a party used an "appeasement" strate 

(1'00tth1 resullttedd ~n defe)at) and two cases where a party used a "stonewalling" str~tegy gy 
l, resu e lI1 war . 

7. ~ee, for exa;lple, Andriole an~ Hopple (1984), Azar and Ben-Dak (1975), Brody (1972) 
L urgess al~ Lawton (1972), GaddIS (1987),lllternatiOllczl Studies Quarterly (1983) , 

aurance 1990), McGowan et al. (1988), Merritt, Muncaster, and Zinnes (1993) , 
~~~~~).n (1978), Peterson (1975), Rosenau (1974), and Sigler, Field, and Adelmal; 

8. Some of the nonstate actors active in the 1970s are coded (e g the Vl11'ted N t' I 
Insh Rep bl"' A d I '. . ., a Ions, tIe 
. . . u Ican rmy, an t 1e Palestme LIberation Organization), but the buil< of th 
lI1telactIOns 111 the data sets lI1volve nation-states. e 

9. Azar, iI! c~ntrast, ~aw event data fundamentally in terms of numerical measures' see for 
examp e, zar an Ben-Dak (1975). Nonetheless, virtually all event codin 'sche~1es' 
other than COPDAB and Its denvatives (e g GEDS) . t '. I d g 
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The Politics of Identity 
and Gendered Nationalism 

V. Spike Peterson, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 

• Editors'Introduction 

In the jollowing chapter, V. Spike Peterson presents a jeminist 
analysis oj the nature oj nationalism and the implications oj this 
jor states' joreign policies. Peterson's discussion, in the jirst 
instance, involves the notion oj "problematicizing, " or putting issues 
into a particular jramework jor analysis. She problematicizes the 
issue oj nationalism as a core focus oj states' joreign policies that 
takes us beyond the state-level evaluatio11..<; oj societal groups and 
governmental institutions oj the preceding chapters. Specifically, 
she contends that national culture and the derivative political iden
tities and institutions should be understood as male-gendered 
phenomena. 

This chapter offers a jascinating comparison to the previous 
ch.apters by Joe Hagan (chapter 8) and Philip Schrodt (chapter 9) in 
that all three speak to similar issues butjrom widely different ana
lytical starting pOints. Moreover, the starting assumptions and 
jrameworks oj the Hagan and Schrodt chapters are jairly typical to 
joreign policy analysis, whereas it is rare, if not completely impossi
ble, to jind a joreign policy volume that includes a discussion 
written jrom a jeminist viewpoint. Feminist scholars have made 
considerable impact in the last decade or so on how analysts are 
rethinking international relations theory, however, and so we 
turned to international relations theorists when we sought to 
include ajeminist voice in this volume. Thus, Peterson's analysis L<; 
not as explicitly linked to joreign policy process or behavior as are 
other chapters in this volume, but it clearly speaks Lo joreign policy 
issues in a broad sense. This chapter, along with those by John 
Rothgeb (chapter 3), Laura Neack (chapter 13), and Karen Mingst 
(chapter 14), represent some oj the many ways in which interna
tional relations theory has long contributed to our understanding oj 
joreign policy making and behavior. 

~en reading this chapter, the reader may .find it usejul to 
try to categorize the activities oj different nations in terms oj the 
masculine-:feminine dichotomies Peterson explores. Are there coun

'tries that exhibit traditional "masculine" characteristics and 
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behavior (belligerence. fierce independence. self-interested actions 
over community interests)? Are there countries that exhibit tradi
tional 'J~minine" characteristics and behavior (pacUkity. passivity. 
cooperatIVe problem solving. mediation)? After reading this chapter 
and t.~at by Laura Nr:;ack (chapter 13). try to make the argument 
that mrddle powers are countries that have charted a gender
neutralforeign policy path .• 

In international theory-neorealism in particular-nations and nationalisms 
register as a key area oj empirical neglect and theoretical 
infertility .... Despite the manifest salience Qf the "nationaljactor" in some 
extraordlTlary recent transjormations oj our glohal political landscape. we 
haue yet to see a senOTlS dIsciplinary effort to reconsider nationalism in 
lIght oj contemporary transformations. (Lapid 1991. 1-2) 

Th~ irouble is this. Our conception Qf what the field is subtly shapes what 
We study and where and how we lookfor relevant iryormation and ideas 
That IS. a conception is a kind Qf map Jor directing Ollr attention and distrtb
utmg our ~[jorts. and using the wrong map can lead us into a swamp 
1I1stead Qi ta/cmg 11S to higher' ground. (Morgan 1987. 2) 

This chapter explores the politics of identity and the problematics of nationalism 
through a gender-sensitive lens. It argues that gender is a structural feature of the ter
ram, \V~ ,~all world politics, shaping what we study and how we study it. Mapping 
practlLes conventiOnally employed In mternational relations fail to "see" and there
~()re do not analyze this pervasive ordering principle. As a consequence, our 
col1vel1~lOnal maps are not sllnply limited but actually misleading. 

(Tender. refers not to anatomical or biological distinctions but to the social con
structIOn, w~lCh IS always culturally specific, of masculine and feminine as hierarchical 
and. opposItIonal categories. Symbols, theories, practices, institutions, and, of course 
mdlvlduals are gendered,. meaning that their characteristics can be associated with, 0; 
construed as mal1lfestatlons of, masculinity or femininity. A gender-sensitive lens 
en~bles us to see how gender hierarchy shapes our ways of thinking, knowing, and 
dOll1g, and therefore has patterned consequences that are relevant to the studv and 
conduct of foreIgn policy.2 ' 

• Gender and Second-Generation Analysis 

Until recent.ly, ?ender was "invisi~le" (Halliday 1988) as a substantive topic or category 
of analYSIS 111 mternatlOnal relatIons. It IS included in this book because in the past 
decade gender has emerged as an empirical and theoretical dimension of international 
relatiOl1s. 3 As. the varIOUS contributions to this volume make clear, the second genera
t.JOn of foreIgn polzcy analysis is distinguished by a shift toward explanatory 
frameworks that address the complex interaction of multiple (multisource, multilevel) 
vallables. These I.ncll.lde per.sonal beliefs, sociocultural metaphors, cognitive maps, 
economIc dynamICs, lI1stltutlonal arrangements, political hierarchies, ecological con
stralI1ts, and globalization processes. Second-generation analysts understand that 
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monocausal or reductionist models pay too high a price in explanatory power for ele
gance in abstract form. They argue instead that the interdependence of events, people, 
and institutions in today's world requires that our explanatory fi"ameworks address 
the mutual interaction of multiple variables and the complexity this entails. 

In particular, the discipline's conventional dichotomies-domestic-international, 
order-anarchy, peace-war, internal-external, agent-structure, realism-idealism-are 
recognized as misleading simplifications. The either-or conception of the field that 
these dichotomies in.pose turns out to be the "wrong map" for addressing today's 
needs. In reality, interstate relations share some of the characteristics of domestic 
politics, peace exhibits some of the features of war, agents and structures are mutu
ally constituted, and realists employ mapping practices associated with idealists. 
Rather than addressing the overlap, categorical oppositions lock us into binary think
ing that is static (unable to acknowledge or address change), stunted (unable to 
envision alternatives), and oversimplified (unable to accommodate the complexities 

of social reality).4 
''/v11at we require instead are mapping practices that enable us to perceive and 

interpret events in relation-to embed them in context so that we have the most accu
rate and adequate "map" of multidimensional variables. In short, thinking relationally 
means greater attention to contextualizing the belief systems, events, people, and insti
tutions we study. In this regard, and in light of tollay'S integration-disintegration 
dynamics, perhaps the most important lesson of the past decade is the necessity of 
understanding processes of change and continuity. As James Rosenau noted in sup
port of adopting the term postintemntional politics, "It clearly suggests the decline of 
long-standing systemic patterns without at the same time indicating where the 
changes may be leading. It suggests flux and transition even as it implies the presence 

and functioning of stable structures" (Rosenau 1989,3). 
The shift to second-generation perspectives is a consequence of two interacting 

processes: changes in the "real world" and changes in the conceptual maps we use to 
think about, act within, and understand "reality:' For example, as the number of 
states in the system increased and transnational actors assumed new importance, 
analysts developed new models of state interaction and revised state-centric theories 
to accommodate the role of nonstate agents. But it is also true that conceptual fil
ters-like self-fulfilling prophecies-have concrete effects. While the number of 
nonstate actors increased, theoretical developments both within and outside of the 
discipline, spurred largely by critiques of positivist orthodoxy, engendered an open
ness to new approaches and a plurality of perspectives that better enabled analysts to 
"see" and theorize the presence of multiple agents in the international system. 
Second-generation insights result from this reciprocal interaction of "real-world" 
events that both produce and are produced by changes in our mental maps. 

Similarly, gender has gained currency as a consequence of both empirical and 
conceptual developments. As a substantive topic, gender becomes visible when we 
examine how women are situated differently than men as a consequence of gendered 
practices and institutions. The stark reality of gender hierarchy is captured in the 
United Nations finding that although women constitute one-half of the world's popu
lation and perform two-thirds of the world's work hours, they receive only one-tenth 
of the world's income and own less than I percent of the world's property. Women 



constitu~e a dispr~portionately high number of single parents, illiterates, and refugees 
and a dlsprop~rtIOnately low number of elite decision makers in governments, mili
tanes, corporatIOns, the media, and religious and educational institutions.5 Dimensions 
of the past decade. t.hat. have increased our awareness of the gender-differentiated 
effects ~f world polI~lcs mclude greater visibility of women in the paid labor force, the 
c.entralIty of women s roles in economic development, the politicization of reproduc
tI~e nghts, the United N~ti?ns Decade of Women, the feminization of poverty, the 
plIght of wome.n as war VICtims and refugees, the impact of feminist struggles, and the 
gradual expansIOn of women into positions of decision-making power. 

.As a category of analysis, gender becomes visible when we examine how con
structIOns of masculinity and femininity filter how we think, how we order reality, 
how w~ claim to know what is t~ue, and. therefore how we understand and explain 
the SOCIal world. Due to the reCIprocal lI1teraction between concrete realities and 
~oncept~al frameworks, when we use a gender-sensitive lens not only the "what" of 
mternatIOnal relatIOns but "how" we think about it is different. Specifically, we see 
~he extent and structure of gender inequality, the patterns situating women and men 
m regard to glo~al dynamICs,6 the significance of gender in shaping how we think 
about world polItiCS, and how international processes themselves shape gendered 
thou~ht and practice. In the past decade, awareness of and developments in feminist 
theonzm~ have been shaped by the growth of women's studies programs, extensive 
gender-differentiated research, the interdisciplinary development of feminist schools 
of thought, debates on the intersection of race, class, gender, and other social hierar
chIes, and the flouris~ing ?f p~stpositivist and critical theories of knowledge 
P:OduCtIO? that share femmlst cntlques of science, instrumentalist rationality, and 
bmary logic. 

. In sum, secon.d-generation approaches emphasize multidimensional perspec-
~Ives that.an.alyze objects m relation, that is, in context. Insofar as specifying a context 
IS al~ unlul1.lted process, the challenge for foreign policy analysts then becomes dis
cernmg which r~lationships or dimensions are the most pertinent in any particular 
cas:. Moreover, It IS extremely dif~cult to su:render our dependence on the simplifi
cation afforde~ by mutually exclUSive, oppositIOnal categories provided by traditional 
Western practices. A gender-sensitive lens does not overcome but addresses these 
challenges. It also illuminates them in unexpected ways, not least of which is to reveal 
how gender produces and is produced by oppositional-either-or-wor(l)ds. Most 
rele~ant to thiS chapte:, a gender-sensitive lens enables us to perceive, interpret, and 
begm to al~alyze the dichotomy of masculine and feminine in international politics 
and how It IS relevant to foreign policy analysis. 

• Gender as a Lens on Social Relations 

Interna.tional relations is dominated by men who engage in and study stereotypically 
masculll1e (and not apparently sexual) activities: war, diplomacy, high politics, foreign 
polIcy analYSIS, and macroeconomic management. Through traditional lenses the 
absence of women, femininity, and sexuality was considered "proof" that the fi Id 

d 1 Tl· . l·k Ie was 
gen er-neutra. 11S IS I e. claiming the paucity of African Americans in positions of 
power proves that raCIsm IS not relevant! On the contrary, the patterned absence of 
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women and that which is associated with femininity is not an accident and clearly not 
random. It can be explained only by reference to gendered maps and practices that 
position men and women differently and structure international relations as a "man's 
world." If we ask, "Why are the women absent?" or "What are they doing while men 
engage in masculine activities?" we begin to see how gender structures the power rela
tions of the world we study. 

Why Are the Women Absent? 

In large part women are absent from decision making in international relations for 
the same reasons they are underrepresented in all of society's powerful institutions: 
they lack the encouragement, opportunities, training, role models, credentials, self
image, contacts, and resources that facilitate access to positions of societal power? 
But the dynamics are exacerbated in politics and international relations, where the 
stereotype of femininity-being passive, dependent, emotional, weak, noncompeti
tive, irrational, domestic, and so forth-continues to work forcefully against women 
demanding and all of us supporting the presence of women in positions of power 
and leadership, especially when those positions involve the use of force (McGlen and 
Sarkees 1993,37). 

The point here is that, as a dichotomy, masculinity and femininity are con
structed as mutually exclusive. To the extent that a man displays emotionality, 
"softheadedness," passivity, and so on, he is likely to be identified as nonmasculine, 
which is to say, feminine. Insofar as a woman is stereotypically assumed to be femi
nine and femininity is stereo typically assumed inappropriate for leadership and the 
exercise of power, women can participate in politics only to the extent that they 
become "like men." 8 Stated differently, as long as our mapping filters position women 
exclusively in the home (or in the bedroom), they will appear "out of place" in politi
cal office. 

What Are They Doing While the Men Engage in Masculine Activities? 

Gender stereotypes structure not only expectations but also practices and institu
tions. In this instance their effects are compounded by the dichotomy of public and 
private and its naturalization (depoliticization) of politics as an exclusively masculine 
activity.9 For millennia, women and that which is associated with femininity have 
been conceptually and empirically excluded from identification with public sphere 
activities: the rights and duties of citizenship, collective decision making, power 
wielding, military action, political leadership, and foreign policy analysis. 

In the context of early state formation, the gendered division of public and pri
vate was established in Athenian texts and practice. Its influence has been felt 
throughout the centuries, but especially in the similar context of state formation in 
modern Europe: once again, women were denied the stature of autonomous person
hood that was required for citizenship. They were relegated instead to an increasingly 
subordinated private sphere of affect, necessity, and inequality, where their provision 
of services enabled male heads-of-household to participate in the public sphere. The 
point here is that private-sphere activities were not peripheral or accidental; they 
were the basis upon which public-sphere activities depended. 
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The gendered significance of separating public and private spheres gained 
additional force as industrialization processes shifted production outside of the 
home. In this context women were denied not only political but also economic 
autonomy. In the same period, science (a public-sphere activity) and the positivist, 
instrumental, and dualistic thinking it celebrated were gaining in prominence. The 
rise of science marked a transformation not only in "ways of knowing" but also in 
gender relations and gender symbolism, a transformation in "ways of being" as sug
gested by reconfigured identities and new metaphors. As in Athens, scientific 
reasoning was explicitly constructed as male and explicitly promoted as superior to 
and exclusive of that which was marked as female/naturelfeminine (Lloyd 1984; 
Merchant 1980; Peterson 1992c; Schiebinger 1989). The rational spirit that was 
required for science, capitalism, and liberalism discriminated against women both 
materially (as evidenced in witch persecutions and the professionalization of medi
cine that excluded women and eliminated sources of their authority) and 
symbolically (the enduring and insidious identification of woman/feminine with the 
denigrated qualities of objectified nature, necessity, and irrationality). By the twenti
eth century, the dichotomy of masculine-feminine "mapped onto" a litany of 
dualIsms that fundamentally structure Western thought and practice: mind-body, 
cultu re-natu re, objective-subjective, reason-affect, public-private, order-anarchy, 
modern-primitive, production-reproduction. 

In sum, European state formation involved gendered processes of exploitative 
accumulation, centralization of political authority, consolidation and maintenance of 
coercive power, (re)constitution of individual and collective identities, and ideologi
cal legitimation. More than any other, the public-private dichotomy captures how 
gendered divisions of power, violence, labor, and resources favored men at the 
expense of women. The dichotomy privileges male identity (the objective scientist, 
ratIOnal actor, economic man) and masculine activities (creating knowledge, power 
wielding, military activities, market competition) over female identity and activities 
associated with the family and household reproduction. To appreciate how these gen
der developments shape international relations, we must first examine how 
international relations is shaped by the dichotomy of public and private. 

• Public and Private in International Relations 

First, the separation of public-private informs the disciplinarv definition of interna
tional relations as the study of relations between states. Insofa~· as the state is equated 
WIth the public sphere, which is masculine, then the abstraction employed so perva
SIvely In mternational relations-the state-carries a masculine identity, in fact 
mimics the identity of rational actor/political man. Because the public/state is mas
cul.in.e. and categorically separate from the private sphere and femininity/women's 
actIVItIes, mternational relations treats the latter as irrelevant: the discipline is defini
tively abollt relations between, not within, states. What goes on within the 
state-domestic politics from an international relations perspective-is deemed to 
be of a different order than and therefore not analogous to international politics. 

One effect of this construction is explanatory frameworks in international rela
tions that exclude all reference to activities associated wi th the private sphere: 
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subsistence maintenance, affective relations, identity formation, socialization, biolog
ical and social reproduction. Yet these activities are in fact how the world's social 
relations come into being and are sustained and sometimes contested and altered: 
they are the core of continuity and change. Their effect on macrostructures is indi
rect-therefore difficult to "trace" on conventional maps-but pervasive and 
ultimately definitive. Thus, they are pertinent factors in a contextual analysis of for· 
eign policy, as suggested by the discussion of nationalism to follow. 

A second effect is to render invisible the gendered divisions of labor, power, vio· 
lence, and resources that enable and sustain social relations generally and the activities 
of statesmen specifically. To the extent that the public-private dichotomy is natural
ized (taken for granted, as a given rather than a historical construction), the power 
relations at work, that is, the politics of denying the interdependence of public and pri
vate are obscured. That which is associated with the private sphere is denied the status 
of being political in the important sense of being contingent (not given), contestable 
(not flxed), and of collective interest (not simply personal). In reality, treating domes·· 
tic violence as a private matter is an expression of particular power relations and is 
thus profoundly politicaL Identifying activities with the private not only trivializes 
them (by denying them the more valued status of being political) but also naturalizes 
them (by treating them as outside the sphere of contingent, contestable, and collective 
arrangements). Finally, this division lends authority and legitimacy to divisions of 
labor that position women outside of political leadership, military activities, macro
economic management, and foreign policy analysis. The corollary is that women are 
not only denied access to valued and more powerful masculine activities but are 
assigned to specific roles and images required to enable, support, and legitimate men's 
activities: men lead because women are apolitical, men work because women are 
dependents, men go to war because women need protection. 

Yet a third effect of the standard separation of domestic and international poli
tics is the assumption, pervasive in politics and international relations, that male 
experience and perspective represent human experience and perspective. Modern 
political theory, its models of human nature, the foundational myths of international 
relations (Hobbes's state of nature, Rousseau's stag hunt), and the central constructs 
it ernploys (the state, rational actor, national security) are abstractions from exclu
sively male (and especially elite male) experience. lo The point is not that these 
accounts are "false" in themselves (although this also warrants examination) but that 
their claim to universality-to represent the human condition and its most pertinent 
problematics-is empirically and conceptually erroneous. These androcentric (male
as-norm) accounts distort our understanding of actual social relations by excluding 
all but elite male experience and by failing to embed that experience in context, that 
is, in relation to other relevant dimensions. Because these distortions occur in the 
discipline's foundations, the inaccuracies they introduce permeate and have conse
quences throughout the discipline. Again, although their effects on foreign policy 
analysis are indirect they are by no means irrelevant. 

The public-private dichotomy also structures our perceptual mapping of exter
nal relations. Notions of progress, reason, civil society, certainty, and politics in the 
classical sense-all associated with masculinity and the public sphere-are deemed 
inapplicable outside of the state. Categorically distinguished from relations within 



states, anarchy, irrationality, disorder, uncertainty, and the absence of civil norms
frequently associated with femininity-characterize the interactions between states. 
In this version, stereotypes of femininity characterize relations outside of the state
the anarchic realm that statesmen aspire to impose order on. Rendered as a 
dichotomy, definitive differences are emphasized and the interdependence of states 
and the international system is not acknowledged. 

One e~fect of this construction is the projection of different-public versus pri
vate-moralIt~es o~to external relations. Principles of justice, fairness, and progress 
that characterIze clvIl sOClety are deemed inappropriate and even dangerous where 
condltlons of anarchy, uncertainty, irrationality, and brute force ostensibly prevail. It is 
a commonplace assertion that actions undertaken to "protect national interests" are 
evaluated ?y different moral criteria than those applied to actions within civil society. 
Insofar as ll1ternal and external relations do exhibit patterned differences, the applica
tl?n of different moral criteria may be appropriate. But construing the moralities as a 
dichotomy of anarchyl"anything goes" versus orderl"morality prevails" effectively 
demes the contll1Ulty between internal and external relations and excuses us from 
more discriminating assessments of when-if ever-might makes right (Kaldor 
1991). 

Similarly, a categorical separation of public and private is at work when we 
identify "us" and "them" for purposes of applying moral criteria. What matters here is 
who gets counted as insiders and outsiders: normative commitments are extended to 
those we identity with and accept as inside the group but do not necessarily apply to 
those who are different enough to be considered outside of the group, its norms, and 
traditions. This is especially clear when coercive activities, that would be reprehensible 
If perpetrated a~ainst group members, are undertaken against "others" and justified by 
reference to their bell1g outside of the normative community. Nationalism is impor
tant here because "the nation ... marks the limits of belonging, the border of the moral 
community, beyond which organized violence becomes thinkable" (Pettman 1992,4). 

,In s~m, there are three aspects of the public-private dichotomy that, in varying 
cOm?matlOns, shape the practice and especially the conceptual maps of international 
relatIOns: Bec~use it is a dichotomy so fundamental to Western political philosophy, 
the pubhc-pnvate structures multiple dimensions of international relations (as sug
gested e.arlier). yet is so, taken for granted that we rarely reflect on the consequences of 
employll1g thiS mappll1g device. Because the dichotomy is historically, empirically, 
and co~ceptually gendered, its deployment in international relations reproduces and 
naturalIzes multiple gendered effects, yet these are rendered so "invisible" that we 
engage in virtually no self-reflection on the distortions-and discriminations-this 
institutionalizes. Because the public-private division is constituted as a dichotomy of 
mutually exclUSive domall1s, whenever it is at work it reproduces and reinforces 
oppositiOl~al separations-of internal-external, domestic-international, production
rep~od~ctlOn, us-them-at the expense of recognizing how these categories are, in 
realIty,lI1terdependent. 
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• Nationalism and International Relations 

No single political doctrine has so profoundly shaped the mind and face 
of the modern world as has nationalism .... The epochal political events of 
the last 200 years ... all have their origins in the collective drive toward self
identihJ that we call nationalism. Nationalism is primarily a political 
phenomenon, but its effects are pervasive. (Gleason 1991. 213) 

In spite of its potency in the modern world of nation-states, nationalism is notori
ously difficult to define. As Alexander Motyl points out, "Nationalism, like revolution, 
state, class, modernity, development and most other weighty social science terms, 
is ... an 'essentially contested concept' ... (resonating) with a number of different 
meanings" (Motyl 1992, citing Connolly 1974). Typically, the term state refers to the 
territorially based, political-legal organization of a social order while the term nation 
refers to the socioculturally based cohesion or collective identification of a group. 
Nationalism is most frequently used in two related senses: first, as allegiance to and 
promotion of a particular community or nation and its interests; second, as belief in 
the desirability of coterminous political and cultural communities. The latter is cap
tured in Gellner's definition of nationalism as "primarily a political principle, which 
holds that the political and the national unit should be congruent. .. [Itl is a theory of 
political legitimacy, which requires that ethnic boundaries should not cut across 
political ones" (Gellner 1983, 1). Succinctly capturing both the cultural and politi
cal-or ethnic and territorial-dimensions, Gleason condenses the meaning of 

nationalism to "politicized ethnicity" (Gleason 1991,221). 
Nationalism promotes a sense of identity, it "tells us who we are and who we 

like and who we don't like" (William Wallace, quoted in Frankel 1990, 16). Most sig
nificant for foreign policy analysis, it is a potent force because it is the identity for 
which people are willing to kill others and to die themselves. By determining who 
constitutes "us" and "them," insider and outsider, friend and foe, nationalism signifi
cantly shapes who the world's political actors are and the forms in which they 
interact. When nationalist struggles are militarized they become flash points-or 

enduring conflicts-that pose foreign policy challenges. 
Nations and nationalism are thus central to international relations. To the 

extent that states and nations do coincide, the discipline's ubiquitous references to 
the state are also references to the nation and vice versa. In Mayhall's words, 
"Nationalism has become structurally embodied in all parts of the world, as the basis 
of the modern state" (1990, 152). Similarly, the objective of foreign policy decision 
makers is to identify strategies that promote the national interest-they thus act on 
behalf of a particular community or nation. 11 In these accounts nationalism is cen
tral to international relations because states are equated with nations. 

Of course, the interplay of nationalist behaviors and how nations and national
ism arc employed in our mapping practices is much more complicated. To begin with, 
contemporary scholars frequently bemoan our failure to adequately theorize "the 
state:' "nation:' and "nationalism:' in spite of their centrality to the discipline (Lapid 
1991). The problems are compounded by developments in today's world, where states 
and sovereignty are in transition and nationalism appears in a variety of forms that 
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mayor may not resemble state-based power. On top of these difficulties, the ideal 
fusion of cultural and territorial coincidence in one "nation-state" (exemplified by 
Japan) IS the exceptIon, not the rule. Among the world's states in 1972, only twelve 
(9.1 percent) so qualified (Connor 1972,320), and ethnic revivals in the past two 
decades suggest that discrepancies between community and territory are increasing. 

Analysts are hampered in addressing these developments to the extent that 
state~centll~c approaches continue to dom~nate the conceptual maps of international 
:elatlons. When a model of states as ullltary, ratIonal actors pursuing the national 
lllterest IS adopted, a number of questions regarding agency and the formation of 
group objectives cannot be asked. Rather, state-centric models take nation-state 
political identity ~s give~; they fail to problematize and therefore do not analyze 
questlOns of who 1ll fact IS actlllg and in the name, interests, and objectives of what 
?roup .. They also neglect nonstate agents, whose numbers and significance are 
lllcreaslllg. Whatever their utility in earlier studies, state-centric models are far from 
adequa:e in .the context of today's changing states, proliferating actors, and compet
ll1g natlOnaltsms. 

• Political Identity 

I~l this chapt.er I employ the concept of political identity as a way of referring to iden
tIficatIon With a particular group-whether that group is bounded by ethnicity, 
~ulture, tern tory, ~r shared purpose-and actions on behalf of that group as they 
lllfluence and are mfluenced hy power relations. Political identities associated with 
subnational, international, or transnational groups take a variety of forms (social 
mov~ments, religious communities, military alliances) but typically do not seek a ter
ntonally bounded political status. Nationalism is then the territorially based subset 
Of. polttlcalldentlty that takes one of two related forms: state-led (assimilation of all 
wlthll1 a state to the state's preferred cultural forms) and state-seeking (mobilization 
of grou~ Identification in pursuit of recognition as an independent state). As Charles 
TlIly POll1ts out, "state-led nationalism stimulates state-seeking nationalism" as the 
homogenizing project of the fonner threatens the viability of nonstate identities; to 
ensure the latter, subgroups seek the sovereignty afforded by state status-and if suc
cessful, tend to impose their own homogenizing project (Tilly 1992, 709).13 

The political identity framework permits a useful expansion of mapping tools. 
It preserves the role of state-centric agency but situates that agency in relation to, 
rather than at the expense oC other expressions of collective agency. Not only state
led natlOnaltsm but ethnic revivals, Islamic fundamentalism, Third World feminism 
and mobilization in support of global identities are accommodated within thi~ 
trame. The latter is especially significant in light of globalization processes that 
ll1creasll1gly shape world politics but are not easily accommodated in conventional, 
state-centnc accounts. To meet these challenges we must nurture some notion of 
"global citizenship" even as we continue to identify with nation-states. 

Using this framework, foreign policy decisions and actions remain and are 
understood as expressions of state-centric political identity. But to generate appro
pnate, effectIve deCiSIOns and actions, foreign policy analysts must consider their 
own l11terests 111 relation to multiple other-complementary, competing, and 
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contradictory-expressions of political identity. How is German unification related 
to alliance dynamics and the European Community's political agenda? What politics 
and whose identities are involved in representing Arab states as maniacally funda
mentalist? How do competing loyalties in South Africa prevent stability in the entire 
region? How does identification with 'Western capitalism shape global divisions of 
labor, trade, aid, and military policies? Through a political identity framework, a 
variety of apparently disparate actors and events can be seen in relation and thereby 
contextualized. 

This framework is consistent with the growing sense-fueled by scholarly 
research and global realities-that politics is not only about power but also about 
communities: how humans interact, acquire identities, and engage in the reproduc
tion and transformation of power relations. In a study of continuity and change, we 
must ask how authority, in particular the authority to engage in organized violence, 
is legitimated. A political identity approach permits us to ask that and the following 
questions: \A!hat are the causes of particular group/community configurations? VVho 
are their participants and leaders? How do they create and reproduce "identity" and 
"difference"? What are their objectives? How are they related to other groups, identi
ties, objectives? What are their implications for understanding world politics 
generally and the analysis of foreign policy specifically? 

II Gendered Nationalism 

Nationalism has always been problematic from the vantage point of conflict between 
nations: sameness within the state is purchased at the price of institutionalizing dif
ference-and, too often, conflict-among states. But nationalism has also been 
problematic from the vantage point of those within the nation who share least in 
elite privilege and political representation, especially those whose identity is at odds 
with the projected image of national unity (Corrigan and Sayer 1985). VVhether 
understood in terms of "imagining" (Anderson 1991) or "inventing" (Gellner 1983) a 
national identity, or in terms of privileging a particular "natural" community (Smith 
1991), the promotion of uniformity-by persuasive and coercive means-threatens 
some more than others. How particular individuals and subgroups are situated in 
relation to the homogenizing project will depend on a variety of historical factors: 
there are no essential or predetermined "givens" in how race, class, ethnicity, gender, 
and so forth are linked to nationalist projects. It is possible, however, to identify his
torical patterns as a step toward developing useful conceptual maps, especially as we 
venture in to relatively uncharted terrain. J 4 

Drawing upon but altering the framework introduced by Yuval-Davis and 
Anthias (1989), I identify five gender-differentiated dimensions or ways in which 
women have typically been situated in relation to nationalist processes: as biological 
reproducers of group members; as social reproducers of group members and cultural 
forms; as signifiers of group differences; as participants in political identity struggles; 
and as societal members generally. How these dimensions relate to nationalism will 
be clearer if we first consider the dynamics-and problematic5!-of group identity 
formation and how groups achieve continuity through time. 
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. As noted earlier, in spite of its significance in modern history, nationalism 
r~mams poorly understood and insufficiently studied. Jill Vickers argues that "this 
dlffic~ty ?f understanding nationalism as a form of self-identification and of group 
orgamza~IOn reflects t~e profound difficulty that male-stream thought, in general, 
has h~d l~ un.derstandmg the public manifestations of the process of identity con
st.rUCti?n (Vickers 1990,480). The dilemma is this: Once we move beyond the 
bIOlogical parameters of females bearing and breast-feeding infants, how are 
groups-and the social relations they entail-formed and reproduced? 
" Vick~rs argues .that patriarchal social relations can be interpreted as one way of 
c~nstructmg endunng forms of social organization, group cohesion and identity" 

(VlCkers 1990, 483).15 Insofar as men seek group affiliation and continuity, they 
attempt to control women's sexual reproduction and to institutionalize social rela
tions th.at engender loyalties to a male-defined group extending beyond the 
mother-mfant bond. Lacking an immediate biological connection, men appropriate 
an abstract concept of the blood tie and employ it to promote bonding among males 
and group identity based on male-defined needs. 

Implementation of this strategy involves a "battle of the cradle" over women's 
sexual reproduction and a "battle of the nursery" over identities and loyalties 
(Vickers 1990, 485). To the extent that women are excluded froln the definition of 
group interests and compelled to comply with male-defined needs, their freedom 
and autonomy are limited. So excluded, women are at the same time denied the sta
tus of "personhood" attached to group decision makers (in the modern state this is 
institutionalized through the public-private dichotomy). In sum, the cohere~ce and 
continuity of the group-and the gender hierarchy it imposes-is "maintained and 
secured only by limiting the autonomy, freedom of choice and social adulthood of 
the group's physical and social reproducers" (Vickers 1990,482). 

What this analysis points out is that reproduction is the most political-power
laden and potent-of activities. Conventionally ignored as a dimension of the 
osten.s~bly apoli,~ica~, private sphere, the powe.r relati.ons of reproduction fundamentally 
con.dltion who we are and how groups/natIOns align themselves in cooperative, com
petmg, and complementary ways. On this view gender relations are a crucial not 
peripheral, dimension of the states and nations that constitute world politics. ' 

Women as Biological Reproducers of Group Members 

The battle of t~e cradle is about regulating under what conditions, when, how many, 
and whose ch~ldre~ .women will bear. The forms it takes are historically specific, 
shaped ~! sOC1~re~I~louS norms, technological developments, economic pressures, 
and pohttcal pnontte~. Pronata~ist policies may include restriction of contraceptive 
knowledge and techmques, demal of access to abortions, and provision of material 
rewards for bearing children. From Sparta, where a mother "reared her sons to be 
sacrificed on the alter of civic necessity" (Elshtain 1992, 142), to South Africa, where 
white women were exhorted to bear "babies for Botha" (McClintock 1991, 1l0-1l), 
women have been admonished to fulfill their "duty" by bearing sons to fight for and 
daughters to care for the motherland. 
. . Po~ulation control works both ways. To limit the size of "undesirable" groups, 
ImmigratIOn controls, expulsion, sterilization, and even extermination have been-
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and are being-practiced. Women's bodies are often used as a battleground of men's 
wars. In Bosnia, systematic rape and sexual enslavement not only violate countless 
Muslim women but sabotage the underpinnings and therefore continuity of commu
nity. These are not epiphenomena of war or displays of innate male aggression: they 
are politically driven strategies in the context of group conflict. 

Women as Social Reproducers of Group Members and Cultural Forms 

The battle of the nursery is about ensuring that children are bred in culturally appro
priate ways. This may involve the regulation-through religious dogma, legislation, 
social norms, and coercion-of sexual liaisons so that religious, ethnic, class, and cit
izenship boundaries are maintained. By enforcing legislation regarding marriage, 
child custody, and property and citizenship inheritance, the state controls the repro
duction of membership claims. For example, under British nationality laws until 
1948, a British woman was deemed an "alien" if she married a non-British subject, 
and until 1981 she could not pass on her nationality (in her own right) to children 
born abroad (Klug 1989,21-22).16 

The battle of the nursery also involves the ideological reproduction of group 
members. Under patriarchal relations, women are the primary socializers of children, 
both within the family and in elementary schools. They are largely responsible for 
inculcating beliefs, behaviors, and loyalties that are culturally appropriate and ensure 
intergenerational continuity. This cultural transmission includes learning the 
"mother tongue," as well as the group's symbols, rituals, divisions of labor, and 
worldviews. Research indicates that from an early age, children are aware of and 
identify specifically with a "homeland." Robert Coles studied the "political life of chil
dren" on five continents and concluded that everywhere "nationalism works its way 
into just about every corner of the mind's life;' fostering children's recognition of 
their nation's flag, music, slogans, history, and who counts as "us" and "them" (Coles 
1986,60,63, as quoted in Elshtain 1992, 149). 

Because of their assigned roles in social reproduction, women are often stereo
typed as "cultural carriers." When minority groups feel threatened, they may increase 
the isolation of "their" women from exposure to other groups or the legislative reach 
of the state. In Lebanon, for example, competing indigenous groups insist that mar
riage, divorce, adoption, inheritance, and so forth, are "personal" matters under the 
exclusive control of the community rather than subject to central authorities. In cases 
where the state promotes a more progressive agenda than patriarchal communities, 
this kind of agreement among men to "leave each other's women alone" may be at 
the expense of women gaining formal rights. If the private sphere constitutes the 
"inner sanctum" of group identity and reproduction, nationalist men have an incen
tive to oppose those who would either interfere with it or encourage women's 
movements outside of it (Kandiyoti 1991a). 

Woman as Signifiers of Group Differences 

As biological and social reproducers, it is women's capacities and activities that are 
"privatized" in the name of male-defined groups. But women also serve as symbolic 
markers of the nation and of the group's cultural identity. Shared images, symbols, 



rituals, myths, and a "mother tongue" play essential roles in the reproduction of 
social groups that are based on abstract bonds between men. Men appropriate the 
model of human reproductive ties, but their distancing from reproductive activities 
forces them to privilege "imagined" relations wherein "identity, loyalty and cohesion 
centre around male bonds to other men" (Vickers 1990, 484). In this context the 
symbolic realm is elevated to strategic importance: symbols become what's worth 
fighting-even dying-for and cultural metaphors become weapons in the war. The 
metaphors of nation-as-woman and woman-as-nation suggest how women-as 
bodies and cultural repositories-become the battleground of group struggles. 

The personification of nature-as-female transmutes easily to nation-as
woman, where the motherland is a woman's body and as such is ever in danger of 
violation-by "foreign" males. To defend her frontiers and her honor requires relent
less vigilance and the sacrifice of countless citizen-warriors (Elshtain 1992). 
Nation-as-woman expresses a spatial, embodied femaleness: the land's fecundity, 
upon which the people depend, must be protected by defending the body/nation's 
boundaries against invasion and violation. But nation-as-woman is also a temporal 
metaphor: the rape of the body/nation not only violates frontiers but disrupts-by 
planting alien seed or destroying reproductive viability-the maintenance of the 
community through time. Also implicit in the patriarchal metaphor is a tacit agree
ment that men who cannot defend their woman/nation against rape have lost their 
"claim" to that body, that land. 

Clearly, the nation/woman is being denied agency. Rather, "she" is man's pos
session, and like other enabling vessels (boats, planes) is valued as a means for 
achieving male-defined ends: the sovereign/man drives the ship of state. Thus, the 
motherland is female but the state and its citizen-warriors are male and must prove 
(its) their political manhood through conflict: "The state is free that can defend itself, 
gain the recognition of others, and shore up an acknowledged identity" (Elshtain 
1992, 143). In Cynthia Enloe's words, "If a state is a vertical creature of authority, a 
nation is a horizontal creature of identity" (Enloe 1990,46). Significantly, this hori
zontal identity is one of fraternal bonding: the sexism of language (which privileges 
masculine gender; Penelope 1990) and the sexism of liberal "democracy" (which 
institutionalizes patriarchal citizenship; Pateman 1988) converge in the slogan "lib
erty, fraternity, equality." Excluded intentionally from the public domain, women are 
not agents in their own right but instruments for the realization of male-defined 
agendas. 

Woman-as-nation signifies the boundaries of group identity, marking its dif
ference from alien "others." Assigned responsibility for reproducing the group 
through time, women are singled out as "custodians of cultural particular isms" and 
"the symbolic repository of group identity" (Kandiyoti 1991a, 434). Because symbols 
of cultural authenticity are jealously guarded, actual women face a variety of pres
sures to conform to idealized models of behavior. In Jan Jindy Pettman's words, 

Women's lise in symbolically marking the boundary of the group makes them 
particularly susceptible to control in strategies to maintain and defend the bound
aries. Here women's movements and bodies are policed, in terms of their 
sexuality, fertility, and relations with "others," especially with other men. This sug
gests why (some) men ~lttach such political significance to women's "outward 
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attire and sexual purity:' seeing women as their possessions, as those responsible 
for the transmission of culture and through it political identity; and also as those 
most vulnerable to abuse, violation or seduction by "other" men. (1992,5-6) 

\Ve observe a variation of this manipulation in colonial contexts, where foreign 
intervention is justified by reference to a "civilizing mission" that involves the "res
cue" of oppressed indigenous women! The most efficient and successful domination 
is that which persuades the dominated of their inferiority. To legitimate their global 
domination of "others," Europeans drew upon notions of bourgeois respectability: 
'''decent and correct' manners and morals, as well as the proper attitude toward sexu
ality" (Mosse 1985, 1). Sexual practices at variance with Victorian codes of feminine 
respectability were singled out as demonstrating the "backwardness" of indigenous 
peoples. Lacking respectability, these peoples had no claim to respect and the equality 
of relations it entails: foreign domination is then not only justified but re-presented 
as a project of liberation. Similarly, during the Gulf \Var the "oppression" of Arab 
women (veiled, confined, unable to drive cars) was contrasted with the "indepen
dence" of U.S. women (armed, at large, able to drive tanks), thus suggesting a 

"civilizing" tone to the war against Iraq.17 

Women as Participants in Political Identity Struggles 

In reality, women are not only symbols, and their activities extend well beyond the 
private sphere. In contrast to the stereotype of women as passive and peace-loving, 
women have throughout history supported and participated in conflicts involving 
their communities. They have provided essential support in their servicing roles 
(feeding, clothing, and nursing combatants), worked in underground movements, 
passed information and weapons, organized their communities for military action, 
taken up arms themselves, and occasionally led troops into battle (Peterson and 
Runyan, chapter 4). Yet the significance of their contributions remains "hidden" and 

therefore unanalyzed in conventional accounts. 
For reasons alluded to earlier, women have historically been denied public

sphere activities: they rarely appear in combatant or leadership roles and in the arena 
of high politics. Because conventional accounts of war focus on these activities, it is 
not surprising that women appear only as "an off-stage chorus to a basically male 
drama" (Enloe 1987,529). Contemporary analysts continue to understand war as a 
"basically male drama," but they recognize that battlefield action is only the tip of the 
iceberg. Leadership personalities, production capabilities, popular sentiments, com
munication technologies, historical animosities, political alignments, diplomatic 
protocols, media politics, and normative principles are some of the multiple variables 
upon which battlefield outcomes depend. There is no fixed pattern in how gender 
shapes the most pertinent variables and their interaction in a specific case. But our 
knowledge of the iceberg is inaccurate and therefore inadequate unless we "see" how 
gender is at work and undertake systematic study of its effects. 

Women as Societal Members Generally 

This category extends our mapping of gender beyond the immediate context of 
nationalist struggles. It reminds us that women are not homogeneous or typically 



united. Social hierarchies-racism, classism, ageism, heterosexism, ablism, an so 
forth-structuring any particular society are interactive: racism is not independent of 
but mutually shapes expressions of sexism (Mohanty, Russo, and Torres 1991). As a 
consequence, allegiance to particular causes may complement, coexist with, or contra
dict allegiance to other group objectives. How and to what extent feminist and 
nationalist projects converge depends on contextual specifics. Kumari Jayawardena 
found that at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries, femi
nism was compatible with the modernizing dynamic of anti-imperialist national 
liberation movements in Asia and a number of other colonized countries (Jayawardena 
1986). In contrast, Val Moghadam examines contemporary movements and finds that 
"feminists and nationalists view each other with suspicion, if not hostility, and nation
alism is no longer assumed to be a progressive force for change" (Moghadam 1994,4 in 
ms.). She argues that nationalism has been recast from a secular, modernizing project 
to one that emphasizes "the nation as an extended family writ large" or "a religious 
entity"; "women become the revered objects of the collective act of redemption, and 
the role models for the new nationalist, patriarchal family" (Moghadam 1994, 4-5 in 
ms.). In this context women face a variety of pressures to support nationalist objectives 
even, or especially, when these conflict with feminist objectives. 

Women are situated differently than men (and differently among themselves) 
in regard to divisions of power, violence, labor, and resources. In the context of 
nationalism, these various locations shape the allegiance various women, or women 
in concert, will have toward group identity and objectives. How the tradeoffs are 
played out may have international consequences. For example, Denmark's initial 
rejection of the Mastricht Treaty-a "no" vote that threatened to undermine 
Community solidarity-was significantly shaped by gender issues. Danish feminists 
campaigned against the treaty because work and welfare provisions in the 
Community structure are less progressive than those obtaining already in Denmark 
(True 1993,84). Different tradeoffs pertained in the United Kingdom. There, lack of 
equal-opportunity legislation meant that British women had a political interest in 
seeing their country's adoption of more progressive Community policies, even 
though this represented a loss of traditional sovereignty (Walby 1992,95). 

These examples remind us that there is no "given" or automatic relationship 
between women's interests and national interests. But they also demonstrate that 
gender is a pervasive feature of the territory-world politics-we are attempting to 
map when we examine foreign policy. 

• Conclusion 

TIle whole study oJstates is today being reconfigured .... [N]ew attention is 
being given to the salience oJ the Jorces oJ nationalism in all their modern 
manifestations. at the same time that moreJundamental questions are 
being asked about the international order. (Graubard 1993. vii) 

World polities is entering a new phase in which ... the dominating source oj 
co11flict will be cultural. . . [as] the principal co11flicts oj global polities will 
occur between nations and ... will dominate global politics. (Huntington 
1993.22) 

Second-generation analysts recognize the necessity of multidimensional, mul
tilevel frameworks that enable us to contextualize and think relationally. The field's 
earlier simplifications-expressed especially in traditional dichotomies-provide not 
only limited but actually misleading "maps:' Gender is a structural feature of social 
reality-including international relations-and as such must be "put on the map," 
systematically studied, and its symbolic and material effects incorporated in our pro
duction of contextual, relational accounts. This chapter's examination of political 
identity in general and nationalism in particular reveals both how traditional maps 
distort "reality" (they are the "wrong" map) and how gender-sensitive analyses 
improve our mapping practices (they provide better directions to "higher ground"). 

In particular, the gendered dichotomy of public-private structures the study 
and practice of international relations and foreign policy. One important conse
quence is the discipline's neglect of activities associated with the private sphere. The 
latter include individual and group identity formation, cultural socialization, and 
social reproduction: the maintenance of social relationships and meeting of basic 
needs upon which world politics ultimately depends. When we neglect reproductive 
processes we easily lapse into reifying our constructs rather than understanding them 
in historical context. When we ignore these activities we fail to contextualize sources 
of group compliance, cooperation, and conflict that directly alIect international rela
tions when expressed as nationalistic foreign policy behaviors. 

Many analysts believe that nationalism is the single most important source of 
conflict in today's world. By establishing cultural boundaries that determine insider 
and outsider, friend and foe, nationalism shapes who the world's political actors are 
and at what level of hostility they interact. These are preeminently foreign policy 

concerns. 
As the identity people are willing to kill and to die for, nationalism demands 

our best mapping techniques. Foreign policy analysts cannot afford to rely on partial 
and distorted accounts, especially in the face of mounting nationalist struggles. 
Traditional analyses of geopolitical conditions and international economics are nec
essary but not sufficient guides to effective foreign policy in today's world. We must 
understand as well how group identities are formed, how cultural loyalties are repro
duced, and how nationalist movements in support of those identities and loyalties 
affect the foreign policy making of existing states. 

A gender-sensitive analysis improves our map of nationalism. It illurninates the 
processes of identity formation, cultural reproduction, and political allegiance that 
are key to understanding collective identities and their political effects. It also 
informs our understanding of domination dynamics. In patriarchal societies (cur
rently the norm worldwide), group coherence and continuity is achieved through 
denial of equality within the group. The battles of the cradle and the nursery are at 
the expense of women's autonomy internally and mutually respectful relations exter
nally. As the inequality that is most naturalized, and therefo.re used to justify m~ltiple 
hierarchies, gender hierarchy is central to the constructIOn and reproductIOn of 
asymmetrical social relations. The exclusivity and domination "faces" of nationalism 

typify such asymmetrical relations. . . 
In short, the gender hierarchy of masculine over feminine and the natlOnahst 

domination of insiders over outsiders are doubly linked. As described earlier, 
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nationalism is gendered in terms of how the construction of group identity (alle

giance to "us" versus "them":' depends upon divisions of masculinity and femininity. 
In this sense the process itself presupposes gendered social relations. Nationalism is 
also gendered in terms of how the naturalization of domination ("us" at the expense 
of "them") depends upon the prior naturalization of men/masculinity over women/ 

femininity. In this sense, taking domination as natural obscures its historical context 
and disables our knowledge of and attempts to transform hierarchical relations. 

The point of gender-sensitive analyses is not that gender is always the primary 
or most salient dimension of a particular context. But it is consistently at work, 
making a difference, and, in the context of nationalism and the foreign policy chal
lenges it poses, may be the difference we most need to see-and move beyond. As 

such, gender-sensitive analyses complement and expand upon our understanding of 
the many state-level sources of foreign policy. 

• NOTES 

1. "Mapping" is similar to "modeling" in that both are ways of representing complex 
phenomena. Mapping differs from modeling, however, in that mapping is conceptually 
a more active process in which differences between things are clearly presented to the 
one drawing or following the map. 

2. In this chapter gender hierarchy and patriarchy both refer to systems of power that 
privilege men and that which is associated with masculinity over women and that 
which is associated with femininity. Androcentrism refers to male-centered orientations 
that privilege men's ways of being and knowing as the norm or standard for all people, 
thus eclipsing alternative perspectives. Masculillism, like sexism, is an orientation that 
justifies and "naturalizes" gender hierarchy by not questioning the elevation of ways of 
being and knowing associated with masculinity over those associated with femininity. 
Feminism is an orientation that views gender as a fundamental ordering principle in 
today's world, values women's diverse ways of being and knowing, and promotes the 
transformation of gender and related hierarchies. 

Gender-sensitive research both "deconstructs" androcentric (male-as-norm) 
accounts (by locating "invisible" women and incorporating women's experiences and 
perspectives in the study of humankind) and "reconstructs" them (by rethinking funda
mental relationships of knowledge, power, and community and developing feminist 
epistemologies). See, for example, Butler and Scott (1992); Hekman (1990); Mohanty, 
Russo, and Torres (1991); Nicholson (1990). On the basis of this research, many con
temporary feminist scholars argue that "all of social life is gendered" (Nelson 1989,4), 
and allegedly "gender-neutral" accounts distort our understanding by obscuring the sig
nificance of gender. 

3. In the 19705, gender-sensitive research documented the centrality of women as agents 
in economic development processes, bringing a host of new issues to the attention of 
development planners and theorists. Feminist scholars have since produced studies in 
virtually all of the discipline's conventional areas. For literature reviews see Alexandre 
(1989); Sylvester (1992-92). On feminist-international relations generally see D'Amico 
and Beckman (1995); Enloe (1990); Peterson (1992a); Peterson and Runyan (1993); 
Pettman (1991); Sylvester (I 994); Tetreault (1994); Tickner (1992); Alternatives (1993); 
Fletcher F01'llm (1993). 

4. As applied to international relations, I expand this critique of dichotomies and the shift 
from oppositional to relational thinking it entails in Peterson (1992d); also Peterson 
and Runyan (1993), chapter 2. 

5. On the extent of pattern of global gender inequalities see, for example, Peterson and 
Runyan (1993); Rhoodie (1989); Schmiltroch (1991); United Nations (1991); Vickers 
(1991). 

6. In the stereotypical form of either-or dichotomies, constructions of masculinity are not 
independent of but depend upon opposing constructions of femininity. Due to this 
zero-sum interdependence, when we study patterns in women's lives we also learn 
about men's lives and therefore generate a more accurate and comprehensive "map" of 
social reality. 

7. Research in support of this generalization is extensive. In regard to p~litical elites see, 
for example, Lips (1991); Randall (1987); Staudt (1989); for an overview see Peterson 
and Runyan (1993), chapter 3. 

8. "Iron Lady" Margaret Thatcher is the classic example. Althoughthe dynamics appear to 
change as women achieve a "critical mass" in elite decisi<.m-ma~cmg, at. present the gen
eralization holds and is confirmed in studies of women m foreign polley (Crapol 1992; 
McGlen and Sarkees 1993). 

9. In this discussion, public refers to government, market, and ci~il relations, and privat~ 
refers to household and family relations. The gender-different13ted effects of the pubhc
private dichotomy and state formation have been studied extensively by feminist 
scholars. The argumentation in this section draws especially on Peterson (1992c); 
Runyan and Peterson (1991); Eisenstein (1981); Elshtain (1981); Grant (1991); 
Nicholson (1986); Pateman (1988). 

10. The following is only a sampling of the extensive research in these areas: Brown (1988); 
Clark and Lange (1979); Di Stefano (1991); Hartsock (1983); Okin (1979); Pateman 
(1989); Saxonhouse (1985). 

11. Due to its association with the manipulation of mass emotions, nationalism is readily 
observed in others but rarely acknowledged in ourselves. When citizens are incited to 
wave the flag, support the troops, cheer on their state's military d~predations, an~ . . 
believe that God is on their side, it is no less nationalist in the Ul11ted States than It IS 111 

Iraq (Motyl 1992). 

12. See essay by Bruce Moon (chapter II) in this volume. 

13. Gleason (1991,223-28) identifies these aspects of nationalism as three "faces": libera
tion (the self-determination associated positively with nationalism), exclusivity (the 
promotion of group uniformity and "difference" from "others"), and domi~ationyhe 
negative effects of suppressing difference within the gro~p and/or dom~natlOn .of out
siders" in the name of the group). The liberation aspect IS usually assoClated With the 
democratic potential (or claims) of nationalist movements (as in E~ster~ Europe; for a 
critique see Mayhall [1993)) but all three aspects are integral to natIOnalIsm: and the 
domination dynamic cannot simply be ignored. While spac~ doe.s n~t perml~ elab.or~
tion here the coexistence of all three aspects has important ImplIcations for rethmkmg 
the cont;mporary relation between sovereignty and democracy" (Connolly 1991, 215), 
that is whether todav's state-based democracies are undermined by the lack of global 
demo~racy. This suggests an additional sense in which nationalism is key to contempo
rary world politics. 

14. For an overview of the literature on state making, political identity, feminism, and 
nationalism, see Peterson (1993); also Mayhall (1993); True (1993). To the extent that 
states have historicallv institutionalized class, gender, and race/ethnic hierarchies, state
led or state-seeking n~tionalisms are problematic from the perspective of struggling 
against these hierarchies. On critiques of the state see citations in note 9 and Afshar 
(1987); Burstyn (1983); Connell (1990); Kandiyoti (l99Ib). 
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15. With Vickers (1990), I emphasize that the development of gender hierarchy was neither 
"necessary" nor "inevitable" but represents one among numerous possibilities. Like 
states, racism, and nationalism, gender hierarchy is a complex, contingent, historical 
development. Approaches that reduce these developments to "nature" inevitably sus
tain-by their naturalizing, that is, depoliticizing effects-the phenomena they purport 
to explain and in effect promote the hierarchical relations characteristic of states, 
racism, nationalism, and sexism. 

16. As states assume ever greater responsibility for provision of basic needs, claims to citi
zenship assume ever greater significance, determining not only one's obligations but 
also one's rights-to work, stable residency, legal protections, and educational and wel
fare benefits. See Jones (1990); Lister (1993); Yuval-Davis (1991). 

17. The principle of gender equality was not an objective but a pawn in these conflicts: 
European colonizers oppressed women at home and abroad, and the United States was 
ostensibly defending Kuwait, where women cannot even vote. Enloe argues that these 
apparent contradictions make sense if viewed as strategies not of liberation but of justi
fication: legitimating the domination by some men over "other" men and their 
communities (Enloe 1990,49). 

ELEVEN 

The State in Foreign 
and Domestic Policy 

Bruce E. Moon, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 

• Editors' Introduction 

In this chapter Bruce Moon introduces two critical concepts tradition
ally neglected in Joreign policy analysis: the state and 
core-periphery relations. Moon deconstructs the term state according 
to its usage in a variety oj theories. Specijically, he demonstrates 
that realist conceptions oj the state a.''i a body seeking to protect the 
"national interest" may explain the international behavior oj 
wealthy states in the "core" but Jail to account Jor Joreign policy in 
the world's less-developed countries in the "periphery." Moon adds 
to the theoretical and conceptual elements required in a theory of 
foreign policy and in so doing contributes to the bigger theoretical 
umbrella that second-generation scholars deem necessary. This 
chapter also establishes a basic understanding oJpolitical dynamics 
in Third World societies and thereJore sets the context Jor Jeanne 
Hey's chapter thatJollows. 

In reevaluating the state as aJundamental and static unit oj 
analysis, Moon paris company with many realist scholars. In read
ing this chapter; consider the Jollowing questions: Is the theoretical 
concept oj a unitary state more useJulJor analyzing the Joreign poli
cies oj some states than others? How has the emphasis on the 
state influenced scholars' view oj Joreign policy making and limited 
the scope oj their inquiry? What peripheral states can you think oj 
that do not conform with traditional views oj the state and behave 
in ways inconsistent with what first-generation Joreign policy ana
lysts might have expected? • 

We have been reminded repeatedly in recent years that the concept of the state is fun
damental to theorizing about policy behavior (Benjamin and Duvall 1985; Caporaso 
1988; Krasner 1984; Skocpol 1985). Yet the scholarly analysis of foreign policy has 
been handicapped by a rather crude conception of the state. This essay suggests that 
this conception could be enriched by borrowing from the better-developed theories 
of the state current in studies of comparative domestic policy. 
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After reviewing the conceptions of the state implicit in realism and contrasting 
them with alternative theories, I will argue the following five points: First, the mod
ern state is motivated by rather different goals than those suggested by realist 
analysis. Second, the state faces major constraints that limit its ability to pursue even 
those realist ambitions it may possess. Third, for these reasons, conventional 
accounts rooted in realist images of the state are prone to misunderstand the foreign 
policy of many nations. Fourth, some attributes of state behavior not easily 
addressed hy current foreigIl policy theory flow naturally from political economy 
conceptions of the state. Finally, this alternative vision is particularly necessary in 
order to understand foreign policy outside the core of economically and politically 
developed nations of Europe and North America. 

.. The State in Realist Thought 

Foreign policy behavior cannot he understood without an appreciation of the goals 
and priorities, the internal and external constraints, and the perceptions and expecta
tions that guide state action. Thus, any theory of foreign policy behavior must 
contain within it a theory of the state, however unconscious or incomplete. 

The realist conception of foreign policy, which underlies most contemporary 
international relations theory, is rooted in assumptions about the foreign policy of 
nations that constitute an implicit theory of the state. The heart of the realist state is 
captured in Morgenthau's famous declaration that the central foreign policy goal of 
every nation is to achieve "the national interest defined in terms of power:' Such a for
mulation has its strengths. Its simple form and universal scope are admirably suited to 
the central task of realism: "to bring order and meaning to a mass of phenomena 
which without it would remain disconnected and unintelligible" (Morgenthau 1967, 
3). Realism has been generally successful on these terms: the historical record of the 
Eurocentric international system of the modern era can be interpreted as a struggle 
among states for power. Furthermore, this simplifying assumption concerning the 
motivations of states encourages the analyst to shift theoretical attention away from 
questions about why nations behave as they do toward challenging and promising 
questions about the causes dnd consequences of interactions among states. This 
emphasis upon system-level phenomena has bequeathed international relations a rich 
theoretical literature on interaction patterns, power balancing, system polarity, deter
rence, spheres of influence, and much ITIOre. 

Up until now these strengths-the ability to interpret a relatively narrow range 
of international affairs in a plausible, consistent, coherent way and to encourage cre
ative theoretical elaboration-have insulated realism's conceptual foundation from 
sustained and explicit scrutiny (Halliday 1988b). Realism has avoided more stringent 
empirical tests because most realists are not sanguine about the possibility of any 
theory having the capacity to yield precise predictions. Moreover, realism's success in 
dealing with politico military interactions among stable and homogeneous developed 
nations was sufficient in an era dominated by this Eurocentric "high politics" vision 
of international relations. 

However, this essay suggests that realism fares less well the further it is removed 
from the Eurocentric core and the national security issue area where it was born, 
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especially when it is held to the higher standard of predicting precise behavior. This is 
so simply because the implicit assumptions concerning the nature of the state upon 
which realism is built are less plausible outside the core and less relevant outside 
national security issues. Closer exanlination will show that the significance of "the 
national interest defined in terms of power" lies as much in what it excludes from the 
calculus of states as in what motivations it attributes to them. Realism focuses upon 
the state's outward behavior but largely ignores its origins, its composition, and its 
relations with civil society. As a result, the realist state has an ironically unrealistic 
essence. 

III Alternative Theories of the State 

At the same time that studies of international politics have relied upon an implicit 
conception of the state, scholarship explicitly focused on the nature of the state has 
blossomed in recent analyses of comparative domestic politics. Two claims common 
to this literature contrast with realist assumptions. first, the state is complex and 
multifaceted in origin, in function, and in behavior (Lentner 1984; Rosenau 198R). 
Like any multidimensional object, the state exposes different faces to observers view
ing it frorn different perspectives. Each face of the state highlighted by these theories 
suggests foreign policy behavior somewhat different from that implied by a realist 
state that seeks the "national interest defined in terms of power." Second, the varia
tion among historical origins and contemporary environments guarantees that state 
forms, functions, attributes, and behaviors will exhibit enormous variation across 
cases (Skocpol 1985; O'Donnell 1980). This discussion identifies the foreign policy 
behavior consistent with the types of states most often found outside the core. 

Alternative conceptions of the state arc rooted in political economy analyses of 
the structure of society, economy, and polity. Though these state theories, unlike real
ism, are not principally oriented toward foreign policy, they do provide a framework 
for probing the determinants of foreign policy behavior, especially among noncore 
states. They also encourage the integration of comparative politics and international 
relations by postulating foreign and domestic policies as expressions of silTlilar struc
tural imperatives. 

The "instrumentalist" view associated with Milliband (1969) offers the most 
dramatic denial of the realist conception of the state as an autonomous actor. 
Milliband rejects the realist premise that the linkage between the state and the society 
it represents may be safely ignored in policy analysis. Far from being largely uncon
strained by domestic factors, the instrumentalist portrays the agenda of state goals 
and the broad strategy for meeting them as a direct reflection of the nature of the 
society itself. Milliband's conception of advanced industrial society emphasizes the 
existence of a ruling class composed of economic elites who dominate both the state 
and the society that spawns it. The resulting view that the state is an instrument of 
one cla~;s is exemplified by the famous quotation from The Communist Manifesto: 
"The executive of the modern state is but a committee for managing the common 
affairs of the whole bourgeoisie." Thus, the instrumentalist position portrays a very 
different motivation for a state's foreign policy than that assumed by the realist dic
tum of "national interest defined in terms of power." 
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Critics of instrumentalism point out that democratic institutions and other 
corporatist or pluralist arrangements constitute major challenges to the power of the 
dominant economic class. However, this objection holds with much less force outside 
the core of developed democratic nations. Less-developed countries are marked by 
much greater disparities in political influence and economic welfare across classes, 
while countervailing institutional power is largely absent. Thus, instrumentalist the
ory, though originally constructed with reference to advanced industrial societies, is 
probably more helpful in understanding the noncore state.! While theoretical and 
empirical challenges have led most theorists to reject instrumentalism in its pure 
form, three elements of it are found in other state theories. 

First, the economic role of the state and the centrality of economic considera
tions for state policy are far greater than is recognized in most realist analyses. While 
the economic role of the state had not been totally ignored in earlier non-Marxist lit
erature (Resnick 1986), structural theories in the neo-Marxist vein, discussed 
subsequently, have developed this theme most effectively. 

Second, the social origins of state personnel guarantee that the interests of rich 
and powerful groups will be furthered by state policies. The best-known empirical 
studies of the methods by which this political influence is exerted are those of 
Domhoff (1967, 1969, 1978) in the United States, but a variety of radical non
Marxist theorists have contributed as well (Mills 1959; Shoup and Minter 1977; 
McGowan and Walker 1981; Frieden 1977). 

Third, the state plays a major role as an instrument of social control, especially 
as a means of ideological legitimation of the existing order. Defending the legitimacy 
of the basic social structure is made more difficult by lower material achievement, 
greater levels of inequality, and poorer government performance. Thus, though best 
known through the writing of Gramsci and Offe on relatively developed states, this 
motivation for foreign policy is probably more prevalent among noncore states. 

Structural views emphasize the role of the state in providing necessary fimc
tions for the maintenance of a capitalist system. In these functions the state is 
constrained not so much by the direct policymaking role of economic elites as by the 
structural dependence of the state on the process of capital accumulation that creates 
wealth. This process, controlled largely by economic elites, is indispensable not only 
because most broad social goals depend upon it but also because the state itself can 
be sustained only by the revenue it generates. Thus, from a somewhat different per
spective, structural views would derive an expectation similar to instrumentalism: 
state policy owes more to the assumptions, views, and priorities of upper classes than 
to other elements of society. 

Still, while the state must bias its policies toward the interests of the wealthy 
and powerful, the state cannot simply mirror the policy preferences of elites, in part 
because they vary and in part because slavish devotion to the interests of particular 
elites may well undermine the interests of the class as a whole. That is, the state must 
be partially autonomous of the very class it most represents. 

Moreover, the state must be seen to be autonomous because its perceived legiti
macy lies precisely in public acceptance of the proposition that the state operates as 
an honest broker among conflicting domestic groups in representing the nation as a 
whole. With respect to foreign policy, this means that realism's "national interest" 
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interpretation of state goals must be widely shared. Failure to maintain the legitimacy 
of the state undermines not only the authority of the state itself but threatens the 
legitimacy of the system as a whole. The result is social instability and, most often, 
the violent suppression of dissent. The structural perspective sees foreIgn pollcy out
side the core dominated by these twin structural imperatives of capital accumulation 
and legitimation, not by "national interest defined in terms of power." 

A set of alternative views that ascribe markedly greater autonomy to the state 
has gained increasing currency in recent years among both neo-Marxist and more 
traditional analysts. The source of that autonomy is identified less with the neceSSIty 
of maintaining the socioeconomic system than with the tendency of state policy to 
give first priority to defending the state itself. Such a priority is driven by the 1I1terests 
of a state conceived as a class-for-itself, made up of personnel who have shIfted loy
alty and identification to the state and away from the social class from which they 
have come.2 Thus, goals more frequently derive froITl the interests of the relatIvely 
autonomous state and its personnel than from either the interests of the dominant 
class or the needs of the system as a whole (Caporaso 1982). Unlike the realist 
assumption that the state pursues the national interest defined as power relative to 
external actors, this view postulates a state pursuing its own interests defmed as 

power relative to other internal actors. .., 
One expression of this conception is the growmg mterest m what has been 

called a "statist" approach, which strongly rejects structural explanatiOns because 
they imply that all states face similar pressures and behave in s~milar ways (Kras~er 
1984). Instead, this approach emphasizes the need for attentiOn t~ the hIstOrIcal 
processes that have generated any particular state. Recent currents 111 neo-MarXIst 
theory also have emphasized variations in the nature, role, and behaViOr of the 
state-even in relatively similar settings (Therborn 1986). To be sure, dIfferences 
between states-indeed, the extent to which the state is an important category across 
different nations-has always been at least a minor theme in state analyses (Nettl 
1968), but theories with a structural flavor tend to emphasize structurally mandated 
similarities and deemphasize historically induced uniqueness. 

Each of these conceptions of the state point to goals that must be considered in 
foreign policy analyses. The realist tradition argues for the primacy of the ma1l1te
nance of sovereignty, territorial integrity, and power vis-a-vis other external actors. 
Conventionally, foreign policy is also seen to promote broad societal values (L.entn~r 
1984), especially emphasizing the achievement of economic prospenty conc~Ived 111 

aggregate terms. The Weberian tradition and its contempor~ry "statist" derIvatives 
also draw our attention to the goals of maintaining the state Itself as the preemment 
intranational actor (Tilly 1975) and protecting the government personnel who c~n
trol the state. Structuralist theory posits as primary the maintenance of capItal 
accumulation and the perceived legitimacy of both the system and the role of the 

state within it. 
Foreign policy can be best understood as the product of these partially com

peting goals, each of which reflects one face of the ~omplex makeup of the 
contemporary state. The relative emphasis placed on each IS largely a con~equence of 
the character of the particular state and the environment in which It functions. 
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Most state theories acknowledge differences between the types of states typi
cally found outside the core and those of Europe that initially spawned realist theory. 
\Nhile elements of similarity exist across these two groups and differences can be seen 
within both of them, some generalizations are possible. For example, the behavior of 
the noncore state is much le';s likely to approximate that associated with the realist 
vision because it often pursues markedly different goals and priorities. Further, even 
when goals are similar, they may be pursued in very different policy arenas. For 
example, legitimation and capital accumulation may be met by domestic policy in 
the core, but they are more likely to be pursued in the foreign policy realm by the 
non core state. Thus, despite the danger of overgeneralization, the next three sections 
utilize the distinction between core and non core state as a device to illustrate some of 
the variations that affect foreign policy behavior. 

• The Origins of the Peripheral State 

The differences between the types of states found in the core and periphery derive 
from both their different origins and their distinctive environments. The colonial 
heritage common to the peripheral state combines with the poorly developed eco
nomic and political capacities of most Third World nations to yield a state-society 
relationship with important implications for policy behavior. 

Unlike the organically created European state, with few exceptions the peripheral 
state was imposed from outside under conditions of colonialism. As Tilly observes, 
"The later the state-making experience ... the less likely .. .internal processes ... are to 
provide an adequate explanation of the formation, survival, or growth of a state" (1975, 
46). The consequences of this distinction for the relationship between state and society 
are multiple. 

First, if the state is not deeply rooted in the social, cultural, and political iden
tity of the nation, one prominent explanation for foreign policy behavior is 
undermined. Why should state personnel choose to maximize the national interest 
rather than some other set of goals? A key linchpin in the usual argument involves an 
implicit acceptance of a Hegelian conception of the state "which embodies the 
notions of community, public purposes, ... and the common good" (Lentner 1984, 
370). Particularly during early statehood, however, there seems little reason to accept 
this characterization of the peripheral state or to anticipate the behavior that would 
follow from it. Government officials are not likely to be representative of the popu
lace nor dependent for their status on domestic political institutions. There is neither 
a tradition of public service nor a set of precedents to guide and constrain claims to 
the national interest. In SUITl., a state that is foreign in origin may pursue goals very 
different li·om those of a state more deeply rooted in indigenous cultural, social, and 
political ideas. 

\A/hile one certainly cannot be precise about the policy direction that will 
result, it seems likely that state personnel will identify less with the nation than with 
the state-and thus pursue goals more relevant to the latter than the former. As 
development proceeds, of course, connections between state and society usually 
grow, but the gap is likely to remain wider in the periphery than in the core. Of 
course, the process of the state becoming more deeply rooted in the domestic society 
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does not imply that state policy will come to resemble realist prescriptions. Indeed, .in 
the absence of pluralist mechanisms, behavior consistent With an mstrumentaltst 

perspective seems at least as likely. . 
Second, maintaining legitimacy is a persistent challenge for a state With such an 

ambiguous identity. For many newly formed states in fluid environments, t~le Jundl
m/ component of "state ness" dominates the empirim/ compone~lt: a state eXIsts when 
externallegitimators say it exists, not when it establishes empmcally Its capaCIty to 
control a territory or to represent a nation (Jackson and Rosb~rg 1~82). Thus, offiCIal 
recognition by outside powers has been highly prized durmg tlInes of CIVil war, 
decolonization, and lega~ ambiguity, not least during the chaos follm:,mg th~ breakup 
of the former Soviet Union. At such times, state policy must be dIfferentIal to the 
juridical judgment of external sources or risk loss of recognition as a sovereign actor. 
At the same time, the state cannot undermine the internal perceptIOn that sover
eignty-an important basis for legitimacy-is being vigorously exercised. '~here is 
much at stake in this balancing act, since an internal perceptIOn of IllegItimacy 
threatens both social stability and the direct interests of state personnel. 

While all states must be concerned with legitimacy, of course, the specific chal
lenges vary greatly in degree and in kind. The widely accepted legitimacy of the state 
in developed nations derives from a number of sources often not available to. non
core states: a long tradition of democratic representation and resultmg compliance, 
the material performance of the system, and a low incidence of sO~Jalmstablhty. 1 he 
most serious challenge occurs where the state must play an active role In nattOn 
building. It is difficult to establish the legitimacy of a state when the very nation 11 IS 

said to embody is itself suspect. The postcolonial state in most of Afnca: for example, 
inherited political boundaries that were arbitrary with respect to preexlstmg notIOns 
of nationhood. In parts of the former Soviet Union, groups clash over boundanes 
drawn around either ethnic populations or previous political units. . 

In such a setting, the state frequently will look to foreign policy to nleet thiS 
legitimation function. Even in core nations, of course, th~ nature of foreign p~llc~ 
makes it a haven for symbolic action. There are few uneqUIvocal measures of success 
or failure, and public judgment is likely to rest with the rationale offered 111 defense of 
policy goals rather than with the resultant outcomes. That is, performance st~ndards 
are low or nonexistent. Policy is relatively easy to mal1lpulate, and Issues With only 
one plausible pole of opinion abound (e.g., no one is opposed to peace, mllttary 
strength, or national security). By contrast, domestic problems are often a hopeless 
muddle of contradictory goals and competing interests, techl1lcally chfficult prob-

lems, and sharply bounded possibilities. .. 
Foreign policy enables the state to portray itself as the ~mbodll~ent of natlOn-

I· ,t . i Nettl (1971 88) notes that less-developed countnes seek self-defil1ltlOn, a IS pnc e., . . .. . I " 
integration and even domestic viability by emphaslzll1g theIr ll1ternatlOnal ~o e .. 
Thus he concludes that they arc an "extra-societal form of state, whIch constItutes 
and defines itself primarily through its foreign relations." Legitimating appeals come 
in a variety of forms, often emphasizing an external ener.ny aga~nst whom the sta:e IS 
seen as a unifying force. This may heJp to explain the dlsqUletll1g frequency of con
flict among nations whose poverty would seem-to outsiders-a more approP:·late 
target for scarce resources than the military establishment. At first glance such WIllful 
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sacrifice of "national interest" might appear to result from the irrationality of leader
ship. It is instructive, however, that from an explicit state perspective the choice may 
lie between ruinous external conflict and an even more debilitating collapse of 
domestic authority. The outcome may be no less tragic, but it is explicable as a viru
lent pathology associated with the legitimation problems of the peripheral state. Its 
treatment, unlike its symptoms, is internal. 

Alternative attempts to build state legitimacy through foreign policy consensus 
involve ideological appeals that give much of Third World foreign policy its strident 
rhetorical tone and limited substantive content. Examples include the appeal to pan
Africanism, support for the Palestinian cause, and opposition to colonialism and 
apartheid. This is not to say, of course, that such efforts are either insincere or inap
propriate. To the contrary, to command wide support such legitimation appeals must 
tap and mobilize existing consensus rather than create it artificially. It does appear, 
however, that many such efforts are largely ineffectual with respect to classical realist 
goals of peace, prosperity, and power but are directly relevant to the motivations 
ascribed to the state by alternative theories. 

More controversial initiatives, such as the New International Economic Order 
(NIEO), are also interpretable as originating as much in the imperatives of an inter
nally vulnerable state as in the pursuit of the prosperity and external power 
components of national interest. To be sure, such policies are probably overdeter
mined-anyone explanation from the available set would be sufficient to predict 
NIEO support. But the angle provided by Krasner's (1985) exposition of the domes
tic weakness of the Third World state does shed light on particular features of the 
NIEO proposals. He argues that the evident antiliberal character of NIEO is rooted 
in a strong preference for authority-based rather than market-based modes of allo
cation. Not only does this approach tend to strengthen Third World actors in 
dealing with the First World-the ostensible rationale-it also enlarges the legiti
mate economic role of the Third World state, thereby strengthening it in dealing 
with internal actors. Combined with the legitimation benefits associated with fos
tering Third World solidarity and challenging such unpopular actors as the United 
States and the International Monetary Fund, the domestic needs of the noncore 
state would make a compelling case for NIEO even if there were no external conse
quences at all. 

Third, while legitimation difficulties plague many noncore states, that is not 
the only source of internal weakness which motivates foreign policy action. 
Government personnel are more precariously situated in both the Third World and 
Eastern Europe than in the core. Even if legitimacy claims can be sustained on behalf 
of the state, the ruling regime must also beat back the challenge from competitors for 
the mantle of state power. Political opposition and especially the military present a 
constant threat to coup. The threat often can be met more effectively in the foreign 
policy sphere than in the domestic policy sphere. Because the support of external 
powers is usually critical (though often controversial), bilateral relations often are 
more rooted in domestic political contests than in realpolitik calculations. (Of 
course, it is equally clear that external actors-aid givers, for example-arc often as 
motivated by a desire to strengthen the state and/or the ruling regime as they arc by 
concern with the nation.) Also, insofar as the military is frequently decisive in 
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domestic political conflicts, no aspect of defense policy or military budgeting can be 
seen as purely, perhaps even primarily, a foreign policy issue. . 

In short, the variation in the locus of challenges faced by dIfferent states ou?ht 
to be reflected in the theories used to explain their respective foreign policy behavlOr. 
The primacy afforded power vis-a.-vis other nations by realism stems fr?m the per
ception that the greatest threat to national interest lies in the vulnerablhty of state 
sovereignty to the military power of other states. For the no~core state, the gre~:est 
vulnerability to state sovereignty often arises from the precanous domestIC pO~ltlon 
of the state and the ruling regime. The principle that follows IS that the state -:Ill act 
to maximize its power toward other internal actors. This may sometimes reqUIre tl~e 
sacrifice of more traditional realist goals, such as when the dependent state acqUI
esces to diminished policy latitude in exchange for the wherewithal to maintain 
internal power (e.g., foreign economic and military aid). 

• The Economic Role of the Peripheral State 

Another distinctive characteristic of the peripheral state stems from its introduction 
rather early in the developmental process. In much of the colonial wor~d th~ state pre
ceded the rise of a powerful capitalist class, while elsewhere, espeCIally lJ1 Eastern 
Europe, the state forcibly displaced it. As a consequCl~ce, the state becan~e a more 
direct economic actor, often assuming the entrepreneunal role played by prIvate capI
tal in the core. It retains that presence in the economy of both the Third World and 
the postsocialist nations today. A World Bank study (19~8) indicates that pubhc sector 
investment, for example, constitutes nearly half of totalmvestment among develo~lJ1g 
countries. Capital spending in the public sector is a much higher percentage of (,NP 
among developing countries, especially those i~ the middle.-income range. The 111CJ
dence of state-owned enterprises in the penphery-capltal outlays are tYPIcally 
between 5 and 7 percent of GNP-is also markedly higher than in th.e cor~. Wage 
expenditures by government are a higher percentage of GNP among nJ.Jdd:e-l~come 
countries than among developed nations. Of course, the great.er cen:r,al.lzatlon of 
planning that is a well-known characteristic of develo~ment lJ1 th~ 1 hlrd World 
assumed a commanding presence in the state sOCJahst regImes. In short, the noncore 
state is a dominant economic actor whose role goes far beyond the core state's func
tion of maintaining the institutional structure required to allow capital accumulatIon 
to occur in the private sector. The consequences are multiple. . . 

First, as a major employer, the state frequently has interests IdentIcal to those of 
private capital. This reinforces the structurally induced affimty of the state for the 
policy positions held by business as opposed to workers or consumers. As a res~lt, 
the possibility of such a state achieving legitimac~ as an arbIter ~)f clas~ con.fhct 
wanes' the state acts not only as a visible ally of capItal but as a busll1ess WIth dIrect 
participation in the production process. Consequently, the drive for legitimacy must 
be directed elsewhere, often toward the foreign policy realm. 

A second consequence is that the economic arena will become a m?re central 
priority of state policy while economic considerati~ns will come t? domlJ1~te other 
goals, especially in the foreign policy realm. The fUSIOn of the publIC and pnv~te s.ec
tor magnifies the pressure on the government since it blurs further the dlstlJ1ctlon 
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between government performance and macroeconomic outcomes. vl/ith system legit
imacy and government stability hanging in the balance, the state emphasis on 
economic policy is virtually assured. \Vhile many aspects of the state and its relation 
to civil society have changed in Eastern Europe, this economic primacy has not. 

Of course, the role of the state only accentuates a tendency already inherent in 
the prominence of economic problems outside the core. Economic growth is such a 
key prerequisite to so many other goals in a poor nation, all policy is ultimately con
strained by the imperatives of capital accumulation. This is seen vividly in 
government budget allocatlOns. The share of the budget devoted to economic ser
vices is two and a half times larger in developing than developed nations. lVIost 
dramatically, 56 percent of the government budget in industrial countries is in the 
social sector, while the comparable figures for middle-income and low-income 
nations are 34 percent and I) percent, respectively (IMf 1987). Because of both simi
lar imperatives in the two spheres and the efforts of the development bureaucracy to 
secure additional instruments in pursuit of their goals, it would be surprising if these 
different priorities in domestic policy did not carryover to foreign policy as well. 
Indeed, given that capital accumulation in a penetrated economy requires a state to 
be active in the foreign policy sphere (a point discussed in greater detail later), for 
many peripheral states the chief goal of foreign policy is to lay the groundwork for 
successful development policy. This usually implies the maintenance or expansion of 
external economic flows. 

A third consequence for foreign policy requires an appreciation of the extra
ordinary transformation of relations among classes and clites that is implied by the 
presence of an economically active state imposed from without on a less-developed 
nation. As O'Donnell puts it, " ... Instead of the state being ... some sort of reflection 
of civil society, it was, to a large extent on the contrary, the state apparatus that 
shaped the basic features of our societies" (1980, 717). The state shapes society prin
cipal�y by controlling opportunities for wealth creation and power accumulation. 
That is, "contrary to the classic capitalist patterns ... , an emerging dominant class did 
not shape the political power embodied by the state ... [instead] the domestically 
dominant class has been the child of the state apparatus."3 Two results would seem to 
follow. 

First, the shift of elite identification and allegiance to the state required by sta
tist conceptions should be greatly eased. A policy bias toward state interests, as 
opposed to national or class interests, would thus seem likely. Second, in an environ
ment where the state is at least as important a determinant of material success as the 
market, rent-seeking behavior concentrated on control of the state is a rational 
response. Such competition will be especially fierce, thereby adding to pressures on 
the government and elevating the priority attached to protection of the existing gov
ernment from domestic challenge. 

Finally, neither the class structure nor the institutional patterns in the periph
ery are comparable to those that influence the core state to seek the "national 
interest." For example, greater inequality in educational opportunities gives state per
sonnci a class bias that better fits the instrumentalist th;1n the pluralist perspective. 
further, the representational mechanisms that introduce nonciite constraints on 
state behavior are weak or absent outside the core. 

In short, the nature of state-society relations in most of the periphery affords, 

Treater plausibility to the foreign policy predictions denved from. some th~ones ot 
~he state than others. This consideration favors either the state-f~r-Itself p~edlCtlon oj 
behavior designed principally to protect the state from don:estlc com~etltors ~r ~he 
instrumentalist perspective in which the state supports the lI1t~rests ot the capita IS~ 
class. The structuralist view of promoting capital accumulatIOn and m~lI1tall1l1lg 
legitimacy also fares well, with the proviso that, as we see later, a state can a11s; ~h~t IS 

n~ither structurally dependent on internal capital. nor pressed by a power. u c ass 
which enforces that goal. Such a state could be qUIte lIldlffere~t to economiC deve1 
opment and capital accumulation, though one or the other IS usually pOSited as .:: 
universal goal. It would appear that "the national interest defined 111 terms of powel, 
is more likely to be a goal complimentary to one of the ab~v~ ~han to be a pr:~n~I~ 
motivation. The case for the pluralist vision of a state maxrmlzlI1g aggregate ",elfale 

is not obvious. 

II State Reaction to Foreign Penetration 

An even stronger link between domestic state goals and for~ign policy is roote~l il~ 
the dependence of the national economy on trade and vanous capital flows. rhe 
importance of these transactions is too well known to reqUire extensive treatment: 
but the role of the state in maintaining them has been less fully appreClated. Becaut~ 
the domestic economy is so deeply rooted in the external economy, m:lch of t 1e 

state's activity in sustaining the conditions necessary for capital accumul~tlOn. carry 1~ 
1'11tO the foreign policy realm. For example, whlle core states may seek t~ 111cleasel . r h ot margnn investment through manipulating macroeconomiC po ICY, t e. source . I' 
investment in the periphery is primarily external. While ~roductlvlty 111creases ~11lg 1t 
be sought through deregulation or shifting incentlves 111 the .core, the I~sue Il1 the 
periphery involves technology transf:f. Dema~d management IS a domestic problem 

in the core but a foreign policy Issue 1Il the penphery. . I h 
Many of these functions can be performed only by ~h~ state,. espec~al y ~v en 

forei n actors are specifically involved. for exam~le, neg~tlat~ons ",Ith tl~e !Mf a~:l 
forei:n banks over loans and debt rescheduling, With multl~1JtlOnal COl pOl atlOns 0\ t~ 
investrnent incentives, and with foreign governments over aid terms all tend to expan , 

. . I . Among low-1l1come countnes 
the already large role of the state 111 economiC p ann111g. . '. 
(excluding China and India), for example, net official develol~ITlent assistance aver ag~s 
9 ercent of GNP. External public debt among 10wer-mlddle-lI1come countrle~ 
ex~eeds 50 percent of GNP. The sheer size of these ~ul~hc flows not o.nly elevates the 
prominence of the state and makes foreign actors slgl1lficant pla:ers 111 tl:e domestic 

economy but also erodes the distinction between domestIc and fOlelgn pollcy. . fl " 
In this environment the maintenance or expansion of exter~1al economic O\~s 

. I" I' tl foreign pollcy realm. When It becomes a primary proxImate goa pmsuec 111 1e . . . 
became necessary to reassure powerful external actors concerning economic stablhty 

. I E' . W t rgnments and anti-Left rhetOrIC during the cold war perIod, for examp e, ~ast- es a I I Id , 
were frequently used as litmus tests. Most analysts assumed that the reSLl t WO:I ~e 
"reater efforts to please vVestern capital sources. While often true, the domest~ vu,
~erahility of the state llsually requires that other reactions also be consl eree, 



including attempts to playoff other donors, to achieve collective self-reliance, and to 
seek structural reform of international regimes. 

. Of course, t~e noncore state relies on the external world for goals other than 
cap:tal accumulatIOn. External sources of military support (training, personnel, 
~qU1pment) may be necessary for regime survival, for example, while economic aid 
1I1creases the resources available specifically to the state as well as to the nation more 
generally. 

M~re broadly, however, the state is itself as structurally dependent upon these 
flows as IS the economy. This is especially significant in economies marked by an 
export enclave such as mining or plantation agriculture. Just as substantial inflows of 
capital go directly to the state (e.g., aid and loans), tax revenues are heavily derived 
from external transactions. While there are marked differences among nations, on 
average the state in low-income countries derives more than 28 percent of its rev
enues from ta:es on ~nternational transactions (chiefly trade), while the comparable 
figure for the lI1dustnal market economies is about 1 percent. While non tax revenues 
constitute 9 percent of total income for industrial states, elsewhere the figure is 
between 20 and 30 percent. 

. As the state becomes structurally dependent upon the foreign sector, its range 
of lI1terest~ .narrows correspondingly. While it accepts the mission of assuring the 
socIal stablltty nece.ssary to sustain that sector, its operations are not as complex as 
those of a state fac1l1g a better-developed class structure and more interests to bal
ance, more conflict to mediate, and more goals to pursue. In short, it need not be so 
attentive to the broad social goals suggested by Hegelian conceptions or the defini
tIOn of economic prosperity imposed by pluralist mechanisms in the core. 

It is .likely, howe:,er, that the well-known volatility of the peripheral economy 
coupled With the state s structural dependence upon it will incline the state toward 
arrangements that strengthen the state. One example is the hostility toward market
~)nented modes of allocation and the preference toward authority-based ones visible 
111 NIEO proposals (Krasner 1985). Another is the markedly more regulated charac
ter of foreign trade outside the core, an issue that has frequently pitted a dependent 
country agall1st a more liberal dominant one. As Bates (1981) makes clear, these 
arrangements also involve tradeoffs between the power of the state and such other 
goals as growth and equity. It is instructive that such conflicts have not succeeded in 
substantially affecting the state-centric character of most development in the Third 
World, though some change is apparent over the last decade. 

• Conclusion 

~n sum,. the character of the state and the nature of the policy environment in which 
It functl~ns prod~ce distinctive foreign policy behavior. Thus, foreign policy outside 
the core IS more likely to be a tool to achieve domestic goals than a means to the out
comes emphasized by realism. In particular, the special circumstances of both 
Eastern Europe and the more traditional Third World make foreign policy an indis
pe~sable t.o.ol for meeting state imperatives: capital accumulation, state legitimacy, 
SOCIal stability, and government maintenance. 
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These differences in goals and constraints are likely to lead realist analysts to 
misjudge foreign policy outside the core. Because peripheral states possess few of the 
capabilities classically associated with power politics-military power, political influ
ence, economic resources-it is often thought that their foreign policy activity will be 
similarly limited. One might well assume that their diminished capacity to influence 
the outcomes of international politics together with their less immediate concern 
with issues rather remote from them should dampen their willingness to expend 
scarce resources on foreign policy. 

To the contrary, peripheral states are very active in foreign policy. It is true, of 
course, that their behavior patterns are somewhat different-they are more attuned 
to the low politics of economic matters than to military geopolitics, for example. But 
this pattern is not as strong as might be expected from the limited ability of the Third 
World state to win in the issues of high politics. The inability to achieve realist goals 
does not diminish the imperatives associated with the other faces of the noncore 
state. Legitimacy, for example, flows from opposition to imperialism, not from its 
defeat. 

In short, though foreign policy may be inconsequential from the standpoint of 
achieving realist goals, it remains absolutely critical for the goals of the noncore state. 
Moreover, foreign policy position taking will be both more important and markedly 
more contentious than commentators have sometimes supposed. Far from being an 
arena in which autonomous elites can afford to respond to external actors, foreign 
policy is a critical component of the political program of the government and fre
quentlya key foundation of the state itself. 

As a consequence of its centrality and political importance, foreign policy is 
less prone to external influence than theory might otherwise suggest. In particular, 
noncore states are frequently more intransigent than acquiescent in dealing with 
great powers and international institutions. This is not because they obstinately 
refuse to acknowledge the realities of international power but because they under
stand too well the realities of intra-national power. An overly compliant state loses 
domestic legitimacy. More than that, there is often a direct goal tradeoff. IMF agree
ments, for example, typically require cuts in state spending that accentuate problems 
of state legitimacy and regime security by undermining the ability of the state to pre
sent itself as protector of the poor and mediator of class conflict. Similarly, the 
anti-Western rhetoric espoused by many UN member states that has so dramatically 
affected attitudes in the United States toward the UN is difficult to eliminate. It is 
neither idle nor irrational but a structurally necessary element that helps to hold 
together the total policy package that sustains the government . 

In sum, the state that acts in international politics is the same state whose 
attributes are such a central part of our study of comparative politics. Recognizing 
this linkage will improve our understanding of both. 

• Notes 

1. In the poorest nations, however, the inchoate class structure does not include a fully 
developed capitalist class capable of controlling the state. Within this structure the state 
is usually dominated by a traditional landowning class. 
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2. Thhishs~li~ should be mo~t.pronounced in those economies in which the state controls 
t e c let means to acqUISItIon of wealth. 

3. Of, course, there is cons~derabl~ variation within the European experience. The state 
has played a larger role 111 shapIng modern France, for example than this argument 
~cknowl~dges. Still, the distinction is justified both by the origi~s of the state-lar el' 
I11ternall~ one case but largely external in the other-and by the degree to which fhe} 
state dommated development processes. 

TWELVE 

Foreign Policy in 
Dependent States 

Jeanne A. K. Hey, MIAMI UNIVERSITY 

• Editors' Introduction 

In this chapter Jeanne Hey introduces a series ojtheories oj "depen
dent joreign policy" relating to economically dependent. usually 
Third World states. Hey illustrates the flaws in the conventional wis
dom that "dependencies," those states that are economically 
dependent on a core state, align their joreign policies with those oj 
the core. She argues that theory in this area must account not only 
jor dependent foreign policy outcomes, but also processes, i.e. how 
foreign policy is generated, as was explained by Patrick Haney 
(chapter 7). This chapter reveals that dependent states have a very 
richjoreign policy repertoire, afinding that was too rarely acknowl
edged in first-generation research. This chapter also speaks to the 
jollowing chapter by Laura Neack on linking state types withjoreign 
policy behavior. 

In reading this chapter, consider the jollowing questions: 
What is the direct or indirect impact oj economic dependence onjor
eign policy? In addition to those countries discussed in this chapter 
(Jamaica, Ecuador, Mexico), what other examples can you think oj 
that illustrate the models oj dependent joreign policy? Do you 
expect that the end oj the cold war will have an influence on the 
United States' ability to influence its dependencies' foreign policy? 
Finally, how does Hey's discussion bridge with Moon's analysis oj 
the state, particularly as it applies to Third World countries? • 

Many students of the foreign policy of Third World, dependent, and small states have 
lamented the fact that most theoretical models in foreign policy analysis have been 
developed to explain the behavior of the First, and to a lesser extent, the Second 
Worlds. Too often the foreign policy of weak states is viewed as the manifestation of 
those states' inferior position within the international system. Their leaders are left to 
react to global events and to resign themselves to an ineffective position in world 
affairs. According to this position, their low status on the global ladder overwhelms 
other explanatory factors of their foreign policy (Cammack et al. 1988, chapter 7; 
Handel 1990, 261). 
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Increasingly, empirical research informed by a growing sophistication within 
foreign policy analysis demonstrates that Third World foreign policy processes are as 
complex as those in the rest of the world. This is not to say that Third World foreign 
policy content and processes do not differ from those in the "developed" world. 
Current models designed to explain developed states' foreign policies may require 
modification to explain weak state behavior. But the image that weak states' foreign 
policies are designed by single, usually dictatorial, leaders who have few options but 
to respond to global events determined by others is disappearing within foreign pol
icy analysis. Former Costa Rican President Oscar Arias's development of a successful 
peace plan for war-torn Central America is but one example of a Third World 
leader's creative diplomacy in a policy area considered by many as superpower terri
tory. Foreign policy in weak states, as in all states, is of course conditioned by the 
international environment. Providing more than a gross explanation of foreign pol
icy requires careful and detailed analysis of domestic political conditions and 
processes in Third World states just as it does in the "developed" world. 

This chapter focuses on patterns of conduct and explanatory factors within a 
particular subgroup of Third World states: those with dependent economies. A dis
cussion of the definitions of dependent states is followed by an examination of the 
methodologies employed in dependent foreign policy analysis and the findings gen
erated by research in this area. The chapter concludes with an elaboration of four 
models of dependent foreign policy behavior. 

• What Is a Dependent State? 

Defining dependence is critical to the study of dependent foreign policy. Overlapping 
literatures treat the foreign policies of "small," "Third World:' "weak," and "depen
dent" states. The aforementioned assumption, namely that these are nonplayers on 
the global scene, too frequently has been attached to all of these. "Small" typically 
refers to those countries that are either small in physical size or population (Vellut 
1967, 254-56). Both the Netherlands and Dominica are small states, but they have 
drastically different histories and foreign policies. A state's smallness does not neces
sarily indicate that it is weak, dependent, or a member of the Third World. 

The Encyclopedia of the Third World defines the "Third World" "as the politi
cally nonaligned and economically developing and less industrialized nations of the 
world" (Kurian 1992, ix). The definition is surprising, as most Third World states are 
indeed aligned either with a superpower or with regional allies. Similarly, many 
non-Third World states, most notably those of Eastern Europe, arc in early stages of 
development while the newly industrialized members of the Third World are quite 
industrialized. The Encyclopedia's definition presents the Third World in an abstract 
form and ignores the political and economic realities of the modern international 
system. More typically, the "Third World" is distinguished from the advanced indus
trialized Western democracies of the First World as well as from the Soviet Union 
and its East European allies of the now-defunct Second World (Buzan 1991, 432; 
Wolf-Phillips 1987). Although the Third World thus defined is diverse in both politi
cal and economic systems, the noncapitalist members such as Cuba or North Korea 
rarely receive much attention within the group. Third World states are generally con-
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'd red those with free-market economies and integrated into the global capitalist 
:~s;em. Recently added to this classification scheme is the "F?urth W~rld:' used to 
distinguish the chronically poor from those developIng countrIes show,Ing som~ eco-

. . Thl's addl'tion is encouraged by the World Bank s four-tiered nomic promise. < ." " .' d 
classification, which differentiates "low-income economics from lo",:er ITIld le-
. . "(Wolf Phillips 1987 1313-14). In 1992 the formers members Income econon11es -, . 
anged from Mozambique, with a GNP per capita of $80, to Egypt, with a GNP per 

:apita of $600. The latter's members ranged from Bolivia wi~h a GNP per capita of 
$630 to Iran with a GNP per capita of $2,490. This scheme IS based solely on GNP 
per capita and interestingly places many traditionally ~~Ird World state.s with the 
Second World in its "higher middle-income economies category. Kuwait, another 
Third Worlder, is at the top of the World Bank's entire global Income scale (World 

Bank 1992,218-19). . .. 
"Small" and "Third World" are thus typically defined With objectIve measures 

such as geographic size and GNP per capita, measures that may not c~pture the char
acteristics of these states that make them interesting to foreign policy analys~s. An 
alternative conceptualization is that of "weak states:' which implies that power IS rel
ative. Weakness is meaningful only when compared with strength. SInger refers to 
wealth, organization, and status as the components of power that weak ~tates lack. He 
adds that perception is also critical, that is, that other global actors perceive ~hat a .par
ticular state is powerless (Rothgeb 1993, 29; Singer 1972, chapters 1, 2). Conv~lsely, 
Handel discourages relying on a single set of variables to measure state power In the 

lobal system. Weak states, he argues, "form the largest class .of states and. have the 
g d' berslll'p-facts which make it still more difficult to assign them most Iverse mem ." d 1 90 
any common denominator other than their overall relatIve ~eakness (Han .. e .19 , 
30). As the dimensions of power are multifarious, the def111111g characteIlstlcs of 
weakness (or strength) need to be flexible. . . 

Much of the literature on small, Third World, and weak states IS mal ked b~ an 
"I know one when I see it" understanding of classification. TheOrIsts spend little tll1~e 
arguing over definitions of the terms and instead focus on the role of weak states I.n 
the international political system. Indeed, "weak" states are often defined by thor 

osition in the international system-those that because of any number of factors 
ftheir poor capabilities, their neocolonial status, their internal chaos, and so forth) 
are relegated to noninfluential players or pawns in the global system. ThiS .concern 
with weak states' status in international affairs, as opposed. to eleme~ts of their glo~al 
behavior, demonstrates more interest in international relat~ons than 111 foreign pohcy. 
In other words, classifying weak states according to their 111ternatlOnai rank empha~ 
sizes the unlikelihood that they will be influential actors on the worl.d. stage, rathel 
than the policies they develop to meet their goals. Indeed, cle~r defimtlOns ma~ n~t 
be critical to a student of international politics concerned With gl~)bal or .r~glOnal 
patterns of conduct. However, the student of foreign policy analYSIS, In expl~Inmgfi t~e 
foreign policy behavior of a particular type of state, must be very.careful WIth de 1111-
tions. The defining elements of weakness may be critical contnbutIng factors to a 

foreign policy explanation. . . I I 
Clearly the terms discussed here are frequently related. The coloma egacy 

shared by most Third World states can generate economic dependence and ,weakness 
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in the international systern. Small states often suffer from limited resource bases that 
make them weak. Despite the interrelatedness of the concepts, we should not assume 
that Third World necessarily implies weak, small, or dependent. It is in t!-lis respect 
that dependence gains potency as an analytical concept in foreign policy analysis. It 
refers to a specific relationship between a state and its economic partners that is 
hypothesized as important in understanding that state's foreign policy behavior. 

Dependence can manifest itself culturally, politically, and economically. The 
most easily measured and arguably the most important of the three, economic depen
dence, receives the vast majority of attention in dependent foreign policy studies. It is 
Important to distinguish between dependence and dependency (or dependencia). 
Many scholars, some of them working within dependency theory, agree with James 
Caporaso who argues that dependence is the pattern of external reliance of nation
states on one another, while dependency involves a more complex set of relations 
centering on the incorporation of less developed, less homogeneous societies into the 
global division of labor (Armstrong 1981, 402; see also Duvall 1978; Menkhaus and 
Kegley 1988, 3J9; and Richardson 1981,88). 

As Caporaso explains, dependency differs from dependence in the sense that 
dependency is a contextual situation defined by both domestic and international 
variables that frequently defy attempts to quantify them. That dependency thus 
defined resists quantification and therefore empirical analysis is a major source for 
criticism of dependency theory. It is also the principal reason why foreign policy ana
lysts (WIth the notable exception of Bruce Moon [1983, 1985]) choose to study the 
more readily measured dependence. 

What exactly constitutes dependence? Accordin a to Neil Richardson 
(( b) 

Dependence re.fers to a distinctively asymmetrical situation in which one country is 
slgl1lflCantly reltant on anotl1er even as the second country no more than slightly 
depends on the first" (Richardson 1981, 88). Richardson's efforts to delineate and 
measure dependence have been particularly meticulous. He explains that three fea
tures must characterize the economy of the "first," or dependent, state but not that of 
the second. First, the dependent state's economic relations with the "second;' or core, 
state must be exclusive, that is, the former cannot share similar relations with other 
states. Second, the availability of substitute economic partners must be low, making it 
difficult lor the dependent state to diversify its economic relations or choose new 
partners. Finally, the relationship must be important to the entire economy of the 
dependent state. Economic aid, for example, can be a measure of dependence only if 
that aid constitutes a significant part of the recipient's economy (Armstrong 1981; 
Richardson 1981, 91~ 92). 

The most common indicators used to identify dependent states are the eco
nomic benefits they secure from trade, foreign aid, and direct foreign investment 
from the core country. Trade is the most popular and has been most strongly corre
lated With dependent foreign policy behavior (Menkhaus and Kegley 1988; Ray 1981; 
Richardson 1970; Richardson and Kegley 1980). Foreign economic and military 
assistance has been frequently studied as a means to coerce foreign policy alignmen't 
(Kegley and Hook 199J; Moon 1985; Rai 1980; Wittkopf 1973). A few studies com
pare the effects of trade dependence and aid dependence on the foreign policy 
behaVior of dependent states and arrive at competing conclusions (see, e.g., 
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Menkhaus :.Il1d Kegley 1988; Roeder 1985). Studies linking foreign investment with 
foreign policy behavior usually consider the role of the multinational corporation as 
an intervening agent operating in the interests of the host country (Richardson 1978; 
Rothgeb 1987, 1989). Richardson (1978) combines these three measurements to 
identify a list of states dependent on the United States. Indeed, with a few notable 
exceptions (e.g., Keohane 1966; Menkhaus and Kegley 1988; Ray 1981; Roeder 1985), 
most empirical studies examine the relationship between the United States and its 
dependencies. The emphasis on the United States reflects the availability of data as 
well as the fact that theories of core-periphery relations, from which many depen
dent foreion policy hypotheses are developed, have been developed largely within the 
context of understanding relations between the United States and its dependencies. 

The set of "dependent" states, as identified by these indicators, overlaps heavily 
with the Third World, weak states, and, to a lesser extent, small states. The overlap is 
functional in that it allows studies of dependent foreign policy to inform theory in 
these other areas. This does not mean that we can become lax in our definitions of 
dependence or that we can assume that a dependent state is also a weak state, a small 
state, or a member of the Third World. It remains essential that clear defimng cntena 
be employed in choosing dependent cases, as it may be thos~ same criteria (e.g., 
trade, aid, and investment dependence) that most influence foreign poltcy behaVIOr. 

• Methodology in Dependent Foreign Policy 

The essential question posed in dependent foreign policy research is whether eco
nomic dependence leads to foreign policy compliance. Do dependent states 
implement the foreign policy preferences of their principal trade/aid/investment 
partner? Two principal methodologies dominate attempts to address the Issue. 

Case Studies 

The first principal methodology is case studies, ranging from examinations of indi
vidual regimes or states to considerations of foreign policy behavior within or across 
regions. Rarely do case studies of individual states or regimes focus specifically on the 
relationship between dependence and foreign policy behavior. Rather, most seek a 
comprehensive analysis of the foreign policy process within which an und,erstandtI1g 

of the dependence-foreign policy relationship can be found (see, e.g., Corkill and 
Cubitt 1988, chapter 5; Hunter 1992, chapter 5; Korany 1986b; St. John 1992; \,\,Tard 
1992; Wright 1992). Edited volumes on the foreign policy dynamics of different 
regions within the Third \Norld also contribute indirectly to theory in dependent for
eign policy. However, chapters in sllch volutTles generally do not address speCIfically 
the relationship between dependence and foreign policy. Instead, they typIcally focus 
on regional foreign policy patterns and the peculiarities of specific c~untries' int~rn~
tional behavior (Braveboy-Wagner 1989; Ferris and Lincoln 1981; Lll1coln and Ferns 

1984· Mutloz and Tulchin 1984; Okolo and Wright 1990). 
, That few case studies have systematically contributed to the dependent foreign 

policy literature does not indicate the methodology's weakness. Rather,. too few 
scholars of dependent foreign policy have used case studies for theory butlchng tI1 
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this area. Those who have done so have contributed significantly. For example, 
Wilham Biddle ~nd John Ste.phens (1989) examined the relationship between depen
dence and foreign poltcy III the first Manley administration in Jamaica. They 
demonstrated that the negative effects of dependent development led Jamaicans to 
favor a ThirdWorld-o.riented foreign policy and to challenge u.s. global and 
regIOnal domlllance. SUTIIlarly, Kenneth Menkhaus and Charles Kegley (1988) 
employe.d a case study of Somalia to investigate the foreign policy effects of a state's 
economic dependence on a number of trading partners. They found that Somalia 
complied most with its most important trading partner, Saudi Arabia, but also main
tained strong relationships with many others such as the United States, the Soviet 
UnIOn, and Italy. Hey and Kuzma (1993) demonstrated that Costa Rican and 
Mexican economic dependence on the United States did not prevent these middle 
Amencan states from developing Central American peace plans hostile to U.S. inter
ests as defined by the Reagan administration. Hey (1993) examined a series of cases 
of Ecuadoran foreign policy to explore the explanatory capacity of different depen
dent foreign pohcy theories. 

Ca~e stud~es are .a p.romising avenue for expanding understanding of depen
dent foreign pohcy. ~s IS discussed later, the links between economic dependence and 
foreign pohcy behaVIOr and process are multidimensional, complex, and varied. Data 
needed to capture this relationship in quantitative analyses are not available for many 
poor, dependent states. Case studies allow for in-depth examinations of dependence 
and foreign pohcy beh~vlOr. Furthe~more, a growing body of research on conducting 
and uS1l1g case studies 111 a systematic and comparative fashion makes this methodol
ogy increas~ngly attractive to foreign policy scholars in general, and particularly to 
those studymg the dependent world (Eisenhardt 1989b; George 1979a; George and 
McKeown 1985; Gerner 1992a; Lijphart 1975; Ragin 1987). 

UN Voting and Quantitative Analysis 

The second d~minant methodology is statistical analysis of aggregate data, which 
tYPically exam1l1es the foreign policy behavior of a number of dependent states. Most 
common are studies inquiring whether economic dependence correlates with foreign 
~ohcy c~mphance. Measurement of these concepts is a key part of these studies. 
Economic dependence is operationalized with a variety of indicators measuring 
tr~de, aid, and mvestment dependence (Duvall 1978; Menkhaus and Kegley 1988; 
RIChardson 1981). These data are readily available from a number of sources-the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank, and United Nations among the 
most commonly used. 

. More. diffi~ult is the measurement of a dependent state's compliance with the 
foreign pohcy wls~es of the dominant economic partner. Despite a few noble efforts 
at findmg sophisticated measures of this complex concept (DeRouen and Mintz 
1~~1, 27-32; Rlchards~n 1981), the vast majority of scholars working within this tra
ditIOn employ UN votmg data to capture compliance. The most common measure is 
the degree to which a depen~ent state votes with its dominant economic partner in 
the UN General Assembly. Lilphart (1963), Richardson (1976), Wittkopf (1973), Rai 
(1980), RIChardson (1978), Richardson and Kegley (1980), Armstrong (1981), Ray 
(1981), Moon (1983, 1985), Roeder (1985), Menkhaus and Kegley (1988), Christian 
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and Dokhanchi (1991), and Kegley and Hook (1991) all use some indicator of UN 
voting agreement between the peripheral and the core states as a measure of foreign 
policy compliance. The overwhelming majority of these authors focus specifically on 
the United States and its dependencies' voting records. In recognition that pressure to 
vote with the core is more likely applied in those areas salient to the core state, 
Wittkopf (1973), Richardson (1978), Richardson and Kegley (1980), Ray (1981), and 
Roeder (1985) also selectively examine "cold war" votes, those on which the United 

States and the Soviet Union voted in opposition to each other. 
Very few researchers in this area have relied on other types of data to measure 

compliance. Notable among them are Rothgeb (1987, 1989), who uses indicators of 
conflict and cooperation based on the COPDAB event data set, and Armstrong (1981), 
who compares the UN General Assembly-based results with those based on the 
Dimensions of Interaction event data set. l Interestingly, Armstrong's findings from the 
event data set, arguably containing richer indicators of compliance, reveal lower 
degrees of compliance than those based solely on UN votes (Armstrong 1981,417). 

UN General Assembly voting data, when used to measure foreign policy 
compliance, have provided the basis for a number of important advances in under
standing dependent foreign policy. Using these data, the researcher can examine 
many cases, compare them cross-nationally and subject them to time-series tests. 
Large-N analyses of UN voting are also helpful in demonstrating trends in depen
dent states' foreign policy behavior. For example, Richardson and Kegley's 
longitudinal analysis of the foreign policy behavior of U.S. dependencies demon
strates declining levels of compliance in the 1950-73 period (Richardson and Kegley 
1980). Quantitative cross-national studies also facilitate comparing the foreign policy 
effects of different types of dependence (trade, aid, investment; see Armstrong 1981; 
Roeder 1985). Finally, these types of studies generate significant questions to be 
addressed with other methodologies. For example, with respect to Richardson and 
Kegley's just-mentioned finding, were declining UN agreement rates a function of 
the United States' decreasing interest in the UN as a global forum? Or do they reflect 
a real loss of Washington's ability to link economic dependence with foreign policy 
compliance (Richardson and Kegley 1980, 216-17)? Responses to these questions are 
best addressed by scholars of regional foreign policies, international organizations, 

and U.S. foreign policy. 
While quantitative research has been an invaluable contributor to understand-

ing in this field, a number of important drawbacks of UN votes as a measure of 
compliance should be mentioned. First, UN voting behavior is not foreign policy. As 
a proxy for foreign policy, it is arguably weak. A state's voting behavior in the UN is a 
mere fraction of the composite of its foreign policy behavior. Second, compliance 
presupposes influence or power on the part of the core state to force its dependencies 
to do what they otherwise would not. A dependent state is compliant only if it imple
ments a policy not in accordance with its own preferences (Ray 1981, 113; 
Richard,on 1981, 89-90). However, UN voting data provide no information on a 
dependent state's preference. Similarly, as Ray (1981, 113-14) points out, a vote 
against the core state may not necessarily indicate foreign policy defiance, as the core 
may be willing to allow its dependencies to "blow off steam" from time to time in the 
UN General Assembly. These concerns are almost universally acknowledged, but cast 
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aside, ~)y those who argue that UN voting is an appropriate measure of foreign policy 
behavIor. RIchardson (1978, 130), Ray (1981,114), and Roeder (1985, 197) all cite 
Karl Deutsch's assertion that influence and compliance are best captured with obser
vations of "a repetitive class of similar outcomes, such as votes in the United Nations 
Assembly" (Deutsch 1968,24-25). Indeed, the vast majority of researchers relying on 
UN votes devote a section or paragraph to eschewing the concerns of those wary of 
UN votes as a measure of compliance. 

These scholars' defensiveness betrays their anxiety about the validity of UN 
votes as a measure of foreign policy behavior. The principal concern here, and a third 
cntlque of UN voting, is that UN votes are not only a small part of the whole of for
eIgn pohcy behavior, but that a regime's UN voting record may not reflect that 
government's overall foreign policy orientation or behavior. An important article by 
Toml~n (:985) demo~strates .that states often vote and operate in regional blocs in 
the U~. fhelr behavIOr outsIde of the UN, however, does not correspond to their 
behavIor wlthm. RegIonal cohesion that may appear quite strong in the UN mav be 
absent or weak in bilateral and multilateral relations occurring at home. ' 

A fourth and final critique is that UN votes do not allow the researcher to look 
into the policymaking process. Foreign policy analysts in general have been as con
cerned with foreign policy decision-making process as with foreign policy outcome. 
Indeed, many foreign policy researchers are more interested in process than in out
come: With the exception of Bruce Moon (1983, 1985), who creatively applies 
statIstIcal techmques using UN voting data to procedural questions about dependent 
foreIgn pohcy, few scholars working with aggregate data are able to use those data to 
~rovide insights into the foreign policy process. Instead, the process question receives 
httle attentIon or is addressed with speculation and qualitative assessments at the end 
of the research presentation (see, e.g., Menkhaus and Kegley 1988,341). As mentioned 
earlIer, It IS appropriate that quantitative analyses generate questions in need of quali
tatIve methods. Nonetheless, the failure to address directly the process dimension of 
dependent foreign policy conveys the false impression that dependent states' foreign 
pohcy ~)]"ocesses are less complex than those of their nondependent neighbors. 

Students of dependent foreign policy should employ both qualitative and 
quantItatIve .methods. The two should not compete as the most appropriate method
ology 1I1 thIS fIeld. Rather, researchers engaged in cross-national studies with 
aggregate-level data should take more seriously the questionable validity of UN votes 
as measu~es o~ foreign policy compliance (Russett 1970, 431). They should also 
expliCItly IdentIfy questions emanating from their findings that are best addressed 
WIth more qualitative research. Case studies should be conducted in a rigorous man
ner, addressmg the relationship between dependence and foreign policy behavior, 
and With partlcul~r attention paid to the generalizability of findings. Case studies 
sho~lld also be deSIgned to examine and clarify the intricate foreign policy processes 
behmd the aggregate trends exposed in quantitative longitudinal studies. 

• Dependent Foreign Policy Process and Outcomes 

Does econo.mic dependence lead to foreign policy compliance? If it does, what is the 
process behmd a dependent state's decision to implement a compliant foreign policy? 
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Studies in dependent foreign policy address these questions and arrive at many, 
sometimes conflicting, conclusions. 

It is useful at this point to report the results of the quantitative analyses dis
cussed previously. When considered as an entire body of research, quantitative 
analyses of dependent foreign policy behavior overwhelmingly conclude that the 
relationship between dependence and foreign policy compliance is very weak, if exis
tent at all. Some studies find a positive correlation, while others find a negative 
relationship or none at all. Wittkopf (1973) discovers an association between U.S. 
foreign aid and dependents' compliance but recommends caution in interpreting the 
results. Neil Richardson, an important pioneer in this field, finds that U.S. dependen
cies vote with the United States in the UN, but the relationship between dependence 
and compliance is nonlinear, that is, the most dependent states do not comply with 
the greatest frequency (Richardson 1976, 1978). Ray (1981) and Roeder (1985) find 
that Eastern Europe had significant degrees of compliance with the Soviet Union. 
Other studies of states dependent on the United States, however, reveal little evidence 
for the dependence-compliance hypothesis. Rai (1980), Richardson and Kegley 
(1980), Armstrong (1981), Moon (1983,1985), and Menkhaus and Kegley (1988) all 
report very weak results. Richardson and Kegley (1980) show that compliance with 
the United States is in decline. More recently, Kegley and Hook (1991) demonstrate 
that even when the Reagan administration specifically developed a policy linking 
dependent states' UN voting behavior to U.S. foreign aid disbursements, U.S. depen
dencies failed to comply. 

It is not particularly surprising that this weak empirical record has not deterred 
political scientists from continuing to scrutinize the relationship between depen
dence and foreign policy behavior. Most remain convinced that a relationship exists 
but that it is highly complex and may occur outside the venue of the UN. In order to 
examine the many dimensions of dependent states' behavior in the international 
realm, it is useful to consider both the content and process of dependent foreign pol
icy. Doing so reveals a number of different foreign policy manifestations of 
dependence. 

The following discussion is arranged according to the content of foreign policy 
behavior. Do dependent states develop foreign policies in alignment with the core's 
preferences? The first section deals with those that do, while the second considers 
those that do not. Each section discusses the processes behind either pro-core or 
anti-core dependent foreign policies. 

Pro-Core Foreign Policies 

A dependent state's development of a pro-core foreign policy2 is not necessarily the 
product of the dependent relationship. As mentioned previously, the dependent state 
may share the foreign policy preferences of the core and implement pro-core policies 
without ever considering the economic or political consequences. The critical proce
dural question that must be asked about pro-core foreign policies, then, is whether a 
pro-core foreign policy was somehow coerced or otherwise pressured from actors 
outside of the dependent state. 

If the policy was developed from within and not subject to external pressure, 
the policy cannot be categorized as compliant. This does not indicate that there is no 
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relationship between dependence and foreign policy behavior, however. Bruce 
Moon's research (1983, 1985) has contributed greatly to our understanding of the 
development of pro-core foreign policies outside of a framework of compliance. 
Moon looks to dependency theory to explain consistently pro-core behavior by U.S. 
dependencies and concludes that consensus among elites in periphery and core leads 
to foreign policy alignment. Dependency theorists, most frequently in reference to 
Latin America, explain that peripheral states' economies are controlled by a class of 
economic elites whose financial interests are directly linked with those of foreign 
investors. In addition to material ties, the peripheral elites share ideological views on 
politics and economy with elites in the core. In many cases the peripheral elites are 
educated in the core. This confluence of interests, background, and opinions leads to 
agreement between peripheral and core leaders (who are part of the dominant eco
nomic class) on many issues, including foreign policy. Thus, foreign policy alignment 
is consensual, not compliant. Pro-core foreign policies are nonetheless a product of 
dependence, according to this view. The marriage of interests and ideologies is inex
tricably tied to the dependent relationship between periphery and core. This 
relationship favors the core and a small elite in the periphery but inhibits real periph
eral development and an equitable distribution of wealth (Amin 1974; Cardoso and 
Faletto 1979; dos Santos 1970; Moon 1983,1985). 

A clear empirical example of consensus occurred in Ecuador in 1984 when, 
shortly after his inauguration, President Le6n Febres Cordero signed a foreign invest
ment agreement with the United States. Ecuador allowed the Overseas Private 
Investment Corporation (OPIC), a U.S. government agency, to operate in Ecuador. 
OPIC grants risk insurance to U.S. investors abroad but requires that local laws be 
favorable to investors and that any disputes between investors and the host country 
be arbitrated internationally. Although these restrictions were inconsistent with cur
rent Ecuadoran practices, Febres Cordero went ahead. This is an example of 
consensus because the Ecuadoran president, a strongly pro-U.S. free marketeer, was 
not pressured into signing this agreement against his wishes. Instead, he fully agreed 
with canceling restrictions on foreign investments and implemented a policy that 
was consistent not only with his own views but with those of the Reagan administra
tion as well (Hey 1992,1993). 

Moon's work is somewhat unique in its attempt to develop hypotheses from 
dependency theory and to test them with rigorous, quantitative empirical analysis. 
Much m.ore common among studies of pro-core foreign policies are those testing the 
popular hypotheses of compliance. Compliance assumes an affirmative answer to the 
question of whether pro-core policies are a response to some external pressure on 
dependent foreign policy makers. Compliance theorists, whose work is discussed ear
lier, formulate their hypotheses within the realist tradition of international relations 
and anticipate that dependent states will develop foreign policy within the context of 
their asyn,metrical economic relationships. Economic instruments from the core 
(trade, aid, investment, credit) and foreign policy behavior from the periphery are 
seen as bargaining chips within the hegemon-client relationship. Dependent states 
comply with the foreign policy wishes of the core in exchange for economic rewards 
or to avoid economic punishments. Implicit in the compliance notion is that the 
dependent state would prefer not to implement pro-core policies. Richardson 
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explains that the dependent state's "support may be grudging, but it may be neces
sary because the dominant state has asymmetric control, especially in the long-run, 
over the costs and benefits to be derived from their economic relations" (1978, 64). 
Because of weak empirical evidence, the compliance or bargaining model of depen
dent foreign policy has recently lost support among foreign policy researchers 
(DeRouen and Mintz 1991, 44-45). This is not to say that numerous examples of 
compliance cannot be found within the current international system. One recent 
example of compliance is the United States' forgiving Egypt's $7 billion arms debt in 
exchange for its support of the coalition fighting Iraq in the Gulf War (Gilsenan 
1992,228). This example illustrates the direct linkage between an economic carrot or 
stick (forgiveness of debt) and Third World foreign policy behavior (agreeing to join 
the coalition) that compliance expects. Nonetheless, compliance is but one of a set of 
explanations for dependent foreign policy behavior. Consensus is another explana

tion of pro-core foreign policies. 

Anti-Core Foreign Policies 

One might initially conclude that an anti-core policy is evidence that no relationship 
exists between dependence and foreign policy, or that anti-core behavior is an exhibi
tion of an independent foreign policy. Indeed, true foreign policy independence, 
defined as a policymaking process influenced in no way by a state's dependent status, 
is certainly possible (Hey 1993). However, a more plausible explanation for most 
anti-core policies is that they are related to dependence in one of two ways. 

First, anti-core behavior may be a hostile reaction to the state's dependence. 
This is known as coul1terdependence and is described by Marshall Singer as a "psycho
logical state of individuals or groups in the process of altering a relationship from 
one in which they felt dependent and/or inferior, to one in which they feci equal. It is 
often an angry 'lashing out' to redefine an existing relationship. In psychological 
studies it is used synonymously with the word 'rebellion'" (1972,42). 

Counterdependence in the foreign policy realm is the manifestation of depen
dent leaders' frustration with their countries' dependent situations. It is all attempt to 
use foreign policy as a means to counteract dependence and to achieve greater inde
pendence. In an excellent study of counterdependence (though they do not use the 
term), Biddle and Stephens describe former Jamaican Prime Minister Michael 
Manley's anti-United States behavior as a "direct product of the negative and contra
dictory aspects of dependent development itself" (1989, 412). Prior to Manley's 
assuming power in 1972, the United States played a large role in Jamaica's "decision" 
to adopt a development plan that brought uneven economic growth and an increas
ingly inequitable distribution of wealth. This situation caused resentment among 
Jamaican voters, who then elected Manley, a democratic socialist committed to 
breaking ties with the United States and fostering stronger bonds with the Third 
World. Hey (1992,1993) describes Ecuador's policy on Latin American debt as a sec
ond example of coul1terdependence. Ecuadoran President Osvaldo Hurtado 
(1981-84), reacting to indebted Latin America's very weak bargaining position with 
international creditors, invited all regional leaders to the Latin American Economic 
Conference, held in Quito, Ecuador, in 1984. Hurtado purposefully invited no leaders 
from the United States and other creditor governments and devoted the meetings to 
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the development of a regional debt strategy that would improve Latin America's 
negotiating position vis-a-vis creditors. The resulting conference policy was a direct 
manifestation of Hurtado's frustration with Latin America's dependence on creditors 
in the core. 

A second process by which an anti-core foreign policy develops reflects depen
dent leaders' use of foreign policy to mollify domestic opposition to dependence. The 
compensation model of dependent foreign policy is common among studies of 
Mexican foreign policy. Though few of these studies speak directly to the depen
dence-foreign policy relationship, they have much to contribute to an understanding 
of dependent foreign policy. Mexican foreign policy makers have consistently imple
mented anti-United States policies, especially in the diplomatic realm. Scholars agree 
that an anti-United States position is necessary for the ruling "revolutionary" PRI3 
party to maintain its internal legitimacy despite strong economic ties with the very 
nonrevolutionary United States. Former Mexican President Miguel de la Madrid's 
participation in the Contadora Peace Plan for Central America, against U.S. wishes, is 
an example of compliance (Castaneda 1985,88; Ferris 1984,214,222; Grabendorff 
1978; 1984, 86; Hey and Kuzma 1993; Pellicer 1981, 91; 1985, 85). 

Examining compensation takes us directly into the domestic political situation 
of a dependent state and is an ideal representation of what Rosenau (1969a) labeled 
"linkage politics."4 As Kegley and Hook (1991, 308) state in their explanation of the 
compliance model's poor performance, dependent states' policies are "driven more 
powerfully by interests other than by the economic threat of a hegemon." In the 
Mexican case, the other interests relate to the PRJ's level of support from popular sec
tors. It is important to make clear here that the Mexican domestic displeasure with 
the PRl is explained as a direct product of Mexican economic dependence on the 
United States. Thus, dependence has led indirectly to an anti-core foreign policy. The 
intervening variable is public opinion in the dependent state. 

!II Conclusion 

The four explanations or models described here-consensus, compliance, counterde
pendence, compensation-most likely do not exhaust the possible manifestations of 
dependence on foreign policy behavior. They nonetheless provide a point of depar
ture for theorizing about (and then examining) the specific links between economic 
dependence and foreign policy. As the empirical record demonstrates, there is no 
unidimensional relationship that expresses itself consistently over time. Instead, the 
association between the two concepts is complex and subject to influences at the 
individual, domestic, and international levels of analysis. 

Future research should continue to examine the dependence-foreign policy 
relationship exhibited in the recent past. No consistent patterns are yet evident. 
Recent global changes also present new challenges for scholars working in this field. 
In the post-cold war era, the degree to which dependent states remain constrained by 
their relationship with core states assumes particular importance. If dependent states' 
foreign policy alignment was sought by the superpowers to improve the latter's 
strategic position in the bipolar world, will compliance lose its allure now that bipo
larity is ended? Also, now that cold war issues are less important, what issues will 
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become the most salient to core leaders? Has the end of the cold war provided depen
dent states with a new opportunity to achieve independent foreign policies? 
Alternatively, will the end of the cold war provide core states with more energy and 
resources to devote to keeping their dependencies "in line"? These new questions 
should be added to the agendas of foreign policy scholars studying dependent states. 
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• Notes 

1. See the chapter by Philip Schrodt (chapter 9) in this volume on the use of event data in 
foreign policy analysis. 

2. The term core here refers specifically to the state on which the dependent state is eco
nomically dependent. For example, for most of Latin America, the critical core state is 
the United States. In most political economy discussions of international relations, core 
refers to the advanced capitalist states that dominate the global economy. In this discus
sion the term refers to that country or those countries with explicit economic ties to the 
dependent state in question. 

3. PRI is the Spanish acronym for Institutional Revolutionary Party. 

4. See chapters by Joe Hagan (chapter 8), Karen Mingst (chapter 14), and Bruce Moon 
(chapter II) in this volume for discussions of domestic political forces in foreign policy 
and linkage politics. 
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Linking State Type with 
Foreign Policy Behavior 

Laura Neack, MIAMI UNIVERSITY 

• Editors' Introduction 

In this chapter Laura Neack explores some of the ways in which 
analysts have considered whether states exhibit certain foreign 
policy behaviors because of the "types" of states they are. This 
chapter continues a general theme pursued by the first generation 
as well as by Joe Hagan (chapter 8). Bruce Moon (chapter 11). and 
Jeanne Hey (chapter 12) in this volume. Neack spends most of this 
ch.apter considering two relatively new and popular lines of 
research on state type and foreign policy behavior-the "pacijic" 
democracies theory and middle power theory-both of which draw 
heavily upon international relations theory. Neac/c suggests that 
these lines of inquiry demonstrate a changing orientation of schol
ars toward contextualized analyses qf state type andforeign policy 
behavior; a marked departure from the jirst-generation desire to 
construct universal theories on this linkage. This chapter speaks 
directly to the issues of political reasoning and the implications of 
politicized assumptions that are raised earlier by John Rothgeb 
and V. Spike Peterson. 

When reading this chapter. consider how much countries are 
irifluenced by their image when constructing foreign policies. For 
instance. as the remaining superpower and the "winner" of the cold 
war. can the United States disengage from an activist foreign policy 
and stay home, or does this contradict the expectations associated 
with being a world leader? What internal and external dynamics 
feed the growth q[ a particular state image? What does it talce for 
countries to get out from under their perceived images and roles? 
Finally. recall the ta..'5k posed at the end of the chapter by V. Spike 
Peterson: Are middle powers states that follow a gender-neutral 
foreign policy? if so, is this because of the state type (middle power) 
or because of other reasons (more women in national o.fJice. for 
instance)? • 
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Analysts commonly assert that certain types of states act in patterned, predictable 
ways, that the foreign policy of the state is somehow linked to the kind of state it is. 
For instance, consider this statement: 

The point has been made before, and is repeated in the country studies, that it is 
very much in the interests of middle powers, particularly those dependent upon 
trade, to contribute to the development of international trade, financial, and 
monetary regimes which would negotiate and enforce common rules and stan
dards. (Pratt 1989, 194) 

Or, consider this statement: 

Theoretically, I always fOLind the argument fairly convincing that democratic 
governments are more concerned with the avoidance of war than are other gov
ernments. (Weede 1984,652) 

These statements link state type with more or less specific foreign policy behaviors. 
Such proposed relationships often serve as the theoretical frameworks guiding for
eign policy research. Sometimes these expected relationships even guide individual 
and collective decision making, serving as explanation or justification for particular 
foreign policy behaviors. 

In this chapter I discuss three research efforts that link state type and foreign 
policy behavior. I begin with a brief discussion of a first-generation effort to link 
"ideal nation-types" with foreign policy behavior at the aggregate level. Then I con
sider one current variant on this line of inquiry, which I label "pacific democracies" 
research. Finally, I discuss "middle power theory" research, a line of research that, 
among the three discussed, is the most successful at establishing a credible linkage 
between state type and foreign policy behavior. The success of middle power research 
can be attributed both to the intellectual origins of middle power theory and to the 
rich, contextualized nature of the theory itself. 

• Nation-Types and Foreign Policy Behavior 

The formal comparative study of "ideal nation-types" and foreign policy behavior 
was initiated largely by James Rosenau in his "pre-theory" of foreign policy (1966). 
Rosenau hypothesized that three national attribute indicators-physical size, level of 
economic development (as in developed or underdeveloped), and nature of the 
political system (open and democratic or authoritarian and close d)-are associated 
somehow with differences in states' foreign policy making processes and in their for
eign policy behaviors. He combined these three national attributes into the following 
eight "ideal nation-types;' ancl offered examples of states that fit into each category: 

1. Large, developed, open: United States 

2. Large, developed, closed: Soviet Union 

3. Large, underdeveloped, open: India 

4. Large, underdeveloped, closed: China 

5. Small, developed, open: Netherlands 
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6. Small, developed, closed: Czechoslovakia 

7. Small, underdeveloped, open: Kenya 

8. Small, underdeveloped, closed: Ghana 

Rosenau did not suggest the types of foreign policy behaviors that might be 
associated with these nation-types. Indeed, his primary focus in the "pre-theory" 
article was to develop a typology for ranking variables from five levels of analysis 
according to the relative importance of each in the foreign policy making process of 
the eight nation-types. Thus, for instance, for large, developed, open countries, he 
proposed this ranking of variables: role, societal, governmental, systemic, individual. 
For large, underdeveloped, closed countries, he proposed this ranking: individual, 
role, governmental, systemic, societal. Rosenau left it to other scholars to explore the 
relative importance of these variables in the foreign policy making process of the dif
ferent nation-types, just as he left it to others to discover the types of foreign policy 
behaviors that might be associated with the ideal nation-types. 

The purpose of the "pre-theory" article was to sound a call to action (research) 
for foreign policy scholars. With Rosenau's "pre-theoretic" musings as launching 
pads, scholars could begin a systematic search for pieces of knowledge that could be 
used both for grounding future research efforts as well as for building generalized 
theory around which the scientific study of comparative foreign policy could coa
lesce. Rosenau's ideal nation-types would facilitate this activity in the following way: 
"The concept of nation-type makes it unnecessary to examine individual nations in 
considering the certain types of foreign policy activity. To this eA'tent, we can move 
away from analysis of discrete objects and concentrate on classes of objects and the 
different patterns of foreign policy associated with each" (East and Hermann 1974, 
272). Thus, ideal nation-types were conceived as useful tools for facilitating the 
development of general statements linking state type and foreign policy behavior. 
These general statements, or laws, in turn, would help both academics and statesper
sons better understand and predict the "real stuff" of states' foreign policies. 

While Rosenau was issuing his "pre-theory" call, other researchers (e.g., 
Rummel 1969, 1972a) were finding statistical evidence to support the proposition that 
physical size, economic development, and political orientation were significant in 
explaining the variation in states' foreign policy behaviors (East and Hermann 1974; 
Hermann and Peacock 1987). With this evidence accumulating, foreign policy schol
ars began to try to measure the association between these national attributes, the 
derivative nation-types, and specific foreign policy behaviors. 

One research efTort in this vein was conducted by Maurice East and Charles 
I-Iermann. East and Hermann (1974) used the Comparative Research on the Events 
of Nations (CREON) 1 data set to test twenty-seven bivariate hypotheses linking size, 
economic development, and political accountability with nine foreign policy behav
ior measures. One of their objectives was to determine whether anyone of the three 
national attributes could explain some of the observable variation in states' foreign 
policy behaviors. They also measured the interactive effect of four combinations of 
the three national attributes on the foreign policy measures. The interactive combi
nations were: size x development, size x accountability, development x accountability, 
and size x development x accountability. This last interactive combination between 
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all three national attributes was a direct test of Rosenau's ideal nation-types. The for
eign policy behaviors examined included verbal events, diplomatic events, military 
events, and cooperative events, alllong others. 

East and Hermann found that some of the national attributes seemed to be 
strongly associated with foreign policy behaviors. Of the single indicators, East and 
I-Iermann concluded that physical size best accounted for foreign policy behavior. 
The next ITlOst important indicator was political accountability, especially in con
junction with economic development (1974, 299). Conversely, they were unable to 
find much support for Rosenau's ideal nation-types. According to East and 
Hermann: 

The conception of eight distinct nation-types based upon the interaction of the 
three dichotomized attributes appears unjustified as a means of explaining foreign 
policy behavior. Admittedly, this conclusion rests upon the examination of only 
33 countries and nine classifications of foreign policy behavior. But the findings 
take on more significance because they confirm the analysis by Salmore (1972) 
who used a different sample of nations, a different set of foreign policy measures, 
and a different collection of data. (1974, 300) 

Although Rosenau's ideal nation-types were not supported by East and 
Hermann's research, nor by other efforts, the notion that nation-types could be iden
tified as engaging in particular foreign policy behaviors was not put to rest. 
International relations textbooks, such as Bruce Russett and Harvey Starr's World 
Politics: The Menu for Choice (1992), typically discuss Rosenau's nation-types and 
"pre-theory" before any discussion about different types of states manifesting differ
ent foreign policy behaviors. Further, empirical quantitative research aimed at 
measuring the association between Rosenau's three national attribute indicators as 
well as other selected indicators and specific foreign policy behaviors continued 
throughout the first generation. For instance, East (1973) and Rudolph RUITlmei 
(1979) continued this line of research using various event data sets. Much of the 
work was inconclusive and heavily dependent upon how the nation-types being 
studied were delineated (Neack 1991). One of the more successful and enduring 
research lines deriving from this tradition is the "pacific democracies" research that 
spans both generations in the study of foreign policy. 

• Pacific Democracies 

A popular variant on the search for empirical evidence linking certain foreign policy 
behaviors with ideal nation-types is found in the "pacific democracies" literature (see 
Chan 1984; Morgan 1992; Russett 1993b; Weede 1984, 1992). This research finds its 
intellectual roots in Kant's proposition that democracies are peace-loving countries 
(Gleditsch 1992; Morgan 1992). According to the first version of the pacific democra
cies theory, appearing in international relations and foreign policy scholarship 
during the 1970s, democratic states are less likely to go to war than nondemocratic 
states. In its later version this theory proposes that democracies do not fight other 
democracies (Gleditsch 1992; Weede 1992). If this is true empirically, democratic 
states would have an interest in promoting and deepening democratization around 
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the world both to protect themselves and to promote international peace (Gleditsch 
1992; Rummel 1979; Russett 1993a). 

Research on pacific democracies differs from the first-generation scholarship 
on ideal nation-types in that the pacific democracies research is well grounded in 
theory. The ideal nation-type research was largely atheoretical and deductive, with 
most of the research efforts adopting Rosenau's "pre-theory" nation-types without 
much consideration of the selection of Rosenau's three indicators nor of Rosenau's 
contention that the three indicators worked interactively. 

There is, however, considerable theoretical foundation for pacific democracies 
research (Morgan 1992). Indeed, there are two different theoretical accountings of 
why democracies are supposedly more pacific than nondemocracies. The first expla
nation focuses on the culture of democracies. The cultural explanation is that "liberal 
democracies are more peace loving than other states because of the norms regarding 
appropriate methods of conflict resolution that develop within society" (Morgan 
1992, 198). That is, peaceful cont1ict resolution techniques learned in domestic poli
tics are mapped onto foreign relations. The second theoretical explanation focuses on 
the structure of democracies. The structural explanation is that "some institutional 
arrangements produce greater impediments to decisions for war than do other 
arrangements" (l'vlorgan 1992, 199). Leaders of democracies are restrained by other 
officeholders and voters in the types of activities they may attempt abroad, especially 
violent and hostile activities. Both explanations cOl1lmand considerable support 
among scholars, with some of the more recent scholarship being conducted by devo
tees of one or the other explanation aimed at proving their own theory and 
disproving the other. 

This flurry of activity aimed at accumulating evidence for one or the other the
oretical accounting suggests that the pacific democracies theory is not a theory as 
much as a law. That is, the considerable debate on the proper explanation for why 
democracies are more pacific suggests that democracies have been provel1 to be more 
pacific than nondemocracies. However, the jury is still very much out on this issue. 
Much of the research on pacific democracies "has sought to reconcile the monadic 
level findings that democracies are as war prone as other states with the dyadic level 
findings that democracies do not fight one another" (Morgan 1992, 198).2 That is, 
the empirical results are mixed on pacific democracies. "first, there is liule difference 
in the war involvement of democracies and other regimes. Second, war or military 
conflict is extremely rare alTl.ong democracies" (\l\Teede 1992, 377). These results 
could be rephrased: democracies are just as likely to go to war as are non democracies 
(with both going to war fairly infrequently), but the target of the warfare ditfers from 
democracies to nonden10cracies. 

We can only draw this rather unenlightening conclusion from the research, 
however, by disregarding the substantial analytical discrepancies between and within 
research efforts. The research on pacific democracies is marked by inconsistent 
research designs, including the use of restrictive as well as elastic definitions of what 
is meant by "democracy" and "war." Another troubling aspect of this research line is 
that the claim that "democracies don't fight each other" disregards aggregate-level 
and case evidence that directly contradicts the claim. 
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to rnilitarization in, and conflict among, non-democratic states, conditions that can 
help undermine the successful spread of liberal democracy in the long-term" (1993, 
139). Latham contends that pacific democracies theorists have conveniently over
looked "important ways in which military force and international liberal relations are 
intertwined" (1993, 140). Latham suggests that these two phenomena are linked in 
two broad ways. The first involves the macro construction of the post-World War II 
liberal economic order that absolutely depended upon the continued presence of 
either a single military hegemon (the United States) or a collective military hegemon 
(NATO). Latham contends that the West never required that other countries be lib
eral democracies, just that they be committed to the liberal economic order and 
stand with the Western states against the Communist world's challenge to that order. 
The "common denominator" or thread holding members of the liberal economic 
order together would be Western and Western-linked military alliances. Thus, we can 
explain Western support for nondemocratic regimes such as those in Saudi Arabia 
and Kuwait. 

The second broad way in which military force and international liberal rela
tions are intertwined involves the more immediate contributions that liberal 
democracies have made to continued armed conflict in many developing states. One 
of these contributions is the West's role in global militarization discussed previously. 
Other contributions made by the West involve the "evolution" of warfare techniques, 
including dramatic advancements in weapons systems and technologies, the creation 
of the modern air force, the development of the military-industrial complex, and 
even-as begun in the 1840s relationship between the United Kingdom and 
France-the arms race (Latham 1993, 152). Again, pacific democracies theorists 
ignore the many ways in which the "pacific democracies" do not contribute to peace 
in the world but instead ensure the transfers of more and more deadly weapons and 
modes of warfare. 

Beyond this ITlajor failure of the pacific democracies theory (if the theory can 
withstand yet another problem), the whole body of pacific democracies research may 
be built on little more than fantasy. As Weede has noted, "War is an inherently infre
quent event. The probability of war between any randomly chosen pair (or dyad) of 
nations within a decade or two is very close to zero. And it is difficult to demonstrate 
that some condition, like both states being democracies, will reduce some likelihood 
which is already very close to zero, even in its absence" (1992, 377). 

Indeed, with Weede's caution in mind, Gleditsch offers a list of reasons why the 
pacific democracies theory ought to be "thrown on the scrap-heap of history" (1992, 
373). Gleditsch contends that this theory is a political outgrowth of the cold war 
(1992,373-74). If democracies are more peaceful, it would then serve the purposes 
of democracies and the world to force states to democratize in the Western style. 
Thus, the pacific democracies theory could be used as a justification for armed inter
vention-conveniently enough, used against nondemocratic or "unstable" 
democratic states that were leaning toward the Soviet Union. This echoes the conclu
sion drawn by Forsythe (1992) discussed previously. According to Gleditsch, this 
politicized use of the pacific democracies theory was apparent in a related phenome
non: "The debate about imperialism in the 1970s focused, unsurprisingly, more on 
the war-m~ongering nature of several democracies than on their peacefulness (1992, 
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374). Gleditsch suggests further that the Western rhetoric in the Persian Gulf War of 
1991 seemed to derive from an "imperative" to act to ensure a world made in the 
Western image or at least made for Western purposes. 

The perpetuation of the pacific democracies discussion into the post-cold war 
period does seem to reflect some of the self-congratulatory mood apparent in the 
West, particularly in the United States. This ongoing celebration of Western-style 
democracy and the theory of the pacific democracies seems to ignore the interna
tional context in which analysts first found evidence to support this theory and the 
international context in which analysts continue to perpetuate it (now as a "law" of 
international relations, according to Maoz and Russett [1992,246)). Western democ
racies stopped waging war against other Western democracies because together they 
successfully created a postwar international system in which they would all stand to 
benefit. As John Rothgeb points out in this volume (chapter 4), this was the spoil of 
war that fell to the victors. Moreover, Rothgeb concludes, the international order 
these Western democracies constructed and maintained was one in which Western 
democracies could put aside the costly old tools of foreign policy-violent foreign 
policy behaviors-in their relations with one another. These tools could be discarded 
because the Western democracies had dlectively eliminated their mutual territorial 
insecurities. With this context in mind, it docs not seem particularly surprising that 
analysts have found that "democracies don't fight each other." Indeed, it is only sur
prising that some analysts have treated this "finding" with such surprise. 

From the perspective of the study of foreign policy, pacific democracies 
research is an example of second-generation foreign policy analysis that builds upon 
and leaves behind first-generation work. The tic-in to the first generation is obvious; 
the departure occurs in two ways. first, this research eschews efforts to delineate all 
possible combinations of ideal nation-types and their foreign policies, and instead 
seeks to demonstrate empirically and understand a simple hypothesized bivariate 
relationship. The narrower focus can be attributed to the theoretical foundation of 
the pacific democracies research, a foundation generally found absent in the first
generation ideal nation-type research. Second, discrepancies in the reported findings 
of pacific democracies research that result from analytical choices are openly dis
cussed in the literature. Indeed, the work on pacific democracies self-consciously 
admits to methodological biases and arguments between theoretical traditions. 

Both of the research efforts discussed here have the same flaw, however; both 
contend that the relationship between state type and certain foreign policy behaviors 
exists in a contextual vacuum. But there are some important contextual variables that 
ought to be included in any analysis of foreign policy behavior: the nature of the 
international system, countries' perceptions of opportunities and dangers in that sys
tem, and national self-perceptions. That the nature of the international system would 
somehow affect the foreign policy choices of states no matter their type and/or 
national attributes seems intuitive and is a fundamental tenet of international rela
tions theory (e.g., Gourevitch 1978; Holbraad 1984; Mares 1988; Waltz 1959). That 
national self-perception (of the country's mission, of its international responsibilities, 
of its historical legacies, and so on) and the country's perception of the opportunities 
and dangers present in the international system would have an effect on foreign policy 
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behavior also seems intuitive and is frequently supported by the literature (e.g., Hey 
[chapter 12] in this volume; Karns and Mingst 1987; Papadakis and Starr 1987). 

In an assessment of the foreign policy literature that links state type with for
eign policy behavior, Deborah Gerner (1992b) suggests that this research could be 
improved by using the environmental model proposed by Papadakis and Starr 
(1987). The model is described as follows: 

The state is an entity in an environment, and the environment may be divided 
into different levels with different sets of variables characterizing each level. The 
environment defines the context within which a state may act, but how the state 
actually acts or deals with its environment depends upon a number of factors: the 
set of opportunities that the characteristics of the sub-environments "objectively" 
provide the state, how the state perceives its environment, its willingness to take a 
particular course of action, and so on. (Papadakis and Starr 1987,416, as quoted 
in Gerner 1992b, 165) 

I agree with Gerner's suggestion and see it as a call to action for second
generation foreign policy scholars in much the same way as Rosenau's "pre-theory" 
called to first-generation scholars. The type of foreign policy behavior in which a 
state engages is a function of the state's perception of its "type" and the roles it per
ceives as being associated with that type, along with its perceived opportunities and 
constraints, both of which derive from the domestic and international contexts. 
Furthermore, these different factors are probably interdependent, such that varia
tions in one can transform the natures of the others. The "middle power" theory 
proposed primarily by Canadian, Australian, and Scandinavian scholars implicitly 
embodies this complex model; thus it serves as a good illustration of the direction 
in which foreign policy scholars should turn. 

• Middle Powers 

It should be noted from the outset that "middle power theory" is not a theoretical 
framework nor a methodological approach developed by scholars attempting to link 
state type and foreign policy behavior. Middle power theory was developed by states
persons to describe the status, international role, and foreign policy behaviors of 
their states (Hawes 1984; Holmes 1982; MacKay 1969). Middle power scholars have 
adopted the idea of the middle power from these statespersons and have spun a con
siderable literature upon it. Middle power theory is discussed in this chapter because 
it is a richly contextual, multifaceted "theory" that can serve as an example for other 
second-generation attempts to explore the linkages between state type and foreign 
policy behavior. 

Middle powers are states that commit their relative affluence, managerial skills, 
and international prestige to the preservation of the international order and peace 
(Cooper, Higgott, and Nossa11993; Holmes 1982; Krause, DeWitt, and Knight 1990; 
MacKay 1969; Puchala and Coate 1989).5 They help to maintain the international 
order through international coalition building, by serving as international mediators 
and "go-betweens," and through international conflict management and resolution 
activities, such as UN peacekeeping. Middle powers perform these international 
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activities because of an idealistic imperative that they associate with being a middle 
power. The imperative is that middle powers have the moral responsibility and col
lective ability to protect the international order from those who would challenge it 
when the greater powers will not and the lesser powers cannot (Hawes 1984; MacKay 
1969; Puchala and Coate 1989). 

In common usage, the "middle powers" are Canada and Australia, some of the 
Western European countries, especially the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden, and 
sometimes some of the "regional" powers such as Brazil, Mexico, Algeria, and India 
(Higgott and Cooper 1990; Holbraad 1984; Krause, DeWitt, and Knight 1990; Mares 
1988; Pratt 1989). Unfortunately, the ambiguity in this statement about who the mid
dle powers are reflects the lack of a systematic, widely accepted definition of "middle 
power" in the general study of international relations and the specific study of foreign 
policy (Cooper, Higgott, and Nossal 1993; Neack 1991, 1993). Often, "middle power" 
in any given analysis is defined to fit the state or activity under discussion. This is a 
stumbling point for many discussions of middle power behavior, but one that cannot 
be adequately addressed within this chapter. What is important to note here is that 
most discussions of middle powers in international politics are idiographic discus
sions of the foreign policies of self-identified middle powers (Neack 1991, 1992). 

The view of the middle power as international peacekeeper, mediator, and 
coalition builder got started by a single state trying to secure for itself a position in 
the post-World War II international system. During the Dumbarton Oaks discus
sions over the shape of the United Nations, Canadian Prime Minister King requested 
that Canada be given a special status in the new UN. This status would reflect the 
capacities of Canada as well as its responsibility to the international system. 
According to King, 

The simple division of the world between great powers and the rest is unreal and 
even dangerous. The great powers are called by that name simply because they 
possess great power. The other states of the world possess power and therefore, the 
capacity to use it for the maintenance of peace .... In determining what states 
should be represented on the [Security] council with the great powers, it is, I 
believe, necessary to apply the functional idea. Those countries which have most 
to contribute to the maintenance of the peace of the world should be most fre
quently selected. (as quoted in MacKay 1969, 134) 

\;\That King wanted was a special middle power status codified into the UN. 
Canada was joined in this effort by Australia, another self-identified middle power. 
Of course, this attempt to codify middle power status was not successfuI. 6 Thus, 
"middle power" became essentially a self-elected post for many states. 

Despite the fact that middle powers "elected" themselves to this post (and thus 
presumably could just as easily deny the label), the middle powers have internalized 
their self-assumed responsibility for preserving the international order. They take on 
certain international roles because the roles are seen to be those of a middle power 
(Cooper, Higgott, and Nossal 1993; Doxey 1989; Hawes 1984; Pratt 1989). This 
sounds tautological and in many respects it is, yet it also is quite relevant to our 
understanding of middle powers and their foreign policy behavior (although difficult 
to establish empirically). Self-perception and role perception are key parts or 
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Papadakis and Starr's "environmental model" mentioned earlier: "The concept of 
environment, or 'milieu,' includes all phenomena to which the environed unit's activ
ities may be related, including the psychological or perceptual environment" 
(Papadakis and Starr 1987,415). 

Unfortunately, perhaps, for the middle powers, this middle power psychology 
can sometimes bind them into behaviors they would rather forego. For example, 
recall that middle powers perceive themselves to be international coalition builders 
and that they also perceive themselves to be the states most responsible for protectina 
the international order, particularly as emhodied in the UN system. These tw~ 
imperatives combined and severely limited any independent action by Canada and 
Australia during the months leading up to the 1991 Persian Gulf War. As the United 
States maneuvered the UN and its member states into backing the multilateral use of 
military force to compel Iraq to vacate Kuwait, Canada and Australia found them
selves stuck (Cooper, Higgott, and Nossal 1993). Canadian and Australian 
involvement in the Gulf War resulted from these states' inability to maintain in the 
abstract their ilTlages as good coalition members and supporters of the UN without 
in actuality having to play the parts as defined in this instance? 

Perception goes beyond what the middle power imagines as its own interna
tional role; it is also important to understand how the middle power perceives the 
international environment and its opportunities and dangers. Papadakis and Starr 
add this element to their discussion of the environmental model: "In this environ
mental model, foreign policy derives from a state's capacity to act and its willingness 
to avail itself of particular opportunities. However, a state's capacity to act is not 
derived simply from its material resources, but rather by its relationship with all 
aspects of its environment, both tangible and relational" (1987,415). 

. Higgott and Cooper (1990) and later Cooper, Higgott, and Nossal (1993) pro-
vide an example of this interplay of middle power role imperative and perceived 
opportunities in the international environment when they discuss the efforts of 
Canada and Australia in putting together the "Cairns Group," a group of middle pow
ers that came together to promote negotiations on agricultural trade issues within the 
Uruguay Round on the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT). Canada and 
Australia helped organize the Cairns Group because they perceived an international 
leadership vacuum on agricultural issues and because they perceived themselves as 
being well suited as middle powers to help the international community work 
through these issues. Thus, the opportunity created by the perceived leadership vac
uum blended with the internationalist imperative of the middle power to cause 
Canada and Australia to engage in international coalition building and mediation. 

Thus, the "theory" of middle powers in international politics employs contex
tual analysis; that is, the theory informs us that a middle power's behavior will be 
geared toward its perception of the operative context. This theory's origins and intel
lectual development also reflect the political context in which these scholars have 
worked. Middle power "scholarship" hegan with the memoirs and philosophizing of 
the middle power statespersons who first proposed the idea of the middle power 
(Hawes 1984, 3). These statespersons so dominated the national debate on the role of 
their states in world affairs that middle power societies internalized the identity 
(Hawes 1984). Within this national identity, academics began to describe the ways in 
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which their states acted like middle powers. These scholars were and are deeply inte
grated into their societies and serve to reinforce the national middle power 

self-perception through their work.s . 
A great deal of the scholarship on middle powers has been atheoretJc:ll and 

descriptive (Hawes 1984; e.g., Holmes 1982). Indeed, middle power scholarsl:lp was 
and is methodologically unsophisticated in the dorninant Western SOCIal SClenlIflc 
sense. This is not to suggest that middle power scholarship fails to contribute to a 
theoretical understanding of middle powers; "scientific" research is not the only way 
in which we can contribute to the growth of knowledge in a field. Our theoretical 
understanding of the self-perception, international perception, and foreign policy 
behavior of middle powers has been shaped by a dialogue conducted within the mid
dle power countries between statespersons and scholars. Within this dialogue, the 
country's role and behavior as a middle power are constantly reevaluated and reex
amined for inconsistencies as well as for possibilities for evolutionary change (Hawes 
1984). As a result, middle power foreign policy behavior tends to be highly consistent 
with the standards and expectations set forth in middle power theory. Thus, middle 
power foreign policy behavior is fairly predictable, having been shaped by a compli

cated milieu of perceptions, expectations, and reactions. 
Thus, although middle power theory was not developed through any standardly 

accepted social scientific models, it is a theory that contributes to our understand1l1g 
of the foreign policy orientation and behavior of the rniddle powers. Mlddle power 
theory, by virtue of its unscholarly origins and internalization by the middle power 
societies, is a multifaceted approach to analyzing foreign policy that fits the baseline 
criteria desired of any theory-it contains high explanatory and predictive value. 

• Conclusion 
\!\That we learn from this brief examination of some of the research on state type and 
foreign policy behavior is that our understanding of the linkages between state type 
and behavior is enhanced when we adopt a multifaceted, contextual model. We also 
can conclude that atheoretical "objective" social scientific inquiry can leave us with 
unidimensional, largely unconvincing irnages of reality (and, as ever, its "objectivity" is 
questionable). A different approach to themy development, such as that illustrated by 
middle power theory, might lead us to theories of state type and foreign policy behav
ior that actually reflect reality in its great complexity. The task for second-generatlon 
scholars, then, is to develop new hypotheses in which the impact of the mteractlon 
between context and state type on foreign policy behaviors is clearly considered. 
Further, the work of first-generation scholars need not be discarded; instead, second
generation scholars can attempt to recast the old theories linking state type and 

foreign policy behavior in light of the relevant operative contexts. 
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• Notes 

1. Sle,e thejchahPter by Philip Schrodt (chapter 9) in this volume for a detailed discussion of 
t 11S anc ot er event data sets, ' 

2, "Mona~ic~level findings" refers to evidence accumulated ti'om the study of one 
lountry,~ tOlelgn polIcy behavIOr, typIcally longitudinally (over time), "D adic-Ievel 
findmgs refers to eVIdence- accumulated from studying pairs of states and th "fi ' 
pohcy behavIOrs toward each other. ell orelgn 

3, Forsythe reviews U,S, intervention in Iran in 1953 Guatemala in 1954 I d " 
1955 Brazil dl" tl 1960 CI 'I ' . , . , n onesla 111 

, " lI111g le s, J 11 e III 1973, and Nicaragua during the 1980s, 

4, ~~e Keith ~himk,~'s essay (chapter 5) in this volume for a discussion of the use of the 
l ommo t eory and other metaphors in foreign policy making, 

5, The use of "middle now ", th"'1 I' , ' , " er m IS C 1apter ( enves from the primarily idealist 'md 
transnatlonallst lIteratures on Canada Australia and th S d" ' , 
, ' d' f " , e can mavlan countnes There 
<11 e stu les rom other theoretical traditions that use the phrase "mid II ..,: , I 
are not conSIdered in this chapter. See Ne'lck (1991) c, '" dC, e powel , t 1ese 

" ,]' , " ' ' lor an extensIve ISCUSSlOn of the 
vallOUS Hel atures on mIddle powers" and "middle states," 

6, ~olbr~~ (1984) has suggested that other states had political reasons for not backing 
,,1e ml e P2wers , The greater powers saw the middle power claim as a challen e 
,flom below. The smaller powers resisted because they "saw no special advanta g e in 

~(~(,:)f::~I~r :tl~t~~t:~~~~lt~~!:~~a:~~:I;)~~:e:;~'t~ian:~I~: i(:~I~~~ a relegati~n of tl;e!selves 

t(lll-Ie sl'ebconddary powers in a simple division between great po:e~sc~~~I~tht~~:t 1el wIth 
o raa 1984,64), ' 

7, For this idea I am indebted to th b' f " , 
U ' , , h e mem ers 0 my foreIgn polIcy seminar at MiamI' 

lllverslty l!1 t e summe' f 1991 F d 'I ' , 
"followership" in 'the Guir ~onfli~t' oF~ ~~I e:,~~ e~ chscusHslon of Candadian and Australian 

, ooper, Iggott, an Nossal (I 993), 

8, l:l:i: brings to mind an experience 1 had at a scholarly conference in 1989, at which I 
p e~t~d a pap~r ~n the ~ontllCt management activities of "middle states," Before I dis-
c~lsse t lese actIVItIes, I dIscussed the statistical method by which I arrived at ]' t' 

~a~::;i~~:~~~~~ra~t~~;~~ ~1~~e~~)~;I~!a~~~:~!~~:dr~~~r;hl:~nd t~~ee:~s:a~~ ~~~~~:~::~~'; r1), sOCund nd1ethodology I should put Canada bock into the middle sta'te list becau~ "we 
mow ana a 15 a mIddle state," 

FOURTEEN 

Uncovering the Missing Links: 
Linkage Actors and Their Strategies 
In Foreign Policy Analysis 

Karen A. Mingst, UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY 

• Editors'Introduction 

In the jollowing c11apter Karen Mingst takes us beyond the largely 
state-centric approach to joreign policy analysis that has domi
nated the jield. Mingst examines the internal/ domestic and 
e.xierna[jinternational sources oj joreign policy making by specij!
cally jOCLL."ing on the substate and trans-state actors that operate 
across countries' boundaries as well as across multiple leveL" oj 
analysis, Earlier chapters by Joe Hagan (chapter 8), Philip Schrodt 
(chapter 9). Bruce Moon (chapter 11) and Laura Neack (chapter 13) 
allude to, but do not explicitly focus upon, some oj these nons tate 
actors, Mingst's typology oj joreign policy actors and their operating 
strategies helps us understand that other entities have 'foreign 
policies" that influence and are influenced by states' joreign poli
cies, Although this chapter derives jrom established theoretical 
traditions in the study oj international relations and despite an 
early call in the first generation oj foreign policy analysis to study 
linkage actors, its inclusion in this volume marks one oj the 
"newer;" multileveled lines oj research in the study ojjoreignpolicy. 

When reading thL" chapter; consider the jollowing questions: 
How may linkage actors create conjIicts between states? How may 
linkage actors encourage cooperation between states? Think back 
to John Rothgeb's chapter (chapter 3) and consider the roles that 
linkage actors have played in eliminating the possibility of war 
between Western states, How may linkage actors bridge the differ
ences between Western and non-Western states? Why do you think 
most joreign policy analyses treat linkage actors as entities to be 
acted upon or through. but never as independent actors in their 
own right? 

It was James Rosenau writing in the late 1960s who urged first-generation foreign 

policy scholars to examine the interpenetration between domestic political systems 

and foreign policy behaviors. This clarion call carne with some suggestive concepts-
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the need to examine lin.kage politics or an interpenetrated system. But the reality is 
that most scholars contmued to emphasize either international or domestic factors. 
And carlyon, Rosenau explicated the problem that has continued to plague the field: 

To identify fac~ors. is not to trace their influence. To uncover processes that affect 
external behavIOr IS not to explain how and why they are operative under certain 
CIrcumstances and not under others. To recognize that foreign policy is shaped by 
lI1ternal as well as external factors IS not to comprehend how the two interm' 

'd' h IT or 
to m Kate t e conditions under which one predominates over the other. And in 
these respects progress has been very slow indeed. (Rosenau 1966, 31) 

Even as r~c,~ntly as 1988, the historian Christopher Thorne confirmed Rosenau's pre
mOl11tlOn: Contemporary hlstonans of American foreign relations, however, have 
generallYlI1vested more energy in debating the relative primacy of internal and exter
nal than 111 articulating their conne~tedness" (1988, 125). Second-generation foreign 
pollcy scholars have recently been 111tellectually reinvigorated by Robert Putnam's 
(1988) formulatton of the linkage problem. Putnam describes the linkage as a two
level game. The metaphor posits that domestic interest groups pressure the 
government to adopt specifi~ policies al:d forge coalitions, while internationally, gov
el nments not only must sattsfy domestic constituencies but must react to behaviors 
~f other natIOnal a.ctors as well. What makes the game unusually complex is that 
moves that are ratIOnal for a player at one board ... may be impolitic for that same 

player at the other board" (Put~am 1988,434). Neither a "second image" explanation 
(domestIC causes and mternatlOnal effects) nor a "second image reversed" explana
tIOn (Il1ternatlOnal causes and domestic effects) are sufficient. What is need d . 

I . f"h e IS an 
exp anatlO~ 0 ow the domestic politics of several countries became entangled via 
an mtcrnatlonal negotiation" (Putnam 1988,430). The strength of Putnam' I' . I . t sana YSIS 
IS t 1at It ocuses on interaction between the two-level game. 

Takmg up Rosenau's first-generation challenge to focus on the interaction vari
ables, Il1vlgorated by Putnam's notion of entanglement between the domestic and 
mterna~lOnal level, this chapter has three objectives. First, I review the literature on 
domesttc and 111ternationa.llinkages beginning from Rosenau's seminal work, as well 
as work from t~e the ones of functionalism, complex interdependence, and 
state/soCiety relatIOns. Second, drawing on this rich literature that addresses bits and 
parcels of the linkage problem, I propose a typology of linkage actors, both govern
mental and nongovernmental, with appropriate examples. Third, I identify different 
Imkage strategies employed by the various actors. Having specified the actors and 
strategies, students ot foreign policy analysis are better able to make the connections, 
the 11l1kages between domestic politics and international relations. 

• Approaches to Linking Domestic and International Factors 

The dominance of the realist paradigm in the study of international relations in the 
1950s and 1960s made it understandable that domestic and international factors 
were treated as analytically separate. Political realism is, after all, predicated on th~ 
dual as~umpt~ons that the state is a unitary actor and that international politics and 
domestic polItiCS are two separate spheres of activity, utterly independent of each 
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other. Thus, the political processes within each of the domains are fundamentally dif
ferent. Neither interconnections, interpenetration, nor even linkages between the two 
domains are acknowledged, much less appreciated. 

Challenges to the dominant realist paradigm came indirectly in the 1950s with 
the rediscovery of functionalist theory. Building on the work of David Mitrany in A 
Working Peace System (I 966), functionalists contend that the distinctions between the 
construct of the state and the international system need to break down. In fact, the 
territorial state, so central in realist theory, is by functionalist accounts an inefficient, 
largely outdated unit. The functions of the state should be undertaken by nonpolitical 
elites, scientific and technical personnel whose commitment to resolving "the prob
lem" (transnational nonpolitical problems) takes precedent over allegiance to the 
state. As these elites perform specific functions in collaboration with other similarly 
situated transnational elites, cooperative works will "spill over" into other more con
troversial domains. Spillover is the feedback between the domestic and international 
developments. In the long term, habits of cooperation develop, ultimately both sus
taining the enterprise and undermining the state system. In functionalism, then, the 
interconnectedness between domestic politics and the international system comes 
through a specific type of transnational technical actor and the process occurs 
through spillover to other issue areas. 

The aspiration of the founders of the European Community to go "beyond the 
nation-state" is the embodiment of functionalist thinking. The European Commission, 
where supposedly nonpoliticized individuals represent communitywide rather than 
national interests, is the principal organ between the state and the community system. 
So functionalism and its empirical referent the European Community have provided 
one type of linkage actor, as well as having alerted theorists to the possible connections 
between the two systems. 

Rosenau goes further in proposing two concepts that connect domestic and 
international systems. First, Rosenau introduced the idea of a penetrated political 
system, "where nonmembers of a national society participate directly and authorita
tively, through actions taken jointly with the society's members, in either the 
allocation of its values or the mobilization of support on behalf of its goals" 
(Rosenau 1966,65). In these systems the political processes differ both from those 
found within a national political system and from those in the international system. 
Face-to-face interactions between nonmembers of the society and societal members 
are extensive. Second, Rosenau proposed linkage politics as the process within a pen
etrated system. Linkage was defined as "any recurrent sequence of behavior that 
originates in one system and is reacted to in another" (Rosenau 1969, 44). Essential 
to this definition in its original formulation is the idea that a single reaction docs not 
constitute a linkage; only sequences of behavior are of interest, behaviors that cross 
boundaries between systems. Some linkages may be fused-"a sequence in which an 
input fosters an output in such a way that they cannot meaningfully be analyzed sep
arately" (Rosenau 1969b, 49). Yet empirical researchers were slow to pIck up and 
utilize these concepts, despite the important and suggestive dimensions being 
tapped. 

In 1972 the publication of Robert O. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye's book Power 
and Interdependence provided an additional challenge to the realist paradigm. J The 
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complex interdependence perspective posits that there are other actors important in 
international politics, although the state may continue to be the most critical; that 
states may not necessarily act as units-subgovernmental actors and different soci
etal actors may have different and sometimes conflicting foreign policy agendas than 
the central government; that military security issues do not necessarily dominate the 
political agenda, other issues are of increasing salience; that international govern
mental organizations are not the inconsequential actors that the realists believed. So 
the interdependence view identifies not only a new suite of actors, subnational 
actors, and revitalized international organizations but also new political processes
transgovernmental policy coordination, transnational coalition building, regimes, 
agenda setting (Keohane and Nye 1989). Additional valuable contributions of the 
perspective are the two measures introduced to evaluate the amount that a state 
reacts to or can thwart the external environment. A state is sensitive to external fac
tors when there are costly effects imposed from outside before policies are altered to 
try to change the situation, whereas a vulnerable state is liable to suffer costs imposed 
by external events even after policies have been altered (Keohane and Nye 1989, 13). 
\Vith these concepts, researchers are able to begin to measure the relative impact of 
the international system on domestic politics. 

Complex interdependence does challenge the realist position: the nation-state 
is disaggregated; political processes that cross the boundaries between the interna
tional system and the domestic system are identified; and the boundary separating 
international and domestic politics becomes more fluid. But as the authors them
selves admit (Keohane and Nye 1989, 256), the impact of international relations on 
domestic politics ("second image reversed") is ignored in complex interdependence. 
Furthermore, "What researchers must now do is to link a process-oriented version of 
systemic theory closely with an analysis of domestic politics" (Keohane and Nye 
1989,260). 

Finally, throughout the 1980s, the literature on foreign economic decision 
making has contributed to thinking about the interconnectedness of domestic and 
international political systems. Peter Katzenstein delineated the importance of 
domestic factors in foreign economic policy: "Content and consistency of foreign 
economic policies result as much from the constraints of domestic structures as from 
the functional logic inherent in international effects" (1976, 45). \Vhat Katzenstein 
was reacting to was a literature that attributed determinants of foreign economic pol
icy to international power structure and bargaining of societal factors (pluralism). 
He argued strongly, "The joint impact of international effects and domestic struc
tures thus condition government policy" (1976, 19). National decision makers must 
be concerned simultaneously with domestic and international pressures. 

Later work by both Gourevitch (1986) and Rogowski (1989) supported 
Katzenstein's theory about the domestic-international linkage. For Rogowski (1989) 
the international economic environment, specifically changes in international trade, 
triggers changes in domestic politics and hence policy choice; for Gourevitch (1986), 
international economic crises lead to policy debates and controversy, then new 
domestic policies emerge. 

Thus, gradually, the state-international dichotomy posited by political realists 
has been challenged by quite different theoretical traditions. Each has suggested that 
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external negotiation" (1992, 794-95). Using game-theoretic language, he identifies 
the bargaining set as the set of physically possible outcomes that are considered opti
mal improvements on the no-agreement alternative. But Mayer suggests a different 
concept that links the domestic and international-the side-payment. Side-payments 
allow domestic factions to compensate one another, thus permitting opportunities to 
reexamine the international bargain-a bargain previously blocked by domestic fac
tions (Mayer 1992,806-7). 

Like Putnam and Mayer, game theorists are linking domestic and international 
arenas through negotiations. McGinnis and Williams (1993) relax the assumption of 
autonomous state actors and focus on strategic action at the individual (or group) 
level, while Friman (1993) examines the negotiator's tactics of both side-payments 
and issue redefinition. And Schoppa (1993) focuses on synergistic strategies [or 
negotiators, arguing that approaches focusing on neither the system level nor the 
domestic level explains outcomes. 

Thus, international negotiators are one type of linkage actor; win-sets, side
payments, and issue redefinition allow them to negotiate at both the international 
and the domestic level sil1lultaneously.2 This is an innovative approach to foreian pol-
~=~~. b 

Intematiollal governmental organizations (IGOs) have always been aclmowl
edged as actors by political realists, but their importance has been minimized. If, 
indeed, the issue of military security remained dominant on the international 
agenda, then a tertiary role for IGOs is neither surprising nor unreasonable, partiClI
larly in the post-World War II cold war environment. In the United Nations, security 
issues are the prerogative of the Security Council and the veto guarantees that the 
five Great Powers must agree among themselves before any unified action is taken. 
However, the end of the cold war has resulted in the demand for stronger and per
manent peacekeeping and peacemaking mechanisms. And these demands have 
resulted in intervention directly into the security affairs of member states, even 
without their consent. Somalia and Bosnia, under the guise of "humanitarian inter
vention," may be serving as important precedents, with the United Nations serving a 
key linkage function. 3 

If IGOs are viewed more broadly as actors in other issue areas, then their role of 
linkage actor is even more apparent (Karns and Mingst 1990). Keohane and Nye have 
suggested sllch a broad view: "In a world of multiple issues imperfectly linked, in 
which coalitions are formed transnationally and transgovernmentally, the potential 
role of international institutions in political bargaining is greatly increased. In particu
lar, they help set the international agenda, and act as catalysts for coalition-formation 
and as arenas for political initiatives and linkage by weak states" (1989, 35). 

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) and, to a lesser extent, the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank or IBRD) 
have exercised key roles in this regard. The IMF plays an increasingly key role in less
developed countries plagued by persistent deficits. Expanding from its short-term 
loan function, the IMF provides longer-term loans, as well as an "international stamp 
of approval" for both multilateral and bilateral lenders and private banks. Such loans 
are increasingly dependent on high conditionality, with the IMF requiring that a 
country design a specific set of measures approved and monitored by them in order 
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to eliminate fundamental economic problems before loans are granted. The country 
may be required to make both internal adjustments (following deflationary fiscal and 
monetary policies) and external adjustments (eliminating imp?rt controls and 
exchange restrictions and valuing its currency). Once a strategy IS negotlate~, t~e 
IMF monitors the adjustment programs and interprets whether performance cntena 

have been met. 
As the IMF performs this function penetrating directly national economic 

policy, it has been the subject of intense criticism especially in Latin Amer~ca and 
Africa. Critics charge the institution with providing too little aid, at too high mlerest 
rates, only slightly below market rates. VehelTlent criticisms have arisen also agail~st 
the content and timing of the conditionality imposed. IGOs become conlroverslal 
when states are mandated to follow specific policies by international institutions 
when such policies are politically unpopular. This example confirms the conclusion 
that Karns and Mingst offered: "As integral components of the contemporary mter
national system, as both influencers and instruments, IGOs have generated umque 
patterns of interpenetration between the domestic and systemic sources of foreign 

policy" (1987,473). . 
InternatiOllal courts are a third type of linkage actor, although the Internallonal 

Court of Justice does not play such a role. The European Court of Justice (ECJ) pr~
vides an example of a regional court that serves as a direct linkage between domestic 

political and legal systems and the greater European community. . 
The founders of the European Court never envisaged such an extensive role for 

the court. Until 1963 the Treaty of Rome depended entirely on the actions of 
national legislatures; the unitary states enforced the international treaty. But by 1965 
the balance began to change as the "skin" of the state began to peel away. First, a Clll

zen of a community country could ask a national court to invalidate any proVISIOn of 
domestic law found in conflict with provisions of the treaty. Second, by 1975 a CItizen 
could seek invalidation of a national law found to be in conflict with self-executing 
provisions of community "directives" issued by the European. Community C~uncil of 
Ministers. Third, by 1990 community citizens could ask natIOnal courts to Interpret 
national legislation consistently with community legislation, if there was undue delay 
in passing the directive on the part of national legislatures (.Burley and Mattli 1993, 
42). Community citizens l1ave direct access not only to theIr natIOnal legal systems 

but to a community-based one as well. . 
In addition, one specific provision within the Treaty of Rome has proVided the 

foundation for the interpenetration of the court into domestic legal systems. ArtIcle 
177 of the treaty authorizes the court to issue "preliminary rulings" involving inter
pretations of community law arising in national courts. Lower national courts could 
refer questions for such judgments at their discretion. Although largely unantiCI
pated, it has been through the Article 177 procedure that the links between the court 
and sub national actors, including private litigants, lawyers, and lower courts, have 
been forged (Burley and Mattli 1993,58). What this has done is remove the ECJ from 
litigating direct conflicts between member states or even bet~een the European 
Commission and member states. According to Burley and Mattll (1993, 72), ArtIcle 
177 has thus shifted the "vanguard of com.munity law enforcement" to cases involv-

ing primarily private parties. 
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Tmnsgovernmental coalitions are a fourth type of linkage actor. Such coalitions 
arise when the state is no longer acting as a unit and when political agendas broaden 
into many different issue areas. Bureaucracies in different states, like the ministries of 
transportation, trade, or agriculture, find that they need to deal with each other 
directly, rather than indirectly through the foreign ministry. One former American 
official put it thus, "It is a central fact of foreign relations that business is carried on 
by the separate departments with their counterpart bureaucracies abroad, through a 
variety of informal as well as formal connections" (reported in Keohane and Nye 
1974,42-43). This is particularly true when there is no central policy or where strik
ingly different interests are at stake. 

The coordination forged by the major economic powers in order to bargain 
over issues of the New Intnnational Economic Order with the Third \AJorld coun
tries is an excellent example of effective use of transgovernmental coalitions. On the 
issue of debt relief and the establishment of the Common Fund, "hard-liners" were 
typically located in the finance and economic ministries of the United States, Japan, 
Great Britain, and France, while the "soft-liners" were those in the foreign affairs and 
foreign aid bureaus. Members of these ITlinistries found it useful to forge transgov
ern mental coalitions with counterparts in ministries sharing similar views. Four 
separate trans governmental coalitions formed. One, composed of finance ministry 
officials, acted to resist pressures for concessions on the issue of debt relief in both 
Third World countries and from their own foreign ministry and foreign aid agencies. 
The foreign ministry and foreign aid coalitions were successful in forging conces
sions on the part of the developed countries on the Common Fund. As Crane 
concludes, "The coalitions may therefore have prepared the way for some incremen
tal change in the international economic order. Their actions also helped to diminish 
overt tensions in North-South relations" (1984,427). 

Linkage actors may also be nongovernmental agents. Individuals participating 
in tmck-two diplomacy represent a fifth type of linkage actor. Track-two diplomacy 
utilizes individuals outside of governments to engage in the task of conflict resolu
tion. Montville (1987, 7-8) delineates three processes of track-two diplomacy. First, 
unofficial individuals from different international groups meet in a small problem
solving workshop in order to develop personal relationships and an understanding of 
the shared problem from the perspective of others. Second, these individuals seek to 
influence public opinion in constituent states, which, in the words of Montville, 
"consists of reducing the sense of victimhood of the parties and rehumanizing the 
image of the adversary" (1987, 7-8). If successful, political leaders will find a "safer" 
climate in which to undertake negotiations. Third, individuals engage in cooperative 
enterprises, usually but not necessarily economic in nature, which "provide incen
tives, institutional support, and continuity to the political and psychological process" 
(Montville 1987, 8). Not all track-two endeavors involve each of these stages, but the 
essential elements of the process revolve around its informality, its unofficial nature, 
and its long-term commitment to build up trust among parties. 

Two examples confirm the success of track-two diplomacy. In the spring of 
1993, Eritrea signed a declaration of independence, seceding from Ethiopia after 
years of both low- and high-intensity conflict. The foundation for the agreement was 
negotiated in numerous informal meetings in Atlanta and elsewhere between the 
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affected parties and former U.S. President Jimmy Carter .acti~g through the Carter 
Center's International Negotiation Network at Emory UmversIty. In t~e fal~ of 199.3 
the startling framework for reconciliation between Israel and the Pal~stlI1e LIb~~atIOn 
Organization was negotiated through track-two infor~al mec~amsms-faCIl~tated 
b the wife of the Norwegian foreign minister with partIes meetlI1g mformally m the 
f~reign minister's Oslo house, building up trust in an informal atm~sphere. _ 

Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) are a SIXth type of Imkage actor. Such 
organizations are typically divided into two categories-multinationa~ corpor~tIOns 
(MNCs), or for-profit organizations, and not-for-profit groups. There IS a vast litera
ture on the first type, with numerous studies examining the MNCs as agent, lmkmg 
the international capitalist system and developed countries with the de~endent,. less
developed countries (Evans 1979; Moran 1985) or the state WIth .1I1ternatlOnal 
markets. In each the emphasis is on how MNC elites "operating at the mter~~ctIOI1 of 
domestic and international systems, must respond to conflicting demands (Gohch 

1992,901). . II 
Less studied are the nonprofit NGOs, yet this group has grow.I1 exponentJa y 

over the past two decades. They are engaged in a wide vari~ty o.f actiVItIes atthe I?cal, 
national, transnational, and international level; they functIon m all the v~nous Issue 
areas, perhaps most notably in human rights, humanit~rian, and envIronment~1 
issues. They work together with subnational groups, WIth IGOs, and WIth otheI 
NGOs in what are often described as interorganizational networks. For example, 
environmental NGOs have been critical actors in mobilizing the mass publics toward 
environmental protection-saving the whales, labeling "green" products 1I1 Europe 
and Canada, working with lGOs like the United Nations Environmental Programme, 
running parallel NGO conferences to foster networking at bot~ global envIronme?tal 

C • Stoclzholm 1972 and Rio 1992 (the InternatIOnal Forum of N(,Os C0I11erenCes In .. ),) . . 1 
and Social Movements), and helping to implement both local and national legIs a-

tion, as well as international treaties (Mingst 1993). . 
NGOs may have some advantages over other types of actors. As Caldwell delIn-

t . "In both the forming and execution of international policy they [NGOs] may 
ea es. I . . .. tl the 

·dl nd directly and with less risk to nationa sensItlvItles 1an can act more rapI y a, ... d t tl 
official intergovernmental agencies" (1984,264). Others, likeWise, have pOInte 0 1~ 
strengths of NGOs: they are usually politically i~dependent from ~ny sovereIgn stat,e, 
they have developed processes for data collectIO~; they can partiCIpate a: all levels 
from policy and decision making to implementatIOn .. If the purpose of NGOs,. then, 
is to influence state behavior, they have a number of dIfferent approaches at their dIS
posal to penetrate the state, by initiating formal, legally binding action,. by pressunng 
authorities to impose state sanctions, by carrymg out lI1dependen:, mvestIgatI~ns, 
and by linking issues in ways that force compliance on at least some. 1 hus, NGOs are 

versatile, and increasingly powerful, linkage actors. .. . ~ 
A seventh type of linkage actor is the epistemic commu11l_ty. IndIVIdual expel ts, 

technical specialists according to the functionalists, experts from both NGOs and 
IGOs, along with their counterparts in state an~ subst.ate agencies may. well form pa~·t 
of an epistemic community. As Haas describes: An epIstem~c commumty IS a n~twOI k 
of professionals with recognized expertise and competen~e m a partIc~lar domam a~l~: 
an authoritative claim to policy-relevant knowledge wIthm that domam or Issue-area 



(1992,3). They have: (1) "a shared set of normative and principled beliefs" (2)" -h . d 
1 b r f:" h' h ' s are causa e le~, w I: serve as the basis for elucidating the multiple linkages between 

pos~~ble pol~cy actIOns and ~esired outcomes," (3) "shared notions of validity," and 
(4) a ~et of common practIces associated with a set of problems to which their 
professIonal competence is directed." Members of such transnational knowledge com
mUllltles play key roles III Illfluenclllg both state and international secretariat 
behavIOr. 

The United Nations Environmental Programme's Mediterranean Action Plan 
has relIed on eplstemic communities. After 1972, individual experts were invited to 
meetll1gs Il1 a professional nonofficial capacity. Meetings bound the experts in the 
pro~ess, meamng that UNEP admin~str~tors relied on the epistemic community for 
gett1l1g the d~ta to establIsh the momtonng program and to modify it in accord with 
the data received. These individuals also became active in the domestic bargaining 
process, fostenng learn1l1g among governmental elites. As Haas summarizes: "The 
transnatl~nal. allIance between the ecological epistemic community and national 
manne SCIentIsts led governments to define their interests, so that they accepted a 
collective program that was increasingly comprehensive and complied with such 
arrangements.domestically".(l990, 188). In this case the influence of the epistemic 
commumties IS largely an elIte-dnven process, with many of the issues falling under 
the purview of a small group (Haas 1990, 163). 
. Seven different actors have the potential to link domestic polity and the interna-

tIOnal s~stem. Each of these has been woefully neglected by political realists who view 
domestic P~)lrtlCS and international politics as separate spheres of activity. These actors 
have tradllionally not be~n emphasized by the first-generation foreign policy analysis 
comm~~lty,.yet they are Il1creasingly critical and are able to employ specific strategies 
for exer tll1g Il1fluence. I turn next to an examination of these linkage strategies. 

• Linkage Strategies 

Four different strategies are utilized by these linkage actors. The strategies include 
the followmg: the p~~er approach, the technocratic approach, coalition building, 
and grass-lOots Inobllr~atlOn.4 Not all actors are able to employ all strategies; some 
actors are espeCially sUIted to a particular strategy. Whether the respective actors are 
abl.e t.o use successfully these strategies clearly depends not only on specific charac
tenstics of the actor but also on both the domestic and the international context of 
the situation. 

. In the p.ower ~pproach, linkage actors attempt to target top decision makers in 
el.th~r domestic polrtlcal systems or the international system through direct interme
d.latron. These actors utilize personal contacts and persuasion tactics, sometimes 
Clrcumvent1I1g nor.mal governmental channels. This is a highly risky strategy; success 
by ~ lInkage actor IS apt to lead to sweeping and critical outcomes; failure can lead to 
a dUl1l.I:utlon 0; t~e acto~'s long-term influence and a loss of legitimacy. 

[he IMF s ImpOSitIon of conditionality on loans is an excellent example of the 
power approach. Member teams from the IGO are sent to specific countries to meet 
WIth high-level governmental officials in order to hammer out an "acceptable" eco
nomic plan. Should the government accept the agreement, then public and private 
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loans will flow to the country. Should the government not agree, or should the gov
ernment fail to implement the agreed-upon strategy, then funds are withheld. The 
risks are high for both parties-the government risks both loss of international funds 
and loss of control (and face) with respect to domestic economic policy; the IMP 
risks its reputation, as well as jeopardizing the support of Western donor countries. 

Several UN officials, international negotiators, have utilized a power approach, 
negotiating with the highest-level officials. In early 1986 Diego Cordovez, an assistant 
to UN Secretary-General Perez de Cuellar, used the influence and power of his office 
to mediate an accord on the Afghan conflict, negotiating ways in which the UN could 
facilitate the withdrawal of Soviet forces. And in 1987 Secretary General Perez de 
Cuellar himself, after a decade of delicate negotiations, reconciled the views of the 
five members of the Security Council, which paved the way for Security Council 
Resolution 598-a UN-supervised cease-fire between Iran and Iraq. Top-level nego
tiators exercised direct power instruments to forge settlements between domestic 

actors and the international community. 
In the technocratic approach, various actors including IGOs, NGOs, epistemic 

communities, and international courts, acting individually or collectively, use knowl
edge of procedural mechanisms as well as the legal system. Such actors learn how 
both the domestic system and the international system operate. They then use this 
knowledge to link the two systems, often in order to achieve specific objectives, to 
warn of policy trends, to intervene administratively, or to institute litigation. The 
technocratic approach operates most effectively when IGOs, NGOs, epistemic com
munities, and international courts rely on linkages with subunit constituencies. 

NGOs, for example, can initiate formal legal proceedings against states to try to 
force compliance with international norms. An interesting example emerged from 
the 1972 Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA), U.S. legislation passed to reduce 
incidental kill or serious injury of marine mammals coincident with commercial 
fishing. Specifically the legislation was designed to mitigate the problem of tuna fish
ermen encircling dolphins with a "purse-seine" net to capture the tuna below, often 
harming the dolphins in the process. In June 1990 the Earth Island Institute, an 
NGO, brought suit in U.S. District Court to compel the executive branch to comply 
with the MMPA. The court enjoined the executive from permitting tuna imports 
into the United States from the offending countries (Wirth 1992). Mexico then chal
lenged the tuna import ban under the international trade organization (General 
Agreement on Trade and Tariffs, or GATT). GATT's three-member panel concluded 
that the United States had not proven that import restrictions were aimed at conser
vation or that other measures were not available. They suggested that unilateral trade 
measures designed to protect resources outside of a state's jurisdiction cont1ict with 
GATT's trade principles. GATT was more generally calling into question other 
treaties that depend on trade restrictions for enforcement, including the ozone, 
endangered species, and hazardous waste treaties. This example illustrates how an 
NGO tried to utilize the domestic legal system but was challenged by an IGO 

(GATT) technical ruling framed in terms of a different issue. 
Another way that an NGO may use a technical strategy is by trying to change 

the structure of an IGO. The International Whaling Commission was originally com
posed of the United States, Japan, and the Soviet Union, each a whaling or fonner 
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whaling power. Early policies established quotas, effectively legitimizing whaling. Few 
NGOs played any role. In the late 19705, NGO participation increased; they worked 
to convince more states-nonwhaling states-to join. With increased numbers of 
nonwhaling members, it would be possible to attain the three-fourths state majority 
necessary to pass a proposed moratorium on whaling (Birnie 1984). Changing the 
structure of the IGO through both expanding membership and enhanced participa
tion by more NGOs-both technical changes-changed the international policy. 

In the coalition-building approach, linkage actors utilize domestic actors to 
build coalitions, forging dornestic policy consensus as a basis for generating transna
tional coalitions. The process of coalition building includes linking issues, 
penetrating social networks, and linking groups across national borders. Transgov
ern mental coalitions, track-two diplomats, and international negotiators are well 
positioned to employ this strategy. 

Transgovernmental coalitions have occurred in a number of issue areas under 
complex interdependence, although such coalitions are not always easy to identify. In 
the area of oceans policy, a number of transgovernmental coalitions have emerged 
with varying saliency at different times. Such coalitions include the following: (1) 
between navies of different countries (e.g., the U.S. and Indonesia navy with respect 
to the issue of the Strait of Malacca); (2) among the fisheries ministries responsible 
in a number of states; (3) among the ministries charged with oceanographic scien
tific research, to name a few. Keohane and Nye summarize the general impact of 
transgovernmental coalitions: 

The various "clubs" of delegates with similar functional interests in fishing, navies, 
oil, mining, and so forth that were established as part of the informal conference 
diplomacy set up regular channels of communication that cut across and created 
tension within the already fragmented national positions. Many of the smaller 
and poorer states had simpler positions, which were thus less affected by these 
transgovernmental contacts. In large-scale conference diplomacy, transgovern
mental contacts helped the small and poor to penetrate the large and strong more 
than vice versa. (1989, 116) 

Transgovernmental coalitions are certainly more viable and noteworthy in large plu
ralist democracies, creating the possibility of a variety of linkages with the 
international system actors, where in smaller unitary states such linkages are less eas
ily forged. 

In grass-roots mobilization, linkage actors try to build widespread public 
involvement in several countries. Appeals to the grass roots may occur through direct 
action, even confrontational "outrageous acts," or through an appeal to an ideology. 
Tactics may include letter writing, campaign contributions, and personal contacts. 
Track-two diplomats and NGOs are well suited to utilizing this technique. 

Mobilizing the grass roots is a core strategy of track-two diplomats-a tech
nique that has been used as a prelude to IGO action. For example, there was extensive 
grass-roots organization that occurred simultaneously with the development of the 
European Coal and Steel Community-particularly Franco-German reconciliation 
after World War II. As Montville describes it: "Tens of thousands of French and 
German academics, businessmen, journalists, politicians, artists, schoolchildren, and 
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young people participated in collaborative exchanges in th.ei.r areas of interest .. 
Activities included language instruction, summer camps, and. Jomt 'pe~formances ot 
theater and music groups. All this activity literally and figuratlvely slgl1lfied the rem
tegration of the two peoples on a positive, human psychologicallcvel" (1991, 264). 

An example of NGO grass-roots mobilization came dunng the 1990 London 
meetings of governments and NGOs concerning revision of the 1987 Mon:l:eal 
Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer. A number of NGOs were Clltl
cal of UN Environmental Programme Secretary General Mostafa Tolba for not 
advocating more stringent regulations on ozone-destroying chemic~ls. Among the 
groups, Friends of the Earth International, Greenpeace InternatIOnal, and the 
Natural Resources Defense Council held press conferences and CIrculated brochures 
to the public, media, and officials complaining of weak regulations. The preCIse strat
egy pursued varied-Friends of the Earth a?proaching the matter analytically am~ 
Greenpeace staging a confrontational theatncal happenmg-but the ll1ten~ was the 
same: to foclls concern on strengthening the Montreal protocol (BenedIct 1991, 
165-66). By publicizing inadequacies, NGOs force discussion both wlthll1 and 

between states in international forums. 
Foreign policy analysis is a bridging discipline. These approache~-the power, 

the technocratic, coalition building, and grass roots-are the strategies whICh the 
various actors have at their disposal in order to build the bridges between states and 
their subunits, and the international system. Yet each linking act?r may use a vanety 
of strategies depending on the situation. MNCs, f~r example, often employ a pow~~ 
approach, followed by technocratic procedures, whl~e other NGOs rely on tech~lque., 
other than the power approach. The strategIC chOIce lTlade by each_ actor IS condI
tioned by the goal to be achieved, the issue at stake, and a cost-benefIt assessment of 

each strategy. 

II The Challenges for Second Generation Scholars and Students 

Students of foreign policy see and experience the intimate linkages between domestic 
politics and international policy in their daily lives. ~he task for second-generatIOn 
scholars is clear: to return to Rosenau's call for exam1l11l1g the 11l1kages, to focus on 
the interaction variables and entanglements between international and domestic sys
tems. This chapter represents an important step in the bndgll1g actIVIty by 
identifying key concepts, describing different kinds of ~ctors.' and eiuCldatmg strate
gies. Now, however, the need to move in these directIOns IS more than academIC. 
\l\Tith the end of the cold war, the waves of democratization, and the deepen1l1g of 
interdependence, these linkage actors have become all the more Important to world 

politics and to a state's foreign policy making. 

III NOTES 

1. Keohane and Nye first published the book in 1972; however, the edition cited belo,w is 
h d bl ' hed I'll 1989 In a sequel essay to that volume, the authors soften t e secon ,repu IS . <. . • . . I' . 

their argument to say that complex interdependence dId not challenge POhtlCll rea Ism 
but just added a new dimension to it. 



2. These ideas are explored and elaborated in a series of case studies in Evans, Jacobson, 
and Putnam, cds. (1993). 

3. For recent articles on peacekeeping, see Goulding (1993) and Higgins (1993). 

4. Moon (1988) delineates these categories, with reference to the strategies employed by 
transnatlOnallobbyists. 

FIFTEEN 

Epilogue: Reflections on 
Foreign Policy Theory Building 

Charles F. Hermann, MERSHON CENTER, 

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 

• Editors' Introduction 

Charles Hermann here brings us back to the central concern oj 
both generations oj joreign policy scholars: building theory that can 
help us to explain and forecastjoreign policy. Within the context oj 
this central concern, he critiques the second-generation scholarship 
presented in this book and considers the progress that has been 
made injoreign policy analysis, pointing to the spaces in which a 
third generation oj scholarship might jruiifully arise. His perspec
tive on this is unique and interesting given his standing as one oj 
the premierJoreign policy scholars. More importantly and more gen
erally, he uses his chapter to help remind us that joreign policy 
scholarship must rejlect the realities oj-and the changes within
the international system. In this he brings us back to some oj the 
issues raised by John Rothgeb in his context-setting chapter (chap
ter 3). Rothgeb suggested the ways in which World War II changed 
aspects oj the international system perhaps permanently, changes 
that require us to look at the joreign poliCies oJ d~[ferent groups oj 
states in dWerent ways. Similarly, Hermann asks us to consider 
the ways in which the end oj the cold war has changed interna
tional politics, necessitating a change in the types oJ questions we 
must ask about joreign policy. He reminds us that our pursuit oj 
theory in joreign policy will always be subject to revision by real
world changes in international politiCS and suggests that our task 
is to construct theories that can be jlexible enough to accommodate 
such changes. Hermann also issues a warning to joreign policy 
analysts that we must get moving on this, lest we be left behind in 
the "tidal wave of change sweeping over world affairs. " 

When reading this chapteT; consider the jollowing issues: 
What questions about the "new world order" (the post-cold war 
world) can be addressed within the context oj the present scholar
ship? What questions cannot be adequately addressed using any 
oJ the Jrameworks established here? Given Hermann's views on 
change in the international system, can we ever build theories or 
laws if the international context can change in such jundamental 
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ways as to leave our starting assumptions ungrounded? If you 
were to construct a new "conversational space" for a third genera
tion of foreign policy scholarship, what issues would you include 
for discussion? II 

III Predicting the End of the Cold War 

Why didn't someone predict the ending of the cold war? Diplomatic historian John 
Gaddis poses exactly this question in a recent provocative essay (1992/93). Gaddis 
reviews the efforts of three groups of international relations theorists whose 
approaches he labels as behavioral, structural, and evolutionary. He finds each 
group's theoretical perspective flawed in ways that made the task unlikely to be 
achievable. In fact, Gaddis concludes that no member of any group forecasted the 
end of the cold war with recognizable accuracy. 

In the spirit of the American late-night television talk show host, David 
Letterman, one might make a list of the "five best reasons" why no one predicted the 
particular ending of the cold war. A partial list might look like this: 

1. We don't do predictions (see an astrologist, the CIA, or a futurist). 

2. Policymakers blew it too. Why expect scholars to have done better? 

3. No one seriously asked the question. 

4. Systematic forecasting of discrete social phenomena is not possible. 

5. We had the wrong theories. 

vVe Don't Do Predictions 

Gaddis goes to some length in his review to identify scholars in each of his clusters 
who claimed that forecasting, if not prediction, was an important purpose of devel
oping theory about international relations. Yet it is remarkable how uncommon are 
theory-hased predictions in the study of foreign policy and international relations. 
Certainly prescriptive essays occasionally advance a dire picture of future develop
ments if the advocated course is not followed. (Example: If North Korea is allowed to 
develop nuclear weapons, Japan also will become a nuclear power.) Moreover, sys
tematic forecasts are somewhat more likely in world affairs when they can draw on 
theory and data outside of the domain of international politics, such as actuarial or 
demographic data. (Example: Major change will occur in China after the present 
leadership dies; or the AIDS epidemic will drastically alter the population of Africa in 
the next decade.) Such forecasting contrasts sharply with the silence of scholars 
drawing on theories of international relations. Indeed in his review, Gaddis often has 
to extrapolate from hypotheses and arguments of international relations scholars to 
formulate their assumed interpretation about the cold war. It is probably fair to say 
that most acadernic researchers dealing with foreign policy and international rela-
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tions do not undertake their studies with the purpose of being able to make an 
informed forecast about some phenomenon at its conclusion. l 

Policymakers Blew It, Too 

In general, that seems to be true. The way the cold war ended seems to have caught 
almost everyone by surprise. In contrast to academic scholars, various agencies in the 
U.S. government and in other governments are given the task of making forecasts 
about certain kinds of events. Groups in the Departments of Defense, State, and 
Treasury, and, of course, the Central Intelligence Agency are quite accustomed to 
making forecasts. Often these are of a short-term nature, but when it comes to deter
mining what weapons to acquire and how to configure future forces, there is a 
requirement for long-term forecasting of the international strategic environment. It 
is certainly a case of "cold tea for hard times," however, to conclude that theories and 
insights from experiences of the policy community used by government analysts did 
no better than those of scholars. 

No One Asked the Question 

The primary concern of most researchers-academics or policy analysts-was 
whether the cold war would turn hot. The future-oriented question that received 
extensive attention was the possible conditions that might trigger war between the 
United States and the Soviet Union or their respective allies. Studies were frequent of 
the circumstances leading to deterrence failure, crisis escalation, or the accidental 
unintended outbreak of war. Such inquires were not necessarily driven by the ques
tion: Is this the most likely way the cold war will end? Instead, in the spirit of 
worst-case analysis, escalation represented the class of outcomes that were widely 
regarded as the most disastrous-the most costly-and, therefore, the ones that we 
should strive to understand so that preventive steps could be taken. 

Systematic Forecasts Are Not of Discrete Events 

A distinction needs to be drawn between predictions and forecasts. In a rigorous def
inition, prediction is understood to specify the exact conditions that will always yield 
a specified outcome (if, and only if, A occurs, then B occurs). Few would claim that 
theory-based statements about future human social occurrences can take that form. 
A forecast, demonstrated in everyday life by weather prognostications made by mete
orologists, is grounded in probability thinking. Even when formal probability 
reasoning is not engaged, a forecast is stated in terms of the conditions that make a 
particular class of occurrences more or less likely rather than the specification of the 
necessary and sufficient conditions. Thinking in terms of likelihoods (forecasts) 
establishes a different context than predictions. 

Forecasts suggest that on some occasions one outcome will OCCUI', while in oth
ers it will not, even though all the occasions have the same prior specified conditions. 
In other words, forecasts require one to be able to imagine a range of outcomes. If 
one conceptualizes a historical event in all its particulars as unique, then a "forecast" 
of that exact set of historical circumstances is not a reasonable expectation. Instead, 
we must generalize to a class of events (e.g., elections, wars, trade agreements) in 
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which various specific outcomes can be grouped. Thus, a forecast of the ending of 
the Soviet-American cold war would require us to define it as one instance of a class 
of phenomenon that occur repeatedly. If one can imagine repeating the same 
sequence of significant events leading to the end of the cold war multiple times-in 
much the same way as Margaret Hermann and I did in the simulation of the out
break of World War I (Hermann and Hermann 1967)-would it end every time with 
the largely peaceful collapse of the Soviet empire and the regime itself? More likely, 
there would be a range of outcomes-sometimes a coup d'etat, sometimes a civil 
war, sometimes an external war, sometimes a revolution, and so forth. It might be 
that in the class of all possible international system-transforming events, as in the 
simulation of such occurrences, the peaceful implosion of one of the major powers is 
an extremely unlikely event. If so, analysts might not be harshly criticized for failing 
to forecast an event whose likelihood was remote. 

We Had the Wrong Theories 

In evaluating why the nature of the cold war's conclusion was not anticipated, all the 
previous arguments (and some others as well) deserve review. But the question of 
wrong or inadequate theories is particularly intriguing to consider at the conclusion 
of a book on conceptualizations and theory development in foreign policy. 
Inadequate theories, together with methodological constraints, lie at the heart of 
John Gaddis's (1992/93) critique as well. Most of the theories that Gaddis evaluated 
with reference to the ending of the cold war are broad and inclusive in scope. For the 
most part they were not constructed to explain or forecast the conclusion or trans
formation of bipolar international systems. Most people would probably accept the 
argurnent that it is far more difficult-at least at this point in human intellectual 
development-to construct either accurate explanations or forecasts from a general, 
all-purpose, time-insensitive theory of collective political actions than one tailored to 
account for a specific type of occurrence in a defined set of historical conditions. 

General international theories can be critiqued on other grounds as well. 
Gaddis effectively argues that several of them lack adequate treatment of dynamics 
and change. There is a general lack of attention to dynamic processes and to the con
ditions that precipitate significant change as opposed to stability. "It is ... the case 
that we tend to bias our historical and our theoretical analyses too much toward con
tinuity ... we rarely find a way to introduce discontinuities into theory or attempt to 
determine what causes them to happen" (Gaddis 1992/93,52). 

Furthermore, international relations theories also can be seen as deficient for 
their failure to give adequate attention to domestic politics and the internal factors 
within countries that may powerfully shape their role in international affairs. From 
the vantage point of hindsight it is difficult to interpret the end of the cold war with
out examining the internal conditions within the Soviet Union-the ruptured 
economy, the political alienation, and erosion of the will of state officials, and so 
forth. In brief, the major international relations theories available to Gaddis were 
deficient exactly in the area of primary concern to foreign policy analysts. This 
deserves further consideration. It is the contention of this essay that as scholars 
reflect on the end of the cold war, they increasingly recognize that international rela
tions theories must introduce domestic considerations from within nations. This 
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realization gives additional significance to theoretical work on foreign policy analysis 
that has concentrated on domestic factors. 

• Challenges to Theory Development from the Ending of the Cold War 

The termination of the cold war has released an avalanche of criticism of the ability 
of existing theories to explain its ending. If most scholars have not been concerned 
about the predictive capabilities of their theories, they have raised questions about 
their explanatory power. The prevailing theories of international politics-realism or 
its more recent formulations known as neorealism or structural realism-have been 
primary targets. Using these theories is it possible to explain the dramatic changes in 
Soviet foreign policy in the late 1980s under Gorbachev (i.e., accepting the zero
option in INF, unilateral troop withdrawals, asymmetrical cuts in strategic arms 
agreements, declining to use force to protect East European regimes, etc.)? Further
more, can they explain the cautious response of the West to these initiatives? A 
variety of scholars conclude that these theories at best are indeterminant; taken alone 
they cannot account for the timing or the direction of the changes. Although scholars 
differ in their proposed amendments or alternative theoretical concepts that should 
be added, those examining the issue agree that it is necessary to take into account the 
internal structures and processes in the societies involved. As Risse-Kappen observes: 
"To understand the revolution in Soviet foreign policy and the various Western 
responses to it which together brought the cold war to an end, one cannot ignore 
domestic politics and leadership beliefs" (1994, 193). 

Realists themselves have always acknowledged a modest role for domestic fac
tors. Thus Waltz notes that domestic factors affect foreign policy but that the 
international system's "pressures of competition weigh more heavily than ideological 
preferences or internal pressures" (1986, 329). More recently, readers may find a 
slightly more generous tone in Waltz's recurrent references, written after the collapse 
of the Soviet Union, to the constraints and opportunities that the changing interna
tional structure affords certain states, but he notes whether and when they respond 
to these shifting conditions depends upon their policy choices. He concludes that 
"foreign-policy behavior can be explained only by a conjunction of external and 
internal conditions" (Waltz 1993,79). 

In the context of this shifting intellectual emphasis one finds major new works 
such as Myth of Empire (Snyder 1991) that seeks to explain why great powers often 
tend to overextend their international ambitions to the point where their costs out
strip any gains. To explain the five cases he examines, Snyder primarily draws. upon 
theories of domestic politics in which narrow interests capture government polIcy for 
their own benefit-while disguising their purpose in "myths of empire" propaganda 
to the general public that must assume the costs. Snyder's work triggers criticism 
from structural realists who contend he has gone too far and given inadequate atten
tion to systemic factors. Thus in his review, Zakaria writes "He [Snyder] should have 
begun by separating the systemic causes of state behavior from the domestic ones" 
(1992,196-97). 

It is not only in the critiques of structural realism's explanations that one finds 
greater attention given to the integration of international structure and domestic poli-
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tics. The ending of the cold war has underscored two other related developments. 
first, there is now a greater interest in explaining cooperative behavior rather than the 
earlier more exclusive attention given to the causes of hostilities and war. Second
and linked in some important respects to the first-there is a greater concern with 
internZltionZlI economic activity. CleZlrly both these areas of intellectuZlI inquiry were 
well established during the cold war, but its demise has pushed them rnore directly 
mto the center of the theoretical concerns of international relations theorists. 

. Studies of international cooperation took as their point of departure the nature 
of the lI1teraction among independent international actors. Thus, Axelrod's (1984) 
major initiative considered alternative strategies that one negotiating party might pur
sue to reward or punish its counterpart, while also signaling a desire to continue 
cooperation rather than engage in a prolonged cycle of reciprocal defections. 
Putnam's (1988) metaphor of the two-level game expanded thinking about coopera
tIon by suggesting that each international negotiator struggles to reach an Zlgreement 
(cooperation) while balancing the requirements of their domestic constituents with 
those of the other international actor. Thus the negotiators are engaged in two con
nected "games," one domestic and the other international. Success or cooperation is 
determined by being able to settle on an agreeInent that is in the "win-set" of the play
ers at both levels. In other words, Putnam seeks to explain international cooperation 
as th.e functIOn of both international and domestic factors. A subsequent series of case 
studIes \Evans, Jacobson, and Putnam 1993) designed to probe the plausibility and 
range ot two-level game phenomena affirmed not only the potential explanatory 
Importance of both domestic and international political considerations but also the 
distinctive role that governmental leaders play in integrating the forces from those two 
levels: "The image of the state leaders as 'Janus-faced,' forced to balance domestic and 
interna~iona~ concerns,. stands at the core of the integrative approach, making it 'state 
centnc, not m the realIst sense of emphasizing nation-states as units but in the sense 
of seeing chief executives, and state bureaucracies more generally, as actors whose 
alms cannot be reduced to reflections of domestic constituent pressure" (Evans 1993, 
401-2). 

. . T~1ese case studies of domestic factors in international negotiation also provide 
InsIght 1I1to some of the post-cold war changes that might flow from the altered mix 
o~· issue areas. For many countries after the cold war, foreign economic issues may 
dIsplace secunty matters as the domain most fTequently engaging vital interests. If 
thIS IS Sl~, dlstmctions between most security-type issues and those that are primarily 
economIC become Important. Thus, for example, Evans suggests that "territorial con
t1icts between long-term military adversaries are least likely to evoke complex 
domestic divisions," but, by contrast, "bargains about trade, investment, and labor 
flows may evoke bitter distributional contention" (1993,424-25). He proposes that 
such dIfferences m the domestic dynamics of security and economic issues may alter 
t!le structure of mternatlonal negotiations. Cooperative agreements may be more 
lrkely for economic matters if multiple issues are linked, permitting synergistic strate
gIes on whICh tradeotfs between the parties permits everyone to win on some issues 
while accepting losses on others. 

Such an argument rests on two broad assumptions-first, that the end of the 
cold war may change the mix of economic and security issues that figure centrally in 
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thc international concerns of some nations and, second, that economic and security 
issues often invoke different kinds of domestic political dynamics that in turn affect 
the process of international agreements. For our purposes, the argument-which 
certainly requires further exploration-illustrates yet another way in which the end 
of the cold war is changing both international affairs and scholarship about it. Such 
changes underscore the importance of constructing explanations that integrate 
domestic factors with international phenomena. 

Even in the theoretical explanation of security issues, and most particularly 
studies of the sources of international war, there is new interest in introducing domes
tic considerations. Two recent attempts to consider how domestic factors contribute 
to the explanation of war were undertaken by Levy (1989) and SchweBel' (1992). 
SchweBel' contributes to what has become a major area of recent international schol
arship, the possible relationship between regime type and the engagement in interstate 
war. With the waning of the cold war, the world has experienced what Huntington 
(1991) has described as a third wave of experimentation with democratic forms of 
government in countries that previously had experienced authoritarian rule. 
Associated with this international development has been a renewed interest in the 
relationship between democracies and war, reformulated as the hypothesis that 
democracies are less likely to fight wars with other democracies. As one of the authors 
in this volume notes, the hypothesis weakens when the dependent variable, interstate 
war, is stretched to suggest democracies pursue a more pacific form of foreign policy 
generally, but in its narrower form the empirical results are intriguing. The general 
research interest in democracy and war further highlights the renewed interest in 
seeking to understand international behavior at least in part by reference to internal 
features of countries. 

Russett (1982) anticipated this need to pay more attcntion to domestic factors 
in explanations of international phenomena when more than a decade ago he 
reviewed the accumulated quantitative research in two areas that had generated sub
stantial inquiry. In the Iitemture on both arms races and dependency, he concluded 
that studies were more likely to find significant relationships between the interna
tional phenomena examined if the researchers introduced domestic factors as 
mediating variables. "The implications of this wiB not necessarily please 'realists,' and 
they will be more satisfying to students of comparative foreign policy than to stu
dents of international systems" (Russett 1982, 12). His conclusions explain the 
reasons for this observation. "We do find generalizations and regularities, but they 
are complex, interactive, heavily conditioned. Clearly they show the importance of 
detailed country-specific knowledge" (Russett 1982, 19). 

!viore recently, Zakaria has suggested that the scope and specific accuracy one 
seeks from theory may influence the extent to which domestic factors need to be 
taken into account. "The parsirnony of systemic theory is useful for SOIne purposes, 
but more accurate theories are far more useful for many other purposes. Domestic 
politics explanations can be more useful in explaining events, trends, and policies 
that are too specific to be addressed by Zl grand theory of international politics" 

(Zakaria 1992, 198). 
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• A New Round of Foreign Policy Theory Development 

It would be unfair to say that the contributors to this volume are oblivious to the 
international developments that have rocked the study of international politics. 
They are certainly aware of the changes that have led a number of scholars and ana
lysts who previously concentrated almost exclusively on international structures and 
processes to reexamine the predictive and explanatory power of their theories and 
to look anew at the dynamics within countries. The specific reference point for this 
~olume,. however, is neither the actual collapse of the cold war nor the repercussions 
It has tnggered among theory-oriented scholars of international politics. It is never
theless useful to ask whether the recent work in foreign policy reflected in this 
volume can help fill the intellectual gap now emerging in international politics. To 
that end, it is important to review the efforts represented by this volume on their 
own terms. 

For the most part the point of departure for the editors and contributors is the 
earlier work of a group of primarily American foreign policy theorists who collec
tively identified themselves as "comparative foreign policy" scholars. The collection 
of review essays and advocacy pieces that constitute this volume seek to correct, 
extend, or revise these earlier undertakings. What must not be overlooked is the 
major commitment these authors share with their predecessors. The common prop
ertY.ls a COmlTiitment to promote a theory-driven field of foreign policy that is 
empmcally grounded. Although the purpose of such theory is largely unexpressed in 
these pages, one of the editors concludes her own essay by referring to "the baseline 
criteria of any theory ... high explanatory and predictive value" (Neack, chapter 13 in 
this vol~me); There is a ~urther shared position that theory must be substantiated by 
(the editors lDtroductlOn states "informed by") systematic empirical analysis. 
Furthermore, Moon in his chapter (chapter 11) refers to the need for a "stringent 
empirical test," and Schrodt's entire chapter (chapter 9) is devoted to developments 
111 one kmd of empirical data. But a commitment to methodological openness con
stral11S any consensus among the contributors on the test procedures for determining 
the fit between theory and the reality it is intended to explain or forecast. 2 Equally 
noteworthy and reasonable is the willingness to persist with a theory because of the 
absence of an alternative explanation, even when repeated empirical analysis by one 
set of procedures fails to confirm its expectations. Thus Hey's chapter (chapter 12) 
shows how dependency hypotheses should not be dismissed despite unimpressive 
results from earlier quantitative studies. Regardless of their reservations about the 
adequacy of any particular methods for establishing goodness of fit between a theory 
and aspects of actual foreign policy activity, these scholars share with earlier investi
gators an insistence on empirical grounding of theory. 

Beyond this shared foundation, it is tempting to summarize in pop journalism 
fashion the differences the contributors perceive between themselves and the earlier 
comparative foreign policy analysis: 

What's out 

Hegemony of positivism 

Realism3 

General or grand theory 

Parsimony 

\!\That's in 

Multilevel, multicausal explanations 

Contextuality 

Middle-range theories 

Bridging to other fields 

Behind the slogans and shorthand phrases, of course, are real issues that bear 
significantly on the attempts to contribute to an understanding of foreign policy. For 
that reason, a closer examination of the current direction of theory construction is 
essential. 

Multilevel, Multicausal Explanations 

The careful reader will have noted that the chapters in this volume follow a rough 
sequence introducing different levels and kinds of explanation. They begin with an 
overview of the international system (Rothgeb) and then move back to the individual 
decision maker (Rosati and Shimko), the group, bureaucracy, and institution (Ripley 
and Haney), political organization or opposition (Hagan), the state (Moon and 
Neack), and society (Peterson). Each of these chapters offers an inventory of poten
tial explanatory variables, competing hypotheses, or alternative theories. Thus, the 
reader interested in explanatory variables can consider the different techniques of 
comparison-including analogies and metaphors-that humans use to interpret 
new, unfamiliar situations (Shimko) or alternative ways women and roles have been 
specified in nationalist movements (Peterson). Competing empirical hypotheses are 
advanced by Neack on democratic states and war, while Hey offers different hypothe
ses about the expected foreign policy behavior of dependent states. Rosati reviews 
alternative theories of cognitive processes; Moon focuses on alternative theories of 
the state. 

There can be little doubt about the varied and rich menu of multilevel concep
tual products introduced in this volume. It is the next step that is so daunting. How 
are variables, hypotheses, or even theories from different analytical levels to be inte
grated into more complete explanations? This is not a new problem in the study of 
foreign policy. Rosenau (1966) in his pre-theories essay sought to do it by a kind of 
reductionism, that is, he argued that the relative importance (potency) of different 
levels of explanation would vary depending on the type of nation-state. Different lev
els of explanation could be reduced to a primary one depending on the nation-type. 
Wilkenfeld and his associates (1980) attempted to integrate variables from multiple 
levels to explain foreign policy behavior using a statistical process (partial least squares 
mode). Alker and Bennett (1977) sought a multilevel foreign policy synthesis through 
a computer simulation using a complex set of contingency decision rules. It is easy to 
see that none of these efforts were entirely satisfactory. The contributors of this vol
ume appear to be on very solid ground in arguing that adequate theories of foreign 
policy must in all likelihood integrate multiple, interrelated sources of explanation 
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drawn from different levels of analysis. Of course, one might ask whether the require
ments of theory might depend upon what is to be explained or forecasted. More on 
that point later. 

Contextuality 

The phrase "contextuality" captures ideas expressed in various ways in this volume, 
for exan,ple, cultural sensitivity, gender sensitivity, contingency analysis, issue and 
domain specification. The argument is that our explanations must be bounded and 
qualified. (This is exactly the point made by Russett in 1982.) Presumably, these 
applicable conditions must be specified by the researcher. I might have titled this sec
tion "Farewell Ceteris Paribus" because a large portion of social science research has 
involved the exploration of hypotheses in which investigators consciously prefaced 
the stipulated relationship with the caveat "other things being equaL" Of course, the 
difficulty is that in human affairs, all other things beyond their stated relationship are 
almost never equal at all times and places. The researchers examining an ad hoc 
hypothesis without stipulating the boundary conditions, the appropriate context, the 
externalities to which the relationship is sensitive can arguably be said to be engaged 
in intellectually irresponsible behavior. The contributors seem justified in criticizing 
much earlier empirical rese'lrch-including, particularly, that studying comparative 
foreign policy-for devoting so much effort to the examination of ad hoc hypotheses 
devoid of any specification of context. 

It is possible to read this entire book as a series of candidates for boundary set
ting, qualifying, or mediating variables. Readers are encouraged to recognize 
differences among kinds of situations (e.g., crisis versus noncrisis), international sys
tems, actors (including nonstate actors), actor strategies, political opposition, states, 
bureaucratic cultures, and so on. There can be little doubt that such distinctions
and many others-can be critical in certain policy explanations. We are discovering, 
for example, that when women are responsible for designing international popula
tion control policies and practices, their approach is different from that favored when 
men dominated population policy. A hypothesis about the effects of micro financial 
loans to aspiring individual entrepreneurs would at least in some cultures yield dif
ferent results if controlled for gender. (Women are more successful.) In other words, 
as Peterson argues, in some areas women approach international problems and 
behave differently from men. In this example, as in all other matters concerning sen
sitivity to context, the challenge is to determine which contextual properties must be 
considered and when. 

In his chapter Ripley states, "A model helps an analyst interpret a complex real
world phenomenon (such as foreign policy decision making), identify the most 
important features, and understand how those features are interrelated." As with a 
model, a theory or a set of hypotheses must be selective in specifying the included 
components. It must select from all possible elements in the environment, which 
ones are likely to impinge in a substantial way on the examined relationships. 
Individual researchers and teams of researchers should be implored to be more con
textually sensitive in their studies, but in all likelihood we will continue to depend on 
a community of scholars to help each other out. Others, who approach a problem 
from different perspectives, can test amendments to earlier work to see if the results 
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are stable or are altered by the introduction of different variables. The chapters by 
Moon and Hey in this volume are two examples of exactly that process. 

Middle-Range Theories 

vVhat should it be? Broad, aU-encompassing theories? Micro, extremely restricted 
theories? Middle-range theories? This scope requirement for theory development is 
rather more difficult to specify. In one way it might be interpreted as a vague reaction 
to earlier efforts to develop theories of foreign policy activity that claimed-explicitly 
or implicitly-to have universal applicability. The argument might be that since 
those efforts seem to have offered rather poor explanations, we should be more mod
est in our aspirations. This could be regarded as simply another statement of the 
need for greater attention to contextuality. 

Another way to interpret the call for middle-range theories is to be more spe
cific about the kind of activity to be explained, that is, the dependent variables. Long 
ago I engaged in a critique of theoretical efforts in foreign policy for being remark
ably vague about what was to be explained (c. Hermann 1978b). Except for a 
substantial body of research on the causes of war that includes scholarship from for
eign policy, international politics, and other numerous fields, studies of foreign 
policy often neglect to specify the kind of foreign policy to be explained-military 
interventions, trade agreements, sanctions, scientific cooperation on joint projects, 
diplomatic recognition, peacekeeping initiatives, and so on.4 Seldom are these or any 
of hundreds of alternative ways of characterizing foreign policy activity incorporated 
into theoretical efforts. The event data effort (whose resurgence is well described in 
this volume by Schrodt) was undertaken in part to develop measurable ways to char
acterize different kinds of foreign policy activity. Sadly, the marriage between the 
empirically grounded indicators of foreign policy behavior and efforts at construct
ing foreign policy theories has been extremely slow to occur. Certainly, there is 
absolutely no requirement that the dependent variables of any foreign policy theory 
must be specified in terms of concepts that can be operationalized as events. Far 
from it. That, however, does not eliminate the necessity for theorists to make clear 
what is to be explained. By doing so the theorist moves a considerable way down the 
path toward establishing the scope of the theoretical effort. An attempt to explain 
pacifist activity of all international actors certainly is a broader-ranging theory than 
one limited to understanding interstate wars, which in turn is broader than one con
cerned only with wars between global powers. Thus the breath of coverage included 
in the dependent variable can be used to create middle-level theory. 

Several efforts in this volume explore hypotheses with specified kinds of for
eign policy as the dependent variable. Neack in her chapter takes a critical look at the 
considerable research activity going on around the hypothesis that democracies are 
less likely to engage in war with one another. Hey contends that one polity's depen
dency on another can result in one of several specified kinds of foreign policy 
behavior (e.g., compliance). Moving from hypotheses to more inclusive theories that 
designate certain behaviors, we have the example of Rosati's account of the cognitive 
revolution involving a shift from cognitive consistency theories to social cognition 
and schema theories. These developments in cognitive theory suggest, among other 
things, how belief systems affect us as individual problem solvers. The implication for 
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those who wish to explain the decision making of foreign policy leaders is clear and 
exciting. But Rosati cautions that results from empirical studies attributing certain 
foreign policy behaviors (presumably what we wish to understand) to different belief 
structures is quite mixed. In his conclusions Rosati proposes that differences in the 
type of situation (e.g., whether the problem is familiar or the degree of uncertainty) 
may affect the power of schema theory to account for behavior. That is an example of 
the contextual sensitivity noted previously. 

These illustrations do not exhaust the current efforts to define theoretical 
scope by specifying the type of behavior to be explained. Unfortunately, however, 
they remain the exceptions rather than the rule. As in the past, we witness too many 
efforts that proclaim another variable or class of variables that will improve our abil
ity to explain undifferentiated "foreign policy." Theory, particularly the specification 
of middle-range theory, demands more. Those of us concerned with theoretical 
development in foreign policy must do more to stipulate the foreign policy problem, 
puzzle, or behavior we seek to explain and how proposed variables contribute to it. 

Bridging to Other Fields 

The idea that the field of foreign policy is a conceptual bridge can be quite instruc
tive. Within the discipline of political science, the need to make connections between 
comparative politics (the study of politics within countries) and international poli
tics (the study of politics among countries) seems as obvious as it is neglected. 
Rosenau (l969b), among others, has stressed the desirability of a "linkage politics" 
that conceives of foreign policy as the bridge between domestic and international 
politics. s In her chapter, devoted far more to breaking new conceptual ground than 
reviewing ongoing research, Mingst picks up Rosenau's challenge by suggesting a 
typology of actors that creates a bridge between internal and external constituencies. 
She also describes the various strategies available to them. (Her chapter is an open 
invitation for someone to specify the conditions that might indicate when different 
actors might pursue alternative strategies.) 

The editors are not far from the mark, in my judgment, in suggesting earlier 
foreign policy research borrowed the approach of comparative politics (i.e., a focus 
on cross-national studies and the use of comparative methods) but incorporated 
remarkably little of the substantive domain. Hagan's chapter vividly demonstrates the 
potential gain to be made in foreign policy by working more directly with the con
cepts and variables of domestic politics. He hints at the possible use of coalition 
theory, which for some puzzling reason has not yet attracted strong interest in for
eign policy. Peterson's discussion of nationalism and Neack's examination of the 
classification of states also draw on work in comparative politics and underscore the 
field's importance to foreign policy. 

Bridging, or more precisely borrowing, from other domains is not limited to 
other fields in political science. The reader finds both Moon and Hey drawing on 
political economy, Ripley and Haney using organizational and institutional concepts, 
Gerner and Schrodt introducing artificial intelligence and information theory, Rosati 
and Shimko working with material from cognitive psychology. Looking at this book 
one could almost characterize foreign policy analysts as a band of intellectual thieves 
stealing ideas from almost everyone! 
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It is perhaps notable that this volume includes only one chapter devoted directly 
to possible insights from the study of the international system.6 Rothgeb's thesis that 
at least two parallel international systems are emerging and that the dominant foreign 
policy behaviors in each are quite different suggests the importance of looking more 
carefully in this direction for an understanding foreign policy. Many of the interna
tional politics scholars whose work was noted at the outset of this chapter are looking 
to domestic factors to condition their international explanations. It is a wonder that 
foreign policy analysts, from their different perspectives, do not more often look to 
international factors to condition their expectations about foreign policy. 

• Conclusions: Theory Trek, the Next Generation 

In their introduction to this volume the editors note that earlier scholarship 011 

building foreign policy theory was influenced by the cold war and other aspects of 
the international environment (e.g., the number of new nations that emerged in the 
1960s and the associated concern with economic development). The ending of the 
cold war is one of the most profound changes in international affairs in the twentieth 
century. It will influence future scholarship. 

In the first part of this chapter I have suggested that scholars concerned with 
theories about the international system appear to be engaged in serious reexamina
tion of their work as a result of the cold war collapse. Interestingly, theoretical 
inquiry in foreign policy~at least as reflected in this volume~has not yet given 
much attention to the implications of this systemic transformation for their under
takings. The major exception is Rothgeb's chapter, and, of course, his subject is the 
international system. 

As in the past, it seems likely that future scholarship of foreign policy analysts 
will address the changes in the worlds they study. This seems particularly so since the 
recent changes have resulted to a significant degree from domestic factors within 
countries and their effects on the foreign policies nations have pursued. (At least that 
is one of the conclusions from international relations theorists, as 1 interpreted them, 
at the beginning of this chapter.) My guess is that the impact on foreign policy theory 
of the cold war's end and the surge in economic issues will occur long before another 
scholarly generation appears. How might these international developments affect 
some of the themes and emphases about theory captured in this book? 

Certainly one likely result is more incorporation of change and dynamics in 
theories of foreign policy. Concern for when and how policies might change is not a 
central theme in the contributions to this volume. In fact, the editors include a foot
note in their introductory chapter acknowledging change is not one of the subjects 
that is included. But their concern with specifying context and incorporating vari
ables from multiple levels invites attention to time and the effects of the dynamic 
interplay of variables on policy. Yet more direct treatment seems essential, not just as 
a separate chapter on when states and other actors change direction but as an integral 
part of any theoretical formulation. 

It is noteworthy that one of the late Karl Deutsch's most direct efforts to con
tribute to foreign policy theory, The Nerves of GOVeITlmel1t (1966), sought to deal w~th 
change. Somewhat later Steinbruner (1974) took a different approach to cybernetICs 
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to address some of the same issues. Neither study seems to have served as a spring
board for much continuing effort. Perhaps the time has arrived to revisit the concerns 
that drove their initiatives. 

I have argued that theory-inclined scholars of international politics have redis
covered domestic politics. Their interest in incorporating variables and theories 
about politics within countries may well be reciprocated as foreign policy analysts 
come to grips with the post-·cold war world. After all, we have observed the strong 
disposition of contemporary foreign policy analysts to bridge and borrow. To make 
tbis connection, however, those of us in foreign policy scholarship will be required to 
accept one critical assumption. We already treat it as a central feature of our daily 
accounts of foreign policy, and it energizes our classroom discussions and conversa
tions with colleagues, but we do not incorporate it as a major feature in most 
theories of foreign policy. 

The assumption is simply that foreign policy is extremely responsive to the 
actions and statements of other international actors. Of course! This, after all, is the 
core of international politics. Conceptually the central position of interaction or 
exchange in international relations theory may be an obstacle for foreign policy ana
lysts. There may be a tendency to think that if we examine the interaction of actors 
we are dealing with international politics, not foreign policy. 

How does one create an interactive theory that takes the perspective of an actor 
in the system, rather than that of the system itself, while at the same time taking into 
account that the actor is constantly responding to perceived external feedback to its 
prior actions, new initiatives of others, differing situations, and shifts in the interna
tional structure? We must address the question. This must be done while including in 
the theory the internal dynamics that the contributors to this volume effectively illus
trate. I think this is parallel to the question that some international relations theorists 
are approaching from the opposite direction as they review their theories after the 
cold war. The press for better explanations is likely to push foreign policy analysts in 
a similar manner. 

In this regard it is instructive that Schrodt includes in his chapter a quote from 
Charles McClelland, the early pioneer in event data, that includes the observation: 
"We were defeated, however, in the attempt to categorize and measure event 
sequences" (italics added). McClelland is acknowledging the great difficulty of creat
ing reliable and valid chains of action and reaction-the essence of foreign policy as 
a sequence of exchanges. This underscores what may be a more difficult problem in 
both theory and data for foreign policy than for international relations theory. 
Foreign policy theorists are more likely to want to understand differentiated kinds of 
near-term interaction (e.g., the responses to a specific kind of move) rather than pat
terns of interaction that develop over extended periods of time. Although the task 
may be difficult, the requirement may be the key to better explanations and 
forecasts. 7 

The question posed by John Gaddis with which this chapter began illustrates 
another way in which future theory in foreign policy may evolve. Gaddis's question 
about prediction emerged ti·om what was, for him, a puzzle. He observed all the 
interest in theory in international politics as compared to the modest attention it 
receives in history. He puzzled over the question of whether more attention to theory 
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makes for better predictions. Similar questions or puzzles seem to drive much of the 
theoretical work of our international relations colleagues. Thus, Snyder (1991) asks 
why major powers so often seem to engage in destructive overextension. Waltz (1993) 
asks, if economic issues become more predominant in the post-cold war, will the 
international system be less competitive? Questions, puzzles, or problems seem less 
often to motivate theoretical efforts in foreign policy analysis. If they are asked, the 
questions are remarkably unfocused and are seldom followed with a thesis or 
hypothesis as a possible answer. Too often, I believe, we still are only advocating the 
addition of new explanatory variables to the list of sources for undifferentiated for
eign policy. 

But the major changes occurring in world affairs are likely to stimulate the for
mulation of questions and puzzles in foreign policy as in international relations. 
Furthermore, the commitment to middle-level theory expressed repeatedly in this 
volume may be promoted by concentrating theoretical efforts on the treatment of 
puzzles and problems that lead to well-formulated questions. We can limit the foclls 
of a theory by designating specific foreign policy activity and by sharpening the 
research question it is intended to answer. 

This book has suggested some emerging patterns or trends among those who 
have joined the effort to construct theories of foreign policy. I have observed that a 
tidal wave of change in world affairs is sweeping over all of us. As we react to our 
evolving international environment, it will shape our thinking and interact with 
some of the theoretical patterns captured in this volume. These changes may stimu
late additional, new, exciting efforts to explain and forecast the foreign policies of 
international actors. 

III Notes 

1. In fact, description, prescription, and explanation of singular policy occurrences are 
most often the purpose of foreign policy analyses rather than theoretically driven work 
from which more general explanations and forecasts might be derived. 

2. I suspect there might be disagreement among the contributors to this volume on the 
nature of appropriate empirical evidence and how it should be related to theory. 
Clearly the opposite side of the coin for the advocated new methodological openness is 
a lack of consensus among different foreign policy analysts on how theories are to be 
substantiated. 

3. Realism and structural realism are the objects of repeated reference and critique in this 
volume. ',\That is remarkable is the virtual absence of any attention to rational choice 
theory as an alternative conceptual approach to foreign policy and international rela
tions. The important ongoing work in this area is almost totally ignored. One example 
of how developments in this area are affecting theoretical work in foreign policy is pro·· 
vided by Bendor and Hammond (1992). 

4. There are articles and boob devoted to these and other kinds of foreign policy activity, 
but few are directly concerned with the development of a theory that explains when and 
why they occur. 

5. Recognition of the need to connect comparative and international politics is not new. A 
conference devoted to this topic at Northwestern University resulted in Farrell's (J 966) 
volume in which Rosenau's "pre-theories" essay appeared. 
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6. Admittedly, several cOl:tributors touch on features of the international system and 
nught have developed Its characteristics further in fuller studies, but Rothgeb is the only 
one presently to explore its impact directly. 

7. Efforts to study reciprocity in both foreign policy and international relations have 
resulte? in som: recel~t attempts to identify action-reaction sequences, but success at 
captunng speCIfIC chams of Interaction among actors, particularly those involving more 
than two countnes, has stlll been elusive. For some efforts with event data, see Hermann 
(1984), Goldstein and Freeman (1990), and Leng (1993a). 
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